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THE UNITED STATES NAVY

GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY

The United States Navy is responsible for maintaining control of the
sea and is a ready force on watch at home and overseas, capable of
strong action to preserve the peace or of instant offensive action to
win in war.

It is upon the maintenance of this control that our country's glolious
future depends; the United States Navy exists to make it so.

WE SERVE WITH HONOR

Tradition, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritage from the past. To
these may be added dedication, discipline, and vigilance as the
watchwords of the present and the future.

At home or on distant stations we serve with pride, confident in the
respect of our country, our shipmates, and our families.

Our responsibilities sober us; our adversities strengthen us.

Service to God and Country is our special privilege. We serve with
honor.

THE FUTURE OF THE NAVY

The Navy will always employ new weapons, new techniques, aaid
greater power to protect and defend the United States on the sea,
under the sea, and in the air.

Now and in the future, control of the sea gives the United States her
greatest advantage for the maintenance of peace and for victory in
war.

Mobility, surprise, dispersal, and offensive power are the keynotes of
the new Navy. The roots of the Navy lie in a strong belief in the
future, in continued dedication to our tasks, and in reflection on our
heritage from the past.

Never have our opportunities and our responsibilities been greater.
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INTRODUCTION TO
OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS

Superior performance of personnel is essential to the Navy, but can only
be expected of personicl who meet the knowledge and skill requirements of
their billets. With this in mind, a great deal of emphasis has been p!aced on
a technique called "task analysis." ks applied in the Navy, task analysis means
evaluating a job by breaking it down into the many tasks that make up that
job. Applying this technique to its occupational specialties (ratings), the Navy
has published the Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and Personnel
Classifications and Occupational Standards, NAVPERS 18068-E.

Occupational Standards (OCCSTDs) should be of particular interest to
you. They define the minimum skills you should possess as a dental technician
to perform effectively at each level of responsibility. As such, the standards
form the basis of your training, your advancement, and your assignment. Den-
tal Assistant, Basic Class "A" School had its foundation in tme OCCSTDs.
Each dental technician Class "C" school is based on the OCCSTDs and con-
sequently, the contents of this rate training manual was determined on the
basis of the OCCSTDs.

The OCCSTDs are contained in Section 1 of the Manual of Navy Enlisted
Manpower and Personnel Classification and Occupational Standards, and are
listed on the following pages for your convenience. As you read through them,
keep in mind that they are phrased in the language of task (performance)
statements. As you progress up the path of advancement, you will be expected
to obtain the knowledge and skills necessary to perform such tasks. The specific
knowledge required is derived from analysis data and provided to you in train-
ing programs and publications.

This rate training manual covers the OCCSTDs for Dental Technicians
Second Class, First Class, Chief; Senior Chief; and Master Chief Dental
Technician.
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CHAPTER 1

DENTAL TECHNICIAN RATING

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

1. Identify the mission, occupational relation- 3. Identify the requirements for advancement in
ships, and assignments of dental technicians. the dental technician rating.

2. Identify the Dental Technician Navy Enlisted
Classification codes, their purpose and use.

This Rate Training Manual (RTM) is designed The NRCC is designed to assist you in gain-
as a self-study text to help you prepare to meet ing the knowledge needed to fulfill your job
the occupational requirements for Dental Techni- requirements and to reinforce learning of the im-
cian Second Class and First Class, and Chief Den- portant information covered in the RTM. It will
tal Technician. It is intended to assist you in also help you prepare for Navy-wide advancement
performing the duties of an advanced dental examinations.
technician and to provide a source of study for
Navy-wide advancement examinations.

The information contained in the RTM is
based on the Occupational Standards The Secretary of the Navy established the DT
(OCCSTDS) listed earlier in this manual. The list rating on 12 December 1947. Effective 2 April
was current when this RTM was prepared, but 1948, Navy dental technicians were authorized to
because it may have been revised, you should ask wear the dental rating badge. In 1977, the enlisted
your command training officer or educational ser- rating structure was revised to combine ratings
vices officer for a current edition of the with a common purpose into one occupational
OCCSTDS. field. Dental technicians and hospital corpsmen

This manual contains training information now make up Occupational Field XIV, Health
only and should not be interpreted as a directive. Care.
It is not intended that any portion of this text The DT rating is a general service rating. Coin-
supersede current instructions, manuals, or other pletion of Dental Assistant, Basic, Class "A"
technical publications. The RTM is an overview School is a requirement (except in time of
of your Navy occupation: a description of the emergency) for entry into the rating. Waivers may
tasks involved, information or knowledge re- be granted for certain reservists or enlistees who
quired to perform your job, and the relationship have had previous training equal to the basic
of your occupation to the overall Navy mission. course.

The DT rating is comprised of personnel

NONRESIDENT CAREER COURSE trained to assist dental officers in providing dental
care for active duty Navy and Marine Corps per-

The Nonresident Career Course (NRCC) for sonnel. During combat or in mass casualty or
this RTM is provided under a separate cover and emergency situations, dental technicians may be
stock number. It consists of a series of directed to assist medical personnel by perform-
assignments containing questions in multiple ing paramedical duties. Such assistance includes
choice, true-false, or matching format. The ques- artificial respiration, treatment of shock, hemor-
tions are based on learning objectives that reflect rhage control, bandaging and splinting, cleans-
RTM subject matter. The NRCC together with ing and treatment of wounds, and preparing
the RTM forms a self-study package. casualties for movement.
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ASSIGNMENTS AND DUTIES official manual fur Navy Enlisted Classification
(NEC) code identification. The NEC structure

The possibility of assignment to naval dental supplements the enlisted rating structure in iden-
clinics, naval hospitals, naval medical clinics, den- tifying personnel on active or inactive duty and
tal departments of ships and stations, Fleet Marine billets in manpower authorizations. NEC codes
Force dental battalions and companies, and reflect special knowledge and skills that identify
mobile construction battalions emphasizes the im- personnel requirements when the rating structure
portance of professionalism, knowledge, and is insufficient by itself for manpower management
awareness of responsibilities. Billets and purposes.
assignments are made on the basis of personnel The skills reflected by NECs are an important
qualifications, current dental care requirements, tool for assigning DTs to new duty stations and
and the needs of the Navy. to duties within the command.

As an advanced dental assistant, you are
already aware of the general duties of a dental NEC GROUPINGS
technician and the need to be professional and
knowledgeable in all areas of dental care. As a NECs are grouped under one of the follow-
DT2, DT1, or DTC, you may be required to per- ing categories:
form one or more of the following duties:

1. Entry Series. These include Rating Conver-
* Render dental first aid sion NECs and Occupational Area-defense

Groupings (DG) NECs. They identify per-
* Perform dental prophylactic treatment sonnel who are in training for change of

under the supervision of a dental officer rating, or individuals who have received

* Perform routine clerical, and clinical duties training, are in training, or have aptitude
for training in identified areas.

2. Rating Series. These NECs relate to specific
* Establish and maintain records on com- ratings.

mand equipment 3. Special Series. These NECs (e.g. Instruc-

* Take charge of dental watch sections, den- tor, Equal Opportunity Program
tal wards, record offices, dental prosthetic Specialist, Drug and Alcohol Counselor,
laboratories, or supply sections etc.) are not related to any particular

rating.

* Instruct personnel in formal dental techni-
cian schools and command training Below are the NEC codes for the DT rating.
programs Entry Series

* Supervise and instruct lower rated person- DG-9730 (Medical and Dental Specialists) isnel in their dutiesDG73(MdcladDnlSpiast)s
assigned to personnel in paygrades E-1 through

* Assist in the treatment and management E-3 who recently enlisted in the Navy but have
of mass casualties and train personnel for not yet reported to Dental Assistant, Basic, Class
contingency roles "A" School.

DT-8799 (Dental Technician Basic) is an en-
0 Serve as command master at arms and try series NEC for rating conversion to DT. It

prepare watch, quarter, and station bills identifies aptitudes and qualifications that are not
discernible from the individual's rate. This NEC

* Assign enlisted personnel to clinical duties is assigned to petty officers and identified strikers
(other than DTs) who are in training under an ap-
proved program for a change to the DT rating.

NAVY ENLISTED
CLASSIFICATION CODES Rating Series

The Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower DT-8703 (Dental Administrative Technician)
and Personnel Classifications and Occupational identifies dental technicians trained to assist dental
Standards, NAVPERS 18068E, Section II, is the officers in organizing and managing a dental clinic
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or facility. Dental technicians with this NEC per- These individuals are identified only by the rating
form advanced dental administrative, logistical, designator of DT. DT-0000 is NOT an Enlisted
anu financial duties. [hey also provide technical Classification Code, but the quad zeros (0000) are
assistance in organizing and conducting dental used when no entry, rating, or special NEC is
health education programs, enlisted training, and assigned. Spec;"-. scrics NECs may be assigned to
fleet medical and dental support. DTs to indicate special qualifications and training.

DT-8707 (Field Service Dental Technician)
identifies dental technicians who assist the den-
tal officer in providing dental treatment in the ADVANCEMENT
field. They provide technical and administrative
assistance to support the mission and functions The personal advantages of advancement are:
of Navy and Marine Corps field units, ensure the more interesting and challenging work, greater
observance and practice of field sanitary prestige, higher pay, and the satisfaction of get-
measures, and augment medical personnel in pro- ting ahead in your career. Also, advancement
viding emergency medical care to field or com- gives you personal satisfaction from knowing you
bat casualties. In addition, they prepare, review, have developed your skills and increased your
coordinate, and maintain logistic requirements for knowledge.
dental field units. The Navy also profits from your advance-

DT-8732 (Dental Equipment Repair Techni- ment. Highly trained personnel are essential to
cian) identifies dental technicians who handle the Navy operations. By advancement you increase
maintenance, repair, and installation of dental your value to the Navy in two ways. First, you
equipment and diagnostic devices. They monitoi become more valuable as a technical specialist;
dental equipment safety programs; provide second, you become more valuable as a person
technical advice for dental clinic/facility design, who can supervise, lead, and train others.
alteration, and equipage; and administer the Den-
tal Equipment Maintenance and Repair Program. INCREASED RESPONSIBILITY

DT-8752 (Dental Laboratory Technician,
Basic) identifies dental technicians who perform The extent of your contribution to the Navy
basic and intermediate level prosthodontic depends upon your willingness and ability to ac-
laboratory procedures. Such procedures include cept increased responsibility as you advance.
fabricating complete dentures, removable partial When you assumed the duties of a DT3, you ac-
dentures, and other protective and restorative in- cepted a certain amount of responsibility for the
traoral appliances; repairing, reconstructing, and work of others. With each advancement, you will
relining dental prostheses; and performing routine accept an increasing amount of responsibility in
equipment maintenance, military matters and in matters relating to the oc-

DT-8753 (Dental Laboratory Technician, Ad- cupational requirements of the DT rating. When
vanced) identifies dental technicians who perform you advance to DT2, DTI, and DTC, you will
and supervise the construction of fixed partial further increase your responsibilities for leader-
dentures, porcelain fused to metal systems, and ship, supervision, training, working with others,
dental ceramic arts. Personnel in paygrade E-7 and keeping up with new developments.
with this NEC supervise dental laboratories. The operation of a dental facility is a team ef-

DT-8765 (Dental Laboratory Technician, fort. To be of value to the team, you need leader-
Maxillofacial) identifies dental technicians who ship ability. This ability requires a high degree of
assist in the clinical and technical procedures re- personal responsibility and technical competence.
quired to fabricate prostheses and appliances for
oral, craniofacial, and othcr anatomical defects. LEADERSHIP AND SUPERVISION
They also congtruct ocular, extraoral, intraoral,
and somato prostheses and molds for prosthetic As a DT2, DTI, or DTC, you are regarded
rehabilitation procedures. as a leader and supervisor. Both officers and

Most of the above DT rating series NECs re- enlisted personnel expect you to translate general
quire training at formal Navy schools. Some den- orders into detailed, practical, on-the-job
tal technicians may not have received this formal language that can be followed by relatively inex-
training, but they have completed the DT basic perienced personnel. You must see that subor-
school and have been assigned a DT appren- dinates perform their jobs correctly, but you
ticeship rate (DR, DA, DN) or petty officer rate. must be able to explain to officers any important
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problems or needs of these personnel. In all Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and Person-
military and professional matters, your responsi- nel Classifications and Occupational Standards.
bilities extend both upward and downward. The bibliography supporting Naval Standards is

Along with your increased responsibilities, listed in the first section, titled "Military Re-
your ability to communicate must improve. Basic quirements for all Ratings." This is followed by
to effective communication is the ability to speak the bibliography which supports the Occupational
and write clearly, so others can understand. To Standards for apprenticeships (DN, HN) and the
lead, supervise, and train others, you must be able 73 individual ratings.
to convey exactly what you mean. The bibliography is published annually by the

Naval Education and Training Program Manage-
PREPARING FOR ADVANCEMENT ment Support Activity (NETPMSA). In studying

for advancement, be sure you have the most re-
To prepare for advancement, you should (1) cent edition of the bibliography. Study not only

be aware of the requirements of your Occupa- the publications listed for the next higher rate; you
tional Standards, (2) work on the Personnel Ad- are also responsible for knowing the materials
vancement Requirement (PAR), and (3) study the listed at levels below the rate for which you are
RTMs and other material required for advance- working. For example, if you are studying for
ment. The following sections list the publications DTl, you should study the publications for DTI,
you should be familiar with and describe their DT2, and DT3.
contents and use. The bibliography pages are arranged in three

columns:
Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and
Personnel Classifications and Occupational 0 Column 1, Bibliography, shows the long
Standards titles of references. If no parts (chapters,

article, paragraph, etc.) are shown, you
The Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and should be familiar with the entire publica-

Personnel Classifications and Occupational tion. These references are listed by rate.
Standards, NAVPERS 18068E, defines rates and Publications marked with an asterisk (*)
ratings by describing the Navy's requirement for are mandatory. This means that you must
enlisted skills. It establishes minimum occupa- complete the RTM or publication indicated
tional and military skills required of enlisted per- as part of the qualifications for advance-
sonnel. As such, the manual serves as the basic ment. Completion of the RTMs may be ac-
reference for the Enlisted Advancement System, complished by passing the NRCC based on
particularly in the development of your advance- the RTM, or passing locally prepared ex-
ment examinations and study material. It is also aminations based on RTM content.
used by local commands as a guide in evaluating
your qualifications for advancement and as a basis 0 Column 2, Test Identification Number,
for training. The manual is divided into two provides the identification number, initial
sections. issue or latest major revision date, and

Section I contains the Occupational Standards latest change number, for most publica-
that define tasks required of a specific rating, and tions. Instructions (directives) are listed us-
the Naval Standards, or minimum skills, required ing their number/letter designation and
of enlisted personnel which are not rating change number, where necessary.
oriented. Naval Standards are universal to all rates
and ratings. e Column 3, Course Identification Number,

Section II contains the Navy Enlisted lists the NAVEDTRA, NAVTRA, or
Classifications discussed earlier in this chapter. NAVPERS number of the correspondence

course associated with the publications
Bibliography for Advancement Study listed in Column 1. Directions for order-

ing courses are found in the List of Train-
The Bibliography for Advancement Study, ing Manuals and Correspondence Courses,

NAVEDTRA 10052, provides a list of training NAVEDTRA 10061.
manuals, nonresident career courses, and other
publications in support of the naval and occupa- Do not overlook the section of the
tional standards prescribed in Section I of the bibliography that lists required and recommended
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materials on Naval Standards. You must complete rating, and (2) provide a consolidated check list
the RTM and NRCC for the indicated rate level that individuals can use in preparing for advance-
before you are eligible to take the Navy-wide ad- ment and that your command can use to evaluate
vancement examination, your readiness for advancement. The PAR is ap-

Even though reference materials are listed in plicable when seeking advancement to DT3 (E-4)
the bibliography as recommended rather than through DTC (E-7). The PAR forms are revised
mandatory, they should be studied carefully. Ad- as changes are made in advancement and occupa-
vancement examination questions may come from tional requirements. The revision date is indicated
recommended references. on the form at the top of the front page. It should

be verified as current for your advancement cycle.
Advancement Handbooks The PAR form is maintained by supervisors

of all personnel in paygrades E-3 through E-6. As
There are two Advancement Handbooks, one you satisfy each requirement, your supervisor

for Apprenticeships (DN.' and one for Petty Of- makes entries in the "Date" and "Initials" col-
ficers (DT3 through DTCM). These handbooks umns. Once all requirements are met and initialed,
are a convenient tool for advancement study. an entry is made on page 4 (NAVPERS 1070/604)
They are divided into three sections providing in- of your service record, indicating PAR comple-
formation you will need to prepare for tion. This must be done before you are considered
advancement, eligible to participate in the advancement

examination.
" Part A - provides in-depth look at the The PAR form is divided into three sections.

enlisted advancement system and tells you Section I lists various administrative requirements.
how to use it in your climb up the advance- Section II lists formal schools and other training
ment ladder. requirements that are mandatory unless noted as

"Recommended." Section III lists occupational
" Part B - provides the Naval Standards and and military ability requirements, and is based on

supporting references for paygrades E4 the current occupational and naval standards as
through E9, to help you prepare for the published in the Manual of Navy Enlisted Man-
required military leadership examination, power and Personnel Classifications and Occupa-
Remember you must pass this test for the tional Standards. Each item is a general statement
paygrade you are trying for as an eligibility of what an individual should be able to do at that
requirement for advancement. paygrade. These requirements need not be

demonstrated if overall job evaluation of the in-
* Part C - provides the Occupational Stand- dividual indicates ability to perform the tasks.

ards and supporting references for each
rate within your rating. Occupational
Standards are the MINIMUM tasks you ADVANCEMENT REQUIREMENTS
are required to perform in your job and
are the basis for the Navy-wide Advance- To qualify for advancement, you must fulfill
ment Examination. certain requirements. A list of eligibility re-

quirements for advancement and procedures for
NETPMSA produces these booklets, but determining eligibility are provided in the Manual

distribution is NOT automatic. Check with your of Advancement, BUPERSINST 1430.16 series.
command training officer or educational services These requirements may change, but generally you
officer to obtain a copy of the Advancement must:
Handbook required for your rating.

1. Complete the mandatory Personnel Ad-
Personnel Advancement Requirement vancement Requirements.

2. Complete mandatory Navy training
One of the requirements to determine eligibil- courses and RTMs.

ity for advancement is the completion of the Per- 3. Successfully complete the required service
sonnel Advancement Requirement (PAR), school for a particular paygrade or rating
NAVPERS 1414/4, for your rating. The purpose (advancement to DT3 requires completion
of the PAR is to: (1) individualize advancement of Dental Assistant, Basic, Class "A"
requirements for each rating and rates within the School).
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4. Meet minimum performance criteria. For leading petty officer or training officer to deter-
advancement to E-5 and E-6, your per- mine your eligibility for advancement.
formance mark average cannot be below
3.0 for a specified period. There is no ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
minimum performance mark average for FOR PETTY OFFICERS
E-7 through E-9 candidates.

5. Fulfill time-in-rate (TIR) requirements. Promotion to Chief Petty Officer is a goal
TIR eligibility is established by service in shared by most enlisted personnel, but it is not
paygrade. Minimum requirements for ad- the end of the line. You may advance to Senior
vancement in rate are as follows: Chief Petty Officer, Master Chief Petty Officer,

or Commissioned Officer status. These paths are
Paygrade Service Requirements open to men and women who demonstrate

outstanding professional ability, leadership,
E-1 to E-2 6 months in paygrade E-1 military responsibility, and moral integrity.
E-2 to E-3 6 months in paygrade E-2 Preparation for, and advancement to, Senior
E-3 to E-4 9 months in paygrade E-3 Chief or Master Chief Petty Officer follow much
E-4 to E-5 12 months in paygiade E-4 the same pattern as for the lower rates. Success-
E-5 to E-6 36 months in paygrade E-5 fully competing in a Navy-wide examination is
E-6 to E-7 36 months in paygrade E-6 NOT a requirement. Final selection for advance-
E-7 to E-8 36 months in paygrade E-7 ment is made by a selection board.
E-8 to E-9 36 months in paygrade E-8

Commissioned Officer
6. Be recommended by your commanding

officer. The Navy has two inservice procurement pro-
7. Successfully pass the military leadership grams through which qualified dental technicians

examination. Military leadership ex- may earn a commission: the Medical Service
aminations are applicable for advance- Corps (MSC) Inservice Procurement Program and
ment to paygrades E-4 through E-7. the Medical Enlisted Commissioning Program

8. Successfully compete in a Navy-wide ex- (MECP). See your Command Career Counselor
amination based on your occupational for further information and suggestions on
standards. Navy-wide advancement ex- preparation.
aminations are applicable for advance- MSC officers are assigned to medical and den-
ment to paygrades E-4 through E-7. tal commands to supervise administrative

9. In addition to the advancement examina- procedures. The specific intent of the inservice
tion, candidates for E-7 whose final multi- procurement program is to provide a path of
pie scores are high enough will be advancement to commissioned officer status for
designated PASSED SELBD ELIGIBLE outstanding dental technicians and hospital corps-
(Passed Selection Board Eligible). This men in paygrades E-6 through E-9. Eligibility re-
means that their records will be placed quirements are detailed in NAVMILPERS-
before the Chief Petty Officer (CPO) COMINST 1120.1 series.
Selection Board, convened at Naval The program is extremely competitive. Should
Military Personnel Command (NMPC). you desire an appointment in the Medical Service
The board is charged with reviewing all Corps, begin preparing early in your career.
records for those candidates who are The MECP affords Navy medical department
board eligible for each rating. Authoriza- enlisted personnel an opportunity to complete the
tions for those to be advanced to CPO are requirements for a Baccalaureate Degree in
based on recommen-dations from this Nursing and earn a commission as a Nurse Corps
board. officer. The program is an upward mobility op-

10. Personnel in the paygrades of E-7 and E-8 portunity for outstanding dental technicians and
compete only in a selection board process hospital corpsmen. MECP selectees receive full
for advancement to the next higher pay and allowances for their enlisted paygrades
paygrade. and are eligible for advancement. Tuition, fees,

books, and other expenses must be paid by the
Because the requirements may change from selectees. Upon graduation, candidates will be ap-

time to time, you should always check with your pointed as Ensign, Nurse Corps, United States
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Naval Reserve. Eligibility requirements and ap- NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1120.1 series, Inser-
plication procedures for the MECP are contained vice Procurement Program for Appointment
in OPNAVINST 1530.7 series, in the Medical Service Corps, July 1979.

NAVPERS 15560, Naval Military Personnel
REFERENCE LIST Manual, Art 1020356, June 1981.

BUPERSINST 1430.16 series, Manual of Ad- NAVPERS 18068E, Manual of Navy Enlisted
vancement, Section I, Chapter 3, November Manpower and Personnel Classifications and
1986. Occupational Standards, Sections I and II,

January 1986.
NAVMED P- 117, Manual of the Medical Depart-

ment, Chapter 6, July 1987 (through change OPNAVINST 1530.7 series, Medical Enlisted
101). Commissioning Program (MECP), July 1986.
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CHAPTER 2

THE NAVY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

1. Identify the mission and functions of the Navy 3. Identify the mission, functions, and organiza-
Medical Department. tional structure of Navy Medical Department

shore activities.

2. Identify Navy Medical Department personnel 4. Identify the elements of Navy Medical Depart-
and recognize their functions. ment support to the Fleet Marine Force.

As you advance in rate, you will become more Navy and Marine Corps personnel through the
involved in the operation and administration of promotion of physical fitness, the prevention and
medical and dental facilities. This means you must control of diseases and injuries and the treatment
understand not only your activity's organization, and care of the sick and injured. The Medical
but also the overall structure of the Navy Medical Department is made up of four commissioned of-
Department. You must also be aware of the ficer corps (Medical, Dental, Medical Service, and
organizaiunal relationships within the Depart- Nurse Corps); it is also made up of physician's
ment. This chapter will acquaint you with this assistants (PAs), hospital corpsmen, and dental
information, technicians.

As you study this chapter, keep in mind the The Medical Corps (MC) is responsible for
chain of command, i.e., the chain of positions in treating, and caring for the sick and injured,
order of authority. From the top down, in- preventing and controlling diseases, and advising
dividuals within the command are delegated commanding officers about hygiene, sanitation,
authority to accomplish their tasks. As a senior safety. These responsibilities extend into many
dental technician you are the first step in the chain areas not often associated with the patient care
for others below you. In turn, you report to your such as food handling and preparation; insect,
division officer, who reports to the department pest, and rodent control; and waste disposal.
head, and so on up the chain. You are expected
to perform in your capacity within the command. The Dental Corps (DC) provides care to pre-

For the Navy Medical Department to function vent and treat diseases, disabilities, and injuries

successfully, it must operate through an effective of the teeth, jaws, and related structures. Dental

chain of command. The organizational charts in Corps officers are also qualified in advanced life

this chapter show the chain of command for the support procedures so that they may assist in thethischatershowthechan o comandforthe treatment of casualties during combat and con-
Department. These charts, however, are only tingent suatis

guides; internal organizational structures may tingency situations.

vary because of differences in workload, staffing, The Medical Service Corps (MSC) com-
and mission. plements the Medical and Dental Corps. By

specializing in health care administration, clinical
support sciences, and human performance and en-
vironmental sciences, MSC officers enable the

MISSION AND STAFFING OF THE Medical and Dental Corps to fully concentrate on
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT patient care.

The Navy Medical Department is responsible The Nurse Corps (NC) provides professional
for safeguarding and maintaining the health of nursing care to the sick and injured. They also
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instruct and supervise hospital corpsmen in the the provisions of health care services for Navy and
theory and practice of providing nursing care. Marine Corps personnel. COMNAVMEDCOM

Physician's assistants (PAs) are warrant of- exercises control over Medical Department shore
ficers assigned primary care roles in Navy medical activities and ensures the acquisition and train-
facilities. They are academically and clinically ing of medical and dental personnel.
trained to provide patient services under the super-
vision of a physician. These services include ob- Deputy commanders within NAVMEDCOM
taining complete health histories, performing head six departments that develop budget and
comprehensive physical examinations and simple fleet support plans, health care delivery programs,
diagnostic laboratory and treatment procedures, medical personnel training and retention pro-
and responding to commonly encountered grams, readiness, and logistics programs. Coin-
emergency care situations. bined with the work of other special assistants and

Hospital corpsmen assist medical officers in advisors, their efforts enable COMNAVMED-
the prevention and treatment of diseases and in- COM to issue technical and professional guidance
juries. They perform first-aid procedures, assist that optimizes health care services.
in transporting the sick and injured, and provide
nursing care to patients. Like dental technicians, Figure 2-1 illustrates the internal organization
hospital corpsmen may receive further training in of the Naval Medical Command. Department and
the health sciences. They may specialize in areas division titles indicate the major areas of concern
such as radiology, pharmacology, optometry, within the Navy's health care delivery system.
laboratory technology, and so forth.

As you can see, Medical Department person-
nel are trained to perform specialized duties. As GEOGRAPHIC NAVAL MEDICAL
a dental technician you will work with other
Medical Department personnel to support the
overall readiness of the Navy.

Geographic naval medical commands
(GEOCOMs) are the principal organizational en-
tities of the naval regional health care delivery

NAVAL MEDICAL COMMAND system. GEOCOM goals are to achieve (1) in-
creased and improved health care services; (2) im-

The Commander, Naval Medical Command proved patient, staff, and command satisfaction
(COMNAVMEDCOM) Washington, DC, directs with health care services; (3) more efficient and

CMND
NAVAL MEDICAL

COMMAND

I EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT I

I CHIEF

I STAFF ASSISTANT

SVCOMMANDER

HEADQURTERS
IADMI NI STRAT ION

I I I I I I
DEPITY COMWNDER I DEPUTY OMMAN"DER DEPUTY OMMANDER OEPUTY COMMANDER DEPUTY OMMANDER 0UTY COMMANDER
FOR FINANCIAL FOR FLEET READINESS FOR HEALTH CARE FOR READINESS FOR PERSONNEL FOR DENTAL CARE |
MA"AGE'ENT I AND SUPPORT OPERATIONS AND IOGISTICS MANAGEMENT OPRAT IONS

Figure 2-1.-Organizational chart of NAVMEDCOM.
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economical use of health care resources; and (4) To carry out these functions, the commanders rely
improved administration of NAVMEDCOM upon a deputy commander, special assistants, and
programs. assistant chiefs of staff.

The eight GEOCOM commanders report to
The GEOCOM commanders direct the pro- COMNAVMEDCOM, Washington, DC, and ex-

vision of health care services throughout an ercise control over subordinate naval hospitals and
assigned geographical area. They develop plans, medical and dental clinics. Figure 2-2 identifies
objectives, priorities, and procedures to ensure the eight GEOCOMs and the activities under their
that the region's health care requirements are met. control.

NAVAL MEDICAL COMMAND NATIONAL CAPITAL NAVAL MEDICAL COMMAND NORTHWEST
REGION REGION
Location: Bethesda, MD Location: Oakland, CA

NAVHOSP Bethesda, MD NAVHOSP Oakland, CA
NAVHOSP Patuxent River, MD NAVHOSP Bremerton, WA
NAVMEDCL Annapolis, MD NAVHOSP Whidbey Island, WA
NAVMEDCL Quantico, VA NAVHOSP Lemoore, CA
NAVDENCL 3ethesda, MD NAVMEDCL Seattle, WA

NAVDENCL Bremerton, WA
NAVOENCL San Francisco, CA

NAVAL MEDICAL COMMAND NORTHEAST REGION
Location: Great Lakes, IL NAVAL MEDICAL COMMAND SOUTHWEST

REGION
NAVHOSP Great Lakes, IL Location: San Diego, CA
NAVHOSP Groton, CT
NAVHDSP Newport, RI NAVHOSP San Diego, CA
NAVHOSP Philadelphia, PA NAVHOSP Camp Pendleton, CA
NAVMEDCL Portsmouth, NH NAVHOSP Long Beach, CA
NA#VDENCL Newport, RI NAVMEDCL San Diego, CA
NAVDENCL Philadelphia, PA NAVMEDCL Port Hueneme, CA
NAVDENCL Great Lakes, IL NAVDENCL Long Beach, CA

NAVDENCL San Diego, CA
NAVAL MEDICAL COMMAND MID-ATLANTIC
REGION NAVAL MEDICAL COMMAND PACIFIC REGION
Location: Norfolk, VA Location: Pearl Harbor, HI

NAVHOSP Portsmouth, VA NAVHOSP Guam, 1
NAVHOSP Camp Lejeune, NC NAVHOSP Okinawa, JA
NAVHOSP Cherry Point, NC NAVHOSP Subic Bay, RP
NAVHOSP Charleston, SC NAVHOSP Yokosuka, JA
NAVHOSP Guantanamo Bay, Cuba NAVMEDCL Pearl Harbor, HI
NAVHOSP Roosevelt Roads, PR NAVDENCL Guam MI
NAVHOSP Beaufort, SC NAVDENCL Okinawa, JA
NAVMEDCL Norfolk, vA NAVDENCL Pearl Harbor, HI
NAVDENCL Camp Lejeune, NC NAVDENCL Subic Bay, RP
NAVDENCL Charleston, SC NAVDENCL Yokosuka , JA
NAVDENCL Norfolk, VA
NAVOENCL Parris Island, SC NAVAL MEDICAL COMMAND EUROPE REGION
NAVDENCL Roosevelt Roads, OR Location: London, England

NAVAL MEDICAL COMMAND SOUTHEAST REGION NAVHOSP Naples, IT
Location: Jacksonville, FL NAVHOSP Rota, SP

NAVDENCL Naples, IT
NAVHOSP Jacksonville, FL
NAVHOSP Corpus Christi, TX
NAVHOSP Memphis, Millington, TN
NAVHOSP Orlando, FL
NAVHOSP Pensacola, FL
NAVMEDCL Key West, FL
NAVMEDCL New Orleans, LA
NAVDENCL Jacksonville, FL
NAVDENCL Orlando, FL
NAVDENCL Pensacola, FL

Figure 2-2.-Geographic Naval Medical Commands, their locations and subordinate activities.
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SERVICES MORALE, WELFARE, AND EDUCATION AN9 TRAINING

RECREATION OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH/

PREVENTIVE _'OICINE

I NAVAL
NAVPIALI  NAVAL MEDICALNAL

DENTAL CLINIC

Figure 2-3.-Organizational chart of a Geographic Naval Medical Command.

Figure 2-3 shows the organizational structure 4. Conduct appropriate education programs
of a GEOCOM. Note that dental health care is for assigned military personnel to ensure
provided for under the Assistant Chief of Staff that military and health care standards of
for Dentistry, who monitors dental health care conduct and performance are achieved and
programs within subordinate activities and makes maintained.
recommendations for improved dental services. 5. Conduct graduate, fellowship, and
The other three assistant chiefs of staff do the postgraduate education programs (if
same within their areas of expertise. Their com- designated and credentialed for such pro-
bined efforts serve to ensure that the GEOCOM grams) for naval medical students and
commander is fully informed of the region's medical department officers.
health care requirements.

Patient care provided by a hospitpl is based
Naval Hospitals on the size and character of the patient popula-

Naval hospital commanding officers (COs) tion, health care resources available, and medical

report to the commander of the GEOCOM for specialty requirements. Nursing, Medical,

their area. The mission of a naval hospital is to: Surgical, Ancillary, and Administrative Services
are headed by directorates and are broken down

I. Provide comprehensive emergency, outpa- into departments and divisions as necessary. A
tient, and inpatient health care services to naval hospital carries out its mission through the
active duty members of the Federal combined efforts of these five directorates.
Uniformed Services (and other eligible Figure 2-4 shows the organization of a typical
beneficiaries as resources permit). naval hospital. Note that the Dental Department

2. Cooperate with other military and civilian comes under the Directorate for Surgical Services.
authorities in matters of public health, local A description of a naval hospital's Dental Depart-
disasters, and other emergencies. ment follows. You will find a detailed description

3. Maintain required health care standards to of a hospital's other services and departments in
ensure accreditation. NAVMEDCOMINST 5450.1 series.
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Specia COMMANDING FFIER
Assistants EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Boards andlCoimi teesI

DIRECTORATE FOR DIRECTORATE FOR LiRECTORATE FOR DIRECTORATE FOR DIRECTORATE FOR
ADMINISTRATION NURSING SERVICES MEDICAL SERVICES SURGiCAL SERVICES ANCILLARv SERVICES

Fiscal Dept. Inpatient Nursing Internal Med. Dept. General Surg. Dept. Clinical Investig.
Manpower Mgt. Dept. Care Dept. Dermatology Dept. Orthopedic Dept. Dept.
Management info. Dept. Operating Room Psychiatry Dept. Obstetrics/Gynec. Laboratory Dept.
Facilities Mgt. Dept. Nursing Dept. Pediatric Dept. Dept. Pastoral Care Dept.
Patient Admin. Dept. Ambulatory Care Underseas Med. Dept. Dental Dept. Pharmacy Dept.
Operating Mgt. Dept. Nursing Dept. Aviation Med. Dept. Ophthalmology Dept. Physical/Occupat.
Materials Mgt. Dept. Occup. Hlth./Prev. Urology Dept. Therapy Dept.
M6P Dept. Med. Dept. Anesthesiology Dept. Radiology Dept.
Legal Dept. ARS/Substance Abuse Otorhinolaryngology Aviation Physiology
Civilian Pers. Dept. Dept. Dept. Training Dept.
rood Mgt. Dept. Emergency Med. Dept. Respiratory Therapy
Education/Trng. Dept. Family Practice Dept. Dept.
I_ I_ Social Work Dept.

Branc I~ -

Figure 24. -Organizational chart of a typical Naval Hospital.

DENTAL DEPARTMENT.-The Dental However, NAVMEDCLINICs provide outpa-
Department Head repoits to the Directorate for tient care only; e.g., emergency treatment,
Surgical Services and coordinates dental services, physical examinations, immunizations, patient
Depending upon its size, available resources, and education, and preventive medicine. A medical
mission, a hospital's dental department may be clinic may be equipped with beds for observing
divided into the following divisions: patients awaiting transfer to a hospital, but that

is generally the extent of its inpatient services.
Oral Diagnosis Periodontics Medical clinics may have branch clinics subor-
Operative Dentistry Preventive Dentistry dinate to them. Although dental services are not
Oral Surgery Endodontics
Prosthodontics provided in medical clinics, support agreements

and your patient management responsibilities
Withir the dental department of a naval make IL necessary that you know their mission and

hospital, your role as a dental technician is in functions.
keeping with the occupational standards. You
may receive additional training in areas unique Naval Dental Clinics
to a hospital environment; e.g., special surgical
techniques, sanitary procedures, and special pre- Naval Dental Clinics (NDCs) are the primary
ventive dental care procedures for hospitalized organizations within the naval dental health care
patients. delivery system. Like hospitals and medical clinics

Naval Medical Clinics their COs report to a GEOCOM commander.
Often referred to as "headquarters," NDCs

The CO of a Naval Medical Clinic exercise administrative and operational control
(NAVMEDCLINIC) reports to a GEOCOM com- over subordinate dental care facilities. In addi-
mander. NAVMEDCLINICs are health treatment tion to providing comprehensive dental services,
facilities that provide general outpatient care an NDC provides:
primarily to active duty members of the Federal
Uniformed Services. If it is within their space and 1. Profeosional direction, coordination, and
medical staff capabilities, NAVMEDCLINICs supervision of the dental health care de-
may provide services to other eligible beneficiaries, livery system within a general regional area.
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Figure 2-5.-Organizational chart of a typical Naval Dental Clinic.

2. Consolidation of administrative and safety, well-being, and efficiency of the entire
management functions into one facility (the NDC.
NDC performs these functions for its The CO also maintains liaison with other local
subordinate activities), medical department activities, shore commands,

3. Consolidation of oral health care resources and units of the Operating Forces receiving den-
for more efficient implementation of new tal care from the clinics.
ideas and methods.

EXECUTIVE OFFICER.-The Executive
A description of the basic organization of an Officer (XO), is primarily responsible under the

NDC follows. But first note the organizational direction of the CO, for the operational readiness,
structure of a typical NDC in figure 2-5. The CO, provision of dental services, and good order and
within the limits provided by higher authority, discipline of the entire command. The XO assists
may establish a particular department or appoint the CO in the execution of dental policies and
a particular board or committee. It is up to you assumes command in the CO's absence.
to know your activity's specific organizational The XO generally assigns personnel resources
structure. within the NDC, regulates leave and liberty, and

COMMANDING OFFICER.-The CO is performs other duties as directed by the CO.

charged with the command, organization, and SPECIAL ASSISTANTS.-Special assistants
management of the NDC. The CO is responsible are appointed as required by higher authority and
for accomplishing the NDC's mission efficiently as deemed necessary by the CO. They are assigned
and economically. Subject to the orders of higher specific tasks and act as coordinators and advisors
authority, the CO exercises complete military to the commanding officer on a variety of mat-
jurisdiction over the clinic and any subordinate ters relating to the operation of the command. The

acthvities. Cfollowing special assistants may be assigned:The CO may, when not contrary to law or

regulations, delegate duties to subordinates to the Civilian Personnel Officer Safety Manager
maximum extent consistent with the retention of Comptroller/Fiscal Officer Public Affairs Officer
control. Delegation of authority, however, does Internal Review Officer Command Master Chief
not relieve the CO of the responsibility for the Chaplain Administrative Assistant
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COMMITTEES AND BOARDS.-Commit- The Manpower Management Department
tees and boards are appointed by the CO to main- directs and coordinates military personnel and
tain ethical, professional, and quality assurance manpower analysis programs; i.e., distribution,
standards; to coordinate the planning and exten- assignment, and analysis of military billets within
sion of programs; to evaluate a problem or situa- the command, career counseling and training ser-
tion and recommend solutions; and to conduct vices, and guidance for advancement examina-
inventories, internal audits, and investigations. tions and civilian personnel programs. Three
The following committees and boards are required possible divisions are Personnel Staffing, Career
and are common to all NDCs: Counseling, and Civilian Personnel.

The Management Information Department
Command Policy Committee provides for the accumulation, submission, and
Precious and Special Dental Metals Audit Board analysis of data from existing automatic data pro-
Dental Library Committee cessing (ADP) systems: the Dental Information
Budget Advisory Committee Retrieval System (DIRS), the Defense Enrollment
Human Relations Committee Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS), and the

Dental Management Information System
DIRECTORATES.-There are normally (DENMIS).

three airectorates that report to the CO of an
NDC: the Directorates for Dental Clinic Ad- Directorate for Fleet/FMF Support Opera-
ministration, Fleet/FMF Support Operations, and tions.-The Director, Fleet/FMF Support Opera-
Dental Services. It is through the support of these tions is responsible for the coordination and
directorates that the CO achieves the NDC's mis- efficient operation of dental programs supporting
sion. Descriptions of each directorate are given fleet and FMF units. The director is the point of
below. contact for units of the Operating Forces and

branch dental clinics, and coordinates dental recall
Directorate for Dental Clinic Administra- programs. If established, the two departments

tion.-The Director, Dental Clinic Administra- under the director's control are Fleet/FMF
tion, is responsible for the effective management Liaison and Dental Recall. They perform such
in the areas of finance, supply, manpower, and functions as their names suggest.
administrative policy. The director exercises con-
trol over whatever administrative departments are Directorate for Dental Services.-The Direc-
needed for the efficient and effective operation tor, Dental Services, is responsible for coor-
of the NDC. The CO makes this decision and dinating efficient delivery of dental care. The
assigns department heads who are responsible to director monitors, reviews, evaluates, and
the director. Typical administrative departments analyzes existing and proposed dental health care
are discussed beiow. programs and recommends management alterna-

The Fiscal Department develops and ad- tives to improve services. Only major commands
ministers a financial system for the managers' use have a director of dental services. Otherwise, these
in planning their operations. This department duties are assumed by the XO or another senior
coordinates NDC budget preparation and pro- officer.
vides continuous review of financial programs. The organizational chart (figure 2-5) shows the
Two possible divisions in this department are clinical departments that can fall under the Direc-
Fiscal Management and Plant Property. tor of Dental Services. Establishment of these

The Materials Management Department ad- departments depends on the size and character of
ministers and controls dental clinic supplies; i.e., the patient population, availability of oral health
procurement, receipt, storage, issue, inventory care resources, and dental specialty requirements.
control, and security of all materials in its custody. You should already know the functions of each

The Operating Management Department pro- clinical department, should you desire a review,
vides administration and management functions refer to Dental Assistant, Basic, NAVEDTRA
essential for dental clinic operations; i.e., security, 10677-B.
reprographics, housekeeping, laundry, mail, and
control of central files. Four possible divisions in Branch Dental Clinics
the department are General Services, Security,
Equipment Maintenance and Repair, and Branch dental clinics (BDCs) established by
Facilities Management. COMNAVMEDCOM provide oral A-,eaith care at
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a specific location. They report to the NDC from Dental Services on matters of mutual concern.
which they receive administrative, material, and The director ensures that the standards of
technical support. laboratory services remain high and that the

The BDC director coordinates clinical and ad- fabrication of all dental prostheses is in keeping
ministrative services within the BDC and main- with modern dental practice.
tains liaison with the NDC Directorates for Dental ADLs serve dental activities designated by
Clinic Administration and Dental Services. The COMNAVMEDCOM. They provide total pros-
BDC director ensures the maintenance of high thetic laboratory support and consultation services
standards of clinical practice and on-site dental and may conduct training to enhance the profes-
recall programs. The BDC director provides pro- sional capabilities of their technicians. ADLs
fessional and technical guidance and continuing generally have two departments: the Prosthetic
education and training of subordinate dental of- Laboratory Department and the Supply Control
ficers and technicians. Department.

The organization of a BDC depends on its The Prosthetic Laboratory Department
size, the size and character of the patient popula- fabricates dental and maxillofacial prostheses.
tion, and the desires of the NDC CO. The Supply Control Department ensures adequate

availability of supplies, maintenance of laboratory
Branch Dental Recruit Clinics equipment, receipt and shipment of laboratory

cases, and adherence to environmental and oc-
Like the BDCs, branch dental recruit clinics cupational safety standards.

are headed by a director. They are subject to the Although you may not be assigned to an ADL,
same administrative control and perform the same your duties may require close liaison with its per-
functions. Recruit clinics, however, have the sonnel. You should therefore have a knowledge
following additional responsibilities: of ADL capabilities.

1. Establish and maintain liaison with MEDICAL DEPARTMENT TRAINING
scheduling and receiving units of the ACTIVITIES
Recruit Training Center (RTC) to ensure
a coordinated appointment system for Because medical personnel must be current on
recruit personnel. state-of-the-art health care, training is critical to

2. Provide feedback to the RTC commanding the Medical Department's health care system.
officer on the status of dental health care Therefore, in addition to the informal training
for recruits. programs conducted by health care facilities, the

Navy Medical Department provides training in
Because of the unique nature of their patient formal professional and technical schools and

population, branch dental recruit clinics require courses. Following are the training activities that
at least one specialized department not found conduct these formal programs.
within an ordinary branch clinic, the In-
Processing Department. This department coor- Naval Health Sciences Education and
dinates the scheduling of recruits for preparing Training Command
dental records, initial dental exams, and statistical
data on the dental health status of recruits. Three The CO of the Naval Health Sciences Educa-
possible divisions are Scheduling, Statistics, and tion and Training Command (HSETC) reports to
Preventive Dentistry Training. The clinical depart- COMNAVMEDCOM. HSETC personnel plan
ments are organized the same as those in a general for and provide education and training to health
BDC. care personnel at the technical, undergraduate,

graduate, and postdoctorate levels. They design,
Area Dental Laboratories develop, standardize, and evaluate curricula for

Medical Department schools and courses.
As an organizational element of an NDC, area

dental laboratories (ADLs) fall under the direc- NAVAL HOSPITAL CORPS SCHOOLS.-
tion of the NDC commanding officer. The ADL The Naval Hospital Corps Schools in Great
dircctor coordinates dental laboratory and ad- Lakes, IL, and San Diego, CA, are subordinate
ministrative services and confers with the NDC activities of HSETC, and are directed by a CO.
Directorates for Dental Clinic Administration and Personnel at these commands instruct and train
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enlisted members in basic health care procedures MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
necessary to perform Hospital Corps duties; i.e., ENVIRONMENTAL AND PREVENTIVE
patient care, anatomy and physiology, en- MEDICINE UNITS
vironmental health, and drug therapy.

The Navy Environmental Health Center, Nor-

NAVAL SCHOOLS OF HEALTH SCI- folk, VA, operates Navy environmental and

ENCES.-The Naval Schools of Health Sciences preventive medicine units (EPMUs). The center's
mission is to provide consultation, advice, and(NSHS) provide advanced and specialized train- rcmedtosi atr fpeetv

ing to hospital corpsmen. Presently there are rcmedtosi atr fpeetv
ito shoosital c men the rea and NS Sae medicine and environmental health. By providing
tweo. schls: ndr Bthesdare and -S technical assistance and personnel training, the
Diego. Both fall under the direction and com- unteabeidvulcomdsorcgiz

mand of HSETC and have subordinate units enable individual commands to recognize

detachments.and eliminate hazardous conditions.
Presently, there are four EPMUs, each hay-

The Naval School of Dental Assisting and ing a geographic area of responsibility. They he!r
provide naval personnel an environr-eni tnat isTechnology (NSDAT) is a detachment of NSHS both healthful and safe.

San Diego and comes under its CO for operational

guidance. NSDAT is the only school that provides
rating-specific training to dental technicians. The MEDICAL DEPARTMENT SUPPORT
school is directed by an officer in charge and con- TO THE FLEET
ducts both basic and advanced dental technician MARINE FORCE (FMF)
training programs.

As mentioned before, the Navy Medical
MEDICAL DEPARTI!LNT RESEARCH Department provides medical support to U.S.ACTIVITIES Marine Corps personnel. As a dental technician

you may serve a tour of duty with the Fleet Marine
Force (FMF). Medical support to the FMF is com-

A fundamental policy of the Navy Medical plex, so you must first have an understanding of
Department is to encourage and support research its overall organization and mission.
and development (R&D) in medical, dental, nurs- The two major components of the Marine
ing, and allied sciences. This R&D is directed at Corps are the Operating Forces and the Support-
finding solutions for problems affecting the ing Establishments. As a component of the
health, safety, selection, and efficiency of Navy Operating Forces, the FMF is a balanced force
and Marine Corps personnel. of air and ground troops trained, organized, and

equipped for offensive amphibious deployment.
The Naval Medical Research and Develop- There are two FMFs, one on each coast of the

ment Command (NMRDC), Bethesda, MD, United States (FMFPAC and FMFLANT). Each
manages and coordinates Navy Medical Depart- consists of a Force Headquarters, Force Service
ment research, development, test, and evaluation Support Groups (FSSGs), Marine Divisions, Air
(RDT&E) programs. Under a CO and responsi- Wings, and Brigades.
ble to COMNAVMEDCOM, the NMKDC
operates medical and dental research institutes and FMF Medical Support
laboratories.

Medical Department personnel serving with
The Naval Dental Research Institute, Great the FMF generally provide forward and early

Lakes, IL, conducts RDT&E in dental and allied medical care, casualty sorting and evacuation, and
sciences, with emphasis on oral health problems surgical and medical aid at each level in the chain
of Navy and Marine Corps recruits and opera- of evacuation. They are an integral part of their
tional personnel. The institute also conducts unit, training with them, living with them, and
research on dental operatory and equipment accompanying them on deployments.
design under different operating conditions. This Although all FMF units have some medical
research will ultimately affect your equipment, personnel, most medical support is assigned to the
your health care procedures, and your working FSSG. Medical personnel in this unit are organ-
environment. ized into a medical battalion, a dental battalion,
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and subordinate companies. The medical bat- and Marine Corps personnel. It is composed of
talion provides for casualty collection, emergency both officers and enlisted personnel who perform
treatment, temporary hospitalization, surgery, specialized duties relating to patient treatment,
and preventive medicine measures. If you are prevention and control of diseases, and ad-
assigned to the FMF, you will most likely work ministration. As a member of the Navy Medical
within the dental battalion. Department you must know its organization and

A dental battalion has approximately 73 Den- perform in your capacity within it.
tal Corps officers, 2 Medical Service Corps of- The Naval Medical Command, Washington,
ficers, 123 dental technicians, and 4 Marines. DC, is the control agency of the Navy Medical
These personnel are distributed among four bat- Department. COMNAVMEDCOM directs the
talion companies: the Headquarters and Service provision of medical and dental services under the
(H&S) Company and three dental cmpanies. The Director, Naval Medicine. Eight geographic naval
H&S Company is the control company of the den- medical commands, under the ,upcr-';;on o-f
tal battalion, which provides for battalion COMNAVMEDCOM, are the principal organiza-
administration, supply, equipment repair, and tions within the naval regional health care system.
transportation. The three dental companies Naval hospitals, naval medical clinics, and
provide dental treatment services. They can be naval dental clinics report to GEOCOM comn-
subdivided into detachments for assignment to manders and are responsible for direct patient
small or separate Marine Corps units. Dental com- care. These treatment facilities provide clinical ser-
pany personnel also assist in the medical effort vices based on the size and character of the pa-
during mass casualty situations. tient population and available health care

Figure 2-6 shows the medical organization of resources. Consequently, the organizational struc-
the FSSG. ture may vary from one facility to the next. As

a dental technician you may be assigned to a naval
hospital, an NDC, or a BDC.

SUMMARY Navy Medical Department personnel receive
both informal and formal training. The Naval

The Navy Medical Department's responsibility Health Sciences Education and Training Coin-
is to safeguard and maintain the health of Navy mand (HSETC) is the central organization for

SFLEET MARINE FORCE

FORCE SERVICE

,SUPPORT GROUP

COMAN

ir .MEdical ALINIzan th ForENvic SurTGOup.
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Medical Department training. It exercises control BUMEDINST 5450.135 series, Naval Health
over hospital corpsmen and dental technician Sciences Education and Training Command;
schools. Mission and Functions of, April 1978.

An essential element of the Medical Depart-
ment's mission is the prevention and control of NAVMEDCOMINST 5450.1 series, Organiza-
diseases. Navy environmental and preventive tional Manual for Geographic Naval Medical
medicine units, along with research and develop- Commands, Naval Hospitals, Naval Medical
ment activities, support this mission. They enable Clinics, and Naval Dental Clinics, August
Navy and Marine Corps personnel to live and 1985.
work in a safe, healthy environment ashore and
afloat.

Medical support to the Marine Corps includes NAVMEDCOMINST 5450.14 series, Naval
units of the FMF. Although medical personnel are Medical Research and Development Coin-
assigned to all units of the FMF, most medical mand, Bethesda, MD; Mission and Functions
support is within the FSSGs. Your duty with the of, May 1983.
FMF will most likely be within the dental battalion
of the FSSG. NAVMEDCOMINST 5450.16 series, Navy En-

vironmental Health Center, Norfolk, VA;

REFERENCE LIST Mission and Functions of, May 1983.

BUMEDINST 5450.51 series, Naval Hospital NAVMEDCOMINST 5450.28 series, Navy En-
Corps School, Great Lakes, IL; Mission and vironmental and Preventive Medicine Units;
Functions of, October 1982. Mission and Functions of, October 1983.

BUMEDINST 5450.52 series, Naval School of NAVMED P-i117, Manual of the Medical Depart-
Health Sciences; Mission and Functions of, mnCatr ,2 ,7 ,9 uy18
April 1978. (through change 101).

BUMEDINST 5450.79 series, Naval Dental
Research Institute, Great Lakes, IL; Mission FMF 4-5, Medical and Dental Support, Section
and Functions of, February 1982. 1-4, November 1980.
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CHAPTER 3

LEGAL ASPECTS OF PATIENT CARE

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

1. Identify consent requirements for medical and 4. Identify health care provider responsibilities
dental care. under the Family Advocacy Program.

2. Recognize a risk maiagement incident and 5. Identify guidelines and procedures for line of
identify reporting requirements. duty and misconduct determinations.

3. Identify guidelines and procedures for releas-
ing information from health care records.

Many aspects of patient management and IMPLIED CONSENT
treatment have underlying legal implications. The
potential for legal entanglements exists every time Implied consent may be derived from a pa-
a patient arrives at your facility. Although you tient's actions, even though specific words of
may not realize it, many actions of health care consent are not used. For example, a patient's ap-
providers and administrators are dictated by law. plication for admission to a hospital is an implied

In recent years, lawmakers have taken an ag- consent for hospitalization. If a patient is a minor
gressive interest in passing legislation that child and legally unable to give consent, a parent's
regulates the operation of health care facilities, request for treatment of the child may be an im-
Their primary goals are to ensure quality health plied consent. Moreover, consent to treatment is
care, to provide patients a legal remedy for implied in certain emergency situations; i.e., when
malpractice, and to protect health care providers the patient is unable to give or deny consent and
from undue legal difficulties. there is a serious threat to life, health, or

This chapter outlines areas of patient care thaL well-being.
have possible legal consequences. It also gives a
brief description of the policy and procedures EXPRESSED CONSENT
which apply. Keep in mind that legal issues are Expressed consent involves communication.
not always definitive. Situations vary widely and The patient or legal guardian specifically states
often require different actions. Never depend that consent is given to proposed health care. An
solely on the information in this chapter. Con- expressed consent may be either oral or written,
sult specif;c manuals and directives or seek pro- but there are cases where it must be in writing.
fessional advice. For nonmilitary patients, written consent is re-

quired for:
CONSENT BY NONMILITARY * Any major or minor surgery involving en-

PATIENTS try into the body, either through an inci-

Before nonmilitary individuals may be given sion or one of the natural body openings.
military medical care, their consent (or consent * Any procedure involving use of anesthesia,
of a legal guardian) is required. Consent may be except dental infiltration and dental block
either expressed or implied, but it must always be anesthesia.
legally sufficient. This rule applies even though
nonmilitary individuals may be legally entitled to * Any nonoperative procedure involving
care in military medical facilities, more than a slight risk of harm to the
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patient, or the risk of a change in the pa- INCIDENT REPORTS
tient's body structure.

A risk management incident is an event that* Any procedure where roentgen rays or

other radioactive substances are used in the harms a patient (both military and nonmilitary),
shows a potential for harm, or seriously

patient's treatment; e.g., cancer dissatisfies a patient, staff member, or visitor. Ex-
amples of such events could include:

* Admission of patients with psychological
disorders. e A nurse puts too much silver nitrate in a

* Any other procedures for which the newborn's eyes, causing impaired vision.

attending physician, dentist, or ad- @ A patient's family helps the patient out of
ministrating official believes a written con- bed despite being told not to. The patient
sent is advisable. Any questions about the falls and is hurt.
need for written ,'mz.cnt should be in favoro r rtainn succont. ould A patient is fully informed and under-
of obtaining such consent. stands that the medication may have side

Although written consent for dental care is re- effects. The patient requests the medica-
quired only in the first two situations above, your tion anyway and develops side effects.
commanding officer may require it for all non-
military patients. Written consent must be re- Incident reports are used to identify potentially
corded on a Request for Administration of harmful situations and prevent their recurrence.
Anesthesia and for Performance of Operations They provide a record of the circumstances sur-
and Other Procedures, Standard Form 522 (figure rounding the event and alert the risk management
3-1). Such consent must be obtained prior to start- team. They are an important part of your com-
ing a dental treatment plan. mand's Quality Assurance (QA) Program.

WHO MAY CONSENT REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

For a consent to be legally sufficient, it must
be given by a person legally capable of giving When you see, become aware of, or par-
consent. The determination of who can legally ticipate in an incident as described above, im-
consent to health care is based on the patient's mediately make it known to the command. Your
competence and the laws of the state where the activity will have written guidelines on incident
treatment is performed. If competent, the patient reporting. Refer to those guidelines and complete
is usually the only one who has the authority to the report promptly. Generally, an incident report
consent. If the patient is incompetent, either by is required for:
law (e.g., a minor child) or because of a physical
or mental impairment, consent must come from 0 All procedural errors.
someone legally authorized to consent on the pa- * All falls (with or without injury).
tient's behalf. Parents and guardians can usually
consent for their minor child. In some states, a * All equipment failures during patient treat-
spouse or next of kin may consent for a patient ment (with or without injuries).
unable to respond. 9 All medication errors (by physicians, den-

One of the elements affecting the legality of tists, pharmacy personnel, etc.).
consent is the requirement for informed consent.
Persons giving consent must understand what they e All serious expressions of patient dissatis-
are consenting to, and the possible consequences faction (e.g., letters to NAVMEDCOM,
of the procedure. The physician or dentist who CNO, Congressmen, or if there is written
is to perform or supervise the procedure must or implied intent to do so; schedule an ap-
counsel the patient or consenting individual. The pointment to see the director of service or
nature and expected results of the proposed treat- the commanding officer).
ment must be completely explained. All known
risks and alternatives must be provided. Both the Incident reports contain information of in-
counseling physician or dentist and the consent- terest to persons filing claims or lawsuits against
ing individual will confirm informed consent on the Navy. Because of this, treat incident reports
the SF-522. like other confidential documents; i.e., strictly
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MEDICAL RECORD REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATION OF ANESTHESIA

IAND FOR PERFORMANCE OF OPERATIONS AND OTHER PROCEDURES
A. IDENTIMIATION
I OPERATION OR PROCEDURE

0. STATEMENT OF REQUEST

I. The nature and purpose of the operation or procedure. possible alternative methods of treatment, the risks involved, and the poss-
b.:.ty .A complicati have been fully explained to me I acknowledge that no guarantees have been made to me concerning the results ot
the operation or proceaure. I unruerstaiv the nature of the operation or procedure to be______________________

which is to be performed by or under the direction of Dr____________________________________

2 1 request the performance of the above-named operation or procedure and of such additional operations or procedures as are found to
be necessary or desirable. in the judgment of the professional staff of the below-named medical facility, during the course of the above-
named operation or procedure.
3. 1 request the administration of such anesthesia as may be considered necessary or advisable in the judgment of the professional staff
of the below named medical facility.

4. Exception% to surgery or anesthesia. if any, are: (if____________________________________

5. 1 request the disposal by authorities of the below-named medical facility of any tissues or parts which it may be necessary to remove.

6. 1 understand that photographs and movies may be taken of this operation, and that they may be viewed by various personnel -under-
going training or indoctrination at this or other facilities I consent to the taking of such pictures and observation of the operation by au-
thorized personnel, subject to the following conditions:

a. The name of the patient and his/her family is not used to identify said pictures.
b. Said pictures be used only for purposes of medical/dental study or research.

1. COUNSELING PHYSICIAN/ DENTIST I have counseled this patient as to the nature of the proposed procedure(s), attendant risks
involved, and expected results, as described above

S fnir viCvuv.ing Phii./D.M.Otn,Ui

2. PATIENT. I understand the nature of the proposed procedure(s), attendant risks involved, and expected resujlts, as described above.
and hereby request such procedure(s) be performed.

iWIopsi*l,,ln memb-, of vx..atn5 le.-i iSMaiii ofPai.etii (Oat. -d rT-1

3 SPONSOR OR GUARDIAN: (When patient is a minor or unable to give consent) 1,_______________________
sponsor/guardian of ______________________understand the nature of the proposed procedlure(s), attendant
risks involved, and expected results, as described above, and hereby request such procedure(s) be performed.

i5g fin vit win..-ah -.- b-r vi p.-ing I.-m iSgnaiv vi SponsviLegvr ii -d-ni(Oat. .. ii T-)i

PATIENdTS IDENIFIiCATION if .niev R I RGISTRO WARD No

STANDARD FORM S22 (Illn 10-76)
G~ner~i Umies Admriintlaix-
intRaE~ncy C.m-. on Medical Rftords

522-109

G0:1984 0 - 421-526 (184)

IMa 7540OO-6yb*Ci65

Figure 3-1.-Request for Administration of Anesthesia and for Performance of Operations and Other Procedures.
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Do not file ro,,tr in Patient
MEDICAL FACILITY INCIDENT REPORT Tranent Record - KEEP CONFIDENTIAL
NAVMED8300/1t 1381) SIN 010S-LF-2O6-30SS (Prere One Copy Only)
Rasortinl Facility ]~aortg Serrice

[:]INPATIENT Q3OUTPATIENT C]VISITOR []STAFF QOTHER
PERSON N,,M Adress it/stte/Zip JA ,zI
INVOLVED I

IN Social Security No. Militr Stat uty Station (Active D
INCIDENT I c

Hoin Telpepone No. Work Telephone No. CONDITION OF PERSON BEFORE INCIDENT C]N/A [Alert O1O3rointtd
I _ _ _ad Seit.le 0 her

Date Antnitted regiser No. Current .. noi.=

IN-PATIENT BED POSITION AT TIME OF INCIDENT ]BED RAILS [SEDATION (Medicated Paut 6 Hrn of lncideanl
ONLY I

["H.ah O-Lo ]NotAdiu.tabl ON/A OU_ ODown ON/A Q]Yes --No OTrpe

Q Adrniion Car]cdio-Pulmonorra Arrest QMadication SO/IM Q Suticld
C] Af ,,hle. Q Equrp. Fail.ure C Meditatin IV 0 surgcal

TYPE Q8.11 Foyntt Q Fall Q3 Procedure QTreatttrtt
OF

INCIDENT lod ]FIr C Personal Effet/ C3 Report Ty e Icfden
VIuable Lon if not Iirated aboveo] Burn [ Madication PO 3 Pt. Cotplaint/

[3 Eil-W-18-111-iUPON- L.Q EOulpmBnt~urolcll Bupplte. to..Daeteacrr

Dot. Tie I Branch/Section/CliniclWand Where Ircident Occurred nExct Location of Incident

Describe Inrident in Chronological Order

I

N

C

I

D

E

N

T

F

A

C

T

S

PERSON Nwna of Poar.n Pr- Raport IPRINT, Telephone No fDate T

PREPARING SitaraPton Prating Repot7r GRADEIRATE AND TITLE
REPORT

ADDRESSOGRAPH

Figure 3-2.-NAVMED 6300/11, Medical Facility Incident Report (Front).

limit the number of copies and do not include the METHODS OF REPORTING
report in the patient's medical or dental record.
Forward the report exactly as your command's The Medical Facility Incident Report, NAV-
guidelines specify. If you are in doubt as to MED 6300/11, is shown in figures 3-2 and 3-3.
whether you should submit a report, submit one. Although it is the prescribed form for incident
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Nature of Iniury -findings - Treatment Extent of Injury No.

MEDICAL

OFFICER

EXAMINING

PATIENT

Nae of Exami~ning Phtyittimn (PRINT) jSqp~attr.tGRADE Work Telephone No. jDate Tinme

NameTelaI.ton No.
WITNESS

Homne Address City/State/Zo
DESERVING

Name 
ITelephone No.

INCIDENT

Incident RagorolFlowing comimt,.,

QUALITY

ASSURANCE/

RISK

MANAGEMENT

COOR DIN ATODR

OR

DE SIGN ATED

INDIVIDUAL

AND

EVALUATING

THIS NtoblU,,Identified

INCIDENT

Action Tan

Ndame of CLAIRM Coordinator or Investigator (PRINT) Wigserr/GRADE ots

Notify and forwrd Incident Refort form to Goaitv Afuranee/Risk Management Coordinator, or followii rooting Procedure deternined by
Cor-andig Officet/Offoer in Charge US GPO 1004 70"IV12i6,

Figure 3-3.-NAVMED 6300/11, Medical Facility Incident Report (Back).
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reports, geographic commanders may authorize The information contained in medical and
use of other reporting methods; e.g., comput- dental records is personal and considered private.
erized forms. Unauthorized release of such information results

Consult your command's written guidelines in a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal
when you prepare an incident report. Record only privacy. Medical and dental records, therefore,
factual information; refrain from giving personal fall under the provisions of the Privacy Act and
opinions. may not be made available to the public. They

are exempt from release under the FOIA.

RELEASE OF MEDICAL PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
INFORMATION

The Privacy Act provides for the protection
Two federal laws, the Privacy Act of 1974 and of personal information contained in a system or

the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), govern records, such as health care records. You must
the collection, maintenance, and release of fully comply with the Privacy Act requirements.
Department of the Navy records. Public concern Unauthorized release of personal information, in-
over the inner workings of the government cluding medical information, may subject you to
prompted the enactment of the FOIA. The a $5,000 fine. Stated generally, the purposes of
Privacy Act established a balance between the the Privacy Act are to:
public's right to know and an individual's right
to privacy. 1. Notify individuals when a system contains

Below you will find descriptions of these records pertaining to them and to allow
guidelines as they apply to the release of medical them access to such records, to obtain
information from records held in your command's copies, and to provide a means to amend
files. They are only highlights and do not cover such records.
every situation that may arise. Consult SEC- 2. Afford individuals an opportunity to pre-
NAVINST 5720.42 series for guidance on the vent unauth(,rized use of their records.
FOIA, and SECNAVINST 5211.5 series on 3. Ensure adequate safeguards to prevent
Privacy Act matters. misuse of personal information in records.

4. Ensure that individuals' requests for
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT notification, access, or correction of their

records are acted upon promptly.
The FOIA governs the disclosure of records 5. Ensure that personal records are collected,

The OLAgovrns he iscosur ofrecrdsmaintained, and used only for necessary
to the general public. It requires the release of any and lawful purposes.

government record that does not fall under an ex-

emption (e.g., classified information, trade Following are procedures and guidelines for
secrets, personal files, etc.). These exemptions are processing ,nd releasing personal information
fully explained in enclosure (2) to SECNAVINST processin reoreeasin ainformation5720.42 series. from dental records maintained by your

5720.2 seies.command.
In keeping with the spirit and intent of the

FOIA, the Department of the Navy will make
available documents concerning its operations, ac- Privacy Act Statement
tivities, and administration. A request for such
information must (1) be in writing, (2) indicate All dental records must contain a signed
that it is a request made under the FOIA, and (3) Privacy Act Statement-Health Care Records, DD
contain a reasonable description of the record(s) Form 2005. Thus the individual is informed of
desired. Commanding officers and other heads the purpose, routine uses, and authority for col-
of Navy and Marine Corps activities are author- lecting the personal information. Whenever a pa-
ized to make records under their cognizance tient's dental record is not available, or the
available to the public. Privacy Act Statement is missing, ask the patient

Naval records shall be withheld only when they to read and sign a new DD Form 2005. If an in-
are exempt from release under the FOIA. In any dividual refuses to sign, an entry to that effect
case, a written response to the request must be must be made on the Health Record-Dental, SF
made within 10 working days. 603.
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Release of Information FAMILY ADVOCACY PROGRAM

Route all requests for release of dental re- The Family Advocacy Program (FAP) was
cord information to your command's records developed in response to an increased awareness
management department, patient administration of child and spouse abuse within Navy and Marine
department, or Privacy Act Coordinator, as Corps families. Because of the many medical,
appropriate. Health care information must not legal, and social considerations involved, health
be released without the approval of one of these care providers were often uncertain about action
offices. Following are instances when informa- to be taken in such cases. Simply stated, the FAP
tion from dental records may be disclosed, provides policies and guidelines for identification,

treatment, intervention, and prevention of abuse,
" If individuals request information from neglect, sexual assault, and rape.

their own dental records, it must be re- All medical and dental treatment facilities have
leased to them unless it might prove in- local directives that outline procedures concern-
jurious to their physical or mental health. ing the FAP. Each designates a Family Advocacy

Representative (FAR) who manages the program
" Upon written request, information may be within the command. The FAR ensures liaison

released to authorized representatives of with other agencies and professionals.
individuals concerned. They must provide Command involvement, however, is not
proof of such authorization, limited to the FAR. All medical and dental per-

sonnel must take an active role in the FAP. To
* Health care information may be released properly aid victims, health care providers and

to other government agencies with a proper assistants must be able to recognize abuse in-
and legitimate need to know. dicators. All personnel must be aware of the essen-

tial elements of the FAP and report situations that
e CO's of medical/dental treatment facilities present physical or emotional hazards.

may release information from dental
records physically located within the corn- PREVENTIVE PROGRAM
mand to staff members conducting The primary emphasis of the FAP is to pre-
research projects. Where possible, the pa- vent abuse and neglect. The goal is to assist in-
tient's name is deleted. dividuals and families of the general military

population to function in their relationships andAlthough the release of medical information social environment. Medical Department person-
is allowed as explained above, it is subject to strict nel often receive help from other military agen-
controls. Chapter 23 of the Manual of the Medical cies. Family services centers, dependent wives
Department, NAVMED P-117, provides specific clubs, and religious programs offer support ser-
guidance on the release of medical information, vices to help families handle the stresses of
Consult it when questions or doubts exist. military life.

Other FAP preventive efforts are directed at
"high risk" individuals and groups. These groups

Disclosure Accounting include families of alcoholics and drug abusers,
families with handicapped or learning disabled

Each activity must keep an accurate account- children, families temporarily disrupted because
ing of the date, nature, and purpose of each of military duty, and families living in remote
disclosure of personal information. The name and areas.
address of the person or agency to whom the Public awareness and education campaigns en-
disclosure is made must be recorded. Record of courage individuals to seek assistance. Other
Disclosure-Privacy Act of 1974, OPNAV Form services help parents develop stronger bonds and
5211/9 is used for this purpose. It is permanently communication with each other and with their
filed in the individual's medical and dental children.
records.

The only exception to this requirement is LEGAL AND CLINICAL GUIDELINES
disclosure to Department of Defense personnel
who have a need for the information compatible Medical and dental personnel often see the
with the record's purpose. results of physical and mental abuse. In many
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cases, they are the first to be aware that a prob- ENTRIES IN HEALTH CARE
lem exists. Initial contact with these families is RECORDS
usually for treatment of an injury, and should be
recorded as pertinent medical or dental history. An investigation ieed not be made if, in the
If medical or dental evaluation/treatment arouses medical or dental officer's opinion (with the agree-
suspicion of abuse or neglect, a report must be ment of the member's commanding officer), the
made to the FAR. This report is normally written. injury is not likely to result in permanent disability

Military, state, and local agencies have vary- and was not a result of misconduct. Appropriate
ing types and degrees of authority for involvement entries to this effect must be made in the service
in abuse and neglect cases. As information is ob- member's medical or dental record. These entries
tained, the treatment facility's FAR evaluates the serve as legal documentation for the findings.
circumstances and determines which agencies
must be contacted. Necessary medical and den- REFUSAL OF TREATMENT
tal treatment is provided, but consent must be ob- When a Navy member refuses medical and
tained as explained earlier in this chapter. dental treatment for a condition that interferes

If the victim is considered to be in real and with the performance of duty, specific ad-
present danger, the duty medical or dental officer ministrative procedures must be followed. It is
(or FAR) may take steps to remove the victim possible that any resulting disability may be deter-
from the situation. If necessary, appropriate law mined to be the result of the member's own
enforcement, family/youth court, and state or misconduct.
local protection agencies are notified. There is no specific basis for a determination

of misconduct when a membe: refuses treatment.
REPORTING FAP INCIDENTS Many legal and situational factors are involved.

The Manual of the Medical Department provides
Medical and dental personnel will notify the specific guidelines and procedures.

FAR of all suspected or known cases of abuse,
neglect, sexual assault, or rape that come to their
attention. In the FAR's absence, the command SUMMARY
duty officer must be notified of the situation. The
FAR/command duty officer will then take action Many aspects of patient management and
to evaluate and report the situation, and secure treatment are regulated by state and federal laws.
treatment for the victim. As a member of the health care team, you must

be alert to the legal implications of various
situations.

LINE OF DUTY AND MISCONDUCT Consent is required from nonmilitary in-
dividuals before they can be given military medical

As a general rule, injuries or diseases incurred care. One of the elements affecting the legality
by naval personnel on active duty are considered of consent is the requirement for informed con-
to have been incurred "in the line of duty." The sent. Except in certain emergency situations, the
presumption is that these injuries and diseases are pei-son giving consent must understand the nature
not due to the member's own misconduct. There of the proposed treatment and the expected
are, however, legal requirements to ensure that results, known risks, and alternative treatments.
such assumptions are correct. Incident reports are used to identify potentially

Findings concerning line of duty and miscon- harmful situations and prevent their recurrence.
duct must be made when a Navy member incurs Generally, you must make a report of events that
an injury which (1) makes the individual physically harm a patient, show a potential for harm, or
unable to perform duty for more than 24 hours seriously dissatisfy a patient, staff member, or
or (2) might result in a permanent disability. In visitor.
such cases, the member's commanding officer The Privacy Act and the Freedom of Infor-
(not medical personnel) will convene an investiga- mation Act govern the collection and release of
tion to review the circumstances. A finding of Department of the Navy records.
misconduct may result in an extension of enlist- Because dental records contain personal infor-
ment (to cover the time lost), forfeiture of pay, mation, they fall under the provisions of the
loss of disability retirement, and possible loss of Privacy Act. You must fully comply with the Act's
benefits from the Veterans Administration. requirements.
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The Family Advocacy Program provides NAVMEDCOMINST 6320.3 series, Medical and
policies and guidelines for identification, treat- Dental Care for Eligible Persons at Navy
ment, intervention, and prevention of abuse, Medical Department Facilities, Section A,
neglect, sexual assault, and rape. To properly aid June 1986.
victims, you must be aware of the essential
elements of the FAP and report situations that
present physical or emotional hazards. NAVMEDCOMINST 6320.7 series, Guide for

Findings concerning line of duty and miscon- Quality Assurance Program, Section F,
duct must be made when a Navy member incurs Paragraph 6, September 1984.
an injury that might result in permanent disability
or makes the member physically unable to per-
form duty for more than 24 hours. Entries in NAVMED P-l17, Manual of the Medical Depart-
medical and dental records, in some instances, ment, Chapter 18, Section III, Article 18-15,
serve as legal documentation for such findings, and Chapter 23, Section III, July 1987

The potential for legal entanglements exists in (through change 101).
all medical and dental treatment facilities. You
must know your responsibilities for all areas JAGINST 5800.7 series, Manual of the Judge Ad-
covered in this chapter. When questions or doubts vocate General, Chapter VIII, September 1985
exist, be sure to consult the appropriate manual (through change 4).
or directive, or seek a professional's advice.

SECNAVINST 5211.5 series, Personal Privacy
REFERENCE LIST and Rights of Individuals Regarding Records

BUMEDINST 5720.8 series, Freedom of Infor- Pertaining to Themselves, December 1981.

mation Act; Implementation of, July 1976.
SECNAVINST 5720.42 series, Department of the

BUMEDINST 6320.57 series, Family Advocacy Navy Freedom of Information Act Program,
Program (FAP), July 1979. October 1982.
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CHAPTER 4

OPERATIVE AND PREVENTIVE DENTISTRY

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

1. Identify the duties of an advanced dental assist- 2. Identify the duties of an advanced dental assist-
ant in operative dentistry. ant in preventive dentistry.

As an advanced dental assistant your experi- maximum access and visibility to the operating
ence and training enable you to perform certain site. It also provides a clean, dry field of opera-
expanded tasks in the dental operatory. Your tion and prevents the patient from accidentally
specific duties, however, are often dictated by the swallowing or aspirating (breathing in) debris.
size and complexity of the treatment facility in To place a rubber dam, you will need rubber
which you work. In a small dental facility you may dam material, a rubber dam punch, forceps,
assist the dental officer in providing patient care retainer, holder, and napkin. The rubber dam re-
and, at the same time, perform a variety of other tainer and holder you use are dictated by the
patient care and administrative duties. In a large operating area and the desires of the dental of-
facility you may act as a department supervisor, ficer. A variety of retainers are available, but each
assisting the department head in assigning, train- is used to grip a particular type of tooth (see figure
ing, and counseling enlisted dental personnel. In 4-1). The three commonly used rubber dam
either case, an awareness of your responsibilities holders, the Woodbury, Wizard, and Young's
and knowledge of patient care procedures are frame, provide varying degrees of tissue retrac-
essential for successful performance. tion. The Woodbury and Wizard holders provide

This chapter covers the advanced dental maximum cheek retraction and access to postetior
assisting procedures you may be required to per- teeth.
form in operative and preventive dentistry. Suc-
ceeding chapters discuss assisting in other dental
specialties.

OPERATIVE DENTISTRY -21

Operative dentistry is the area of dental prac-
tice concerned with the prevention and treatment
of defects in tooth enamel and dentin. Your duties
in this area may include placing and removing rub-
ber dams, applying cavity liner and bases, plac-
ing matrices and temporary restorations, and
polishing restorations. You will perform these
tasks under the direction of a dental officer.

RUBBER DAM

The rubber dam is a device used to isolate the
operating field during a restorative dental pro- Figure 4-1.-Rubber dam retainers for molars (top row),
cedure. By retracting the patient's soft tissues biscuspids (middle row), and anterior teeth (bottom
(cheek, tongue, and lips), the rubber dam provides row).
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The Young's frame, commonly called the U
frame, provides enough retraction for posterior
procedures but is more suited to anterior
restorative procedures.

Preparing the Rubber Dam

To prepare the rubber dam, you must punch
holes in the .,ater.al that -orrcspe.d to the teeth
to be isolated. Isolate at least one or two teeth
posterior to the tooth being restored and punch
holes to the central incisor. However, when restor- 278.95
ing an anterior tooth, the dental officer may re- Figure 4-3.-Rubber dam placement with a misaligned tooth.
quire that you isolate all anterior teeth in the arch.

Use a template or rubber dam stamp to mark
the proper areas in which to punch holes. As a tipped applicator, apply silicate lubricant to the
general rule, place maxillary central incisor mark- underside (side toward the teeth) of the rubber
ings 1 inch from the upper edge of the rubber dam in the area of the punched holes. The lubri-
dam. When isolating a single quadrant, place the cant aids in sliding the dam over the retainer and
marks toward the center of the dam. in between the teeth.

Sometimes you must make adjustments to the
template or rubber dam stamp markings. For ex- Rubber Dam Placement Procedures
ample, if the teeth in the arch are not in proper
alignment, you must punch holes that closely To place the rubber dam, perform the follow-
resemble the positions of the teeth (figures 4-2 and ing procedures:
4-3). Teeth with prominent interdental papillae
will require holes spaced farther apart than teeth 1. Floss the interproximal spaces of the teeth
with flat or nonexistent interdental papillae. to be isolated. This aids in placing the dam

Once you know which teeth to isolate, punch between the teeth and also helps you find
the rubber dam at the hole marks. Be sure to ad- rough edges that may cut or tear the dam.
just the rubber dam punch to make holes large 2. Select and try a rubber dam retainer for the
enough for molars and small enough to fit the most distal tooth to be isolated. Tie a 24
dam snugly over anterior teeth. Using a cotton inch length of dental floss to the retainer

as a safety precaution. Use the rubber dam
forceps to carry the retainer to the patient's
mouth. Move the retainer gently but firmly
over the contour of the tooth. The four re-
tainer points should contact the cervical
area of the tooth. Remove the retainer.

3. Apply a light coat of silicate lubricant to
the patient's lips and the corners of the
mouth to prevent drying and cracking.

4. Place the rubber dam and the retainer in
the patient's mouth, using one of the
following techniques:
a. Using the rubber dam forceps, place the

retainer at the cervical line of the most
distal tooth to be isolated. Be sure that
you do not catch any gingival tissue in
the retainer. Release the forceps and slip
the prepared rubber dam material over
the retainer.

b. Hold the retainer in the rubber dam
Figure 4-2.-Punched rubber dam, showing hole for tooth forceps. Place the prepared rubber dam

not in alignment with dental arch. over the bow of the retainer. Holding
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the edges of the rubber dam with your
fingers, use the forceps to carry the dam
and retainer into the patient's mouth.
Place the retainer on the most distal
tooth to be isolated.

c. Slip the prepared rubber dam over the
most distal tooth; then place the retainer
on the tooth.

You can perform the first two techniques by
yourself, but the third usually requires the help
of another dental assistant. If during the place-
ment (or use) of the dam the retainer continually
slips off the tooth, try a different style rubber dam
retainer. If necessary, use a ligature (short length Figure 4-5.-Modeling plaster holding rubber dam in place.
of dental floss or other material tied around the
neck of the tooth), dental compound, or model-
ing plaster instead of the rubber dam retainer Removing the Rubber Dam
(figures 4-4 and 4-5). A ligature can also be used After the restoration has been placed, the rub-
in place of the retainer on replanted teeth and ber dam is removed, and the patient's occlusion
teeth with fractured roots or split crowns. If a is checked. When directed by the dental officer,
ligature, dental compound, or modeling plaster remove the rubber dam, using the following
is needed, you will have to use the third place- procedures:
ment technique mentioned above.

5. Center the remaining holes over the cor- 1. If the rubber dam is on the maxillary arch,
responding teeth and slip the rubber dam stretch the dam away from the teeth in the
into the interproximal spaces. Do not snap lingual direction. Cut the interproximal
the material through the contact points; do- rubber dam material with blunt-nosed
ing so may injure the gingiva. Use waxed scissors. If the rubber dam is on the man-
dental floss to help get the dam through dibular arch, stretch the dam away from
the contact points. the teeth in the facial direction and cut the

6. Once the dam is over the teeth, place a rub- interproximal dam material. Cutting the
ber dam napkin on the patient's face. Pull material prevents fracture of newly placed
the dam over the napkin and attach theretaiosrubber dam holder. Adjust the dam and restorations.

2. Remove the rubber dam retainer with the
holder to provide gentle tension and to forceps. Remove the rubber dam holder,
eliminate wrinkles. the rubber dam, and the rubber dam

7. Form a seal around each tooth to prevent napkin.
salivary leakage. Dry the operating field 3. Wipe the patient's face gently but
and, using a spoon excavator, tuck the dam thoroughly with a 4x4 inch gauze pad
toward the gingiva around the necks of the moistened with cool water. Rinse and
teeth. evacuate the patient's mouth.

4. Examine the patient's mouth and the rub-
ber dam to ensure that all material has been
removed. Use dental floss to remove any
dam material stuck between the teeth.

BASES AND CAVITY LINER

Bases and cavity liner form a protective layer
between the tooth pulp and the restoration.
Because they do not transfer outside temperature
changes and fluids to the inner dentin of the tooth,
bases and liner help maintain a healthy tooth pulp.
They are applied after the dental officer completes

Figure 44.-Ligature holding rubber dam in place, the cavity preparation.
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A base is used to cover only the floor of a
cavity preparation. Materials most often used as
bases are calcium hydroxide, zinc oxide-eugenol,
and zinc phosphate cements. The type of material 278.100
used is determined by its effect on the tooth and F72.
the depth of the cavity preparation. For exam- Figure 4-7.-Woodson No. 2 instrument.
ple, calcium hydroxide tends to stimulate the pro-
duction of new dentin; zinc-oxide eugenol has a cavity varnish to the exposed dentin before plac-
soothing effect on tooth pulp; and zinc phosphate
cement has low thermal conductivity and high ing the zinc phosphate cement base.resistance to biting forces. Begin by drying all tooth surfaces. Pick up the

necessary quantity of mixed cement on the bladeCavity varnish is the material commonly used of the Woodson No. 2 instrument (figure 4-7) and
as a cavity liner. It seals the open ends of dentin
tubules and helps prevent future tooth irritation, ficer will determine the amount and composition
Normally, the base (if used) is applied first, and of the cement to be used.) Dip the condenser end
the varnish is applied over the base and all interior of the Woodson into the zinc phosphate powdercavity surfaces. fteWosnit h icpopaepwe

The dental officer will always tell you what on the mixing slab, and then gently condense themTenal oier wi alwys struens atd cement base onto the cavity floor. Allow the ce-
materials to prepare and apply. Instruments and ment to harden for 1 minute. Use an exploief to
procedures used in applying liner and bases are reoeayxcscmntfmthcviywl.
discussed below. You may wish to review the mix- remove any excess cement from the cavity walls.
ing procedures in Dental Assistant, Basic. Applying Cavity Varnish

Applying Calcium Hydroxide and Zinc Cavity varnish is easily applied with a small
Oxide-Eugenoi Cements cotton pellet held in cotton forceps. Dip the pellet

into the bottle of varnish. Remove the pellet and

Calcium hydroxide and zinc oxide-eugenol are blot it gently on a 2 x 2 inch gauze pad to remove
generally applied with a ball tip applicator (figure excess varnish. Paint two or three thin coats of
4-6). You may, however, apply either material varnish on the desired surfaces of the cavity
with an explorer or a small ball burnisher, preparation. If you are applying varnish over a

To apply the cement, first dry all tooth sur- base, be careful not to disturb the base. If a
faces. Then pick up a small quantity of the restorative material other than amalgam is to be
prepared cement on the applicator tip and cover used, ask the dental officer about applying cavity
all exposed dentin on the cavity floor. To apply varnish. Normally, cavity varnish is not used
more cement, wipe the tip of the applicator with under resin or composite resin restorations.
a 2 x 2 inch gauze pad. This removes any cement MATRICES
that may have hardened on the applicator tip. The
layer of cement should be as thin as possible (less A matrix is a form or container used to create
than 1/2 mm). a wall around the tooth. It is needed for a cavity

Remember, calcium hydroxide and zinc oxide- preparation that is open on the mesial, distal,
eugenol cements are bases and are applied only facial, or lingual aspect of the tooth.
to the floor of the cavity preparation. Remove any
cement on the cavity walls with an explorer. Allow
the cement to harden to the tooth. ADJUSTING

SLEEVE

Applying Zinc Phosphate Cement 1
Zinc phosphate cement can be irritating to

pulp tissue. Because of this, apply two layers of

TIGHTENING
SCREW

278.99X 278.101X
Figure 4-6.-Ball tip applicator. Figure 4-8.-Tofflemre matrix retainer.
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4. Use a ball burnisher to contour the inter-
proximal contact area until the band
touches the adjacent tooth. DO NOT apply
too much pressure to the matrix band; do-
ing so may fracture the remaining tooth
structure. Proper contouring of the band
helps restore a contact area and prevents
food impaction. Double check the matrix

Figure 4-9.-Tofflemire matrix bands. band to ensure that it extends apically and
is secured against the ging, ival extension of
the cavity preparation.

After applying the base and/or cavity liner,
you may be required to place a matrix. If the mesial or distal tooth surfaces are in-

A variety of matrices are available. The matrix volved, moisten a wooden wedge with water and
you use will be determined by the type and loca- insert it into the interproximal space at the gingival
tion of the restoration and the desires of the dental seat. Be careful not to irritate the interdental
officer. This section covers the placement and re- papilla or disturb the proximal contouring of the
moval of the most commonly used dental matrices, band. Insert the wedge from the lingual side to

Placing A Posterior Matrix ensure maximum access. When necessary, you
may insert the wedge from the facial side. If both

The Tofflemire matrix retainer together with the mesial and distal tooth surfaces are being
Tofflemire matrix bands (figures 4-8 and 4-9) are restored, insert wooden wedges into both inter-
commonly used for a posterior matrix. Assembly proximal spaces.
of the retainer and bands is explained in detail Inserting the wooden wedge into the interprox-
in DentaiAssistant, Basic. It is suggested that you imal space ensures that the matrix band is tightly
review the material in that training manual before adapted at the gingiva and prevents overhangs.
attempting to place the Tofflemire matrix. By separating the teeth slightly, the wedging pro-

At the dental officer's direction, assemble the cedure also ensures good interproximal contacts
Tofflemire matrix. Then follow these steps: when the restoration is completed.

After you have contoured and wedged the
1. Position the matrix band over the tooth to matrix band, no spaces should remain between

be restored, ensuring that the retainer is on the band and the contact areas of adjacent teeth.
the facial side of the tooth. If the facial Figure 4-10 shows a properly contoured and
aspect of the tooth is included in the wedged matrix band.
restoration, the matrix placement may be
modified. In such instances, follow the
dental officer's instructions.

2. Gently manipulate the matrix band into the
interproximal space on either side of the
tooth. It should rest just apical to the
gingival extension of the cavity prepara-
tion. DO NOT force the band too deep;
you may cause unnecessary pain and
gingival trauma.

3. Once the band is in position, hold it
in place by putting your thumb over
the occlusal surface. Carefully tighten the
band by turning the adjusting sleeve of
the retainer clockwise. As you tighten
the band, ensure gingival tissue is not
caught between the band and the tooth,
and that the band covers all margins of the
cavity preparation. Continue tightening
until the band fits securely against the 278.103
tooth. Figure 4-10.-Properly contoured and wedged matrix band.
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Removing Posterior Matrix

At the dental officer's direction, remove the
posterior matrix retainer and band by perform-
ing the following procedures:

1. Gently manipulate the point of an explorer
around the inside occlusal edge of the
band. This contours the marginal ridge of
the restoration.

2. Remove the wooden wedge(s) with
hemostats or cotton forceps. Place your
thumb over the occlusal surface of the
restoration and the matrix band. Loosen 278.105
the band by turning the adjusting sleeve of Figure 4-1 I.-Roll of plastic strip matrix material (left) and
the retainer counter-clockwise. dispenser (right).

3. Turn the tightening screw counter-
clockwise and release the band from the re-
tainer. Keeping your thumb on the occlusal
surface of the restoration and band,
remove the retainer.

4. To remove the band, grasp a loose end of
the band with a hemostat and gently rock
the band up and down, carefully
manipulating it out of the interproximal
space. Remove the band from the other in-
terpr)ximal space.

Because new restorations fracture easily, you
must be extremely careful when removing the 278.104
matrix band. When a restoration involves only the Figure 4-12.-Cervical matrices.
mesio-occlusal or disto-occlusal surfaces, remove
the band from the interproximal space opposite
the restored area first. Cervical matrices come in various widths to

fit teeth of different sizes. Select one of the proper
Placing and Removing an Anterior Matrix width and, if necessary, use crown and bridge

scissors to trim the top edge for gingival contour.
The most commonly used anterior matrices After the dental officer has placed the restorative

are the plastic strip matrix (figure 4-11) and the material, place the top inside edge of the cervical
plastic cervical matrix (figure 4-12). The type the matrix against the cervical line of the tooth. Apply
dental officer selects depends on the tooth sur- gentle pressure to the matrix.
faces to be restored. For example, single surface Both matrices must remain in place until the
facial restorations on anterior teeth usually require restorative material has hardened. If light-cured
the use of cervical matrices; mesial and distal composite resin materials are used, the matrices
restorations require plastic strip matrices. may be removed after the set has been verified

To place a plastic strip matrix, cut a 3 inch with an explorer. Remove the plastic strip matrix
strip of plastic and gently work the strip into the by gently manipulating it toward the incisal edge,
interproximal area next to the surface being using a rocking motion to free it from the inter-
restored. If the cavity preparation is near the proximal space. Remove the cervical matrix by
gingiva, it may be necessary to slide the matrix gently lifting it from the restored tooth.
into the gingival sulcus. In this instance, DO NOT
force the matrix too deep into the sulcus or pull TEMPORARY RESTORATIONS
the matrix across the gingiva; doing so may in-
jure the tissue. These matrices may also be wedged When a patient has extensive caries, the den-
with wooden wedges. tal officer may excavate the caries or cut cavity
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preparations on many teeth. Because all teeth may This section presents guidelines on amalgam
not be permanently restored during the appoint- restoration polishing.
ment, you may be instructed to place temporary
restorations. Fhe dental officer will tell you what Polishing Amalgam Restorations
temporary restorative material to prepare and
place in the teeth. Amalgam restorations are polished to: (1)

Because zinc oxide-eugenol cement is com- smooth rough surfaces (if necessary), (2) eliminate
monly used for temporary restorations, its use is scratches by brushing, and (3) polish the amalgam
covered here. (To review procedures for mixing to a glossy finish. You will use a prophylaxis
zinc oxide-eugenol cement, refer to Dental Assist- handpiece, a bristle brush, flour of pumice, rub-
ant, Basic.) Place temporary restorative material ber polishing cups, two dappen dishes, tin oxide,
according to the following steps: and alcohol. If the surface is very rough, you may

I. Dry the area by placing cotton rolls next use finishing burs (figure 4-13) and rubber

to the tooth you are restoring. If you are polishing points and wheels to smooth the restora-
tion, BUT ONLY UNDER THE DENTAL OF-.

working in the mandibular arch, place cot- tioE' IRC UPERVTSION

ton rolls on the lingual and facial surfaces.

If the tooth is in the maxillary arch, place Polish a patient's restorations with the hand-

cotton rolls on the facial surface. Use the piece rotating at slow speed. Use a touch-and-go
saliva ejector to remove excess saliva, technique; i.e., hold the polishing instrument

2. Dry the cavity preparation by directing air against the amalgam for very short periods (1 se-
into it from the air/water syringe or blot- cond or less). This avoids generating excessive heat

that could irritate or damage the tooth pulp.
ting it with cotton pellets. Begin by placing pumice in a dappen dish and

3. Gather the desired amount of temporary moistening it with water. Mix the pumice with
Wson No.2ainstruent Plaee f the water until its consistency is slightly thinner thanW oodson N o. 2 instrum ent. P lace the to t p s e T a r a b i tl b u h to he h pe f
material in the cavity preparation and pack toothpaste. Taper a bristle brush to the shape of
it with the Woodson's condensing end. a cone, with the scissor as shown in figure 4-14.
Contour the restoration with the Wood-
son's blade, and have the patient gently
close before the material is set.

4. After 5 minutes, moisten a cotton roll with
water and remove any excess material from
the facial and lingual tooth surfaces. Use
an explorer to remove any excess material
from the interproximal spaces.

5. Check the occlusion by having the patient
gently tap the teeth together. Ensure that
the temporary restoration does not cause
an occlusion prematurely with the oppos-
ing tooth.

6. Gently rinse and evacuate the patient's
mouth. Advise the patient not to chew any F . 278.108
food for at least 1 hour. Have the dental Figure 4-13.-Finishing bars.
officer inspect and approve your work.

RESTORATION POLISHING

Restorations are polished to smooth their sur-
faces so plaque and food will not readily adhere
to them, to smooth rough edges that irritate the
gingiva and tongue, and to improve their ap-
pearance. Restorations may be polished anytime
after a 24 hour hardening period. The dental of-
,icer will tell you whca to polish a patient's Figure 4-14.-Bristle brush: regular (top) and tapered
restoration. (bottom).
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Check the surface of the restoration to be by the Secretary of the Navy (SECNAVINST
polished. If the surface is very rough, you may 6600.3 series). The program shall consist of:
use finishing burs and rubber polishing points and
wheels to smooth the restoration. Remember, you * An annual oral examination.
may use these materials only under the direct
supervision of the dental officer. • A topical fluoride regimen.

Once the restoration is smooth, insert the
tapered brush into the prophylaxis handpiece. Dip * Oral health counseling and evaluation of
the brush into the pumice and apply it to the individual oral health preventive measures.
restoration. With the handpiece rotating at slow
speed, brush the restoration with a light touch- * Coordination of therapeutic dental ap-
and-go motion. After brushing, polish all surfaces pointments for personnel whose dental
of the restoration with a rubber cup and pumice. health status does not meet minimum
Rinse and evacuate the patient's mouth. operational readiness standards.

When you have eliminated all the rough spots
and scratches, insert a clean polishing cup into * A dependent children's preventive den-
the handpiece. In a clean dappen dish mix tin ox- tistry program that does not interfere with
ide and alcohol until its consistency is slightly thin- the services for active duty members or
ner than toothpaste. Because alcohol evaporates with emergency care. At least annually,
quickly, do not mix the tin oxide and alcohol un- children should receive:
til you are ready to use it. Polish the amalgam
to a high gloss with the mixture. Continue 1. An oral screening examination.
polishing until the alcohol evaporates, leaving 2. A topical application of a cariostatic
only powder on the restoration. Again, rinse and agent, (i.e., fluoride).
evacuate the patient's mouth. Have the dental of- 3. Oral health instruction.
ficer inspect and approve your work.

When appropriate, pit and fissure sealants
may be placed on children's teeth. If the dental
activity has prosthetic capabilities, mouthguards

PREVENTIVE DENTISTRY may be provided.
A dental officer appointed as the preventive

Dental caries and periodontal disease affect dentistry officer is responsible for planning and
over 90 percent of active duty Navy and Marine carrying out all aspects of the preventive dentistry
Corps personnel. These conditions can affect an program. As an advanced dental assistant you
individual's performance and thus the operational may be assigned to help the preventive dentistry
readiness of any Navy or Marine Corps unit. officer manage the program. Your duties can in-
Therefore, the Navy places heavy emphasis on clude scheduling patients, helping determine
preventing their occurrence. budget requirements, obtaining supplies, and con-

As an advanced dental assistant in a preven- ducting oral health care presentations.
tive dentistry department, you will actively par- Most dental activities have established an an-
ticipate in the command's preventive dentistry nual recall system to meet program requirements.
program. You may give oral health care presen- Under such a system patient appointments are
tations to individuals or groups of patients, or you coordinated with the commanding officers of the
may provide special preventive care to certain activities served. Appointments are made on an
patients. individual or group basis. Patients are sent a writ-

This section covers the requirements of the ten notification informing them of the purpose
preventive dentistry program. It also outlines your of the recall and when they are to appear for
patient education responsibilities and identifies preventive treatment. In addition to an oral
special preventive care procedures. examination, the actual appointment usually

includes:

PREVENTIVE DENTISTRY PROGRAM 1. Oral health care instructions, including an
explanation of the relationship between

All dental activities must conduct a preventive plaque, diet, fluoride, caries, and periodon-
dentistry program within the guidelines set forth tal disease; the use of plaque disclosing
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media; and a demonstration of plaque techniques. These films often entertain as they
removal techniques, teach. Asking patients questions involves them in

2. Instruction in proper brushing and floss- the presentation and helps you identify their
ing, and evaluation of the patient's perceptions of dental disease and home care.
techniques. Demonstrations help focus attention, and pictures

3. A self preparation or professionally applied help to emphasize a point.
fluoride prophylaxis. While group oral health counseling is most

4. A topical fluoride regimen. common, these ideas can also be used for in-
dividual instruction. An evaluation of the in-

The exact nature of your activity's program dividual's current health status can be the basis
is determined by the capabilities of your facility, for your instruction. Converse with the patient
the desires of the preventive dentistry officer, the and gain insight on the patient's needs and ex-
needs of the activities served, and the needs of pectations. Demonstrate difficult techniques; use
the patients. No matter what system your activity film to reinforce learning. Whether presenting oral
establishes, careful planning and close coopera- health care instructions to an individual or to a
tion are essential to the program's success. group, your role is to be an educator and a

motivator.
ORAL HEALTH CARE
PRESENTATIONS SPECIAL PREVENTIVE CARE

Oral health care presentations are an integral Some patients, because of injury, disease, or
arat ofalthy r preseenttiosty prengra T other physical conditions, require special preven-part of any preventive dentistry program. The tive care or instruction. An example would be a

goal is to educate patients on home care techni-

ques and the relationship between plaque, diet, patient suffering from a jaw fracture, leukemia,

dental caries, and periodontal disease. Dental diabetes mellitus, rheumatic fever, allergies, car-

disease can be prevented when people are aware diovascular disease, or psychological problems.
ofisa cae, areetd heo le are hnue, A few modifications are also necessary for pa-of its causes, are taught home care techniques, tients who are pregnant. In these and other cases,

As an advanced dental assistant you may be the dental officer may develop a special treatment

required to prepare and conduct oral health care plan.

presentations. When doing so you become an The Dental Health Questionnaire, NAVMED

educator and motivator with a sincere commit- 6600/3, serves as a screening device for patients

ment to help patients prevent dental disease. You who may require special care. The dental oi;icerreviews each patient's questionnaire and asks
must set a good example by maintaining your own reiws eachetatient'spictureonnaihe patient'

oral health. You must be knowledgeable in current questions to get a full picture of the patient's

preventive concepts, techniques, and scientific health. If necessary, the dental officer consults

evidence. And, finally, you must be enthusiastic a medical officer and prepares a special treatment

about preventive goals. Your motivation and en- plan as indicated. You must follow the treatment

thusiasm will often be reflected by the patients plan closely if you are directed to perform preven-
you instruct. tive care.

you wThis section covers preventive care and patient
A well-prepared presentation addresses the pa- education for patients with jaw fractures,

tient's needs. Older patients generally have a prob- educatized patients and jaw paties,

lem with periodontal disease, whereas dental hospitalized patients, and pregnant patients.
Remember, the care you provide must alwayscaries is more prevalent in the young. Patients follow the dental officer's treatment plan and

who wear a dental prosthesis must know how to fic intctions.

care for the prosthesis as well as the oral cavity. specific instructions.

Oral health instructions for children must be com- Patients with Jaw Fractures and
municated in simple, easily understood words. Hospitalized Patients

Although many instructional formats and
techniques can be used, a well designed presen- Patients with fractured jaws require special
tation combines visual and oral communications. preventive care. When a patient's jaw has been
There are Navy films that stress the importance splinted, you may provide such care under the
of dental health and show how plaque removal dental officer's direct supervision.
helps achieve and maintain dental health. Others Oral hygiene is very important f,:r patients
demonstrate proper tooth brushing and flossing with jaw fractures. Proper tooth cleansing is quite
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difficult and, at first, may be quite painful. These support for the patient are as important as en-
patients find that the splinting devices limit their couraging plaque control.
access and tend to collect food and debris. The With the exception of performing an oral
dental officer will recommend a tooth brushing prophylaxis (as directed by the dental officer),
technique specially suited to these patients. They your primary concern for pregnant patients is oral
should be taught this special technique as soon health education. Pregnant patients are normally
as brushing can be done without pain. You can receptive to information that will help them have
demonstrate the technique by brushing the pa- a safe and healthy pregnancy. Be ready to answer
tient's teeth while the patient observes with a any questions the patients may have.
mirror. Many myths have arisen about decalcification

Before brushing the patient's teeth, wipe the and loss of the mother's teeth during pregnancy.
gingiva, tooth surfaces, and splinting devices with Inform the patient that these are only myths, and
a cotton roll. At the direction of the dental of- review the need for good home care habits.
ficer, begin brushing. Use a toothbrush with very Review the relationship between sugar, plaque,
soft bristles. You can soak the bristles in warm fluoride, and tooth decay. This is not only helpful
water to gain additional softness. As you brush, to the patient, but may be helpful in feeding the
explain the technique to the patient. Emphasize child later.
the importance of brushing slowly and carefully A parent who is motivated about dental health
so the position of the splinting devices is not will be an excellent example for the child. Em-
disturbed. phasize the importance of fluorides for the new

Provide oral health care instructions to baby. Tell the parent about preventing "nursing
hospitalized patients who can perform the proce- bottle caries" that develops from giving a child
dures themselves. For those who cannot perform a bottle at bedtime. Inform the patient that even
their own plaque control, daily mouth irrigation milk has sugar that can cause decay.
" necessary. This can be done at the bedside or, You may be directed to schedule two or three
if the patients are mobile, at the hospital's den- appointments for a pregnant patient. During this
tal operatory. An irrigating syringe or the time, reinforce oral health care instructions,
air/water syringe on the dental unit may be used. answer questions, and evaluate the patient's
If feasible, instruct patients to rinse their mouths plaque control. If gingival problems develop, refer
with warm water after each meal. the patient to the dental officer.

Pregnant Patients SUMMARY

Generally, all elective dental work for a preg- As an advanced dental assistant you may per-
nant patient is postponed until the second form certain expanded tasks in the dental
trimester of pregnancy or until after the child is operatory. You will perform such tasks only when
born. If the patient is feeling well, the dental of- directed by the dental officer and under the den-
ficer will conduct an oral examination and may tal officer's direct supervision. Although certain
direct you to perform routine prophylaxis. techniques and procedures are outlined in this

Periodontal disease is a common condition in chapter, you must follow the dental officer's
pregnant patients. Many factors contribute to this. specific instructions.
Hormonal changes can aggravate pre-existing
periodontal conditions. Home care habits may
change due to increased fatigue and nausea. REFERENCE LIST
Vomiting (morning sickness) temporarily increases
acids in the oral cavity, leaving the teeth more SECNAVINST 6600.3 series, Preventive Dentistry
prone to bacterial attack. Your understanding and Program, July 1984.
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CHAPTER 5

ORAL SURGERY, ENDODONTICS,
AND PERIODONTICS

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of the chapter you will be able to:

1. Identify the duties of an advanced dental assist- 3. Identify the duties of an advanced dental assist-
ant in oral surgery. ant in periodontics.

2. Identify the duties of an advanced dental assist-
ant in endodontics.

This chapter covers the advanced dental biopsy and sent to a pathology laboratory for
assisting tasks you may perform in the oral microscopic analysis. The information obtained
surgery, endodontics, and periodontics from the laboratory assists the dental officer in
operatories. Your specific tasks in these areas, making a diagnosis and prescribing an appropriate
once again, are directed by the size and complex- treatment plan.
ity of the treatment facility. The tissue sample is removed from the patient

When working in endodontics, periodontics, and immediately placed in a specimen bottle con-
and especially oral surgery, you must always taining formalin solution (a preserver). You can
remember the importance of asepsis, (i.e., guard obtain these bottles from the pathology laboratory
against the possibility of introducing infection and at designated medical facilities. Before submitting
cross-contamination). A number of preventive the specimen, ensure that the bottle is tightly
measures and techniques are discussed in detail closed and labeled appropriately. As a minimum,
in Dental Assistant, Basic. You should review include on the label the patient's name, age, sex,
these before studying the procedures outlined in the dental officer's name, your command's name,
this chapter. and the date of the biopsy. Be sure to include with

the specimen a short biopsy report, Tissue Ex-
amination, SF 515, prepared by the dental officer.

ORAL SURGERY Keep a pathology log of all tissue specimens
submitted to the pathology lab. Record the

As a basic dental assistant your major duty following information in the log:
in oral surgery was to assist the dental officer dur-
ing surgical procedures. As an advanced dental 1. Patient's name, age, grade/rate, branch of
assistant you may be required to perform addi- service, and social security number.
tional tasks. Such tasks include submitting tissue 2. Patient's status (inpatient or outpatient).
specimens, performing certain postoperative pro- 3. Location of specimen extraction, e.g.,
cedures, and maintaining surgical and emergency from tooth No. 17.
equipment and supplies. 4. Date of surgery.

5. Date specimen submitted.
TISSUE SPECIMENS 6. Oral surgeon's name.

Occasionally, the dental officer may encounter POSTOPERATIVE TREATMENT
an area of abnormal tissue that cannot be diag-
nosed by simple visual examination. The tissue Postoperative treatment (POT) is the care
is removed in a surgical procedure known as a given the patient in the hours (or days) following
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oral surgery. During this period the dental officer touching only the outside edges of the
evaluates the healing process and treats any con- pack. Use the inside surface of the surgical
ditions that may arise as a result of the surgery. wrap as a sterile working surface during the

As an advanced dental assistant you may be treatment.
directed by the dental officer to perform certain 3. Place the container of iodoform gauze and
POT procedures. These may include treating the bottle of eugenol (or other medication)
alveolar osteitis and removing surgical sutures. on a corner of the bracket table for later

use.
Alveolar Osteitis 4. Open a package of sterile gloves and place

it on top of an instrument cabinet. Wash
Sometimes, within 2 to 5 days after a tooth your hands and put on the gloves, using

extraction, the patient experiences mild to severe the scrub and gloving techniques covered
pain in the tooth socket. An examination by the in Dental Assistant, Basic.
dental officer may reveal the absence or deteriora- 5. Drape the patient by placing the sterile
tion of the blood clot and exposure of the alveolar towel or drape on the patient's chest. In-
bone. This condition is known as alveolar osteitis, struct the circulating assistant to fill the
or dry socket. The pain is caused by exposure of sterile medicine glass (or small beaker) with
the alveolar bone to the oral environment. Treat- sterile saline solution (or other sterile ir-
ment is provided to make the patient comfortable rigating solution prescribed by the dental
while the area heals. officer). Direct the assistant to turn on and

After diagnosing the condition, the dental of- adjust the dental operating light.
ficer may direct you to provide POT. Figure 5-1 6. Using a sterile disposable syringe with a
shows the instruments and materials used for the blunt needle, gently irrigate the extraction
treatment. A bottle of eugenol (or other medica- site with sterile saline solution. This
tion specified by the dental officer) and a con- removes any debris that may have ac-
tainer of iodoform gauze are included in the setup. cumulated in the socket. Suction off the
Because of a patient's susceptibility to infection solution with a sterile surgical aspirator tip,
after oral surgery, be sure you maintain an asep- or have the patient spit into the cuspidor.
tic technique during the treatment. Following are 7. Direct the circulating assistant to open the
the procedures used when treating alveolar osteitis. container of iodoform gauze. Grasp the

end of the gauze with the cotton forceps
1. Put on a surgical cap and face mask. and cut off a 1 1/2 inch strip with the
2. Place the postoperative examination pack scissors. Place the gauze strip on the sterile

on the bracket table. Open the pack, working surface and direct the circulating
assistant to treat the iodoform gauze with
the medication.

8. Use the cotton forceps to insert the treated
iodoform gauze into the socket. Once in
place, the gauze will help prevent food
from collecting in the socket and protect
the alveolar bone from exposure to the oral
environment.

When these procedures have been completed,
the patient may experience some relief (the
medication soothes nerve endings in the exposed
bone). However, discomfort may persist for
several days. The dressing may be changed daily,
or left in place for several days depending on the
dental officer's directions and the patient's
condition.

SUTURE REMOVAL

278.109 Surgical sutures are normally removed 3 to 5
Figure 5-1.-Postoperative examination setup. days after insertion. The dental officer will
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examine the surgical site to determine whether the
sutures may be removed.

In some instances the dental officer may direct COLLET

you to remove the sutures. To do this, obtain af
sterile suture removal pack containing a mouth
mirror, cotton forceps, scissors, 2 x 2 inch gauze
pads, and a sterile towel or surgical drape. (Once
again be sure to use aseptic techniques.)

Begin by checking box 17 of the patient's SF
603 to determine how many sutures were placed,
then follow these procedures:

1. Don a surgical cap and face mask.
2. Place the suture removal pack on the P

bracket table. Open the pack, touching only
the outside edges of the surgical wraps.

3. Open a package of sterile gloves, wash your 278.11OX
hands, and put on the gloves. (Be sure to Figure 5-2.-Surical air drill.
use the scrub and gloving techniques
covered in Dental -Assistant, Basic.)

4. Drape the patient. Place a sterile towel or uses the drill to remove bone during the extrac-
surgical drape on the patient's chest. Have tion of impacted teeth and to section teeth when
the circulating assistant turn on and adjust it is impossible to remove them in one piece. The
,he dental operating light, drill enables the dental officer to accomplish these

5. Locate and account for all the sutures procedures quickly, reducing trauma to oial
placed during the surgical procedure. tissues and the chance of infection.

6. Remove the sutures by gently lifting a To use the drill, you will need bur guards
suture with the cotton forceps, and using (figure 5-3) and burs. Bur guards are available in
the scissors cut the suture as close to the three lengths: medium, long, and extra long. They
tissue as possible. This is done so that only protect the operator and the patient from the long
a minimum of contaminated suture mate- shaft of the burs. Always select a bur guard that
rial has to be pulled through the tissue. matches the length of the bur desired by the den-
Grasp the knotted end of the suture and tal officer.
pull it toward the incision line. Place the The air drill is a very delicate and expensive
removed suture on the bracket table and instrument. You must ensure that all dental
use the same technique to remove the re- assistants assigned to the oral surgery department
maining sutures. Make sure you have ac-
counted for all the sutures listed on the SF
603.

7. Use the mouth mirror to examine the
surgical site and ensure that no suture
material or debris remains in the tissue.

8. Place a 2 x 2 inch gauze pad over the inci-
sion site, and direct the patient to bite down
on the pad, this will control any secondary
hemorrhage. Advise the patient that it A

should be left in place for 15 minutes, or
until the small amount of bleeding stops.

MAINTAINING AND PREPARING
THE SURGICAL AIR DRILL

The surgical air drill in figure 5-2 is an exam-
ple of a high-speed instrument commonly used in 278.111X
the oral surgery department. The dental officer Figure 5-3.-Bur guards used with surgical air drill.
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are properly trained in the maintenance of the drill
and its support system.

The support system for the surgical air drill
consists of a power source, a pressure regulator,
and a pressure/exhaust hose.

Power Source.-The recommended power
source for the surgical air drill is compressed dry '

nitrogen. It is available in large metal storage
cylinders, compressed to a pressure of 2,000 to
2,500 pounds per square inch (psi). Replace the
cylinder when the pressure within it falls below Il
500 psi. If not replaced there may not be enough a
nitrogen left to complete a procedure.

Before using a new cylinder, open its top valve
for a fraction of a second. This dislodges any
debris that may have accumulated in the valve.
Make sure the cylinder is resting securely on the
floor, and that you grasp the turn valve firmly.

278.113X
Figure 5-5.-Connecting pressure/exhaust hose to pressure

regulator.

WARNING: Always point the valve aperture
away from your body, because the short blast of
gas or ejected debris can cause serious injury.

Pressure Regulator.-The pressure regulator
(figure 5-4) has two pressure gauges and a pressure
adjustment knob. It is attached to the valve aper-
ture on top of the storage cylinder and secured
with a 1 1/8 inch wrench. The gauge on the right

4; indicates the storage pressure within the cylinder,
•- and the gauge on the left indicates the operating

pressure. The pressure adjustment knob located
i 1$ at the center of the regulator is used to adjust thec-i .gas flow to the proper operating pressure.

Pressure/Exhaust Hose.-The pressure/ex-
haust hose connects to the pressure regulator

278.112X (figure 5-5). It has a loose rubber covering through
Figure 5-4.-Pressure regulator attached to valve on storage which exhaust nitrogen passes to a vent on the

cylinder. Valve is heing turned on (upper right), regulator end of the hose. An automatic shutot '
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valve is located on the air drill connector end of assistant to attach the pressure regulator
the hose. This feature allows the dcntal officer to the nitrogen cylinder. Then direct the cir-
to disconnect the air drill under operating culating assistant to slowly open the
pressure. cylinder valve and verify that the pressure

within the cylinder is over 500 psi.
Preparation of the Surgical Air Drill 3. While the circulating assistant is preparing

Carry out the following procedures to prepare the cylinder, don a surgical cap and mask,
the surgical air drill for use. scrub your hands, and put on gloves and

I. Direct the circulating assistant to obtain the a drape. Be sure you use aseptic techniques.

surgical air drill pack from the CSR and 4. Prepare the surgical air drill. Pick up the
place it on the Mayo stand near the patient. sterilized drill and the drill connector end
The pack contains a sterile air drill, bur of the pressure/exhaust hose (one in each
guards, burs, and a pressure/exhaust hose. hand). Align the pin on the hose fitting

2. Ensure that the circulating assistant wipes with the pin slot on the end of the air drill
the nitrogen storage cylinder and its car- (figure 5-6). Insert the pin and turn the air
rier with a cloth soaked in a disinfectant drill until the pin snaps into the slot inden-
solution before take them into the surgical tation. The air drill is now securely attached
operatory. Next instruct the circulating to the hose.

278.1 14X
figure 5-6.-Inserting pin on hose fitting (left) into slot on air drill (right).
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278.115X
Figure 5.7.-Placing bur guard on air drill.

Figure 5-8.-Inserting bur into air drill. 2816
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5. Attach the bur guard and bur to the drill. To prevent the drill from being damaged dur-
Slide the bur guard onto the drill (figure ing cleaning, DO NOT immerse it in any solution.
5-7). Be sure the guard is completely seated. Always hold the bur end of the drill at a down-
Push the bur release lever on the drill and ward angle while cleaning it. DO NOT allow water
insert the desired bur through the guard or cleaning solutions to enter the collet or get in-
and into the drill (figure 5-8). Insert the bur side the drill, because this can damage the inter-
up to the safe line ring on its shaft. Return nal parts of the instrument. (A good practice is
the release lever to lock the bur in place. to leave the pressure/exhaust hose attached to the

6. Connect the pressure/exhaust hose and drill while cleaning. This will help prevent fluids
regulator. Unroll the pressure/exhaust hose from entering the drill.) Following are specific
and pass the regulator connector end to the cleaning procedures for the surgical air drill.
circulating assistant, who should grasp only
the end of the hose. The circulating assist- 1. Clean the drill's external surface, remove
ant will then connect the hose to the the bur and the bur guard and thoroughly
pressure regulator. scrub the drill with a soft brush and mild

7. Secure the pressure/exhaust hose and place detergent. Several commercial detergents
the remainder of the hose on the patient's are available for cleaning the drill. Use
body drape. Clamp the hose between folds them according to the manufacturer's in-
of the drape with a sterile towel clamp to structions. Remove all traces of blood and
prevent the hose from falling. Be sure to debris. After scrubbing, rinse off all traces
provide enough slack so the dental officer of detergent under running tap water. To
can operate the drill without restriction, prevent discoloration from the tap water,

8. Set the operating pressure. Direct the cir- flush the surface of the drill with distilled
culating assistant to slowly turn the water. Dry the air drill with a clean, lint-
pressure adjustment knob clockwise until free to" el.
the operating pressure reaches 90 to 110psi. The operating pressure is adjusted 2. Clean the bur guard. Scrub the bur guardpsi.Theopertin presur is djutedwith a soap and water solution. If neces-
while the air drill is in operation to ensure with, so a ateruolton ne
that the desired pressure is reached. The air sary, use a small bottle brush to clean the
drill is now ready for operation. NOTE: inside. To clean the tip of the guard, pass
Once the operating pressure adjustment a pipe cleaner through the small opening.
knob is set for 90 to 110 psi, it is not 3. Lubricate the drill and bur guard. Once the
necessary to readjust the knob. If the drill and bur guard are clean, place two
regulator and tank have been used before, drops of the manufacturer's lubricant in-
operate the drill and check to ensure that to the inlet on the hose connector end of
the operating pressure is indeed 90 to 110 the drill. Place one drop of lubricant on
psi. the tip of the bur guard. Connect the

lubricatcd drill and pressure/exhaust hose
When the surgical procedure is completed, to the nitrogen cylinder. Run the drill for

turn the nitrogen cylinder valve off. The storage 30 to 60 seconds at full speed under an
pressure gauge should indicate zero. Let the air operating pressure of 90 to 110 psi to carry
drill run until the operating pressure gauge in- the lubricant into the drill. Disconnect the
dicates zero psi. This bleeds all the nitrogen from air drill and hose. NOTE: These drill
the pressure/exhaust hose and regulator. When lubrication procedures apply to the drill
both regulator gauges indicate zero psi, discon- shown in figure 5-2. Newer surgical air
nect the pressure/exhaust hose from the regulator. drills have sealed bearings and therefore do

not require lubrication. Be sure to check
Cleaning the Surgical Air Drill the manufacturer's instructions before

lubricating the drill. Bur guards are always
Once the surgical procedure is completed and lubricated.

the patient has been dismissed, move the drill and
support equipment to the cleaning and process- 4. Clean the pressure/exhaust hose. Wipe it
ing area. Do not allow blood or oral fluids to dry with a cloth dipped in a soap and water
on the equipment, because they are difficult to solution. Then wipe it with a damp, lint-
remove, free cloth to remove soap residue.
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5. Clean the surgical bur. If the bur used in Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970
the surgical procedure is still usable, scrub (e.g., syringes, needles, medications). You must
it with soap and water. Use a bur brush to therefore maintain proper security for them.
remove all debris from the burls cutting
end. Maintain a contents checklist in the emergency

kit (or cart). Periodically inventory the equipment
Sterilization of the Surgical Air Drill and materials to ensure that adequate supplies of

all required materials are present. Also check all
The surgical air drill and its accessories may medications and solutions to ensure that expira-

be sterilized in a gas sterilizer or an autoclave. If tion dates have not passed.
a gas sterilizer is used, follow the manufacturer's Because oxygen resuscitative equipment varies
sterilization procedures. To autoclave the from one facility to another, only general handl-
materials, carry out the following procedures. ing precautions are discussed below. You must
NOTE: DO NOT autoclave the pressure become familiar with the equipment at your
regulator. facility.

I. Place the air drill, bur guards, burs, and
pressure/exhaust hose in the stainless steel Use and Storage of Oxygen
sterilization case. The case is perforated to
allow entry of steam under pressure. Place Before using an oxygen cylinder, open the top
the air drill in the center of the case. Then valve for a fraction of a second to dislodge any
coil the hose and place it over the drill, debris that may be present. Ensure that the
Place the bur guard on its holder. Insert cylinder is resting securely on the floor and that
all burs in the wire coil on the inside cover you grasp the turn valve firmly.
of the sterilization case.

2. Close the case and wrap it in two double- WARNING: Alwa vs point the valve aperture
thickness muslin wraps, following the away from your body, because the short blast of
pack-wrapping procedures outlined in Den- gas or ejected debris can cause serious injury.
tal Assistant, Basic. Ensure that the top of
the sterilization case faces upward when the Observe the following precautions concerning
wraps are opened. oxygen use and storage:

3. Sterilize the pack according to the
manufacturer's recommendations. * DO NOT use oxygen fittings, valves,

regulators, or gauges with any other gas.
WARNING: Do not use the air drill for a

surgical procedure until it has cooled to room * DO NOT use oxygen unless it is channeled
temperature. If the instrument is still warm when through a pressure-reducing regulator.
the pack is opened, you may operate it briefly to
cool it. The dry nitrogen will cool only a warm * DO NOT use regulators that need repair
drill, not a hot one. or cylindcrs with faulty valves.

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT AND * DO NOT use oxygen in the presence of an
MATERIALS open flame.

Oral surgery operatories are normally * DO NOT place oxygen equipment near
equipped with emergency lifesaving equipment heating equipment, dry heat sterilizers, or
and materials. Such items include; oxygen autoclaves.
resuscitation equipment, oropharyngeal airway in-
struments, intravenous solutions and medications, * DO NOT permit grease, oil, or combusti-
and other items as directed by the dental officer. ble materials to come in contact with ox-
Figure 5-9 is a list of items recommended for ygen equipment.
emergency use.

9 DO NOT use ungrounded electrical equip-
NOTE: Some of the items are considered as ment in spaces where oxygen is used or

Schedule III material under the Comprehensive stored.
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RECOMMENDED LIST OF EMERGENCY SUPPLIES
Quantity

1. 6515-00-018-9494 Resuscitator, Hand Operated, Intermittent Positive Pressure 1
2. 6515-00-753-4881 Mask, Oronasal (Resuscitator and Anesthesia, Small Adult) 1
3. 6515-00-299-8297 Mask, Oronasal (Resuscitator and Anesthesia, Large Adult) 1
4. Oxygen Tank (E), Flow Gage, and Wrench
5. 4720-00-141-9058 Tubing, Rubber (from 02 tank to resuscitator) 1
6. 6515-00-371-3100 Sphygmomanometer, Nonconductive 1
7. 6515-00-374-2220 Stethoscope 1
8. 6515-00-462-7348 Syringe, Hypodermic, Disposable, 3 ml 6
9. 6515-00-754-0406 Syringe, Hypodermic, Disposable, 5 ml 4

10. 6515-00-754-0412 Syringe, Hypodermic, Disposable, 10 ml 4
11. 6515-00-754-2834 Needle, Hypodermic, Disposable, 18 gage, 11/2" 6
12. 6515-00-754-2838 Needle, Hypodermic, Disposable, 21 gage, 11/4 ' '  6
13. 6515-00-655-5751 Needle, Hypodermic, Disposable, 25 gage, 5/8" 4
14. 6515-00-089-2791 Intravenous Injection Set, 21 gage Needle, Pediatric, Dispos. 4
15. 6515-00-117-9021 Intravenous Injection Set, with Flexible Drip Chamber,

20 gage Needle, Disposable 2
16. 6515-00-889-7448 Intravenous Injection Set, 18 gage Needle, Disposable, Field 2
17. 6515-00-959-8116 Tube, Connecting, Syringe and Needle, Plastic, Disposable

Two Screw-Type Shut-Off Clamps, 30 inch • 2
(For use in administering intravenous solutions)

18. 6515-00-383-0565 Tourniquet, Nonpneumatic, 1 by 42 inches 1
19. 6515-00-324-5500 Depressor, Tongue, Wood
20. 6515-00-310-2200 Block, Bite, Rubber or Nylon, Jackson, Adult 2
21. 6515-00-385-1100 Cannula, Laryngeal, Jackson, Aspirating Tube 1
22. 6515-00-616-5052 Laryngoscope, Infant-Child-Adult, Macintosh 1
23. 6515-00-817-1206 Tube, Endotracheal, Magill, 4 mm, 18 cm long 1
24. 6515-00-961-5520 Tube, Endotracheal, Magill, 7 mm, 30 cm long 1
25. Cricothyroidotomy Set (Needle and Adapters) 1
26. 6515-00-332-3300 Forceps, Endotracheal Tube, Magill 1
27. 6515-00-334-3800 Forceps, Hemostatic, Curved, Kelly 1
28. 6515-00-333 2400 Forceps, Dressing, Bayonet Shaped 1
29. 6515-00-299-8748 Airway, Pharyngeal, Rubber, Child 1
30. 6515-00-300-2900 Airway, Pharyngeal, Rubber, Large Adult 1
31. 6515-00-300-2910 Airway, Pharyngeal, Rubber, Small Adult 1

DRUGS
32. 6505-CC 22,;-3760 Epinephrine Injection, 1:1000, 1 ml
33. 6505-00-754-2547 Atropine Sulfate Injection, USP, 0.4 mg per ml, 20 ml
34. Mephentermine Sulfate (Wyamine), 15 mg per ml
35. Benadryl Hydrochloride, 50 mg per ml
36. 6505-00-137-5891 Diazepam Inj., USP, 5 mg per ml, Syringe-Needle Unit, 2 ml

(Ideally, the above five medications should be in therapeutic
size ampules X2 and suitable for I.M. or subcutaneous
injection, rather than I.V.)

37. 6505-00-116-4600 Dextrose Injection, USP, 5%, 1000 ml 1
38. 6505-00-299-8615 Ringer's Injection, Lactated, 1000 ml 1
39. 6505-00-619-8620 Nitroglycerin Tablets, 0.6 mg (1/100 gr)

(For use in managing angina pectoris patients)

Figure 5-9.-Emergency supplies for oral surgery operatories.
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" Post "Oxygen No Smoking" signs at the To remove a temporary seal, remove the tern-
entrance to, and on the walls of all spaces porary restorative material, the gutta-percha, and
where oxygen is used or stored, the cotton pellet with a sterile spoon excavator.

When removing the medicated pellet, be sure to
" Store oxygen only in spaces specifically avoid compressing it into the tooth apex.

designated for compressed gases. Large ox-
ygen cylinders must be stored upright and
chained to prevent them from falling over. BACTERIOLOGIC CULTURING

After the temporary seal has been removed,

FNDODONTICS the dental officer may direct you to take a sam-
ple from the canal for a bacteriologic culture.

Endodontics is the dental specialty concerned Culturing is a technique used to determine the

with diseases and injuries of the dental pulp and presence of microorganisms in the root canal. A
negative culture reading usually indicates theperiapical tissues. Your primary duty in endodon- absence of microorganisms in the canal; a positive

tics is to assist the dental officer. You may, reading usually indicates the presence of

however, be directed to perform certain pro- microorganisms.

cedures under the dental officer's supervision. A common culturing method involves the use

The specific type of treatment the dental of- of paper points, cotton forceps, and a test tube

ficer renders depends upon the pulp's condition. onta inin , ctur m edium. A tent and

If the pulp cannot be returned to normal, the den- containing a culture medium. All instruments and

tal officer will perform a root canal. After the sterile. This ensures an accurate culture reading.

dental officer removes the pulp tissue, you will When taking a sample for culturing, follow

schedule a series of appointments for the patient. these steps:

During these appointments you may be directed
to carry out the following procedure: 1. Review box 17 of the patient's SF 603 for

any entry indicating the working distance,* Remove a temporary seal. the reference point, and the size of the last

instrument used in the canal. If this infor-i• Take samples for a bacteriologic culture. mation is not recorded, ask the dental of-

* Irrigate the root canal(s). ficer for instructions.
2. Select a sterile paper point that closely mat-

" Place a temporary seal. ches the size of the last instrument used in
the root canal. Using sterile cotton forceps,

In carrying out these procedures, maintain an carefully insert the paper point into the

aseptic technique at all times. All instruments used ing distance. Once in position, rotate the

in endodontic procedures must be sterile. If an point so that it makes contact with the

instrument becomes contaminated, place its canals entire interior surface. Leave it in

operating end into a glass bead sterilizer (figure position for 1 minutec.

5-10) for 10 seconds. When running properly, this 3. R o t tub ca w

sterilizer reaches a temperature of 450'F (232C). 3. Remove the test tube cap without con-

Before performing any endodontic treatment, Use the cotton forceps to remove the paper

place a rubber dam to isolate the teeth indicated pnf the c n and rop i the

by the dental officer. Then disinfect the operating point from the canal and dropt into the

site as described in Dental Assistant, Basic. treated, take a sample from each canal. Use

separate paper points for each canal, but
TEMPORARY SEAL REMOVAL place them all in one test tube.

4. Replace the test tube cap. The paper
A temporary seal usually consists of an outer point(s) should be immersed in the culture

layer of zinc oxide-eugenol (or other temporary medium. If not, tilt the tube slightly. Once
restorative material) and an inner layer of gutta- the paper point make contact with the
percha. A small, medicated cotton pellet is located culture medium, it will sink to the bottom
below the gutta-percha. of the tube.
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0 Sterile paper points.

*To irrigate the root canal, follow these steps:

1. Review box 17 of the patient's SF 603 for
the working distance of the tooth being

* treated. If it is not recorded, ask the den-
tal officer for instructions.

2. Prepare the instruments and materials and
place them on the bracket table. Load the
syringe with the prescribed irrigating solu-
tion. Remove all fluids from the operating
site with the saliva ejector.

3. Insert the needle of the irrigating syringe
into the canal to a depth 4 mm short of the
working distance. DO NOT force the
needle into the canal. If you feel resistance,
slightly withdraw the needle. Gently irrigate
the canal. NEVER use force. Forcing the
solution into the canal may cause it to be
expressed through the tooth apex into the
periapical tissue.

278.118 4. Once the canal is irrigated, dry it with the
Figure 5-10.-Glass bead sterilizer, saliva ejector and sterile paper points. Hold

the tip of the saliva ejector near the canal
opening and withdraw the excess irrigating

When you have completed these steps, put the solution. Then dry the canal with paper
test tube in an incubator. Leave the test tube in points measured to the working distance.
the incubator for a minimum of 48 hours at nor-
mal body temperature of 98.6 'F (37 C). After 48 TEMPORARY SEAL PLACEMENT
hours, the dental officer will check the test tube.
If the culture is clear, the canal should be free of After irrigating the canal, you may be directed
bacteria. If the medium is cloudy, there is bacteria to medicate and reseal it. To do this, perform the
in the canal and appropriate treatment is initiated, following procedures:
In either case, record the results of the culture in
box 17 of the patient's SF 603. 1. Select a small sterile cotton pellet that will

fit into the pulp chamber and allow suffi-
ROOT CANAL IRRIGATION cient space for a two-layer seal.

2. Hold the pellet with the sterile cotton
After the dental officer treats the root canal, forceps and place one drop of the

you may be directed to irrigate it. The most com- designated medication on the pellet.
mo,.ly -scd stcile iiigaii; w oiuins art 2.3";V Zqueeze excess medicaion from the pellet
to 507o sodium hypochlorite, a 306 hydrogen with a sterile 2 x 2 inch gauze pad. Insert
peroxide solution, and urea peroxide. To irrigate the medicated pellet into the pulp chamber
the root canal; obtain the following: with the forceps.

3. Attach a small ball of gutta-percha to the
" A sterile disposabie irrigating syringe with blade end of a plastic filling instrument.

a 22- or 23-gauge blunt needle. Soften the gutta-percha by passing the
blade of the instrument through an open

* A saliva ejector hose with another 22- or flame.
23-gauge blunt needle (instead of a 4. Place the softened gutta-percha into the
disposable plastic tip). pulp canal chamber, directly over the cot-

* The designated irrigating solution. ton pellet. Gently compress it into a smooth
layer with the filling instrument. Be sure

" Sterile cotton forceps. to leave about 2 mm of the access cavity
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unfilled. This allows room for the outer protects the underlying surgical site from trauma
seal. Remove any gutta-percha that adheres during mastication, helps maintain tissue and
to the access cavity margins, suture position, and helps maintain homeostasis

5. To complete the procedure, place a thick by acting as a compress over the site. The dress-
mix of zinc oxide-eugenol cement (or other ing also acts as a splint.
temporary restorative material designated The dental officer removes the periodontal
by the dental officer) over the inner gutta- dressing at the first postoperative visit. If a sec-
percha seal. Be sure to check the patient's ond dressing is placed, you may be instructed to
occlusion. It is extremely important that the remove it. Figure 5-11 shows the instruments and
treated tooth not be traumatized by oc- materials needed to remove the dressing. To
clusal prematurity, remove a periodontal dressing:

1. Check the patient's SF 603 to determine if
PERIODONTICS sutures were placed. If sutures are present,

the dental officer will remove the dressing.
Periodontics is the dental specialty concerned 2. Place a sterile towel on the bracket table,

with the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of then place all needed instruments and
diseases affecting the supporting tissues of the materials on the towel. Adjust the dental
teeth. These tissues, collectively called the chair so the patient is comfortable. Turn
periodontium, include the gingiva, cementum, on and adjust the dental operating light.
periodontal ligament, and the alveolar bone. 3. Wash your hands and put on sterile gloves.

Basic dental assisting tasks performed in the 4. Remove the dressing by inserting a scaler
periodontics operatory are outlined in Dental tip beneath the lower edge of the periodon-
Assistant, Basic. You may want to review that tal dressing. Exert gentle upward pressure
material before studying this section. to separate the dressing from the tissue and

This section covers the advanced tasks you break it into pieces.
may be required to perform in the periodontics 5. With a curette and cotton forceps, remove
operatory. Such tasks include removing periodon- any remaining dressing material from the
tal dressings when sutures are not present, and tooth surfaces and the interproximal
sharpening periodontal instruments, spaces. Ensure that all dressing material is

removed. Foreign particles can cause irrita-
PERIODONTAL DRESSING REMOVAL tion and affect the healing of the surgical

A periodontal dressing is a surgical dressing site.

placed over a periodontal surgical site. It is kept After all dressing material is removed, moisten
in place for 5 to 7 days following surgery. It a cotton-tipped applicator with sterile saline solu-

tion. Use the applicator to gently remove all
material alba (white film) from the healing tissue.
If plaque is present on the teeth in the surgical
area, carefully remove it with the curette. Once
this is done have the patient gently rinse with
warm water. Ask the dental officer to inspect and
approve your work.

INSTRUMENT SHARPENING

As an advanced dental assistant in the
periodontics operatory, you are responsible for
keeping instruments sharp. A dull instrument is
less effective and can cause unnecessary trauma
to the patient. Check all instruments for sharp-
ness immediately after they are scrubbed, if dull
sharpen them before they are sterilized.

Recognizing when instruments are dull is
the key to your success in maintaining sharp

278.119 instruments. To determine sharpness or dullness,
Figure 5-11.-Setup for removing a periodontal dressing, you must be familiar with each instruments
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cutting edge(s). Remember, a cutting edge is
formed by the intersection of two surfaces of the
instrument's blade.

Under good lighting, examine a cutting edge
for sharpness using a magnifying glass or by look-
ing directly at it while slightly turning the instru-
ment. A dull edge reflects light and creates a glare
because the edge has been rounded off by use. Photograph Courtesy of Hu-Friedy

A sharp cutting edge will not reflect light and ap-
pears as a line. 278.137X
Sharpening Devices Figure 5-13.-Orban periodontal knives: No. 1 (top) and No.

2 (bottom).
The correct sharpening device is critical for a

good cutting edge. Hard felt wheels are recom-
mended for periodontal knives, sharpening stones 2
for curettes, chisels, and scalers.

Sharpening stones are available in various grits 3
(textures) and designs to meet particular needs.
The Ruby and Arkansas stones are the most com-
monly used. The Ruby stone is fairly coarse, cuts
rapidly, and is used primarily for initial sharpen-
ing of very dull instruments. The Arkansas stone
is fine in texture and can be used alone to attain
a satisfactory edge.

Depending on their design and method of use,
sharpening stones are either mounted or un-
mounted. Some are mounted on a mandrel for
insertion into the dental handpiece. Others are
mounted on mechanical devices and are known
as mechanical sharpeners. Unmounted stones may
be rectangular, cylindrical, or specially shaped.
These stones are often lubricated with water or
oil to avoid clogging with metal particles as they Photograph Courtesy of Hu-Friedy

grind the instruments.
No matter what device is used, sharpen in- 278.138X

struments by grinding or polishing the surfaces Figure 5-14.-Kirkland knife cutting edges: inner (1), outer
that form the cutting edges. How often they need (2), and back (3).
sharpening depends on the amount of use and the
method of sterilization. After frequent sharpening
an instrument can become greatly reduced in size during a procedure. Keep in mind that the amount
discard it. Rather than risk the chance of breakage of metal giound away on mounted stones is

greater than that removed on unmounted ones.

Periodontal Knife Sharpening

The periodontal knives most commonly used
are the No. 15 and No. 16 Kirkland knives (figure
5-12) and the No. I and No. 2 Orban knives
(figure 5-13). Both types are sharpened with a
hard felt wheel mounted on a dental lathe. DO
NOT attempt to sharpen them on a stone. It is

Photograph Courtesy of Hu-Friedy too difficult to maintain their functional shape
and blade bevel wher a sharpening stone is used.

278.136X Kirkland knives havc hree cutting edges to
Figure 5-12.-Kirkland periodontal knives: No. 16 (lop) and sharpen, the inner and outer, and the back edge

No. 15 (bottom). (figure 5-14). The Orban knives have two cutting
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3. Place the knife against the wheel at an
angle conforming to the bevel of the blade.
Gently apply the knife to the wheel.
Sharpen both sides of all cutting edges and
check each edge for sharpness.

Periodontal Curette Sharpening

Curettes are the most commonly used scaling
instruments. Universal curettes (McCall curettes)
have two cutting edges and are sharpened on both
sides. Gracy curettes are sharpened only on the
outer curve. Both, however, have a rounded tip
that must be maintained during sharpening.

When using a stationary stone, hold the curette
in a modified pen grasp and establish a finger rest
at the edge of the stone (figure 5-17). Draw the

Photograph Courtesy 01 Hu-Friedy side of the blade toward you. Because the curette
is curved, you must repeat this process until the

278.139X entire arc of the cutting edge is sharpened. Be sure
Figure 5-15.-Orban knife cutting edges: inner (1) and outer to lubricate the stone during the sharpening

(2). procedure.
When sharpening a curette on a mounted

stone, be sure the wheel rotates away from the
edges, the inner and outer edges (figure 5-15). side of the blade, as shown in figure 5-18.
Apply an abrasive, such as chrome rouge, to the
felt wheel to aid in the sharpening process. Periodontal Chisel Sharpening
Sharpen both sides of each edge by following these
steps: The No. 1 and No. 2 Ochsenbein chisels

(figure 5-19) are the most commonly used
1. Hold the knife handle between your periodontal chisels. They have three cutting edges,

thumbs and forefingers (both hands). a flat edge on the tip and a curved edge on each
Stabilize your hands or elbows on the work side of the tip. Figure 5-20 shows the head of the
bench. No. 2 Ochsenbein chisel. Notice that the edges to

2. Hold the knife so that the felt wheel rotates be sharpened are up, toward you, on the convex
away from the cutting edge (figure 5-16). side of the chisel head. But the cutting edges on

the No. I Ochsenbein are reversed, they are on

Photograph Courtesy of Hu-Friedy

278.140X 278.141X
Figure 5-16.-Felt wheel rotating away from cutting edge Figure 5-17.-Sharpening curet on stationery sharpening

of knife. stone.
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Photograph Courtesy of Hu-Friedy

278.144X
Figure 5-20.-Tip of Ochsenbein No. 2 chisel with cutting

edges on convex side of blade.

j( 1 utting edges Facial surface

11 1 obe sharpened

A B

278.142
Figure 5-18.-Mounted stone rotating away from side of Lateral surfaces

curet blade.

Figure 5-21.-Tip of sickle scaler (A); cross section of tip (B).

DO NOT draw the sharpening stone over the cut-

ting edge.

Scaler Sharpening

Sickles and hoes are commonly used scaling
instruments. Sickle scalers have two cutting edges,

Photograph Courtesy of Hu-Friedy which form a point where the facial and lateral
surfaces meet (figure 5-21). Sharpen the sickle

278.143X scaler by grinding the facial and lateral surfaces
Figure 5-19.-Ochsenbein periodontal chisels: No. 2 (top) on a stationary stone. Be careful to maintain the

and No. I (bottom). sharp point of the sickle.
To sharpen the facial surface, hold it flat

against the side of the stone, as shown in figure
the concave side of the head. (Another commonly 5-22, and draw the instrument back and forth.
used chisel, the TGO chisel, is a smaller version
of the Ochsenbein chisel. It is also sharpened as
described below.)

Follow these steps to sharpen a periodontal . -
chisel:

I. Use a flat Arkansas stone to sharpen the
edge on the chisel tip. Position the blade
on the stone at an angle conforming to the
bevel of the blade. Then push the blade
across the stone toward the cutting edge.

2. Use a cylindrical sharpening stone or one
with rounded edges to sharpen the curved
edges on the sides of the chisel head. Posi-
tion the tone on the blade at an angle con-
forrnin u to the bevel of the blade. Twist or
rotate the stone until the edge is sharp. Figure 5-22.-Sharpening facial surface of sickle scaler.
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A hoe scaler has only one edge. Sharpen this
instrument by grinding only the outer surface of
the cutting edge (figure 5-24). The outer and in-
ner blade surfaces form a 450 angle, so you must
maintain this angle against the stone. Draw the
instrument across the stone toward the cutting
edge, as shown in figure 5-25. Repeat as often as
necessary to obtain a sharp edge.

SUMMARY

Figure 5-23. -Sharpening lateral surface of sickle scaler. When directed, you may perform certain ex-
panded tasks in the endodontics, periodontics,
and oral surgery operatories. These procedures
always require the use of aseptic techniques.
Whether performing POT, taking samples for a
bacteriologic culture, or removing a periodontal
dressing, take all necessary precautions to lessen

4 5 o  the possibility of infection or contamination. The
ANGLE0 tasks may change, but the importance of asepsisOTE R _is constant.OUTER/

SURFACE Your duties within the oral surgery operatory
may include treating alveolar osteitis, removing

Figure 5-24.-Hoe scaler. sutures, and maintaining emergency equipment
and supplies. Treatment of alveolar osteitis con-
sists of irrigating the extraction site and placing
medicated iodoform gauze in the tooth socket.
Removing surgical sutures, though not a very dif-

.ficult procedure, requires your utmost attention.
Be sure to cut the sutures as close to the tissue
as possible, and ensure that your count is the same
as that on the SF 603. When maintaining emer-
gency equipment and supplies, ensure their secu-
rity and safe handling. Periodically inventory
them and check for the passing of expiration dates
where appropriate.

Removing and placing a temporary seal, irri-
gating a root canal, and taking samples for a
bacteriologic culture are procedures you may per-
form in the endodontics operatory. Ensure that
all instruments are sterile and disinfect the

Figure 5-25. -Sharpening hoe scaler. operating site before treatment.

In the periodontics operatory you are respon-
To sharpen a lateral surface, position the surface sible for keeping instruments sharp. Become
against the stone. Then draw the instrument familiar with the instruments and learn to
across the stone toward the cutting edge (figure recognize a dull cutting edge. Use a hard felt wheel
5-23). Repeat until the edge is sharp and then do to sharpen periodontal knives, and sharpening
the same with the other lateral surface. stones for curettes, chisels, and scalers.
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CHAPTER 6

PROSTHODONTICS

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

1. Identify dental materials used in prosthodon- 4. Recognize procedures for fabricating custom
tic procedures. trays.

5. Recognize procedures for preparing and
2. Identify prosthodontic equipment and cementing temporary crowns.

recognize safety and user-maintenance
requirements. 6. Recognize procedures for fabricating bite

guards.

3. Recognize procedures for making diagnostic 7. Recognize procedures for repairing complete
impressions and casts. and removable partial dentures.

Prosthodontics is the branch of dentistry con- slightly different properties. The dental officer
cerned with the replacement of missing teeth and determines which material best meets the require-
oral structures by artificial devices. These devices ments of each case. The two commonly used im-
are known as prostheses or prosthetic appliances. pression materials are alginate hydrocolloid and

As a basic dental assistant, you assisted the polysulfide rubber.
dental officer in preparing and inserting crowns,
complete and removable partial dentures, and Alginate Hydrocolloid
fixed partial dentures. As an advanced dental
assistant, you may perform certain expanded Commonly called alginate, this impression
functions in the prosthodontic operatory. Prepar- material is an elastic material that gels by chemical
ing and cementing temporary crowns and mak- action. It is supplied in powdered form, either in
ing diagnostic impressions and casts should be bulk or in measured portions packaged in foil
within your capabilities. Depending on your facili- envelopes. It is used to make preliminary impres-
ty's staffing, you may also be required to make sions for diagnostic casts and final impressions
bite guards, custom trays, and denture repairs. for removable partial dentures.

The powder must be stored in a cool place.
In bulk form, it must be kent in a tightly closed
container to protect it froa, contamination and

Many dental materials are unique to prostho- prevent it from absorbing moisture. Because the
dontic procedures. You must know these items; alginate is highly susceptible to drying, you should
i.e., the way they must be handled, how they will pour the cast within 10 minutes after taking the
react, and how they should be stored. This knowl- impression.
edge is necessary not only for successful perform-
ance, but also to avoid repeating a failure. Failure Polysulfide Rubber
means physical discomfort for the patient and ad-
ditional clinic time. An elastic type material (commonly called rub-
IMPRESSION MATERIAL ber base), polysulfide rubber is supplied as a

two-part system: a base and a catalyst. In Navy
A variety of impressions are made in the pro- dentistry, the two-part system is most commonly

sthodontic operatory. Each requires a material of used. It does not require special storage but does
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require careful handling. The stains it produces DENTURE RESINS
on contact with clothing are almost impossible to
remove. A variety of materials have been used over the

Rubber base material is normally used for years to make denture bases. Today, a plastic
fixed prosthetic units (crowns, bridges), but it can material is the most universally used. The chemical
also be used for removable partial and complete name is methyl metacrylate. The common name
denture impressions. You should pour casts within is acrylic resin.
30 minutes after the impression is made. Acrylic resins are supplied as a liquid

(monomer) and a powder (polymer). The "cure"
CAST MATERIALS (hardening) of the acrylic resin takes place by a

reaction between the powder and the liquid known
Cast materials (gypsum products) are powders as polymerization. In heat-cured acrylic resins,

that become hard and rigid when mixed with polymerization is brought about by heat. In
water. The most common is dental plaster, also autopolymerizing (self-curing) acrylic resins,
known as plaster of paris. Dental stone (hydrocal) polymerization is chemically activated at room
is much harder than plaster and is used mainly temperature.
for master casts in complete and partial denture You will use self-curing acrylic resins for den-
construction. Dental stone is colored by the ture repairs and to fabricate impression trays.
manufacturer to distinguish it from plaster. Take care when handling liquid monomer; it is

You must always be aware of the many fac- highly flammable and is a skin and eye irritant
tors involved in the mixing and setting of dental known to cause allergic reactions.
plaster and stones. For instance, the water-powder Acrylic resin is especially susceptible to con-
ratio affects the setting time of the materials. The tamination while it is being mixed and placed. Use
more water you use, the longer the setting time. clean measuring containers and wear gloves when
Too much water may significantly affect the handling the resin. To ensure a proper cure, shake
material's strength. You should, therefore, follow the liquid before using it. The chemical activators
the manufacturer's recommendations for mixing that cause polymerization are lighter than the
dental plasters and stones. liquid and tend to rise to the top of the bottle.

Water temperature and spatulation (stirring)
time and speed may also affect the setting and SEPARATING MEDIA
strength of gypsum products. Normally, the
colder the water, the longer the setting time. Con- Acrylic resins cannot be cured on either den-
versely, warm or hot water speeds up the setting tal plaster or stone because they both are quite
time. The longer or faster the mixture is stirred, porous. Consequently, acrylic resin must be
the shorter the setting time. separated from the surface of the cast. A sep-

Dental plasters and stones are sensitive to arating medium is used for the purpose. It coats
humidity changes. They readily absorb water from the cast, sealing off the pores. This prevents liquid
the air. Consequently, they must be stored in air- resin from penetrating the cast. (If any resin soaks
tight, moisture-proof containers, into the cast, some gypsum will be joined to the

surface of the denture base and removal will be
DENTAL WAXES difficult.) The separating medium also prevents

water in the gypsum from being incorporated in-
Although other types of waxes are used in den- to the resin and possibly affecting polymerization.

tistry, you need to be familiar with only three: Tinfoil substitute is a film-forming material
sticky wax, utility wax. and baseplate wax. commonly used as a separating medium. It is a

Sticky wax is a hard, tacky wax with a high liquid that is painted on the cast with a soft brush.
resin content. The resin gives the wax its Because it is affected by moisture, take care not
adhesiveness. It is excellert for joining the parts to bring it in contact with water. The film is fragile
of a broken denture for repair. and easily scuffed. So if part of the film lifts off

Utility wax is extremely pliable and is the cast, remove the entire film and repaint. The
marketed in rope form. Somewhat tacky at room film tends to deteriorate, so place the acrylic resin
temperatur-, it is usable without heating. It is used within an hour after you apply the tinfoil
to build up impression tray borders. substitute.

Baseplate wax is used to create a space on a Care in the use of tinfoil substitute is very im-
custom tray and to block out undercuts on casts. portant. If gypsum particles get into the bottle of
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tinfoil substitute, it cannot be used as a separator.
It is best not to work directly from the bulk bottle.

ARTIFICIAL TEETH

Artificial teeth used in dental prosthetic ap-
pliances are made of either porcelain or plastic.
They replace missing natural teeth for both
aesthetics and function. They are furnished in a
variety of sizes, shapes, and colors (shades). The
manufacturers mount them on cards it anterior
and posterior tooth sets. A full comp'ment of
denture teeth is only 28 teeth because third molars
are not used in dentures.

Artificial teeth are usually identified by mold
numbers which indicate their size and shape. The
numbers are located on the side of the mounting 267.136X
card and are usually found on the ridgelap (por- Figure 6-.-Vibrator.
tion that attaches to the denture base) of the
artificial teeth. The numbers may also appear as
imprints in the base of a completed denture. To
help in distinguishing right posterior teeth from
left posterior teeth, further identifying marks ap-
pear on the mesial portion of the ridgelap. A
single raised dot in that area identifies a first
bicuspid or a first molar. Two dots identify a se-
cond bicuspid or a second molar.

EQUIPMENT

Most prosthodontic operatory equipment is
the same as that found in other dental operatories.
Equipment unique to a prosthodontic operatory
includes such items as an alcohol torch, a Bunsen
burner, a vacuum adapter, a bench lathe, and a
laboratory handpiece with or without an engine.
Although not physically located within the
operatory itself, a vibrator, a cast trimmer, and
a pneumatic curing unit are also available in
another area of the clinic.

267.142
Figure 6-2.-Cast trimmer.

VIBRATOR

The vibrator (figure 6-1) is used to get a dental CAST TRIMMER
plaster or dental stone mix to move when pour-
ing casts. The vibrator also increases the density The cast trimmer (figure 6-2) is used to trim
of the mix by eliminating air. and contour casts to a workable size. Before us-

To maintain the vibrator, simply clean the ing the trimmer, ensure that its water supply is
pouring platform and body of the unit. As a safety on. The water sprays over the trimming wheel to
precaution, check the power cord and plug for prevent grindings from spraying the operator. A
defects before each use. good practice is to let the water run at least 1
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minute after the grinding is complete. This should
flush most particles from the trimmer's drain and
prevent clogging.

When operating the trimmer, BF SURE TO
KEEP YOUR FINGERS AWAY FROM THE
WHEEL. WEAR SAFETY GLASSES OR GOG-
GLES. Apply the cast to the trimming wheel, us-
ing only light pressure. Ensure that the water spray
is sufficient to contain the grindings. Check the
unit for water leaks and the power cord for we'ar
or damage. If the unit does not operate smoothly,
call a dental equipment repair technician. Con-
sult the manufacturer's instructions for cleaning
and user maintenance.

ALCOHOL TORCH
278.180X

The alcohol torch (figure 6-3) is ideally used Figure 6-4.-Bunsen burner.
to smooth waxed surfaces, setting up teeth, wax-
ing, and for a variety of tasks that demand
accurate control of a pointed flame. It draws fuel plunger cap may need repair. Remove the two
through a wick from a reservoir near the top of screws on the cap and remove the plunger unit.
the torch. Clean the compression chamber, and apply a thin

Periodically trim all irregular or burned areas coat of petrolatum to the plunger rim. Clean the
of the wick with a small pair of scissors. Check exterior of the pump after each use to prevent ac-
the nozzle tip to ensure that it is free from obstruc- cumulation of waxes.
tions. If necessary, draw a thin wire through the Never over-fill the fuel reservoir. DO NOT
nozzle to clean it. leave the torch unattended when it is lit. Ex-

The direction of the flame is controlled by the tinguish the torch when not in use by covering the
handoperated trigger or pump, which forces air wick with the attached wick shield.
through the nozzle. When the pump fails to
generate sufficient air volume, the seal around the BUNSEN BURNER

The Bunsen burner (figure 6-4) is used to heat
wax-carrying instruments. It requires a balanced
air/gas mixture to produce a clean blue flame. It
is attached to a gas valve with a noncollapsible

NOZZLE-_ -- FLAME hose.ADJUSTMENThoe
TIP AUM User maintenance consists of replacing the

WICK NOZZLE HOLDER hose when worn and removing spilled wax.
HOLDERASSEMBLY Remove the burner from the unit and clean it in

H EALCOHOL boiling water to remove the wax. As a safety
FILLER HOLE precaution, inspect the unit and hose for loose

ALCOHOL connections and defects. Never leave a lighted
PLURESERVOIR burner unattended nor reach over the burner. The

CAP flame is almost invisible and can cause serious
COMPRESSION burns.
CHAMBER

TRIGGER
PNEUMATIC CURING UNIT

The pneumatic curing unit (figure 6-5), com-
monly called a pressure pot, assists in the
polymerization of self-curing acrylic resins. It is

278.170X used to cure relines and repairs of complete and
Figure 6-3.-Alcohol torch. removable partial dentures. Curing of the resin
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278.171 X
Figure 6-7.-Bench lathe.

278.164X
Figure 6-5.-Pneumatic curing unit.

relief valve to ensure that it is operational. When
necessary, lubricate the large "0" ring inside the

under pressure significantly reduces the possibility lid with petrolatum.
of pores or voids within the resin. Lukewarm Although the unit has a safety valve, NEVER
water (115 'F) is usually placed in the pot to hasten exceed the maximum air pressure indicated in the
polymerization, manufacturer's instructions. Excessive pressure

Periodically check seals and air inlets and may cause the pot to explode.
outlets for malfunction. Activate the pressure

VACUUM ADAPTER

The vacuum adapter (figure 6-6) is used for
rapid fabrication of custom impression trays,
mouth guards, and bite guards. Also called a
vacuum former, the adapter softens a sheet of
plastic (or acrylic resin) and draws it onto a cast
with suction.

Always use the proper handle to raise and
lower the plastic sheet and the heating element.
Inspect the vacuum holes in the platform to make
sure they are unobstructed. Clean the exterior of
the unit and inspect the electrical cord and plug
before each use.

BENCH LATHE

The bench lathe (figure 6-7) is used in the
grinding, finishing, and polishing phases of pros-
thesis fabrication. Because the bulk of the lathe
is enclosed and sealed, only minor dusting is re-
quired on the exterior surfaces.

Wear protective glasses or goggles during all
procedures involving the bench lathe. Do not leave
a running lathe unattended, and do not attempt
to stop the lathe by grasping the attachment with
your hands. Ensure that all chucks and attach-

278.121X ments are securely mounted before starting the
Figure 6-6.-Vacuum adapter. lathe.
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The lathe is used with rotary instruments
(burs, stones, and ragwheels, etc.). An adapter
and/or chuck is required to attach these in-
struments to the lathe. The lathe shown in figure
6-7 is equipped with an adapter and an arbor band
chuck attached to the right spindle (or shaft).
Descriptions of adapters and chucks follow.

Adapters

An adapter retains a chuck on the bench lathe.
It attaches to the spindle of the lathe and is held
in place with three set screws. An adapter is either
right-sided or left-sided; i.e., it attaches to either
the right or the left side of the lathe. When replac- 278.173X

ing an adapter, be sure to mount the correct Figure 6-9.-Adapter opened, showing leaf spring and

adapter on the correct side of the lathe. bearing chamber.

WARNING: If you use the wrong adapter, it
will not retain the chuck when the lathe is in use.
This creates a flying object safety hazard.

Maintenance of an adapter includes cleaning
and, when necessary, spring replacement. The
adapter must be disassembled to accomplish the
maintenance. Follow these procedures:

1. Loosen the three setscrews on the adapter
(figure 6-8) and remove it from the spin-
dle. Use a small screwdriver to remove the
retention screw holding the adapter base
and cover together.

2. Carefully open the adapter to reveal the 278.174X
opening to the roller bearing chamber Figure 6-10.-Adapter roller bearings.

(figure 6-9). Remove the three roller bear-
ings (figure 6-10) from the chamber and put
them in a safe place.

3. The leaf spring is to the left of the bearing
chamber. If it needs to be replaced, remove
the leaf spring and carefully note its posi-
tion. The replacement spring must be
placed in exactly the same position. If it is
not, the adapter will not operate properly.

4. After removing the cover, wipe all inter-
nal surfaces of the adapter and the bearings
with a 2 x 2 inch gauze pad or a cotton-
tipped applicator moistened with alcohol.

5. Reposition the roller bearings and put the
adapter together. lnsert and tighten the
retention screw and place the adapter on

278.172X the spindle. Be sure it is centered on the
Figure 6-8.-Loosening setscrew on adapter base. spindle before tightening the setscrews.
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278.175
Figure 6-1 1.-Universal-type adapter for bench lathe.

278.A77
Figure 6-12.-Mandrel chuck. 278.178

Figure 6-13.-Bur chuck.

NOTE: The adapter shown in figure 6-11 is
quickly becoming the adapter of choice. Unlike Chucks
the adapter described above, it mounts on the
lathe housing (not on the spindles). It accepts most Three chucks commonly used with a bench
standard chucks and instruments. These items are lathe adapter are the arbor band, the mandrel,
changed quickly and safely with the simple move- and the bur chucks. Each holds a particular type
ment of a lever. Because the bearings are factory of instrument. The arbor band chuck holds an ar-
sealed, maintenance is limited to cleaning and bor band (shown in figure 6-7 attached to the
lubricating the collet (chuck-holding sleeve). Con- lathe): the mandrel chuck (figure 6-12) is com-
,ut the manufacturer's instructions for lubricating monly used to hold a stone wheel: and the bur
procedures. chuck (figure 6-13) holds long-shanked harpdpiece
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bur or a long-shanked mandrel for a polishing
disk or cutting wheel.

Another chuck, the tapered screw chuck
(figure 6-14), attaches directly to the bench lathe.
It is used to hold a rag wheel, which is secured
on the chuck by being twisted onto the threads.
The direction of the threads determines whether
it is used on the right or left lathe spindle.

LABORATORY HANDPIECE
AND ENGINE

278.179 The laboratory handpiece, shown in figure
6-15 attached to the bench engine, is used to make

adjustments to acrylic resin dentures. It is also
used to finish and polish such dentures. The bench
engine powers the handpiece and is equipped with
a rheostat to vary rotation speed. NOTE: Some

Alaboratory handpieces are air driven and are
handled and maintained the same as dental
handpieces.

Always wear safety goggles when grinding
with the handpiece. If the bench engine is used,
be sure to keep your hands and fingers away from
the drive pulley. Consult the manufacturer's in-
structions for care and maintenance requirements.

DIAGNOSTIC IMPRESSION

A diagnostic impression, also called a
preliminary impression, is the first impression
taken of a patient's oral structures. The dental
officer may direct you to take the impression of

ODL CUPS the patient's maxillary or mandibular arch (or
both). Alginate impression material and a
prefabricated (stock) impression tray are used to

OIL take the impression.

Begiii by positioning the patient in the dental
chair. The patient's head should be against thefrq. headrest, with the occlusal plane parallel to the
floor. Relax the patient by briefly explaining the

FORWARD 8 REVERSE SWITCH steps of the procedure. This should enable the pa-
tient to work with you and not against you.

278.183X Select the appropriate impression tray. Figure
Figure 6-15. -Laboratory handpiece and engine. 6-16 shows the commonly used stock trays. These

trays are available in sizes ranging from small to
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MANDIBULAR ALVEOLAR

RIDGE

RETROMOLAR RETROMOLAR
PAD PAD

278.152X 278.154

Figure 6-16.-Impression trays: mandibular (top) and Figure 6-18.-Anatomical landmarks of mandibular arch.
maxillary (bottom).

MAXILLARY ALVEOLAR

ALVEOLAR ALVEOLAR
TUBERCLE TUBERCLE

278.155X
278.153 Figure 6-19.-Utility wax applied to distal end of maxillary

Figure 6-17.-Anatomical landmarks of maxillary arch. impression tray.

extra large. Select a tray that is large enough to
cover all teeth in the arch. The tray should ex-
tend distally beyond the alveolar tubercles of the
maxillary arch or the retromolar pads of the man-
dibular arch. If the patient is edentulous, the tray
should cover the entire alveolar ridge and extend
just distal to the tubercles or retromolar pads
(figures 6-17 and 6-18).

To take the diagnostic impression, follow these
steps:

I. Once you have selected the proper tray,
apply dental utility wax to its distal end.
Applied as shown in figures 6-19 and 6-20,
the wax helps keep the impression material 278.156X
in the tray. It also ensures that the impres- Figure 6-20.-Utility wax applied to distal end of mandibular
sion conforms to the contours of the dental impression trqv.
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rock the tray back and forth, because this
can distort the impression. Remove a man-
dibular tray by pulling upward and out-
ward. Briefly rinse the impression with
water to remove saliva. Shake the tray to
remove excess water. Disinfect the impres-
sion by spraying it with a disinfecting
solution.

Immediately cover the impression with a damp
4 x 4 inch gauze pad. If the cast is to be poured
at the prosthetic laboratory, send it there without
delay. If you are to pour the cast, follow the pro-
cedures given below.

DIAGNOSTIC CAST

278.157X Diagnostic casts are poured from diagnostic
Figure 6-21.-Utility wax applied to distal end and palatal impressions. They are used to evaluate the pa-

portion of impression tray. tient's oral structures for denture work and for
custom tray construction. They can also be used
for making interim (temporary) fixed restorations.

arch. If the patient has a very high palate, Because impression material is easily distorted,
you may have to apply utility wax to the you must handle all impressions carefully. Never
palatal portion of the tray (figure 6-21). touch the imrrcssion material with your fingers
Doing so ensures that the bulk of the im- or with instruments. Carry the tray by its han-
pression material is consistent throughout dle. Do not rest the material against the table or
the palate. bench top. If you are to pour the diagnostic cast,

2. Have the patient rinse vigorously with ensure that you have a vibrator, dental stone, a
water to remove excess saliva from the liquid measuring container, a rubber mixing bowl,
mouth. Mix the alginate and load the pre- a 4 x 4 inch plastic slab, and a spatula ready for
pared tray. (You may wish to review these use. Unwrap the gauze from the diagnostic im-
procedures in Dental Assistant, Basic.) pression. Wash the impression with a thin plaster-

3. Place the tray in the patient's mouth. Use water solution to remove any remaining mucus
your fingers to apply gentle pressure to the or saliva (figure 6-22). Remove all excess water,
trays occlusal surface. Gently seat the tray
until the impression material flows out in-
to the facial areas and over the posterior
portion of the tray. While seating the tray,
ask the patient to relax, take short breaths
through the nose, and flex the head for-
ward. Watch for excess alginate that may
run down into the patient's throat and in-
cite gagging. If this occurs, quickly draw
away the material with a mouth mirror.

4. Hold the tray in place until the impression
material has set. The setting time depends
on the impression material, i.c., regular or
quick-setting alginate. Always follow the
manufacturer's instructions in determining
the correct setting period.

5. Once the material has set, remove the tray.
Remove the maxillary tray by applying
pressure to the handle in a straight down- 279.35
ward and slightly outward motion. Do not Figure 6-22.-Washing impression with plaster water.
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but do not allow the impression to become com-
pletely dry.

When pouring a cast, you must capture the
surface detail of the impression with few or no
air bubbles. To do this, closely follow the pro-
cedures given below. These procedures are for the
two-step method of pouring diagnostic casts. In
this method, a cast is developed in two pours. The
first fills the anatomical portion of the impres-
sion; the second provides the base.

1. Mix the dental stone. Remember the im-
portance of the water-powder ratio of the
dental stone. Carefully measure the water
and place it in a clean rubber mixing bowl.
Next, measure the stone powder. Gradually
add the powder to the water, allowing the
particles to sink into it. With this method, 267.138X

less air is carried into the mix than if a large Figure 6-24.-Filling the impression tray with stone mix.

quantity of powder is stirred in at one time.
Spatulate the mix with a rapid stirring mo-
tion for 1/2 to 1 minute. Contact the en-
tire inner surface of the bowl with the
spatula so no powder is left unmixed. Do
not whip or fold the mix, because this in-
corporates air into the stone. , -7

2. After spatulation is complete, place the
mixing bowl on the vibrator (figure 6-23). ...

Vibrate the mix for 20 to 30 seconds.
3. Rest the impression tray on the vibrator

and begin filling the impression with the
stone mix (figure 6-24). Add the stone mix
at one of the posterior ends of the impres-
sion, and allow the mix to flow around to

267.139X
Figure 6-25.-Covering the borders of the impression with

stone mix.

the other end. The vibrator intensity should
be enough to make the material move
across the surface of the impression. The
vibrator is set too high if the impression
tray jumps in your hand, if the mix moves
so fast that it skips over surface detail, or
if vibration wave patterns develop on the
stone's surface. Completely fill the impres-
sion and cover the borders with additional

267.137X stone mix (figure 6-25). To aid retention
Figure 6-23.-Placing the mixing bowl on the vibrator, between the two pours, leave nodules and
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roughened peaks on this first pour. If pour-
ing two casts, repeat the procedures to fill
the other impression. Suspend the poured
impression by its handle from a tray
holder. Do not apply pressure to the filled
impression or attempt to smooth the sur-
face of the stone. Either procedure may
distort the impression.

4. After the first pour sets, prepare a new mix
of dental stone following the procedures
described above.

5. Place the mix on a plastic slab and form
it into a mound. Smooth the top and sides
on the mound until it is the same size and
shape as the filled impression tray. Build
up a base thickness of about 18 mm (3/4
inch). 

267.141X
6. Invert the filled impression tray onto the Figure 6-27.-Removing excess stone mix from between the

mound of stone mix. With a plaster knife lingual flanges of a mandibular impression tray.
or spatula, shape the stone around the
impression border (figure 6-26). For a man-
dibular impression, smooth the mound be-
tween the lingual flanges (tongue area) of
the tray and trim excess stone (figure 6-27).
This prevents the cast from locking onto
the impression tray.

After the cast has completely set, check to see
if any stone has flowed over the tray edges. If so, AJ
carefully remove it with a plaster knife. Remove
the diagnostic cast from the impression tray.
Be careful not to damage the cast. Remove a

267.143
Figure 6-28.-Properly trimmed maxillary (left) and

mandibular (right) diagnostic casts.

maxillary cast by loosening and lifting the
POSTERIOR part of the impression tray and
withdrawing the tray toward the anterior of the
cast. Remove a mandibular cast by loosening and
lifting the ANTERIOR part of the tray and
withdrawing the tray in a vertical direction.

Trim the cast on a cast trimmer. Actuate the
trimmer, rest the bottom of the cast on the trim-
mer's grinding platform, and hold a side of the
cast against the grinding wheel. Wear safety gog-
gles while trimming the cast and ensure that water
flow to the wheel is sufficient to contain the gyp-

267. 140X sum particles. Trim until you have a 3 mm margin

Figure 6-26.-Shaping the stone mix around the border of surrounding the border of the cast. When
the impression (right); impression with properly shaped finished, your cast should resemble one of those
border (left). shown in figure 6-28.
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easily be inserted and removed from the pa-
tient's mouth. Use baseplate wax to fill in
all undercuts within the tray area outlined
on the cast (figure 6-29).

2. Paint the cast with two layers of tinfoil
substitute to prevent the acrylic resin from
adhering to the cast. Use a soft artist's
brush to paint the liquid, and allow the first
coat to dry before applying the next.
Remember, the film is quite fragile once

279.42 applied, so handle the cast carefully.
Figure 6-29.-Undercuts blocked out on diagnostic casts. 3. Mix the self-curing acrylic resin material in

a paper cup. Always follow the manufac-
turer's monomer-polymer proportioning
directions. Don a pair of gloves. When the
mix becomes doughy, remove it from the
cup and place it in a bowl of cold water for
about 5 seconds. This reduces the exother-
mic heat generated during curing. (Exother-
mic heat is that which is generated within
acrylic resin material due to the chemical
combination of polymer and monomer).

4. Apply a light coat of petrolatum to your
fingers and knead the acrylic resin for 20

279.43 to 30 seconds. Thepetrolatum will prevent
Figure 6-30.-Acrylic resin shaped for a maxillary tray and the resin from sticking to your gloved

a mandibular tray. fingers while working with it. For a max-
illary tray, roll the resin flat and shape it
as shown on the left in figure 6-30. For a

Place patient identification data (case number mandibular tray, roll the resin flat but form
or patient's name) on the bottom surface of the it into a U-shape as shown on the right in
cast. Use an indelible pencil or scribe the data with figure 6-30.
an instrument. Return the trimmed cast to the 5. Center the preshaped acrylic resin over the
dental officer, who will survey it and outline the cast and carefully adapt the dough to the
areas for a custom impression tray. surface of the cast (figure 6-31). Be careful

CUSTOM TRAYS

Prefabricated trays are made to fit everyone
moderately weli and no one very well. A custom
tray, on the other hand, provides the dentist an MW

impression tray more suited to the patient's den-
tal arch. The custom tray, normally used to take .4.

a final impression, is made on a diagnostic cast.
After surveying, the dental officer draws the
design for the custom tray on the cast. At this
point, you may be required to fabricate the tray.

The following paragraphs concern the mak-
ing of a custom tray from autopolymerizing
acrylic resin dough. This is the generally preferred
method, because it produces a tray that is rigid
and dimensionally stable.

1. The first step in custom tray construction 279.44
is to block out the undercut areas on the Figure 6-31.-Adapting preshaped acrylic resin material to
cast. This is done so the finished tray can a maxillary cast.
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not to create thin spots by pressing too
hard. Shape the resin so it extends slightly
beyond the line designated by the dental of-

, ficer. With a sharp knife, cut away any
material extending beyond the tissue sur-
face of the cast (figure 6-32).

6. Take a small amount of acrylic resin dough
and shape it into a handle. The handle must
be strong enough to withstand force, and
it must be shaped so as not to interfere with
lip movement.

7. Moisten an area in the anterior portion of
the tray with monomer and attach the han-
dle to the midline of the tray (figure 6-33).

When the self-curing resin is completely cured,
carefully remove the tray from the cast, use the

279.45 procedures given in the section on "Diagnostic
Figure 6-32.-Trimming excess acrylic resin. Casts" to remove the tray. It should release from

the cast without scraping the stone surface.
If the preceding steps were accomplished

carefully, tray finishing will be limited to two pro-
cedures. First, trim the tray's peripheral area to
the dental officer's border markings. Use an ar-
bor band to remove the bulk. Use acrylic finishing
stones and burs for finer details. Be sure that there
are no sharp edges on the tray's border and that
it is at least 2 mm thick. Next, shape the tray's
handle to the dental officer's specifications. Figure
6-34 shows completed maxillary and mandibular
custom trays.

/CUSTOM TRAY WITH SPACER

The tray just discussed was closely adapted to
the diagnostic cast. Some dental officers prefer
a tray that provides room for a uniform thickness

279.46 of impression material. Spacers used to develop
Figure 6-33.-Attaching acrylic resin handle. tissue stops will serve this purpose.

Block out all undercut areas as previously
described. To provide the proper amount of
space, adapt a layer of baseplate wax to the tray

W .area outlined on the cast. Cut out three small holes
(4 x 4 mm pieces) from the baseplate wax over the
crest of the ridge at points indicated by the den-
tal officer (figure 6-35). When the tray is made,
these holes will be filled with acrylic resin to pro-
vide "stops" for the tray.

Apply tinfoil substitute to the stone surface
of the cast that will contact the acrylic resin. Apply
a thin layer of petrolatum to the wax surface to
make removal of the wax from the cured tray

279.47 easier. The remaining procedures for constructing
Figure 6-34.-Completed maxillary and mandibular custom and finishing the tray are the same as those

trays. already discussed. Be certain to clean away all
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traces of petrolatum that might be present on the
tray.

TEMPORARY CROWNS

In fixed prosthodontic procedures, impres-
sions are made and the tooth is prepared to receive
the prosthesis. The prepared tooth must be pro-
tected with a temporary crown until the patient's
permanent prosthesis is completed. Although tem-
porary crowns are placed for other reasons, they
are usually placed to provide this needed 279.48

protection. Figure 6-35.-Wax spacer adapted to maxillars and

The dental officer will select the crown and mandibular casts.

cement, but he may direct you to prepare and
place the crown. To perform this task, you will
need a mouth mirror, explorer, No. 324 spatula,
crown and bridge scissors, contouring pliers, and
cotton forceps, rolls, and pellets. Calcium hydrox-
ide and thin zinc oxide-eugenol mixes are com-
monly used as temporary cements. Be sure to use
the one specified by the dental officer.

Polycarbonate (tooth-colored plastic) and
aluminum shell crowns are the most commonly
used temporary crowns. The first are used for
anterior teeth and the latter for posterior teeth.
They are available in a range of sizes for each
tooth, and are almost always too long to use as
supplied. Consequently, some trimming and con- 278.106X
touring is necessary. If extensive alteration is Figure 6-36.-Rocky Mountain No. 114 contouring pliers.
anticipated, tne dental officer may require a tem-
porary crown to be lined before placement. In that
case, fill the crown with self-curing acrylic and on the gingival tissue. If the gingiva turns
place it on the prepared tooth. As the acrylic white when the crown is in place, the crown
hardens, repeatedly remove and seat the crown. should be trimmed more. Have the patient
After the acrylic is completely hard, adjust and gently bite down so you can check for
finish the crown as necessary. proper occlusion. A crown positioned too

To prepare and cement a temporary crown, high can injure the pulp or gingiva.
follow these steps: Remove the crown.

3. To obtain a tight-fitting crowi, you may
1. Obtain the crown selected by the dental of- have to punch two or three small holes in

ficer. Trim the crown with curved crown its incisal or occlusal surface. Use a sharp
and bridge scissors to adapt it to the tooth. explorer for this purpose. The holes will
To avoid damage to the gingiva, you may allow& excess cement to escape when the
have to contour the gingival area of the crown is firmly seated on the tooth. M iost
crown slightly. To contour aluminum shell crowns, hosscver, will not require this
crowns, use contouring pliers such as the procedure.
Rocky Mountain No. 114 shown in figure 4. Prepa;c enough of the degnatcd cement
6-36. NOTE: Any cuttirfg on a metal crown to fill the temporary crow\n. Gather the ce-
results in sharp edges. Before placing the ment on the blade of the spatula and fill
crown, smooth all sharp edges with a the crown.
flame-shaped greenstone or Barlow wheel. 5. Dry the tooth by blotting it with cotton

2. Place the crown over the tooth. Ensure that pellets or by directing air on it wNilh the
the crowns' margins do not put pressure air/water syringe.
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6. Gentlv place the crown over the tooth to
the gingival margin. Direct the patient to
hire down slowly to ensure that the crown
i'; fully seated. Once this is determined,
place a cotton roll on the crown's incisal
or occIusal surface. Have the patient bite
down on the cotton roll for approximately
5 minutes- then remove and discard the cot-
toll roll.

7. Lse all explorer to remove all excess cement
from the gingival sulcus and interproximal
space. Ensure that all debris is removed
from the patient's mouth. Gently rinse and
evacuate the patient's mouth. Ask the den-
tal officer to inspect your work.

278.122
Figure 6-37.-Cast with hole in center.

BITE GUARD FABRICATION

.\ bite guard is a U-shaped hard acrylic device
that :overs the occlusal and incisal tooth surfaces
in a dental arch. It protects the teeth and
periodontium from trauma due to bruxism or
harmful occlusal stresses. Designed to stabilize the
teeth. the bite guard provides a flat occlusal sur-
face to minimize tooth attrition.

Ihe bite Luard is fabricated for the dental arch
with the greater tooth mobility, or the arch with
the greater number of remaining teeth. If both
arches have the same tooth mobility and number
of teeth, the bite guard is made for the maxillary
arch. - .123

Figure 6-38.-Drawing pencil line at height of contour of
a an advanced dental assistant, you may be teeth.

required to assist in making a bite guard. Begin
h, pourig a plaster cast of the dental arch. Use
thk diauos,.tic impression and the same procedures
dicl,,cd earlier for pouring diagnostic casts.
Remembe, to mix the plaster according to the
nanufactit er's recommended water-powder
ratio,. R cm)ose and trin the cat.

Io tabricate the bite guard, you will need a
sheet of (t60-inch thick clear acrylic resin
matctrial, slicatc lubricant, a pencil with an eraser,
a , acmt i adapter, a sel-curl nu resin kit, and a
No. 124 11atla. You wkill also need a straight
handpiec- ,.lilt a siicon carbide disk, a rubber
poh,[,hw, ,,,.heel, and a denture-trinmming bur.

Iahricate the bite guard by tollowing these

. \lake ,a hole in the center 0! the plaster cast 279.124X
\kin ;t hi r r a diarp knitc (figure 6-37). t igurc 6-39. -Ilacinm"heet of acr% lic rein it% at tiom I it) r.
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This ensures that the vacuum adapter will acrylic resin onto the cast (figure 6-41).
adequately mold the acrylic resin to the Once drawn, turn the heating element off.
cast.

4. While the acrylic resin is still soft, mold it
2. With a pencil, draw a line on the cast at to the occlusal surfaces and work it into the

the height of contour of the teeth (the interproximal areas. Press the softened resin
largest circumference of the teeth) as shown with the lubricated pencil eraser (figure
in figure 6-38. Once this is done, ilace the 6-42) or with a lubricated fingertip. Gently
cast on the vacuum adapter's perforated work the material into the desired areas.
plate. Once the acrylic is adapted, turn the vacuum

off and allow the acrylic resin to harden.
3. Place the acrylic resin sheet in the vacuum

adapter (figure 6-39) and secure it with the 5. Remove the case from the vacuum. Use the
locking nut. Turn the heating element on silicon carbide disk to cut through the
and swing it into place over the acrylic acrylic resin and the cast just apical to your
sheet. Let the acrylic soften and sag about pencil line. The part cut free is the bite
1 inch (figure 6-40). Turn the vacuum on guard, shown (with plaster intact) in figure
and move the frame to the molding posi- 6-43. With a denture-trimming bur, trim the
tion. The vacuum will draw the softened margin of the bite guard to a knifelike edge

278.125X 278. 127
Figure 6-40.-Sag in sheet of heated acrylic resin. Figure 6-42.-Using lubricated pencil eraser to adapt

softened resin to cast.

fP

278. 126X
Figure 6-41.-Acrlic resin sheet drawn onto cast by 278.128

vacuum. Figure 6-43.-Bite guard cut from cast.
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(figure 6-44). Then smooth and polish the
rough edges with a rubber polishing wheel
(figure 6-45).

6. Remove the bite guard from the plaster and
thoroughly clean it. Give the bite guard to
the dental officer, who will place it in the
patient's mouth and adjust it as necessary.

7. Prepare the self-curing acrylic resin. Fill a
dappen dish one-third full of monomer (Ii-
quid), and then add powder. Mixing with
a spatula, add powder until a moderately
thick paste of acrylic resin forms.

278.129
8. Receive the bite guard from the dental of- Figure 6-44.-Trimming margin of bite guard.

ficer and moisten its occlusal surface with
monomer. Return the guard to the dental
officer, who will place a layer of acrylic
resin paste on its occlusal surface. This
layer (figure 6-46) provides an occlusal
table to stabilize the teeth.

The dental officer then inserts the bite guard
into the patient's mouth (figure 6-47). After the
dental officer guides the patient's mandible into
centric relation, the patient is instructed to tap the
teeth lightly into the soft acrylic resin. The den-
tal officer then instructs the patient to tap the teeth
lightly in their normal occlusal position. Then the
dental officer removes the bite guard and im-
merses it in warm water for 2 minutes. This
reduces the setting time for the self-curing resin.

The dental officer removes any excess resin,
checks the patient's occlusion, and adjusts the bite 278.130
guard to ensure maximum contact over the long Figure 6-45.-Smoothing and polishing bite guard.
axis of the teeth. The patient is instructed to glide
the mandible in every possible direction until
smooth, even passage is achieved. Figure 6-48
shows a properly adjusted bite guard.

After the articulating adjustments have been
completed, lightly polish the bite guard with a rub-
ber polishing wheel. Pass the guard back to the
dental officer for final fitting. The patient should
be recalled in 3 or 4 days, so that the dental of-
ficer can check the accuracy of the fit and make
any necessary adjustments.

DENTURE REPAIR

Occasionally, you may be required to perform
minor repairs on complete and removable partial 278.131
dentures. Such repairs include putting a fractured Figure 6-46.-La~er of acrylic resin on occlusal surface of

denture back together and replacing fractured, bite guard.
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consist of aligning the fractured parts, pouring
a plaster cast, and applying self-curing acrylic
resin. The procedures are as follows:

1. Align the fractured denture parts and apply
sticky wax over the fracture line on the ex-
ternal surface of the denture. Because cor-
rect alignment is extremely important, it is
best to have a helper when joining the
pieces. To further stabilize the parts, posi-
tion used denture burs with sticky wax as
shown in figure 6-50. Metal or plastic sticks
can also be used for this purpose. Examine
the denture to ensure that the parts are

278.132 properly aligned.
Figure 647.-Bite guard in patient's mouth, showing

untrimmed occlusal table of acrylic resin.

278.134 278.158
Figure 6-48.-Properly adjusted bite guard. Figure 649.-Fractured denture.

missing, or loose denture teeth. Faulty occlusion,
poor fit due to mouth changes, or careless han-
dling can cause a denture to break. Identify and
correct the cause before you proceed with the
repair.

Procedures for denture base and denture tooth
repairs are given below. For any repair procedure,
you must ensure that the broken or replacement
pieces are (1) perfectly clean, (2) assembled with
total accuracy, and (3) kept absolutely immobile
while the resin is curing.

DENTURE BASE REPAIRS

278.159
Figure 6-49 shows a common denture base Figure 6-50.-Old denture burs used to stabilize fractured

fracture. Repair procedures for such fractures denture parts.
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2. Block out all deep undercuts on the den- 5. Prepare the cast by painting two thin, even
ture with wet pumice and prepare a plaster coats of tinfoil substitute on it. Be sure the
mix. DO NOT block out undercuts found liquid does not form pools on the casts'
along the fracture line. surface. Excess liquid may cause voids in

3. Hold the denture in your hand and gently the repair area.
touch your hand against a vibrator. Slowly 6. Place the denture parts on the cast in
pour the plaster into the denture, keeping perfect alignment. Tack the parts in posi-
your hand against the vibrator. Once the tion with sticky wax at the posterior edges.
denture is filled, place it upright until the 7. Prepare the self-curing acrylic resin by plac-
plaster sets (figure 6-51). irg equal amounts of monomer and

4. Once the plaster sets, gently remove the polymer in separate dappen dishes. Use a
denture from the cast. Remove the denture medium-sized artist's brush to moisten the
burs and all traces of sticky wax from the repair site with monomer. Apply the liquid
denture. Using a new denture bur, widen carefully on raised denture surfaces so it
the fracture lines on the denture as shown will not flow to lower surfaces.
in figure 6-52. 8. Remoisten the brush with monomer, dip

it into the polymer, and apply the powder
to the fracture area (figure 6-53). Repeat
this procedure until the fracture is covered
and slightly overfilled (figure 6-54). The
acrylic resin should be uniformly thick
throughout the fracture area. Let the den-
ture stand for a few minutes until the sheen
disappears from the surface.

9. Place the denture and the cast in a
pneumatic curing unit (pressure pot). The
occlusal surface should touch the bottom
of the pot. Cover the denture with warm
water (110 to 125 'F, 43 to 52°C) and secure
the lid. Immersion in warm water speeds
up resin polymerization. Attach the rub-
ber tubing to thc air valve on the lid and
force 25 to 30 psi of air pressure into the

278.160 pot. The air pressure reduces bubble size,
Figure 6-51.-Denture filled with plaster mix. making a denser resin. Keep the denture in

the unit for 15 minutes.

NOTE: If a pneumatic curing unit is not
available, place the denture in a bowl of warm
water for 15 minutes (or until the surface of the
resin has hardened). This procedure is NOT
recommended, but it may be used in an
emergency.

10. Gradually turn the petcock on the lid to
reduce the inside pressure. Remove the lid
only after the pressure gauge indicates zero.
Carefully separate the repaired denture

. •from the cast. Using a denture bur, remove
5 any excess acrylic resin from the repaired

area (figure 6-55). Polish the repaired sur-
face with pumice and a muslin or brush

278.161 wheel mounted on a dental lathe. Be sure
Figure 6-52.--Cross section of denture, showing fracture line to wear safety goggles when using the

(A) and widened fracture line (B). lathe. If a lathe is not available, use a
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repair is made with self-curing acrylic resin.
Following are the procedures for denture tooth
repairs.

1. If teeth are loose or broken but still
embedded in the denture base, use a den-
ture bur to cut away a portion of the base
material from the lingual surface. Do not
cut through to the facial surface. Remove
only enough denture base material to pop
the tooth (or teeth) loose. If the original
teeth are being reattached, they should go
back to their original position easily and
accurately. To ensure retention, trim the
lingual portion of the repair area as shown

278.162
Figure 6-53.-Applying poimer to denture fracture line.

278.165
Figure 6-55.-Removing excess acrylic resin from repaired

area.

278.163
Figure 6-54.-Fracture area covered with acrylic resin.

mandrel-mounted wheel on a straight
handpiece. Figure 6-56 shows a completed
denture base repair.

Denture Tooth Repair

A complete or removable partial denture may
require repair because of loose, fractured, or
missing denture teeth. The original tooth can be
rcaltached if it is still intact. but some repairs will 278.166
rcqtuirc nc denture teeth. In either case, the Figure 6-56.-Repaired denture.
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in figure 6-57. Usually, the facial surface
of the denture base need not be disturbed.

2. If new teeth are used, obtain the manufac-
turer 's mold numbers of the original teeth.
Select replacement teeth with the same
mold numbers. If this information is not
available, select the replacement based on
the apparent mold of the other denture
teeth. The shade is determined from the ad-
jacent teeth with the aid of a shade guide.
If an original tooth was altered, the tiew
teeth must be similarly altered. This is done
to reestablish the appearance and function
of the artificial tooth.

3. Position the teeth in their seats on the den-

278.167 ture base. Ensure that they are properly
Figure 6-57.-Trimmed lingual portion of denture repair aligned, and secure them with sticky wax

area. as shown in figure 6-58. Check the denture
in occlusion against a cast of the opposing
arch.

4. Apply self-curing acrylic resin to the den-
ture repair areas. Place it in the pressure
pot the same as for the denture base repair.
When curing is complete, remove excess
acrylic resin and polish the repaired area.

4 IFigure 6-59 shows a completed denture
tooth repair.

SUMMARY

As an advance dental assistant in prosthodon-
tics, you work with many unique dental materials
and pieces of equipment. Knowing how to cor-
rectly handle, operate, and store these items
enables you to properly assist the dental officer

278.168 and avoid repeating procedures because of error.
Figure 6-58.-iwo replacement teeth positioned with sticky Take care to follow all safety precautions and per-

wax. form user-maintenance on equipment as required.
Take a diagnostic impression only when

directed by the dental officer. Relax the patient
before you begin, and watch for excess alginate
that may run down the patient's throat during the

~'procedure. Because the impression material is
easily distorted, handle the impression carefully.
Pour the diagaostic cast within 10 minutes after
taking the impression.

A custom tray provides the dental officer an
impression material carrier that is more suited to
the patient's dental arch. It is normally used to
take a final impression, and it is made on a
diagnostic cast. Make a custom tray using

Mautopolymerizing acrylic resin. If the dental of-
ficer prefers a tray with a spacer, adapt a layer

278.169 of baseplate wax to the cast before shaping the
Figure 6-59.--(ompleted replacement of two denture teeth. acrylic resin on the cast.
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Temporary crowns are often placed to protect before passing it to the dental officer for
a prepared tooth until the patient's permanent adjustment.
fixed prosthesis is completed. Polycarbonate and Occasionally, you may be required to perform
aluminum shell crowns are the most commonly minor repairs on complete and removable partial
used temporary crowns. Prepare and place the dentures. You must ensure that the broken or
crown, and ensure that the gingival tissue is not replacement denture pieces are perfectly clean,
traumatized. Be sure to check for proper occlu- assembled with total accuracy, and kept absolutely
sion and have the dental officer inspect and ap- immobile while the acrylic resin is curing. Failure
prove your work. to do so could result in an ill fitting denture and

A bite guard is a device that protects the teeth possible trauma to the patient.
and periodontium from trauma due to bruxism
or harmful occlusal stresses. Fabricate the bite
guard by using a vacuum adapter and a sheet of
0.060-inch thick clear acrylic resin. Be sure to Air Force Manual - AFM-162-6, Dental
polish and smooth the rough edges of the guard Laboratory Technology, November 1982
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CHAPTER 7

EXTRAORAL RADIOGRAPHY

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

1. Identify extraoral film equipment, its purpose, 3. Identify extraoral film processing requirements
and its handling requirements. and procedures.

2. Identify extraoral views commonly exposed in
dentistry and recognize their exposure re-
quirements and uses.

In addition to correctly exposing and process-
ing intraoral radiographs, you are required to
know how to expose and process certain extraoral
radiographs. As their name suggests, extraoralviews are taken with the film outside the oral cav-' t?, k'

ity. They are important diagnostic aids when ex-
amining the mandible, maxillae, and other bones
of the head and neck for disease, injury, or
skeletal growth. They can be used in addition to L
intraoral radiographs, or at times they may be the
only radiographic survey possible, for example 278.33
when the patient cannot open his mouth. Figure 7-1.-Comparison of aperture size of the diaphragm

of a long cylinder (left) and a short cylinder (right).
This chapter covers the extraoral views com-

monly exposed in dentistry. It identifies the equip-
ment needed to expose such views, film handling beam. A wider beam is necessary to expose the
and processing considerations, and exposure larger area of an extraoral view.
techniques.

Some of the extraoral views covered in this
chapter are skull projections; i.e., they are
designed to radiograph and examine the entire

EXTRAORAL FILM EQUIPMENT skull rather than specific parts of it. They can be
exposed using a conventional dental x-ray unit,
but some equipment variations do exist.

The same dental x-ray unit used to expose in-
traoral views is used to expose the extraoral views A cephalometric unit is used to produce skull
discussed in this chapter. However, the unit is projections for the orthodontist and the oral
equipped with a short tubehead cylinder. Because surgeon. Referred to as cephalometric
the aperture in the diaphragm of the short cylinder radiographs, these views are used to measure head
is larger (figure 7-1), it provides a wider radiation and facial structures for orthcdontic and surgical
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treatment. Because panoramic and cephalometric the usual method of exposing extraoral views in
radiographs are commonly used together, many dentistry employs screen film, our discussion is
manufacturers produce a combined panoramic limited to this type of film. Screen film is always
and cephalometric unit. An example is shown in used with film cassettes equipped with intensify-
figure 7-2. ing screens. They require less x-ray exposure to

Skull projections require patience, attention produce the desired film density for viewing.
to detail, and practice to produce satisfactory
results. An important feature of the cephalometric Extraoral screen film is available in several
unit is that it enables you to fix the tubehead in sizes. Most commonly used are 5 x 7 inch and
a standardized position. A cephalostat, or head 8 x 10 inch film. The size used is dictated by the
positioner (figure 7-3), allows you to position the size of the film cassette available and the area to
patient's head in relation to the fixed position of be radiographed.
the tubehead. Ear rods and the nose support keep
the patient's head motionless during exposure. By lntraoral film is available in individual water-
these means, you can achieve consistent and ac- proof and lightproof packages. Extraoral screen
curate results. film, on the other hand, is supplied in sheets in

packages of various quantities. The packages are
EXTRAORAL FILM designed to protect the film from light, and to pro-

vide for easy removal of an individual sheet. Some
Two types of film, screen and nonscreen, are manufacturers use a wrapper or interleaving (slip-

used in exposing extraoral views. They are also sheet) paper with sheet film, to reduce damage
used to expose most medical radiographs. Since due to pressure and resulting static electricity.

278.33. I X
Figure 7-2.-X-ray unit used for Cephalometric Radiograph%.
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reasonably rapid turnover. Always use the oldest
screen film first. Packages are dated, so it is easy
for you to tell which film is the oldest.

Film Cassettes

TVl A film cassette (figure 7-4) is a framed, rigid
holder used to retain a sheet of film during ex-

I .posure to x-rays. The cassette contains a pair of
intensifying screens between which a sheet of film

" ris placed preceding the exposure.
Intensifying screens intensify the exposure im-

age and, consequently, reduce the amount of
S.. ,radiation needed to expose the image. When

screen film is used, the x-ray image is formed by
the combined effects of the film emulsion and the

278.33.2X intensifying screens being struck by x-rays. Inten-
Figure 7-3.-Cephalosta! (head positioner). sifying screens come in various speeds. High im-

age intensity is achieved by using fast speed
screens; high image clarity is obtained with slow
speed screens, and balance between intensity and
clarity is obtained with average speed screens.

Mma Several components make up a film cassette.
Figure 7-5 shows a diagrammatic cross section of
a loaded cassette. The front of the cassette is made
of plastic or Bakelite. It should always face the
x-ray tubehead during exposure. The next layer
of the cassette is the first intensifying screen,
which consists of a screen support and a fluores-
cent coating. It lies flat against one side of the

.- film sheet. A second intensifying screen lies flat
against the other side of the film. It, too, consists

FRONT BACK of a fluorescent coating and a screen support. Felt

278.35
Figure 7-4.-A cassette.

ASSETTF FIRONT

TC

Film Storage PEORT..........

Radiographic film is sensitive to light, heat, COATING

moisture, pressure, age, fumes, and chemicals.
Storage of sheet film, therefore, deserves special 7AY FIL-

consideration. Sealed packages of sheet film are FLJO ESCENTCOATING

affected by heat; opened packages are also
damaged by humidity. Consequently, film should
be stored in a cool room with a temperature of
50 to 70 F (10 to 21.1 'C) and a relative humidity , I , '
of 40 to 60 percent. It should never be left near ' ' " .
heat sources such as radiators, steam pipes, or
where gases of any kind may leak into the air.

-Io further protect the film, store all packages M M1
on end. This reduces the possibility of pressure
marks caused hv the combined weight of several 278.36
packages. Store enough film to provide for a Figure 7-5.-Diagrammatic cross section of a loaded cassette.
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padding follows the second intensifying screen and (plastic) surface of the cassette. Attach the letter
then the back of the cassette. "R" when you expose an extraoral view of the

right side of the patient's dentition. W:'en expos-
The back of the cassette is made of metal and ing a view of the left side of the patient's dentition,

is hinged to permit loading and unloading of attach the letter "L" to the cassette. Labeling is
screen film. Locking bars secure the cassette and extremely helpful for posteroanterior (PA)
ensure that it is lightproof. By doing so, the views and is also recommended for lateral views.
cassette protects the film from visible light before,
during, and after x-ray exposure. Radiopaque letters and numerals can also be

attached to the cassette's front surface for the pur-
You must be extremely careful when handling pose of patient identification. Correct identifica-

film cassettes. Dust, dirt, chemical stains, or tion includes the patient's namc and social security
scratches on the intensifying screens may cause number and the date of exposure.
white radiopaque areas on the processed radio-
graph. To reduce the possibility of getting foreign
materials on the screens, open the cassette only Loadig ad Unloading the Film Cassette
when loading or unloading screen film. Ensure
that your hands are dry and free from process-
ing chemicals. Do not place the film cassette on Because of the sensitivity of screen film, you
benches or working surfaces where such chemicals must observe certain precautions when loading
are mixed or stored. Use a clean, damp cloth and and unloading the film cassette. Both procedures
a mild soap solution to remove foreign materials must be accomplished only in the darkroom under
from the surfaces of the intensifying screens. Do safelight conditions. If the film is packaged with
not use your fingernails or any instruments to paper, be sure to remove the paper during the
remove these materials; doing so may scratch the loading procedure. If you don't, the paper will
surface of the screens. reduce the effects of the intensifying screens and

result in an underexposed image.
Careless handling of film cassettes can change

the alignment of the intensifying screens. Im- You must handle screen film carefully to avoid
proper contact between the sheet of film and the damage due to pressure, contamination, and fric-
intensifying screens may result in an unclear im- tion. Handle the sheet of film with your thumb
age on the processed radiograph. If a ca';sette is and forefinger, and grasp only the extreme edges.
dropped, check the intensifying screens to ensure
proper alignment. Improperly aligned, scratched,
or damaged intensifying screens should be
repaired or replaced.

Labeling the Film Cassette

Both sides of a sheet of extraoral screen film
have a light-sensitive emulsion, causing them to
appear dull in reflected light. Consequently, .
screen film must be labeled to indicate the cor-
rect viewing position of the processed radiograph.
Radiopaque letters are often attached to the film A
cassette for this purpose.

The letters "R" and "L" are used to
distinguish the right side of the patient's denti- A. Intensifying screen.
tion from the left on processed radiographs. They B. Extra-oral film.
must be made of a radiopaque material (usually
lead) and taped to the film cassette before you 278.37
expose the view. Place the letters on the front Figure 7-6.-Ioading a cassette in the darkroom.
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Figure 7-6 shows the correct manner of holding

the film when loading a cassette.

To load a cassette, follow these procedures:

1. Place the cassette on a clean, dry working
surface in the darkroom. The cassette's
back surface (metal surface) should face
upward. Turn the safelight on, and the
white light off.

2. Open the film cassette. Loosen the lock-
ing bars on the back of the cassette.
Depress the bars, turn them counter-
clockwise, and lift the back open.

3. Open the film package and remove a sheet
of screen film. Be sure to grasp the film
only on the extreme outer edge. Use your
thumb and forefinger to draw the film
slowly from the package.

4. Place the film in tn,. cassette without the
paper. The sheet of film should lie flat
upon the first intensifying screen, as shown
in figure 7-6. Do net kink the film or allow
it to rub over the !urface of the screen. 278.38

Figure 7-7.-The wall-mounted cassette holder.
5. Gently close and lock the cassette. Depress

the locking bars and turn them clockwise.
cassette holder (figure 7-7), together with an
adjustable stool. An adjustable stool may also be

After the extraoral view has been exposed, used with the cephalometric unit, but the patient
return the film cassette to the darkroom. Unload normally stands during the exposure. The
the screen film by following the same procedures cephalostat and fixed position of the tubehead en-
used to load the cassette. Remember, load and sure proper positioning for a cephalometric
unload the cassette only in the darkroom under radiograph.
safelight conditions.

The following paragraphs cover the extraoral
views commonly requested in dentistry. Because
few dental facilities have a cephalometric unit, the

EXTRAORAL FILM EXPOSURE procedures and requirements outlined are for ex-
posure with a conventional x-ray machine. The
use of the wall-mounted holder and adjustable

When exposing extraoral views, ensure that stool is discussed. If a wall-mounted holder is not
the patient, the film cassette, and the x-ray available at your facility, the headrest and the
tubehead are properly positioned. This ensures back of the dental chair can be used to position
that the processed radiograph shows all the the patient and the film cassette. The kilovoltage,
anatomical areas requested by the dental officer. milliamperage, and exposure settings recom-
It also avoids repeating the procedure and expos- mended may not apply at all dental facilities.
ing the patient to additional radiation. When using Variations may be necessary because of film, in-
a conventional dental x-ray unit, you can make tensifying screens, dental x-ray units, and patient
positioning easier by using a wall-mounted size.
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I igitru 7-8. --P serwnterior 
278.42

POSTEROANTERIOR VIEW, pi( cs. coronoid process, or rarnus and angle of
Itic mandibular arch. The PA view Is a skull pro-

The dental officer will request a postero- jection and can be used to examine thle skull for
anterior (PA) view (figure 7-8) \0heil looking toi i le presenice of disease, trauma, or dev elopmecntal
a displacement or fracture of' the couidyinid abnormalities. It is so named because- tile x-ray
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278.39
Figure 7-9.-Positions of patient, film, and central beam for a posteroanterior view.

beam travels from the posterior to the anterior 7. Set the exposure timer to 4/5 second (48
of the patient. impulses).

8. Expose the view.
To expose the PA view, perform the following

procedures: The PA view is commonly exposed with a
cephalometric unit. Patient and cassette position-

1. Set a 8 x 10 inch cassette upright in the ing are quite similar, but TFD, kVp, mA, and ex-
wall-mounted cassette holder. posure time can vary considerably. The tubehead

on most cephalometric units is mechanically fixed
2. Adjust the stool. When the patient is for a TFD of 60 inches. The larger TFD increases

seated, the patient's head must be centered the definition of the radiograph, decreases
directly in front of the film cassette. magnification of skull structures, and requires an

increase in exposure time. Therefore, the cephalo-
3. Position the patient as shown in figure 7-9. metric PA projection is of considerable value to

Touch the patient's forehead and nose the orthodontist and oral surgeon when measur-
against the cassette. Ensure that 1 inch of ing skull and facial structures.
the cassette extends below the chin. The pa-
tient's back must be straight. Instruct the
patient to keep his back straight TOWNES VIEW (ANTEROPOSTERIOR)
throughout the exposure.

The dental officer will request a Townes view
4. Position the tubehead. Set the vertical (figure 7-10) when looking for a possible fracture

angulation of the tubehead at 0'. Position of the condyloid process and the head of the con-
the tubehead so that the central x-ray beam dyle. The Townes view is a skull projection and
is directly midway between the patient's has the same additional applications as the PA
ears, and the target-film distance (TFD) is view. It is also referred to as the anteroposterior
36 inches. (The TFD is the distance from (AP) view because the x-ray beam travels from
the film cassette to the focal spot on the the anterior to the posterior of the patient.
tungsten target inside the tubehead.) To expose the Townes view, perform the

following procedures:
5. Set the kilovoltage switch to 65 kVp.

1. Seat the patient in the dental chair and
6. Set the milliamperage switch to 10 mA. lower the backrest a few inches.
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Figure 7- 10. --U'nfe, viciA (anterorposterior).
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2. Position the film cassette. Set an 8 x 10 inch previously described for the cephalometric PA
cassette upright on the edge of the backrest. view also apply to the cephalometric AP view.
The bottom of the cassette should be just
below the patient's shoulders. Adjust the WATERS VIEW (OCCIPITOMENTAL)
headrest so that it supports the cassette in
a vertical position. The waters view, also called the occipitomen-

tal view, is a variation of the PA view. The den-
3. Position the patient as shown in figure tal officer will request this view when looking for

7-11. Set the patient's shoulders back so a fracture of the zygomatic complex, a "blow-
that they touch the bottom of the cassette. out fracture" of the orbit. or fluid, blood, and
Bring the patient's chin down onto the soft tissue in the sinuses. It is a skull projection,
chest, allowing the occipital bone to touch not normally exposed on a cephalometric unit.
the top of the cassette. To expose the Waters view, perform the

following procedures:
4. Position the tubehead. Set the vertical

angulation of the tubehead at 30'. Posi- 1. Set an 8 x 10 inch cassette upright in the
tion the tubehead so that the central x-ray wall-mounted cassette holder.
beam is directed at the bridge of the pa- 2. Adjust the stool. When the patient is
tient's nose and the TFD is 24 inches.

seated, the patient's head must be directly
5. Set the kilovoltage switch to 65 kVp. in front of the cassette.

mA. 3. Position the patient as shown in figure
7-12. Touch the patient's chin, with the

7. Set the exposure timer to 3/4 second (45 mouth open, against the cassette. Keep the
impulses) patient's nose 1/2 inch away from the

cassette.

8. Expose the view. 4. Position the tubehead. Set the vertical

angulation of the tubehead at 00. Position
the tubehead so that the central x-ray beamThe AP view is also a commonly exposed is directed at the middle of the head on an

cephalometric view. The resultant radiograph is imaginary line between the eyes and the

quite similar to that produced on the conventional nose The eDwmuste ies.

dental x-ray unit. The exposure variations

5. Set the kilovoltage switch to 65 kVp.

6. Set the milliamperage switch to 10 mA.

30
(r 3

278.40 278.41
Figure 7-11.-Positions of patient, film, and central beam Figure 7-12.-Position of patient, film, and central beam

for a Townes view (anteroposterior). for a Waters view.
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7. Set thc cxpostirc timer -to I I 4 sccond,,1 i7 I.ArITRAI. SKL I. VJFW~
impulses) for male patient,,, or 3/'4 to I
second (45 to 60) impulses) tor lemiale I lie dental 0 Ilicer \ IIIrt em2 t i herati 4utI
patients. \le\\ \M hen lookiniy or Lill I\peC ()I "kill tlrtcttrc,

ncludi ng tractui rs of, [the rnal horreN of Hc oamse
8. Expose thle x'ickv of !he "Ktill. ihe dential officer '\11 ill jc' i iq~e t right
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or left lateral skull view, depending on the side
to be surveyed.

The lateral skull view is the most commonly
exposed cephalometric radiograph. The orthodon-
tist uses it to assess facial growth and the oral 0 ,. ',  0
surgeon often uses it to establish pretreatment U
records. The lateral cephalometric view (figure
7-13) reveals the facial soft tissue profile, but
otherwise it is identical to the lateral skull view.

To expose the lateral skull view, perform the
following procedures:

i. Set an 8 x 10 inch cassette sideways in the
wall-mounted cassette holder. 278.44

2. Adjust the stool. When the patient is Figure 7-14.-Positions of patient, film, and central beam
seated, the desired side of the patient's head for Lateral skull views.
must be directly in front of the cassette.
Both the right and left sides of the patient's
skull are superimposed upon each other on
the resultant radiograph. The -ide nearer
the tubehead is magnified slightly more 0
than the side nearer the film.

3. Position the patient as shown in figure
7-14. Touch the patient's ear against the
cassette, keeping the head parallel to the
cassette. The patient's chin should be
parallel to the floor.

4. Position the tubehead. Set the vertical
angulation at 0'. Position the tubehead so
that the central x-ray beam is directed at
the middle of the ear and the TFD is 36
inchc,.

5. Set the kilovoltage switch to 65 kVp. 278.45
6. Set the milliamperage switch to 10 mA. Figure 7-15.-Position of patient, film, and central beam
7. Set the exposure timer to 1/2 second (30 for a Submentovertex view.

impulses).
8. Expose the view.

3. Position the patient as shown in figure
7-15. Raise the dental chair until the top

SUBMENTOVERTEX VIEW of the patient's head is directly in front of
the cassette. Support the patient's head

The dental officer will request a submen- with the headrest and tilt it back so that
tovertex view when looking for a possible frac- the chin protrudes upward in an exag-
ture of the zygomatic arch. The submentovertex gerated position.
view is a skull projection that also reveals the posi- 4. Position the tubehead. Set the vertical
tion and orientation of the condyles and the cur- angulation of the tubehead to 00. Position
vature of the mandible. the tubehead so that the central x-ray beam

To expose the submentovertex view, perform is directed below the point of the chin and
the following: the TFD is 24 inches.

1. Seat the patient in the dental chair and 5. Set the kilovoltage switch to 65 kVp.

lower the backrest until it is almost parallel 6. Set the milliamperage switch to 10 mA.
with the floor. 7. Set the exposure timer to 1 1/4 second (75

2. Set an 8 x 10 inch cassette upright in the impulses).
wall-mounted cassette holder. 8. Expose the view.
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ZYGOMATIC VIEW

In the zygomatic view, the dental officer will
again be looking for a possible fracture of the
zygomatic arch. Usually, the dental officer will 0
request both, the zygomatic and the submen- 0
tovertex view for a more complete radiographic
survey.

The zygomatic view is exposed like the
submentovertex view, except that the patient's
head is tilted back even farther (figure 7-16). With
the head positiried as such, the zygomatic bone
is higher than the forehead. The exposure
parameters are the same, except that the central
x-ray beam is directed at the midline of the
mandible. 275.46

Figure 7-16.-Positions of patient, film, a-,! -:ntral beam.
LATERAL OBLIQUE VIEW for a zygomatic view.

The dental officer will request a lateral oblique
(also called lateral jaw) view when looking for a
fracture ot the ramus (right or left side) near the
angle of the mandible. Tt is also useful in deter-
mining the presence of, anA examining unerupted
and impacted teeth. The area to be radiographed
is indicated by the dental officer's request for 90
either a "right lateral oblique" or a "left lateral f0 0

oblique" view. Remember, the image of the ramus
that appears on the processed radiograph will
show the ramus positioned closest to the film
cassette. Therefore, the right side of the patient's
mandible is positioned next to the film cassette
when a right lateral oblique view is desired, and 278.42
vice-versa for a left lateral oblique. Figure 7-17.-Positions of patient, film, and central beam

To expose the right lateral oblique view per- for a right lateral oblique view.
form the following procedures:

1. Set an 8 x 10 inch cassette sideways in the 6. Set the milliamperage switch to 10 mA.
wall-mounted cassette holder. 7. Set the exposure timer on 1/3 second (20

2. Adjust the stool. When the patient is impulses).
seated, the right side of the patient's head 8. Expose the view.
must be directly in front of the cassette.

3. Position the patient as shown in figure The procedure for exposing the left lateral
7-17. Touch the right upper edge of the pa- oblique view are the same as those above, except
tient's forehead to the cassette so that the that the left side of the patient's head is against
head tilts 450 to the right. Bring the pa- the film cassette and the x-ray beam is directed
tient's chin forward in an exaggerated under the right side of the mandible and at the
position. middle of the left side of the mandible (figure

4. Position the tubehead. Set the vertical 7-18). Exposure parameters are the same as for
angulation of the tubehead at 00. Position the right lateral oblique view.
the tubehead so that the central x-ray beam
is directed under the left side of the man- TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT VIEW
dible and at the middle of the right side of
the mandible. The TFD must be 36 inches. The dental officer will request a temporoman-

5. Set the kilovoltage switch to 65 kVp. dibular joint (TMJ) view when looking for a
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inches behind and above the left TMJ
(figure 7-19). Set one corner of the square
directly on top of the left joint; the opposite

:Z. corner is the point you are to locate. Posi-
4, tion the tubehead so that the central x-ray00 ,( beam is directed at that point (which is the

right TMJ), and the TFD is 15 inches./ ,,,,i/, [ 5. If the dental officer requested an open TMJ

view, instruct the patient to open his mouth
as wide as possible. For Q closed TMJ view,
have the patient's mouth closed tightly,
with opposing teeth in normal occlusion.

278.43 6. Set the kilovoltage switch to 65 kVp.

Figure 7-18.-Positions of patient, film, and central beam 7. Set the milliamperage switch to 10 mA.
for a left lateral oblique view. 8. Set the exposure timer to 1/2 second (30

impulses).
9. Expose the view.

fracture of the condyloid process, the articulation
of the TMJ, the glenoid fossa of the skull, sublux- the le Tme plydrese
ation (partial dislocation) movement of the head
of the condyloid process, or the appearance of
a bone spicule. There are four different TMJ posi- EXTRAORAL FILM PROCESSING
tions: the right joint (open and closed) and the
left joint (open and closed). Extraoral radiographs are processed in the

To expose the right TMJ view, perform the same manner as intraoral radiographs. Because
following procedures: of the relatively small size of dental processing

tanks, developing solutions may quickly become
1. Set an 8 x 10 inch cassette sideways in the weaker when large numbers of 8 x 10 inch ex-

wall-mounted cassette holder. traoral films are processed. If such is the case,
2. Adjust the stool. When the patient is use a developer replenisher to help prolong the

seated, the right side of the patient's head life of the solutions.
must be directly in front of thc cassette. As mentioncd earlier, you must remove

3. Position the patient as shown in figure exposed extraoral film within the darkroom urder
7-19. Touch the patient's right ear against safelight conditions. Handle only the extreme
the cassette, keeping the head parallel to edges of the film with your fingers. Once you
it. The chin must be parallel to the floor, remove the film from the cassette, feed it into the

4. Position the tubehead. Use a 2 x 2 inch automatic developer. If your activity's automatic
cardboard square to locate the point 2 developer is not large enough to develop 8 x 10

, I

4-f

278.47
Figure 7-19.-Positions of patient, film, and central beam for a tempormandibular joint (TMJ) view.
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radiograph in an envelope labeled with all the per-
tinent information concerning the film.

SUMMARY

Extraoral views are important diagnostic aids
when examining the bones of the head and neck.
As an advanced dental assistant, you may be re-
quired to expose and process such views. When
using a conventional dental x-ray unit, ensure that
it is equipped with a short tubehead cylinder. A
cephalometric unit, if available, should be used
to produce skull projections for the orthodontist
and the oral surgeon. The fixed position of the
tubehead and the cephalostat on the

278.49 cephalometric unit enable you to achieve consis-
Figure 7-20.-Placement of an extraoral film on a rack for tent, accurate results.

proce',irn. The usual method of exposing extraoral views
employs screen films. Such film requires the use
of film cassettes and intensifying screens.

inch films, attach the film to a processing rack. Although available in several sizes, 5 x 7 inch and
Figure 7-20 shows a rack that has four clamps to 8 x 10 inch screen film is most commonly used in
secure the film. Because exposed extraoral film dentistry. You must handle screen film carefully
is somewhat sensitive to safelight illumination, to avoid damage due to pressure, contamination,
process the film promptly after removing it from and friction. Handle the sheet of film with your
the cassette. thumb and forefinger, grasping only the extreme

For legal purposes, each processed radiograph edges.
must contain the patient's name and social se- Extraoral views (especially skull projections)
curity number and the date of the exposure. If require patience, attention to detail, and practice
radiopaque letteirs and numbers were not attached to nroduce satisfactory results. When exposing the
to the film cassette, an identification printer may views, ensure that the patient, the film cassette,
be used to mark the film before processing. You and the x-ray tubehead are properly positioned.
can also use white ink to enter the information Process the radiographs promptly and be sure to
on the processed radiograph, or an adhesive- label each exposed film with the patients name
backed label may be attached to the radio- and social security number, and the date of
graph. Once it is processed and labeled, place the exposure.
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CHAPTER 8

TRAINING

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

1. Identify the objectives and requirements of the 3. Identify effective oral presentation techniques.
inservice training program.

2. Identify instructional planning and develop-
ment requirements.

Training your personnel is one of the most ir- hours. Intended to be an extension of basic "A"
portant challenges you face as a senior dental school, it provides technicians with professional
technician. Whether in a formal school, a formal and technical knowledge to enhance their job per-
training program, or on the job, you are an in- formance and advancement opportunities.
structor. You can expect top performance fiom
your personnel only if their knowledge and skills TRAINING OFFICER DUTIES
meet the requirements of their billets. The better
trained they are, the more productive they will be. As an advanced dental assistant, you may be

This chapter discusses the objectives and re- appointed as the command's training officer. As
quirements of the inservice training program as such, you are responsible for program develop-
set forth by higher authority. It covers the plan- ment, organization. and administration. Your
ning and development of a training situation using duties may be to:
the systems approach to training. And, finally,I I 0,-vlon an annual inservice training plan.
it outlines various instructionai method, ana
techniques. This chapter, howevei, is intended * Prepare iesson plans and training guides.
only as a guide. You, as the instructor and senior
petty officer, must be thoroughly familiar with * Maintain a resource library of books,
your command's training requirements. You must manuals, and directives to be used as stan-
understand the varic'us teaching methods and dard references for lesson development
select the one most suited to your training .d ,
situation. s Select and appoint instructors from the

command or other Navy Medical Depart-
INSERVICE TRAINING ment activities. Select an instructor on the

basis of (1) subject matter expertise, (2)
The primary objective of training in the Navy communication skills, (3) military ap-

is to ensure the combat readiness of all person- pearance, (4) attitude, (5) support of train-
nel. To this end, the Commander, Naval Medical ing requirements and goals, and (6)
Command, sets forth in NAVMEDCOMINST demonstrated skills as an instructor and

1510.2 series the policy and guidelines for inscr- leader.
vice training of dental technicians. A comprelien- * Schedule classes that are flexible and fre-
sive inservice training program must be conducted quent to allow maximum participation.
for all dental technicians in pay grades E-I
through E-6. As an organized, scheduled, and E Ensure that each instructional presentation
mandatory program, inservice training is con- is appropriate in subject matter, content,
ducted within a command during normal working and methodolog)
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* Monitor attendance and ensure that corn- be used to set up a training program. It is designed
plete and accurate training records are to familiarize you with basic instructional prin-
maintained. ciples, and proceeds through a series of steps.

Careful planning cannot be overemphasized.* Ensure that a training record is maintained Determine personnel training needs and plan

for each enlisted member participating in traning to meet those needs. As you develop your

the program. Records must be kept cur- training session, keep in mind the following

rent and, as a minimum, include dates of question

instruction, lesson topics, contact hours, questions:

and performance tests completed. Records 1. What will be the end result of your train-
must be sufficient to satisfy requirements ing session? What physical or manual skills
for service record entries, should the students master? What mental

" Ensure that service record entries are skills must be developed?
made, as appropriate, when training is 2. Who will be taught? What is their
completed oi upon the member's transfer. background? Do they possess different

levels of knowledge, skill, or experience?
The exact nature of your activity's inservice 3 Wa apochdbes enable testuents

training program is dictated by the activity's mis-

sion, dental technician rating requirements, and to learn?
4. How will you determine whether the

current personnel training levels. As mentioned se ha l erne write t e

earlier, Occupational Standards describe the fonman e eonrati n e.)?

Navy's minimum requirements for skills in

specific rates and ratings. Use these standards as
a basis for training. Recommended training ob-
jectives and resource materials supporting the oc- To design and carry out effective training, you
cupational standards are listed in enclosure (2) of "t s t eve tainig, yoNAVMDCOMNST15102 sries Deigne as must first have detailed knowledge of thc job. So
NAVMEDCOMINSTyou begin your instructional planning and
a guide for training officers, these training ob- development by analyzing job tasks-what we call
jectives should be used whenever possible to task analysis. Task analysis provides the answer
develop your training presentations. A to the following questions:
bibliography for the program is also an enclosure
to the directive. Use these publications to develop I. What work elements (subtasks) make up
your training program and presentations. the tasks? I- what order must these

The success of any inservice training program elements be performed? Work elements are
depends on careful planning. To be effective, each the step-by-step procedures required to

iesson be well thought out and properly complete a task.

scheduled. When developing lesson plans and set- 2.mUnde a ti m a s

ting up schedules, remember that the larger the performed? Conditions refer to on-the-job

volume of information, the more time your peo- conditions that significantly influence task

pie will need to abserb it. The speed at -hich peo- perfrn arce. The n de tools, equip-

pie learn varies, though given enough time and ment, special job io mauls, ki d

practice, anyone should be able to learn any skill. ment, special job aids or manuals, kind and

Systematic training enables you to greatly reduce vironmental conditions.

the time required for your personnel to learn 3 wro ficin st

necessary skills. With careful planning you can tas prfoeie., ow well must each

ensure that your personnel are taught what is re- task be performed.

quired to perform their jobs. Scheduling ensures

that adequate time is allowed for the necessary Essentially, there are two steps to conducting
training. a task analysis: data collection and data classifica-

tion. Both steps are discussed in the following
INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING paragraphs. As the developer or instructor of aAND DEVIELOPMENT particular lesson or a particular segment of train-

ing, you can probably do the task analysis

This section outlines the approach for develop- yourself. As a training officer, you may choose
ing an instructional presentation, but it can also to delegate some task analysis duties.
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Collecting Task Jata, Dental equipment repair technicians can be a
valuable source of information for tasks that in-

Du-i,_, this step of the task analysis, volve the use of equipment. They are familiar with
tho-ughly research each task or series of :asks. equipment operation, maintenance, and handling
Consult pertinent directives and task literature, requirements.
interview appropriate personnel, and observe per-
formance of tasks. Make notes, diagrams, and If practicable, observe task performance
sketches; they will be useful when you classify the firsthand. Collect the same data as listed above
data collected and develop teaching points, for personnel interviews. Ask questions to obtain

By consulting applicable directives, pro.edural a better understanding of the task. Observe
manua s, and manufacturer's instructions, you associated tasks, if any, and be sure to record all
can familiarize yourself with the task and deter- safety precautions. If you cannot make a firsthand
mine correct procedures. observation, you might review instructional films

Interview personnel who have performed the depicting task performance. Films may be
task, who are performing the task now, and who obtained from the Navy, the manufacturer, or
supervise those who perform the task. They may other sources.
be personnel at your activity or at another dental
facility. During the interviev, collect the follow- Once data collection is coniplete, you should
ing data: know how the task is accomplished. Review your

notes, diagrams, and sketches to ensure that the
• Frequency and duration of task information is accurate. Obtain answers to any

performance. questions you may have, and ensure that you com-

* Conditions under which the task is pletely understand each task before you go on to

performed. the next analysis step.

" Cues that initiate task performance.

" Standards of task accomplishment. Classifying Task )ata

• Flements that make up the task. During this step of your task analysis, organize
" Any safety precautions that must be and carefully document the data you have col-

folloved before and during task lected. A task analysis sheet like the one shown
perfformance. in figure 8-1 is recommended to help you record

t igure -I. --Sample I ask ,nal.sis Sheet.
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the task data. To organize the data, accomplish The behavior element of a learnin. objc,:tive
t.,e follow' ine: identifies what the student ; i do I,) demonstrate

what has been learned. \\hen ,,el , ritc the oh-
1..Assign a .ob title. Because you are plan- jective, ensure that the behaW is- oscl- able and

ning the training of dental technicians, you that tile objective states exact , w h;t sour per-
can simply enter "Dental Technician" as sonnel will be expected to d.
the Job title on the task analysis sheet. As The conditions are factors that either limit nor
a command training officer, you may aid personnel in performing the bchax ior, limit-
design training programs for different rates ing conditions set restrict ion,, o r tormane.
wNithin the rating o, thc different rting Aiding conditions proxidc Ii~lp km i,,iance in
specialties. Examples of these job titles are: the performance of the beha% \or. FExamples of
Dental Technician, Basic; Dental Techni- conditions are: the tools and e:quipuient your per-
clan, Ad\ anced: and l)ental Equipment sonnet must use, special .laid, 0r rnallls, enl-
Repair leclhician, vironmental or weather :ondiloi, rind pecial

2. Assien a unit title. This title concerns the physical demands. l)etctninc c,,.rton, on the

general area of instruction and normally basis of your task anal\,is data aid lie traiig
iCentiftiC, a oh function that consists of a setting. Examples of coIditi,,s a1c ti dcated in
ntimber of' asks. Sonic examples are: Oral italics in the followsi ni ioti,:
: \ani A-\,i,,ting, Panoramic Radiographic
Procedures, and Basic i ife Support. I. Add a column ,t ii 2 m:r, i~l~i U

3. List all tasks, elements, conditions, and calculator...
standards that relate to the unit title or job 2. Type a letter, given a 2001 word rou~h
function. (Refer to your data collection draft...
notes.) In the "Notes" column you might 3. Don a life jacket in a (h/,ct , rA,,m . .'.
include helpful information e.g.,
references, reminders, frequency of task Standards specify the lesel of proficiency
performance. Ensure that your task which demonstrated beha\ior Iut meet. Stand-
analysis sheet is complete. Include all tasks ards are stated in terms of tihw well a s tdentl Must
that relate to the job function and, if perform the behavior on the job alnd are u,,Nallv
necessary, list all elements in order of expressed in terms of completeness, accuracy, or
performance. time. You can often determnine your standards

from your task analysis data. L-xamples of stand-
ards are indicated in italics in tihe follow ing items:

DEVEIOPING LEARNING
OBJECTIVES 1. Add a column of ' uMiibers, using a

calculator without error.
Once you have completed the task analysis, 2. Type a !etter, given a 200 word draft. For-

you can determine iust what it is you need to mat must be correct as ottlined in rhe
teach. Assume that '.m are to teach your person- Department of the .'avv Corre.spondence
nel to take an accurate oral temperature. How will Manual.
their performance he judged? What information 3. Don a life jacket in a darkened room in 3
or knoledge must they have? minutes.

These questions can le answered in one state-
ment called a learning objective. A learning ob-
jective is an instructional goal expressed in Terminal Objectives
behavioral terms. It state,: exactly what your per-
sonnel should be able to do after receiving A terminal objectie i,. a statement of final
instruction . outcome. It describes the cha ior. perforimaice

All learnine oh icti- es contain three essential conditions, and the standard,, cxpectcd of the stu-
elements: a statenert of the behavior for perform- dent upon completion of the tramisin, session.
ance expected as a result of training; the condi- By following the aboxe leariiim ohiectie
ions under iich the behavior is to occur: and guidelines, you can develop a terminal objective

the standards by which the behavior will be from the task you are to teach; e.g.. '*take an oral
evaluated. ihc,c elements hl_ make an objec- temperature." Divide a blank sheet of paper into
tive communicate an intent, three columns. Label one column "Behavior,"
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another column "Condition," and the final col- Here are some examples of enabling objectives for
umn "Standard." Refer back to your notes from the above terminal objective.
the task analysis to determine the three elements
of the learning objective. When finished, your 1. List the five purposes for taking a
sheet may look ike this: temperature, without the aid of notes, as

discussed in ciass.
Beh4 'ior Condition Standard 2. Using text information, identify all five fac-
Take Given a Temperature tors that affect body temperature and
an oral clinical reading must describe the effects of each without error.
tempi- oral ther- be within 0.20 3. Given a list of 10 terms related to body
rature morneter and of accuracy

a patient of procedure. temperature, correctly define at least seven.
and follow 4. Given a list of 10 different body
the correct temperatures, identify those within the nor-
, luence mal range without error.

5. Given an illustration of an oral clinical
NoA you can write the terminal objective: thermometer, correctly label its ccnstruc-

tion and calibration characteristics as
Given a clinical thermometer and a patient in discussed in class.

a health care setting, the student will take an oral 6. Given a list of seven conditions, choose the
temperature " ithin 0.2 ° of accuracy, following five that are contraindications to taking an
the correct sequence established in the training oral temperature.
manual. 7. Given a clinical thermometer and a

The objective leaves no doubt as to what is simulated patient, demonstrate the correct
expected. It also provides a basis for developing procedures for taking an oral temperature.
your training session. The student must follow the sequence

established in the performance checklist
Enabling Objectives and obtain a reading that is accurate to

within 0.2'.
Now ask yourself, "What must I teach to

achieve the terminal objective of the training ses-
sion?" Outline your ideas on paper. Consult the ANALYZING READINESS AND
task analysis sheet; the element of the task will BACKGROUND
often describe the skills the students need. But you
must also determine what knowledge is necessary You must know all about the personnel you
for task performance. Your outline may look like will be teaching. Ask yourself these questions:
the following: Who will be taught? What is their background?

Do they possess different levels of knowledge,
1. Why do we take temperatures? skill, or experience?
2. What factors affect body temperature? Ideally, you would have personnel with iden-
3. What terminology needs to be defined? tical backgrounds and the same intellectual skills,
4. What is the average oral temperature? educational foundation, experience, motivation,

What is the normal range? and attitudes. Unfortunately, this is never the
5. What does an oral thermometer look like? case. Intellectual capabilities vary greatly, as do

How does it work? experiences. Some people may have a genuine
6. What are the contraindications to taking desire to learn, while others have little or no

an oral temperature? interest.
7. How do you take an oral temperature? You can determine some of these factors by

examining records, or by individual interviews and
Next, put your outline into the format of an observation. If you are developing an entire train-

objective. This enables you and your students to ing program, you may first want to Five your
knew exactly what is expected. Because these ob- personnel a pretest. The test helps you assess
jectives enable students to know exactly what is personnel entry level. By determining how much
expected. Because these objectives enable students your personnel already know, you can better
to achieve the terminal objective, they are called develop a training program or session to meet
enabling objectives. Again, you must be specific. their needs.
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SELECTING TEACHING STRATEGIES improve the effectiveness of a lecture.
Photographs, overhead transparencies, slides,

At this point in your instructional planning videotapes, models, and chalkboard diagrams
and development, you now ask yourself, "What help hold student interest, thus increasing
is the best way for the student to learn the material understanding and retention. If training time,
to be taught?" You already know the desired end facilities, and personnel numbers limit you to the
results. As an instructional designer you must now lecture method, use your imagination. Make max-
decide how to achieve those results. imum use of oral questions, training aids, and

audiovisual materials.
Good organization is your key to success.

Organize your information and supplement it with
training aids or other materials. Present the topic DEMONSTRATION METHOD.-In a skill-
in a systematic and orderly manner so that upon type learning situation you may want to
completion of training, the student will know ex- demonstrate the performance steps for a given
actly how to perform the task. task. Explain the reason for each action as you

give a demonstration but plan well to avoid leav-
As the designer you have already examined the ing out important explanations or steps. The

topic and determined the vital points to be sequence of the performance steps is usually im-
learned. Ask yourself: How can the student best portant and must be carefully considered when
master these vital points? Are limitations to the you plan your presentation.
training set by time and facilities? Is the subject
matter more theoretical or more practical? Is it If you will be demonstrating before a large
straightforward or must it be derived at by logic? group, or if viewing is difficult because the equip-
Is the topic naturally interesting to your person- ment is small, use enlarged devices or training
nel or must interest be generated? You as the in- aids. Whenever possible, give the student an op-
structor, must be at ease with the subject matter, portunity to repeat the procedure in a hands-on,
analyze its importance, and select the best teaching practice session. This reinforces learning. Because
method and setting. you supervise the practice, you can immediately

correct errors and reinforce the proper procedure.
This speeds the learner's achievement of the ob-

Teaching Methods jective. Demonstration is an effective teaching
method.

There are a variety of teaching methods de-
signed to allow for maximum learning. Know
these methods so that you can select the one best DISCUSSION METHOD.-The discussion
suited to your learning objectives. Following are method can be effectively used to get students to
descriptions of various teaching methods and their think constructively while interacting with others
recommended applications, in a group. Students have the opportunity to

observe, listen, and actively participate in meeting
objectives. Although discussions can be conducted

LECTURE METHOD.-The lecture method with both large and small groups, small groups
is the most commonly used method. It is normally (15 people or less) are more desirable. An
used to teach knowledge-type subject matter and extremely large group may be broken into smaller
to supplement other methods of instruction, groups or teams, with a discussion leader for each.

Although the lecture method can save time There are three modes in the discussion
when teaching a large group, it has one primary method: students discussing a subject without
disadvantage: lack of instructor and student in- direction from an instructor, and instructor-
teraction. A true lecture is a one-way oral presen- directed and controlled discussion between ex-
tation by a speaker to an audience. Lectures tend perts, with or without student interaction.
to be ineffective, regardless of an instructor's
public speaking skills. Pauses during a lecture for
direct oral questioning help create interaction be- COMBINED METHODS.-You can also use
tween the instructor and the student. And use a combination of the above methods. Your ap-
of training aids and audiovisual materials can proach depends on your creativity, the availability
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of materials and facilities, and the personnel you learners only on material that has been covered
are to train. Case studies are thought provoking in the presentation. An individual test item must
and helpful for discussions and raising critical be directly traceable to the specific objective it
issues. Demonstration is useful in illustrating measures.
physical activity.

Third, establish a scoring system based on the
Recall the terminal and enabling objectives for learning objective standard. If the standard is 100

our earlier example: taking an oral temperature. percent, as in "Identify all five factors that af-
How could this material be presented so that it fect body temperature and describe the effects of
is effective, varied, and appropriate? You might each," identifying and describing only four fac-
use the lecture method (maybe using overhead tors would not suffice. All students have the same
transparencies) to teach the five purposes for tak- requirements and must be graded on the same
ing a temperature. The demonstration method criteria.
could be used effectively to teach techniques of
taking an oral temperature, or you could use films Use your tests not only to evaluate learning,
or videotapes. but also to evaluate the quality of the training.

If students consistently fail to meet a learning ob-
jective, you must reevaluate the objective, revise

MEASURIN(G LEARNING the instructional material or the test, or recognize
the need for prerequisite skills. This keeps

Measuring learning is vital for feedback. As teaching pertinent and appropriate to those you
the instructor you must know how well students are training.
perform. Students, in turn, must know at what
level they are performing. Provide students with The two major categories of criterion-
continuous feedback to let them know if they referenced tests are described below.
really understand the material. You can measure
learning formally through graded tests, or infor-
mally through quizzes, question-and-answer PERFORMANCE TESTS.-Performance
periods, or observation of practical application tests are used to measure learning objectives that
of the material. require actual performance of a certain task, such

You have already developed your learning ob- as removing sutures. The two types of perfor-

jectives. To measure learning you can rewrite mance tests commonly used are the checklist and

those objectives as test items. This way you can the final product test.

ensure that you use the same standards you firstset for learning. This is called a criterion- The checklist performance test requires the
referenced test. student to perform, in sequence, a procedure thathas well-defined steps. The test administrator uses

a form that lists all the steps in sequence. Across

Developing a Test from each step or item, a check is placed in the
"Yes" or "No" block to indicate performance.

Several considerations must be kept in mind Comments can be added as necessary to describe

when developing a criterion-referenced test. First, the student's weaknesses or errors. To help deter-

review all learning objectives to ensure that they mine the criteria for pass-fail, certain steps may

are complete, definite, and clear. Students must be classified as critical. Failure to demonstrate

know exactly what is expected of them. For ex- those steps constitutes failing the test; e.g., fail-

ample, the objective "Given a clinical ther- ing to read the thermometer accurately. This type

mometer and a patient in a health care setting, of test item is recommended for skill-oriented

the student w4ill take an oral temperature within tasks that are critical, complex, or lengthy.

0.2" of accuracy, following the sequence estab- The other type of performance tesi is con-
lished in the performance checkoff list" is much Te o tprouct test i on-clearcr than "'The student will take a posed of final product test items. Here, the im-
temperature.'" portance lies with the end result rather than theprocess used to reach it. This type of testing might

Second, stick to your objectives. Test practical be used to direct a student to make a postoperative
applications only if they have been taught. Test bed. It may not be important if one side of the
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bed is completed before the other is started or if 2. The most accurate method of taking a
the student runs from side to side. The major con- temperature is
cern is the final product.

a. oral

WRITTEN TEST.-When use of perform- *b. rectal
ance tests would be too costly, dangerous, or
impractical, use written test items. There are five c. axillary
types of written test items: completion, multiple-
choice, matching, true-false, and labeling.

Matching Test Items.-Matching test items
can be used when testing a student's ability to

Completion Test Items.-For a completion identify, associate, and discriminate among
test (fill-in-the-blank) item, the student must pro- similar or related items. Match words, phrases,
vide the answcr rather than select one. When you pictures, or values. For example, you might use
construct a completion item, leave only one blank a diagram of the heart with numbered parts, and
per sentence. Ensure that only one correct answer a separate lettered list of the parts may be matched
will fit. The blank should appear at or near the by the student being tested. Another method is
end of a sentence. The missing part must be im- to list terms on one side and definitions on the
portant, not trivial. Some examples are: other, as in the following example:

1. Exercise may cause body temperature to a. 1. Body temperature a. Balance of heat maintained
(increase) c. 2. Fever between production and

d. 3. Febrile loss
2. A thermometer with a long, slender bulb E. 4. Afebrile b. Without fever

is used for taking a/an - tempera- c. An elevated body
temperature

ture. (oral) d. Having fever
e. Lowered body temperature

Multiple-Choice Test [tems.-Use multiple-
choice test items primarily to determine the stu- Usually one of the columns is an item or two
dent's ability to recall facts and principles. The longer, and not all items need to be used. This
student must select the correct response, rather is perhaps the easiest type of question to
than provide it. Design the question so only one formulate.
answer is correct. Develop four or five answer
choices for each question. Ensure that only one True-False Test Items.-The fourth type of
is clearly correct and that the others (distractors) written test item is the true-false item. Because
are plausible. Use pictures or diagrams if they a guess by a student has a 50 percent chance of
represent the situation better than words. Try to being right, you must take care when you develop
avoid negative terms, unimportant details, or a true-false question. Avoid using negatives,
choices such as "all of the above." Some ex- absolutes, or generalities such as "some," "any,"
amples are: or "generally." Some good examples are:

1. T x F An oral thermometer
1. The "normal" or average oral temperature should be left in place for

is 3 minutes.

*a. 98.6°F 2. T F x Mouth breathers should

have oral temperatures
b. 99.2 OF taken.

c. 99.6 OF
Labeling Test Items.-The last test item is the

d. 100.1 OF labeling item. The student identifies cei ain parts
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UNIT TITLE: Oral Examination Assisting TERINAL OBJECTIVE

LESSON TITLE: Taking Temperatures Given a clinical thermometer and a patient in a
health care setting, the student will take an oral

ALLOTTED LESSON TIME: 2.5 Contact Hours temperature within 0.20 of accuracy, following the
1.0 Classroom correct sequence established in the performance
1.5 Practical checklist.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ENABLING OBJECTIVES

References 1. Without the aid of notes, list the five purposes
for taking a temperature as discussed in clacs.

Gragg SH, Rees OM: Scientific Principles in 2. Using text information, identify all five factors
Nurs In, ed 5. St Louis, CV Mosby Co, 1970, that affect body temperature and describe the
chs 16, 17, and 18. effects of each with 100% accuracy.

Nichols GA, Verhionick PJ: "Time and 3. Given a list of 10 terms related to body
Temperature" Am J Nurs. 67:2304-2306, 1967. temperature, correctly define at least seven.

US Navy: Nursinq Procedures Manual, NAVMED 4. Given a list of different body temperatures,
P-5066. 1980. identify those within the normal range with 100%

accuracy.
Training Aids 5. Given an illustration of an oral clln" .

thermometer, correctly label each of the
Oral, recta , electronic thermometers and care construction and calibration characteristics as
tray. discussed in class. -

TPR log 6. Given a list of seven conditions, choose the
Transparencies five that are contraindications to taking
Videotape (taking an oral temperature) an oral temperature.
Note-taking sheet. 7. Given a clinical thermometer and a simulated

patient, demonstrate the correct procedure for
taking an oral temperature. (The student must
follow the sequence established in the
performance checklist and obtain a reading that
is accurate to within 0.20.)

TESTING INSTRUMENTS

1. Written test (varied items)
2. Performance test

Figure 8-2.-Lesson topic guide cover page.

of a picture or diagram. For example, the * Class objectives
anatomy of the heart or parts of a thermometer
might be illustrated. The student labels the par- @ Main teaching points
ticular parts indicated.

DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL o Methods and procedures
MATERIALS

Now that you have developed your plan for e Supplemental information as needed
teaching, you are ready to develop instructional
materials. Such materials must include a lesson An LTG ensures coverage of the subject mat-
topic guide and may include student handouts and ter and serves as a timetable for class completion.
training aids. Following are descriptions and Following are descriptions of the LTG elements
preparation procedures for each. and format.

The Lesson Topic Guide

A lesson topic guide (LTG) is an organized LTG COVER PAGE (figure 8-2).-This is a
outline of a single lesson topic. It serves as an in- two-column page containing the following
structor's blueprint of what is to be accomplished information:
in a class. Complete and detailed, the LTG lists:

Unit Title.-As the general area of instruction,
* References this title identifies a job function that consists of

a number of tasks. It is the same as the title shown
" Training aids on the task analysis sheet.
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Lesson Title.-As the specific area of instruc- Lesson Objectives.-Give the terminal and
tion, this title identifies the subject matter to be enabling objectives for the lesson.
covered in the lesson. Examples include:
Operating Panoramic X-ray Equipment, Dental
Instruments in Operative Dentistry, and Mouth- Testing Instruments. -Identify the written
to-Mouth Ventilation. and/or performance tests to be used to determine

the student's achievement of lesson objectives.

Allotted Lesson Time.-Enter the time
allotted for completion of the individual lesson. Outline Page(s) (figures 8-3A and 8-3B).-
Classroom and practical application periods are This is a three-column page containing the
listed as necessary. following:

Instructional Materials.-List the materials Outline of Instruction.-In this column in-
that the instructor or student may use before or clude all major points to be covered, giving
during the presentation. Include all source enough detail so that the LTG can be used as the
materials or references used to gather informa- primary teaching document. You can use sections
tion to support the learning objectives. Also list from textbooks, descriptive phrases, or key words,
instructional aids such as equipment and train- but keep it in outline form. In the introduction
ing aids. include reminders to introduce yourself, your

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Expand the Outline of Instruction
by explaining, making contrasts,
giving examples, and discussing
the materials so that feedback is
positive.

I. Introduction to the lesson

A. Establish contact 1. Introduce self Take notes. Follow
note-taking sheet.

B. Establish readiness 2. Prepare students
a. Identify lesson
b. Give a general overview

C. Establish value 3. Explain value of lesson
a. To select correct method
b. To take temperature
accurately
c. To identify effects of
various factors and conditions
d. To identify norms

4. State lesson objectives
a. Identify lecture modes
b. Identify practical labs

0. Overview 5. State information necessary to
guide student conduct

a. Notes
b. Questions
c. Testable information

II. PRESENTATION

A. Definitions Write terms on chalkboard Take notes. Follow
note-taking sheet.

1. Thermometer...an
instrument used to
measure temperature

Figure 8-3A.-Lesson topic guide outline page.
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
2. Body temperature...the
difference between heat that is
produced and heat that is lost

a. Production
(1) Hcrmncnes
(2) Basal metabolism
(3) Muscle activity

b. Loss
(1) Conduction
(2) Convection
(3) Radiation
(4) Evaporation

3. Fever...an elevated body
temperature
4. Febrile...having fever
5. Afebrile.. .without fever

B. Purpose For Taking Temperature

1. Evaluate general condition
of the patient
2. Assist in diagnosis
3. Assist in prognosis
4. Assess emergency conditions
5. Assist medical personnel to
plan patient care and subse-
quent actinns if temperaturP is
abnorma I

C. Factors Influencing Temperature Take student's temperature Perform exercise as
before and after exercise, instructed.

1. Activity
a. Exercise increases
temperature
b. Rest decreases tempera-
ture

2. Eating increases tempera-
ture

Figure 8-3B. Lesson topic guide outline page-Continued.

topic, and your objectives. Then outline your Student Handouts
presentation, correlating your main points with
your objectives. Next, summarize and help the Student handouts can be just as imaginative
students apply the new information to realistic or creative as you want them to be, but they must
situations. Check the students' understanding, be related to the lesson objectivcs. Commonly
preferably with thought-provoking questions. used handouts include information sheets, note-

taking sheets, and job sheets.

Instructor Activity Column.-List activities or Information sheets provide the students with
behaviors to enhance learning, give guidance on information that is not readily available to them
maintaining student interest and participation and or that enhances lesson presentations. Excerpts
on the use of instructional aids, or anything that from references, original material prepared by an
could help present the lesson. This could be instructor, and diagrams and sketches can be pro-
something as simple as suggesting a break, or a vided in an information sheet. Lesson learning
note to show a training aid. objectives and procedural checklists may also be

provided here.

Student Activity Column.-List students' ac- Note-taking sheets are designed for use dur-
tivities during lesson presentation. ing lecture presentations. They enable the student
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to see the outline of the lesson and record all per- Training Aids
tinent information. They are particularly useful
for lessons that present difficult or complicated Use training aids to supplement the main
material. A sample note-taking sheet is shown in points presented in the lesson. They help to focus
figure 8-4. No matter how you format the sheet, attention, develop understanding, and make the
be sure to includc the main points of the lesson subject matter more 6ivid. The following types
and to leave enougl, space for the students to fill of training aids are frequently used in presenting
in some notes of their own. a lesson:

Job sheets provide the students an opportunity e Actual equipment (the best training aid
to move step by step through a detailed procedure. when practical).
It lists all requiicd cquipinent and inaterials and
any necessary precautions. If necessary, you can * Mockups (used when actual equipment is
include self-test items and even instructor verifica- unavailable, too costly, or too dangerous
tion. A sample job shet is shown in figure 8-5. for demonstration).

NOTE-TAKING SHEET

Taking Temperatures

REFERENCES

Gragg SH, Rees OM: Scientific Principles in Nursina, ed S. St. Lo,, . CV
Mosby Co, 1970, chs 16, 17, and,18.

Nichols GA, Verhonick PJ: 'Time and Temperature" Am J Nurs. 67:2304-2306,
1967.

US Navy: Nursing Procedures Manual, NAVMED P-5066. 1980.

NOTE-TAKING OUTLINE

1. Definitions

A. Thermometer:

B. Body Temperature:

1. Production

2. Loss

C. Fever:

D. Febrile:

E. Afebrile:

II. Purposes for Taking Temperature

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

I1. Factors Influencing Temperature

A.

B.

Figure 8-4.-Sample note-taking sheet.
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JOB SHEET

Taking an Oral Temperature

INTRODUCTION

This exercise will enable you to practice the procedure for taking an oral
temperature.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE 7

Given a clinical thermometer and a simulated patient, demonstrate the correct
procedure for taking an oral temperature. (The student must follow the
sequence established in the performance checklist and obtain a reading that is
accurate to within 0.20.)

REFERENCE

US Navy: Nursing Procedures Manual, NAVIED P-5066. 1980.

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Oral clinical thermometers (1 for each student)
Pen, black
Penci 1, eed

Simulated TPR log
Thermometer containers, 1 "clean" and 1 "dirty"

JOB STEPS

1. Wash hands.
2. Recor! patient's name.
3. Explain procedure to patient.
4. Tell patient to lie in bed or be seated.
5. Remove clean thermometer from proper container.
6. Check thermometer reading. If mercury is above 95 "F, hold thermometer
above 100 °F mark and shake until murcury falls to 95 "F or below. Have
instructor verify reading.

Date
Instructor's Initials

7. Place thermometer bulb under patient's tongue.
8. After 3 minutes, remove thermometer from patient's mouth.
9. Read thermometer at eye level, holding above 100" mark. Have instructor
verify reading.

Date
Instructor's Initials

10. Shake down and place in proper container.
11. Record in TPR log.
12. Circle in red any temperature reading 100 "F or above.

SELF-TEST ITEM

1. no the temperature readings taken by other students on the same simulated
patient correspond within 0.2

° 
of your reading?

Figure 8-5.-Sample job sheet.

* Chalkboard, chalk, eraser (used most * Motion pictures, videotapes (used prima-
often because of availability, ease of use, rily to show continuity of procedural
and versatility). steps).

* Charts, graphs, posters (used mainly to 0 Transparencies (used for emphasis and
show statistical information, but for other purposes).
other purposes as well). Before using a training aid, be sure it concerns

• Visual presentation board (used to display your subject and helps accomplish the learning
cards or pictures, often constructed of felt goals. Preview all films or videotapes. Ensure that
material on which adhering display cards mechanical aids are in working condition. When

are placed). you make a training aid, be sure it is accurate,
realistic, and large enough for all to see. Use color

* Slides (used to show steps of procedure). for emphasis and display only what is needed.
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TECHNIQUES OF ORAL understand. Technical words must be
PRESENTATION explained.

7. Stimulate the students to think. Here the
The techniques of oral presentation apply not word "think" refers to creative thinking

only to lectures, but also to other presentations rather than to mere recall of facts previ-
where oral explanations play a secondary but im- ously learned. Use instructional devices to
portant role. Oral instruction is generally stimulate student thought: thought-
necessary to give information, to arouse attention provoking questions, class discussions, pro-
and interest, and to develop receptive attitudes on blem situations, challenging statements,
the part of the students. Listed below are some and rhetorical questions (questions to
basic guidelines for effective oral presentation. which no answer is expected). Another

device is to use suggestions such as "I want
1. Maintain good eye contact. As you speak, you to think along with me" and "consider

shift your gaze about the class, pausing your reaction to this situation."
momentarily to look at each student. Make 8. And, finally, if you are using a training aid
the students feel that what you have to say such as a chalkboard, be sure to turn your
is directed to each one personally. Your head toward the students when you talk.
eyes as well as your voice communicate a
message to them; and their eyes, facial ex- No matter how well you have planned and
pressions, and reactions communicate to developed your lesson, you face the real test when
you. Watch for indications of doubt, you actually present it to the students. Follow the
misunderstanding, desire to participate, guidelines above. All your preparation will have
fatigue, or lack of interest, been in vain if you cannot communicate with the

2. Maintain a high degree of enthusiasm. group.
3. Speak in a natural, conversational voice.

Enunciate your words clearly. Make cer-
tain that the student can hear every word.

4. Emphasize important points by the use of SUMMARY
gestures, repetition, and variation in voice
inflection. Training must be planned, scheduled, and

5. Check student comprehension carefully evaluated. The plan identifies the skills to be
throughout the presentation by watching taught and the time, materials, and resources re-
faces and by asking questions. quired to teich them. The schedule identifies when
Observing facial expressions as an indica- and where the training will take place, who will
tion of doubt or misunderstanding is not teach, and who will be taught. The evaluation is
an absolutely sure way of checking student used to determine if the training was successful.
comprehension. Some students may appear As a senior dental technician you are an in-
to be comprehending when, in reality, they structor. Whether developing a complete inservice
are completely confused. Students who are training program or an individual training session,
in doubt often hesitate to make their dif- you must carefully plan in order to succeed.
ficulty known. Thoroughly analyze the task(s) you are to teach,

develop learning objectives, analyze your
Frequently ask for questions from the class, students' readiness and background, select an ap-

This provides the students an opportunity to in- propriate teaching method, and develop a method
dicate any doubts or misunderstanding. Your per- to evaluate learning. And, finally, develop instruc-
sonal knowledge and past experiences should tional materials, keeping the learning objectives
enable you to ask specific questions concerning and your students in mind.
troublesome areas. Don't make the mistake of
waiting until the end of the presentation to ask
questions. The best time to clear away mental fog
is when the fog develops. REFERENCES

6. Instruct at the class level. Use words, ex- NAVMEDCOMINST 1510.2 series, Inservice
planations, verbal illustrations, and ques- Training for Hospital Corpsmen and Dental
tions that the average student in c!ass will Technicians, lanuary 1984
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NAVEDTRA 10046, Military Requirements for NAVEDTRA 107, A Manual for Navy Instruc-
Petty Officer First Class, Chapter 6 tors, Chapters 3-7

NAVEDTRA 1 10A, Procedures for Instructional
Systems Development A Handbook for Preparing Teaching Materials,

NAVEDTRA 106A, Phases I-V, Interservice Proce- Naval Health Sciences Education and Train-
dures for Instructional Systems Development ing Command
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CHAPTER 9

ADMINISTRATIVE ESSENTIALS

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

1. Recognize the contents and maintenance re- 4. Identify the types, contents, and uses of naval
quirements of official publications, correspondence.

2. Identify the requirements and procedures of 5. Identify rcommended correspondence
the Navy filing system. management practices.

3. Identify records disposal requirements and
procedures.

As you advance to the senior dental techni- PA, using Departmental-Directives Requisition,
cian level, your administrative duties will increase. NAVSUP Form 1205.
You may provide administrative support for a You must ensure that your files of publica-
shipboard dental department-or for an entire tions and directives are current. An out-of-date
dental command. publication is worthless. Make all required

Therefore you must be familiar with official changes and corrections as described later in this
publications and directives and with office prac- chapter. When you receive a list of effective pages,
tices (filing, records disposal, correspondence, check the pagc,, of your copy of the publication
etc.). This chapter will give you a strong basic against the list. This determines if your copy is
knowledge of these requirements. For detailed in- current.
structions consult the appropriate publication or Some of the most commonly used publications
directive, are described below.

U.S. NAVY REGULATIONS

OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS The United States Navy Regulations
(NAVREGS) is the principal regulatory document

Your familiarity with official publications and of the Department of the Navy. It outlines the
directives will enable you to give definite and im- organizational structure of the Department of the
mediate answers to questions that arise daily. You Navy and issues the principles and policies by
are not expected to know all the answers, but you which the Navy is governed. It sets forth the
should know where to find them. In this chapter responsibility, purpose, authority, and relation-
the term "official publications" is used to include ships of each bureau and office of the Navy
books, manuals, and directives issued by all levels Department; the rights and responsibilities of
within the Department of the Navy and DOD. persons in the Department of the Navy; and pro-
They set forth precise procedures, policies, and cedures for rendering honors and conducting
directions. official ceremonies. It is published in loose-leaf

Official publications can be obtained through form and kept in an adjustable binder so changes
normal supply channels, except those issued may be inserted easily.
through the directives issuance system. The Navy STANDARD ORGANIZATION AND
Stock List of Forms and Publications, NAVSUP REGULATIONS OF THE U.S. NAVY
P-2002, provides directions for ordering publica-
tions. Directives are oidered from the Naval Standard (rganization and Regulations of the
Publications and Forms Center, Philadelphia, U.S. Navy, OPNAVINST 3120.32 series, sets
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forth regulations and guidance governing the con- together, an article number is spoken as three
duct ot all 1' .S. Navy personnel. Two type styles separate groups of numbers (e.g., 38 60 280).
are iied: italics for regulatory (violations Changes are issued quarterly, reaching holders
puni,hable under the UCM.I); plain type for during the first month of each quarter. They are
Lidarnce kt cornmarnders, commanding officers, identified by the month of distribution and calen-
and officers in charge. You should be familiar dar year (e.g., 1/87, 4/87, 7/87, 10/87).
sith the entire publication, especially when ser'v-
ing aboard ship. Of particular interest to you are MANUAL OF ADVANCEMENT
the,,e chapters: Chapter 3 (Unit Organization),
Chaptei r Regulation,. and Chapter 6 (Unit The Manual of Advancement. BUPERSINSI

ills). 1430.16 series, published by the Chief of Naval
Personnel, provides for the administration of the

MANI *L0 FI 1-ile MEI)I(AI. advancement system for enlisted personnel, as

lIFi1AR IM ENl outlined in MILPERSMAN. Commonly referred
to as the Advancement Manual, it provides in-

Istructions for determining eligibility requirements;1 he na t all puN ical; Oii of mOSt interest to you
a, a 'nior dental asiktant is the Manual of the preparation of forms; ordering, custody, and

.\edl(al/ lh'partmenw (MANME), NAMED disposition of Navy-wide examinations; admin-

P-I 17 It '.er' c, a, a LuIde for the administration istration of advancement exam;; c hanges in rate

ot ihc Medica l)epartment, establishing both or rating; and procedures for effecting
advancements.

maltdfat orv regu at ions and nonregulatory The Advancement Manual is divided into two011idelic, It i,, published ina loose-leaf form foriucIt i uisein loos-eaf formfor sections. Section one concerns actise dity person-
onu ,hiih ha.e a good oinerall knos ledge of nel, and section two concerns members on inactive

NMANNII-II) and a thorough knowledge of the duty.
ng chaptr-,: NAVY PAY AND PERSONNEl.

Chaptcr I outlines the organizational struc- PROCEDURES MANUAL

ture of thc N,, , Medical Department. The Vavv Pay and Personnel Procedures
(haptet 6 -pro, ides the basic source of in- Tne a Poceduris

Manual (PAYPERSMAN), NAVSO P-3050, is,ormation to a dental matters. It contains in- issued jointly by the Chief of Na' al Personnel and
a, dnl esstalortheprthe Comptroller of the Navy. It contains direc-

tions for implementing changes to the automated
(h;,pter 15 -specifies physical requirements pay and personnel system. You will commonly

and st;mdard, to qualify for specific types of duty. ree to th e l ysMA wen prearng'hapter 16-coers contents, opening, refer to the PAYPERSMAN whlen preparing
clo,,rg, a 1 custody of c health recordsp optical character recognition (OCR) documents

and verifying OCR service record pages.

NA\ AL. MIIITARY PERSONNEL ENIISTEi) TRANSFER MANUAl.
MANIAl,

The Enlisted Transfer Manual (TRA N SM AN),
f hc .aval Wilitary Personnel Manual NAVPERS 15909, is the official manual for

(MIliPERSMAN) contains instructions govern- distribution and assignment of U.S. Navy enlisted
ing Na'v personnel administration: personnel personnel. It supplements basic regulation- and
procurement, enlistments and reenlistments, per- instructions issucd in MILPERSMAN.
sonnel distribution, leave and liberty, etc. You TRANSMAN provides a quick reference for
should be familiar with the preface and the table instructions and information on enlisted distribu-
of contents. tion. Its intent is to reduce clerical workload, thus

This manual uses a seven-digit number to promoting administrative efficiency.
identify chapter (first two digits), section (second
two digits), and article (last three digits). This UNIFORM REGULATIONS
seven-digit-number is referred to as the article
number, but it actually includes chapter, section, The United States Navy Uniforin Regulations,
and article numbers. Titough the digits are written NAVPERS 15665F, describes occasion,; when
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various uniforms should be worn; lists required * Vol. 2 - covers travel of federal civilian
unifoi-ns and articles worn together; and gives employees
method, of wearing medals, decorations, ribbons,
rating badges, and special markings. It also pro- * Vol. 3 - covers ,ravel of Foreign Service
vides recommendations on the care of your officers
uniform.

The yearly change to this manual becomes ef- JFTR interprets the laws and regulations con-
fective the beginning of each fiscal year. Any cerning travel, the manner in which transporta-
change that requires immediate publication tion is furnished to personnel, travel of
(referred to as an interim change) is issued by dependents, transportation of household goods,
notice or message, reimbursenments for travel expenses, and related

AWARDS MANUAL information.

The Navy and Marine Corps A wards Manual, NAVY TRAVEL INSTRUCTIONS
SECNAVINST 1650.1 series, provides informa-
tion and guidance on authority to recommend and The Navv Travel Instructions (Ni) is issued
approve awards, order of precedence, and jointly by the Chief of Naval Personnel, the
preparation of award recommendations. Comptroller of the Navy, and the Commandant

:)f the Narine Corps. It amplifies the rules laid
MANUAL FOR COURTS-MARTIAIL down in Volume I of the JTR as they apply to

By enactment of the Unifbrm iode of Afilitarv the Navy and Marine Corps. In any case where

Justice (UCMJ), Congress established a single set instructions in NTI and JTR conflict, the JFTR

of laws for administering justice to all Armed takes precedence.

Forces. Under the authority of the Cornstitution
and the UCM.J, the President issued the Manual SECURITY REUI.IATIONS

for Courts-lartiual (MCM), United States, 1984.
The MCM contains a complete copy of the T IepatenI ffef.ne (1)01) lorma-

UCMJ, describes the types of courts-martial tion Security Progrun Regulatit and the DOD

established by the UCMJ, defines their jurisdic- Personnel Security Program Regulation contain

tion, and prescribes their membership and pro- regulations for safeguarding clasified material

cedures. It also prescribes iimitations on and for personnel security. Their pro,,isions are

punishments and covers such matters as non- applicable to all l)epartmen! of Detcnse actir'ities.

judicial punishment, review of court-martial pro- [he Department ofthe \avr Information and

ceedings, and new trials. Personnel Security Proiuram Regulation,
OPNAVINST 5510.1 series, implements the )OD

MANUAL. OF THE JUDGE regulations within the Department of the Na ..
ADVOCATE GENERAL Commonly referred to as the "Security Manual."

The Manmual of the Judge Advocate General its provisions apply to 1epartment of the Na\

(JAGMAN, JA(GINST 5800.7 series, is prepaced military and c ivilian personnel. The Security

by the Navy Judge Advocate General and applies Manual contains detailed instructions for clas-

only to the naval service. It covers legal and sifying, marking, and handling classified infor-
judicial matters, and supplements the MCM in marion; prescribes policy and proce'ures for
some areas. Included in the JAGMAN are instruc- access to and disclosure of classified information

and provides Instructions for per,,onnel security
tions about boards of investigation and examin-
ing boards and their composition, authority, aid determinations.
procedures. STANI)ARi) SUBECT

JOINT FEi)ERAL TRAVEL IDENTIFICATION CODES
REG(LATIONS

The Joint federal iravel Reiulations (JFTR) f he l)epartinent ol the N'avY Standard Sub-

supersedes the Joint Travel Regulations (,IR). je(ct Ientification (ode.s (SSICI SECNAVINS

The .1TR is i u Ina three ,olume,,: 5210. 11 seric,,, set,, fort lI a ,ingle standard sy stem
of numbers toi use throughout the Na \ . these

0 Vol. 1 - c t,, !r a. el of unit ornied ser'ice number,, are prescribed for use in sub ject clas-
mem hers sit ving and identilying correspondence, directive,
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and blank forms; assigning report control syrn- shore activities of the Department of the Navy.
bols to reports; setting up filing and retrieval It gives the addresses and distribution re-
systems; computer message routing; and for use q'iirements (number of copies of directives or
with any other documents to which reference is publications is provided automatically).
made by subject.

The SNDL is reissued annually. Changes are
CORRESPONDENCE MANUAL of two types: page changes and serial changes.

Serial changes are provided only to commands
The Department of the Navy Correspondence that handle large volumes of mil and require up-

Manual, SECNAVINST 5216.5 series, defines to-date information.
naval writing standards and contains instructions
for preparing letters, endorsements, and memo-
randa. It also gives directions for assembling DIRECTIVES ISSUANCE SYSTEM
correspondence for signature and mailing, and ex-
plains correspondence management practices. To
avoid repetition, it gives no detailed instructions The Department of the Navy Directives
on directives, classification markings, and prep- Issuance System (DIS), SECNAVINST 5215.1
aration of electrical messages. These are covered series, provides a standard method of issuing
in SECNAVINST 5215.1 series, OPNAVINST directives by all Navy activities. It is a two-part
5510.1 series, and NTP 3. The Correspondence manual:
Manual is covered in more detail later in this
chapter. Part 1, Definitions, Criteria, and Respon-

sibilities, defines a directive as an instruction
RECORDS DISPOSITION MANUAL (order), notice (bulletin), or change transmittal

that prescribes or establishes policy, organization,
The Navy and Marine Corps Records Disposi- conduct, methods, or procedures. It establishes

tion Manual SECNAVINST 5212.5 series, criteria and outlines responsibilities for issuing a
establishes records retention standards and pro- document in the directive system.
vides directions for record storage, retirement, Part 2, Preparation and Maintenance of
transfer, and destruction. This manual is also Directives, provides instructions on the prepara-
discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. tion of directives (content and format). The infor-

mation is given in two tables: Table 1, Preparation
STAND ARD NAVY DISTRIBUTION of Letter-Type Directives, and Table 2, Prepara-
LIST tion of Special-Type Directives. Part 2 also pro-

vides guidance on stocking, requisitioning, filing,
The Standard Navy Distribution List (SNDL), maintaining, and disposing of directives.

published by OPNAV, provides for the proper
addressing and distribution of mail to all Depart- Instructions are kept current by issuing either
ment of the Navy activities. It also provides a a change transmittal or a revision of the existing
central distribution system for directives and cor- instruction in completely rewritten form.
respondence. It is issued as two separate Change transmittals are normally used to
publications: transmit changes to an instruction or, under

special circumstances, a notice. They are
Part ]-often referred to as the "yellow numbered consecutively and give directions for

pages," is entitled Standard Navy Distribution making the change. To indicate that you have
List, Operating Forces of the Navy, Unified and made a change, make a notation (e.g., CH-1) in
Specified Commands, U.S. Elements of Inter- the upper right margin of the first page of a direc-
national Commands, OPNAV P09B2-107. The tive. For a publication-type directive, make the
SNDL listings are identified by a two-digit number notation in the Record of Changes.
for each major group, followed by one or more A revised instruction retains the same subject
letters for each subgroup. Further subdivision can and consecutive number as the one it supersedes.
be made by adding a numeral. But a capital letter suffix is added immediately

Part 2-contains the Catalog o/ Naval Shore following the consecutive number (e.g., "A" for
Activities, OPNAV P09B2-105. This is the of- the first revision, "B" for the second revision,
ficial list, including echelon of command, of all etc.).
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CONSOLIDATED SUBJECT INDEX With this information, you must locate the cor-
respondence. A difficult task? Not if you are

The Department of the Navy Directives Is- thoroughly familiar with the Navy's filing and
suance System Consolidated Subject Index (CSI), coding system.
NAVPUBNOTE 5215, is issued twice a year by This section covers the requirements and pro-
the Navy Publications and Printing Service. It lists cedures of the Navy filing system. Details of file
instructions issued by Washington, DC head- arrangement within any activity depend on mis-
quarters organizations, and is a valuable aid in sion requirements and the volume of its official
identifying active naval instructions applicable to correspondence. The present system for assign-
programs, reporting requirements, and facility ing subject identification numbers ensures that
operations. uniform procedures are followed by all naval ac-

The CSI is divided into four parts. Part I is tivities. This enables you to perform filing duties
an alphabetical listing of instructions by subject. in future assignments as well as within your pre-
Part II is a numerical listing of instructions by sent activity.
sponsor and numerical sequence. Part III lists in-
structions recently canceled by their sponsors. FILE EQUIPMENT
Part IV is a cross-reference listing to assist ac-
tivities requiring DOD directives. It is unlikely that you will be called upon to

set up an office by yourself, so you need no
NAVY REGISTER detailed knowledge of available equipment. But

you should have a general knowledge of the types
The full title of the Navy Register is Register of filing equipment used in Navy offices.

of Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the
U.S. Navy and Reserve Officers on Active Duty, Regular File Cabinets
NAVPERS 15018. Published yearly, it is issued
to all ships and stations. It contains an The types and sizes of file cabinets vary to ac-
alphabetical listing along with a list by lineal commodate the size of the material filed. Because
numbers of all officers. A lineal number is materials should be filed without folding, the size
assigned to each officer and establishes the of- of the cabinet is determined by the size of the in-
ficer's seniority within grade and corps. dividual sheets, folders, cards, or other records

A lineal number consists of a whole number filed. A file cabinet larger than necessary is a waste
and a subnumber. Subnumbers make it possible of space, materials, and money.
to add or take away names without renumbering Noninsulated, letter-size steel cabinets are
the list. The system works inversely-the lower standard equipment in the Navy for active cor-
the lineal number, the higher the seniority. For respondence and documents. Use five-drawer
example, an officer with a lineal number of cabinets whenever feasible. Four- and five-drawer
8939-40 is senior to an officer with the lineal cabinets require the same amount of deck space,
number 8983-82; an officer with a lineal number but additional filing capacity and more efficient
of 8936-95 is senior to both. space utilization are obtained by using a five-

drawer cabinet. Use legal size and other types of
cabinets only when absolutely necessary.

NAVY FILING SYSTEM File drawers are normally equipped with ad-
justable backstops known as compressors. These

As an advanced dental assistant, you must be devices keep your files upright and orderly when
able to file and quickly retrieve correspondence a file drawer is only partially filled.
and related documents. You will be called upon
to produce a certain piece of correspondence from Security File Cabinets
your files. The time it takes to locate it depends
to a large extent on how well you know the Navy The Department of the Navy Information atd
filing system. The basis of this system is the SSIC Personnel Security Program Regulation, OP-
discussed earlier. NAVINST 5510.1 series, specifies security re-

Assume that a senior officer asks to see a cer- quirements for file cabinets used for classified
tain letter concerning preventive dentistry. He material. Stated generally, only filing cabinets ap-
recalls reading it approximately 6 months earlier proved by the Federal Government as security fil-
and believes it originated in NAVMEDCOM. ing equipment may be used. Until phased out, a
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steel filing cabinet with a built-in, three-position, found in general correspondence files and reflect
dial-type combination lock may be used to store the major functions and operations of naval
Secret and Confidential material. As a last resort, activities.
a steel filing cabinet with a steel lockbar and a The SSIC is a four- or five-digit number that
General Services Administration (GSA)-approved represents the subject of a document. SSICs are
changeable combination padlock may be used for required on all Navy and Marine Corps letters,
such material. Consult the Security Manual when messages, directives, forms, and reports. They
a determination is needed on the security value provide a tested method for filing documents and
of a file cabinet. retrieving them quickly.

File Folders Numerical Subject Groups

Folders are used to keep your correspondence The Navy's SSIC system consists of 13 major
files neat and orderly. They are available in two subject groups (figure 9-2). These major subject
sizes:groups break down into primary, secondary, and
(9 x 14-3/4), and have tabs that project above the sometimes tertiary subjects. Primary subjects are
file. An identification label is generally placed on designated by the last three digits (the hundredsthe tab.deintdbthlattredgt(tehdes

teabs aegroup) of the SSIC and secondary subjects by the
Tabs are either straight-cut, i.e., extending the last two digits. Tertiary subjects are designated

full length of the folder, or are cut in one of three by the final digit. For example:
positions: left, center, or right. The latter are often
referred to as one-third cut tabs. Figure 9-1 shows 6000 Medicine and Dentistry (major subject group)
an effective folder arrangement using one-third 6600 Dentistry (primary subject)
cut tabs. As you can see, they give an at-a-glance 6630 Prosthetic Dentistry (secondary subject)
overview of a drawer's contents. 6631 Budget Requirements (tertiary subject)

Folders are normally packed in boxes of 50 Some of the smaller subject groups are not sub-
and are ordered by their tab positions. Estimate divided below the primary breakdown, while
your immediate and future file folder require- larger groups may have secondary and tertiary
ments based on the volume of material to be filed, breakdowns.
the number of file drawers available, and variety Arrange your files based on the SSICs most
of your subject codes. often used by your activity. When you close I
STANDARD SUBJECT CODES year's files, note the folders that contain the most

documents, and label the new folders accordingly.

The Department of the Navy Standard Sub- Add new folders as the need arises.
ject Identification Codes (SSIC), SECNAVINST
5210.11 series, contains numerical codes that pro- FILING PROCEDURES
vide the basic classification structure for identi-
fying and filing records. They cover most subjects File material includes the following:

* The incoming document

* Copy of the outgoing correspondence

o Any essential supporting documents

Do not file unnecessary working papers, early
drafts, extra copies, or information materials.
Oversized material that cannot be folded to fit

Ineatly is filed separately in a suitable cabinet. But
note its location on the basic document or on a
cross-reference sheet.

Loose filing of documents in folders is recom-
mended, because it saves time and material. But

Figure 9-I.-Folders arranged using three different tab some material, such as contract or personnel files,
positions. may requires fasteners to hold pages in particular
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1000 Series - MIITARY EJM§9L. Subjects relating solely to the administration
of military personnel.

2000 Series - Tm.,a9jWaCATION. Subjects relating to general .imnication
matters, systems, and equipment.

3000 Series - OPERATIONS AND IADINESS. Subjects relating to operational plans,
fleet operations, operational training, readiness, ad
intelligence, and research and development.

4000 Series - LOGISTICS. Subjects relating to the logistical support of the Navy
and marine Corps, including procurement, supply control, property
redistribution and disposal, and maintensnce, construction, and
production planning.

5000 Series - (OGRAI ADMINITRTION AND M. Subject relating to general
personnel matters, security, external relations, law and legal
matters, office services, and publication and printing matters.

6000 Series - MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY. Subjects relating to physical fitness,
general medicine, special or preventive medicine, dentistry, and
medical equipment and supplies.

7000 Series - FINANCIAL MANAEMWT. Subjects such as budgeting, disbursing,
accounting, auditing, and statistical reporting.

8000 Series - ORDANCE MATERIAL. Subjects relating to all types of ordnance
material and weapons.

9000 Series - SHIMS DSIGN AND MATIAL. Subjects relating to such matters as
the design, characteristics, and readiness of ships, and to ship's
material and equipment.

10000 Series - ENEAL MATERIAL. Subjects relating to general categories of
materials not included above, such as photographic equipment and
accessories, general machinery and tools, personnel material.

11000 Series - FACILITIES AND ACTIVITIES ASWRE. Subjects relating to ashore
structures and facilities, transportation facilities, utilities and
services, and other similar subjects.

12000 Series - CIVILIAN PEm4NNEL. Subjects relating solely to the administration
of civilian personnel.

13000 Series - AEOAUTICAL AND ASTWNAUTICAL MATERIAL. Includes subjects
relating to the types of aircraft and astronautical vehicles.

Figure 9-2.-Major subject groups of the Navy's SSIC system.

order and to prevent loss. Use prong fasteners To subject classify a document, read it care-
rather than staples, clips, or rubber bands. fully, analyze it, and then select the file code that

Keep track of all documents removed from the most closely corresponds to its subject. Consider
files. When a document or an entire folder is the following factors:
removed, put a charge-out slip (optional Form 23,
24, or 25) in its place. Update the charge-out slip * The most important, definite, or concrete
if the document or folder changes hands. subject mentioned.

9 The purpose or general significance of the
Classifying document.

Classifying, as used here, is the process of * The manner in which similar documents
determining the correct subject group under which are requested/filed.
documents should be filed, and any subordinate
subjects that should be cross-referenced. Clas- Do not be misled by the SSIC placed on a let-
sifying is the most important filing operation, ter by the originator. It may not be appropriate
because it determines where papers are to be filed. for your office files.
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Coding may be responsible for maintaining activity files,

Coding is the process of writing the file you may also be involved in the proper disposal

number on papers to be filed. In the upper right of those files. Never save files to avoid making
corner, write the number under which the docu- decisions or because someone "might" need

ment will be filed. Show any appropriate cross- them. Conversely, do not dispose of them sim-

references. If the document is to be filed under ply because no one is referring to them.

the number assigned by the originator, simply cir- The Navy and Marine Corps Records Disposi-

c the number. tion Manual, SECNAVINST 5212.5 series,
establishes records retention standards, provides

Cross-Reference Filing disposition authority for naval records, and sets

Although official documents usually are con- forth procedures for records retirement, destruc-

fined to one subject, they often may be properly tion, and transfer. NAVMEDCOMINST 5210.1
classified under two or more file subjects. In such series, Forms, Reports, and Records Management
clasifinder t cros-r reil sujeperits su Program, defines records disposal responsibilities
instances, a cross-referencing system permits you at the Naval Medical Command and its subor-

to easily locate filed documents. ate avl M eolloin disubor-

Some correspondence will arrive with carbon dinate activities. The following discussions

copies. Use these copies as cross-references when highlight the policies and procedures of both

needed. File one copy in each subject folder and directives.

indicate the location of the basic document. If no
extra copies are available, use a Cross-Reference RECORDS DISPOSAL TERMINOLOGY
Sheet (OF-21). Complete the Cross-Reference
Sheet by entering: You must understand record disposal terms

" The date and SSIC of the correspondence in order to understand records disposal policies
cross-reference and procedures. The following definitions should

help.
" The addressee(s), i.e., the "To" line of RECORDS are documentary materials made

correspondence or received by a U.S. Government agency under

" The originator federal law or in connection with the transaction
of public business. Records include books, papers,

" The subject or a summary of the subject maps, and photographs, that are appropriate for
matter preservation. They serve as evidence of the Federal

" Where the original correspondence is filed Government's organization, functions, policies,
decisions, operations, or other activities. Although

* Your initials information concerning such matters is contained

" Any pertinent remarks, such as the date in practically all records, immediate or future
certain action must be completed reference needs determine the relative importance

of the records.
If the OF-21 is not available to you, record NONRECORD MATERIALS are items that

cross-reference information on a plain sheet of have no documentary or evidential value in
paper and file it as discussed above, themselves and are needed for only a limited time.

A cross-reference sheet is also appropriate These include extra copies of documents retained
when enclosures are separated from the basic cor- for ready reference, follow-urj, or convenience;
respondence and when oversized material is filed personal notes or rough draf ts; materials received
in another cabinet. from other government agencies or commercial

firms (catalogs, trade journals); and library

RECORDS DISPOSAL materials maintained exclusively for reference
purposes.

The contents of your files are of such PERMANENT RECORDS are long-term
significance that the Congress has passed laws records that have enduring historical, research,
governing their disposition and fixing penalties legal, scientific, cultural, or other value. They
for unauthorized destruction. These laws apply comprise a small percentage of naval records and
to unclassified as well as classified material, must be identified and marked for preservation.

All tasks connected with files, including their TEMPORARY RECORDS are short-term
disposition, must be taken seriously. Because you records retained for a specific period of time or
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until the occurrence of an action or event. They RECORDS DISPOSAL PROGRAM
are normally disposed of within 5 years of their
originating dates, most within 2 years. Temporary The goals of the Navy's Records Disposal Pro-
records must be identified, scheduled, and regu- gram are to:
larly destroyed.

FEDERAL RECORDS CENTER (FRC) is the * Create records to document organization,
records storage facility operated by the National functions, policies, procedures, decisions,
Archives and Records Administration (NARA). and essential transactions of the DON
The FRC houses noncurrent Federal Government
records and is staffed to perform required * Preserve records with long-term permanent
reference, processing, and disposal services, worth

RECORDS RETIREMENT is the change in
location within the activity, usually by removal 0 Destroy temporary records that have
to a local storage area. outlived their usefulness

RECORDS TRANSFER is the moving of
records involving a change in custody; e.g., to the 0 Retire and transfer records no longer re-
National Archives and Records Administration quir2d in the conduct of daily business
(NARA) or to a Federal Record Center (FRC).

FILE BREAK/CUT OFF refers to the ter- You will find the records retention standards
mination of files at regular intervals so new files in Parts III and IV of the Records Disposition
can be made. General correspondence files, as well Manual. Use them as the basis of your activity's
as most other files, are cut off annually at the end Record Disposal Program.
of the calendar year. Budget and accounting Figure 9-3 is an example of a portion of the
records are cut off annually at the end of the fiscal Records Disposition Manual and shows the for-
year (30 September). mat of the retention standards.

SSIC 6600-6699

DENTISTRY RECORDS

THE RECORDS IN THIS (6600-6699) SERIES ARE RELATED TO GENERAL
DENTISTRY RECORDS AND INCLUDE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, TREATMENT,
PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY, ORAL SURGERY, OPERATIVE DENTISTRY,
PERIODONTIA, AND DENTAL SPECIALTIES RECORDS.

SSIC 6600

GENERAL DENTISTRY RECORDS

I. DAILY DENIAL SERVICE RECORDS. Documentation by dental officers Destroy when 2 years old.
of procedures and services accomplished and used to complete dental
service reports.

2. DENTAL SERVICE REPORTS

a. Quarterly Dental Statistical Reports at NAVMEDC014 Transfer to WNRC when 4 years
old. Destroy when 15 years
old.

b. Quarterly Dental Statistical Reports at Dental Field Destroy when 2 years old.
Activities

3. DENTAL EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES REPORTS. Annual reports Apply par. 6000.1b.
of dental spaces, equipment, prosthetic data, and utilities.

4. DENTAL METALS. issue records, statements, and inventories Destroy when 2 years old,
of precious and special dental metals.

5. PROSTHODONTIC WORK REQUESTS AND PRESCRIPTIONS. Records of Destroy when 2 years old.
dental prostheses fabricated and metals used. Records are
maintained alphabetically by patient name.

Figure 9-3.-Sample records retention standards.
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The standards identify records that should be * Transfer to the Federal Records Center
classified as temporary or permanent and indicate any authorized long-term records not
how long you must retain them. They also iden- eligible for destruction in the near
tify records that must be transferred to a Federal future.
Record Center, and they serve as authority for
records disposal actions. 6. Appraise records not covered.

The retention period for a record is found 7. Schedule disposal actions, preferably an-
under the same SSIC used to file it. This interlink-
ing of file codes and retention standards simplifies nually at the end of the calendar year.
the disposal program. An activity must also keep local guidance cur-

rent, make annual reviews of disposal procedures,

Establishing and Applying a and keep statistics on volumes of records held.

Records Disposal Program You will most likely be concerned with
destruction and transfer. Individual commands

With the Records Disposition Manual as your normally set up a destruction schedule. Most
guide, determine the exact disposition re-

quirements for your activity's records, using the unclassified records are destroyed locally at the

following procedure: end of their retention periods. Classified material
must be destroyed by a method authorized in the

1. Inventory all records. Be sure to include Security Manual.

records located within specific departments One note of caution: even though a disposi-
and those already cut off and moved to an tion date may have passed, do not dispose of
in-house storage area. The inventory records on which action is pending.
enables you to prepare a concise descrip-
tion of each record series; to determine
record use, volume, and location; and to
match each record series with its ap- NAVAL CORRESPONDENCE
propriate retention standard.

2. Analyz- the inventory data and each record As an advanced dental assistant, you may be
series to determine proper retention periods required to compose correspondence from brief
and disposition requirements. notes or from oral instructions. Your written

3. Set cutoff and retirement periods for each product reflects upon your capabilities and atten-
records series, tion to detail. Likewise, the quality of cor-

respondence addressed to other commands
4. To ensure timely records disposal, prepare reflects upon your command.

disposal control guidance for each series
and post on file cabinets, drawers, guides, To meet this requirement, you must know the
or folders, to include: SSIC and title; basic naval correspondence policies and pro-
specific cutoff dates and, if applicable, cedures. The following discussions provide the
transfer dates; retention period or disposal general requirements. For details, consult the
date; and number of the paragraph in Parts Department of the Navy Correspondence Manual,
III or IV of the Records Disposition SECNAVINST 5216.5 series.
Manual containing authority for the reten-
tion being applied.

5. Take action immediately to apply disposal NAVAL WRITING STANDARDS
instruction to eligible records:

Though correspondence formats are impor-
* Destroy records with expired retention tant, writing quality is perhaps more important

periods, because effective communication is your goal. For
that reason, this section begins with information

" Retire inactive records to local storage on how to make your writing organized, natural,
area for destruction. compact, and active.
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Organized Writing Compact Writing

Before you begin, have your objective clearly Use no more words than necessary. Wordiness
in mind. Use the newspaper pattern: open with risks blurring of important ideas. Tighten
the most important information taper off to the paragraphs to sentences, sentences to clauses,
least important. clauses to phrases, phrases to words-or strike

Start with your main point-requests before ideas entirely. Be easy on your readers and hard
justifications, conclusions before discussions, etc. on yourself.

To soften bad news or to introduce a controver- Avoid "it is" and "there is." They stretch

sial proposal, you may delay your main point. But sentences, delay meaning, hide responsibility, and

don't delay routinely. If you have a number of encourage passive verbs.

key points, don't try to put them all in the first Prune wordy expressions; e.g. in order to (to),
paragraph. Start with a general statement of pur- is responsible for (handles). They clutter writing
pose, auid theii discuss each point before starting by getting in the way of words that carry meaning.
another. Free smothered verbs. A verb is the most im-

portant word in a sentence. It is the action word,
Down-play references whenever possible. the only word that can do something. Don't say

Reading slows with every glance from the text to "make a choice" when you can use the specific
the reference block. Use only those references that verb "choose."
bear directly on your subject. And don't waste Splice doublings. As a writer, you may see
your opening (the strongest place in a letter) to some differences between advise and assist or
make mention of references. thanks and gratitude. But your readers won't.

Use paragraphs and topic sentences, and use Repeating a general idea will not make it any more
more parallelism. Make sentence elements that are precise.
similar in thought similar in form. Parallelism Shun the use of words ending in -ion and
saves words, clarifies ideas, and provides balance. -ment. Whenever context permits, use the verb

forms to make your sentences shorter and livelier.

Natural Writing Active Writing

Make your writing as formal or informal as Learn to spot passive verbs and make them
the situation requires, but do so with language you active. Passive verbs make writing wordy, round-
might use in speaking. This makes it more about, and even confusing. Use the who-does-
readable. what order for most of your sentences. Example:

Use personal pronouns. Speak of your activ-
ity, command, or office as we, us, our. Use you Active: The skipper inspected the ship.
to refer to the reader. Use I, me, my only to show
special concern or warmth. Passive: The ship was inspected by the skipper.

Rely on everyday words. Some big words are TYPES OF CORRESPONDENCE
necessary, but don't use them when !ittle ones will
do; e.g., use help for assistance, pay for Selecting the proper means of communicating
renumeration. information is of special importance for command

Keep sentences short, but for variety mix long operations. Consider time, subject matter, and the
and short sentences. Though short sentences addressee. The following paragraphs outline
won't guarantee clarity, they are usually less policies and procedures set forth in the Corre-
confusing. spondence Manual, SECNAVINST 5216.5 series.

Tone, a writer's attitude toward a subject or
readers, is of little concern in routine letters. But Standard Letter
it can c-'use problems in a delicate matter. The
more sen ;itive the reader or issue, the more careful Use the standard letter for official cor-
you must be to promote good will. Give some ex- respondence with Department of Defense (DOD)
planation for most no answers. Be positive; e.g., activities. You can also use it with organizations
instead of "opportunity is limited," say "coin- outside the DOD if they have adopted the for-
petition is keen.' mat, e.g., the Coast Guard and some contractors.
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3
4 *DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

*Name of Activity
*Address

1
2 ssrc

Code/Se.iaLt
*Date1

2 From: Title of activity head, name of activity, location when
needed

To: Title of activity head, name of activity, location when
needed (Codei

Via.: (1) Titte oJ deatity~ head, name oJ activity, Location when
needed Inaot ,umbeaed .ij oid.y one)

(2) Pat:en oJ (1) Wteed JoiL nextZ endo&.,A
1
2 Subi: NORMAL WORD ORDER, ALL LETTERS CAPITALIZED
T
2 Ret: (a) EaAUtLA communicion that beau dezeatty on Aubject at

hand
I

1

2 1. This example shows all the elements that might appear on the original
of a one page standard letter..

2. If you omit the date when you type the letter, start the from block
on the fourth line below the code/serial to allow for an oversized date
stamp.

3. Refer to the Correspondence Manual for other examples that show the
soacing to follow for correspondence that variously omits via, reference,
and enclosure blocks.

1
2
3
4 *NAME OF SIGNER

*By d4ect1Dn

2 Cop co:
Sho.~t £tte oJ .u,6o'uration add .a.ee (,hee SNDL)
Showtt titte oJ Aecond .indouatin addwe&ee

ITALICS: OPTIONAL ITEMS
ASTERISKS: ITEMS YOU MAY STAMP
UNDERLINED NUMBERS: TYPEWRITER LINES

Figure 9-4.-Standard letter.

Prepare the first page of a standard letter on of mutual concern. Figure 9-5 illustrates a joint
letterhead bond paper (figure 9-4). Try to keep letter and provides basic preparation procedures.
letters short, using enclosures for unavoidable
lengthy explanations. If you must use a second
page, repeat only the subject. Multiple-Address Letter

To ensure legible reproduction, use black or
blue-black ink to type, stamp, and sign cor-
respondence. For reading ease, prefer larger, pica Normally, use a multiple-address letter when
type over smaller, elite type. Save script or italics you have more than one action addressee. Except
for occasional emphasis, never to type an entire in its handling of addressees, the multiple-address
letter. letter is the same as the standard letter.

Joint Letter There are three ways to list addressees on a
multiple-address letter. You may use the to block

Use a joint letter to establish an agreement be- by itself as shown in figure 9-6, or use the distribu-
tween two or more commands or for other matters tion block by itself, or use both blocks.
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3

4 DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Naval Sea Systems Command (20362)

Naval Supply Systems Command (20376)
Washington, DC

S ASUP NAVSEA
5216 5216
Ser 02/318 Ser 07/207
9 Mar 87 25 ar 87

1
2
3 JOINT LETTER
T
2 From: Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command

Command, Naval Supply Systems Command
To: Chief of Naval Material

1
2 Subj: HOW TO PREPARE A JOINT LETTER
T
2 1. Use. A joint letter may be used to establish an agreement between

two or more commands or for other matters of mutual concern.

2. Letterhead. On plain bond, type command titles so the senior is
at the top. 7f the activities are in different cities or states,
follow each title with its address.

3. Sionatures. Arrange signature blocks so the senior is at the
right. Place the signature block of a third cosigner in the middle of
the page.

4. Copies. If youi" command is the last to sign, send copies of the
signed Tetter to all cosigners.

1
2
3
4 J. J. SMITH M. L. JONES

Acting Deputy.

Figure 9-5.-Joint letter.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
COMMAliER IN CHIEF

UNITED STATES PACIFIC FLEET
PURL HARBOR. K'AWAII 96860

5216
Ser N43/2735
8 Jul 87

2 From: Conander in Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet
To: Comunder, Third Fleet

Commander. Nava? Air Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet
Cotander, Naval Surface Force. U.S. Pacific Fleet
Commander. Naval Subarine Force. U.S. Pacific Fleet

2 SubJ: WHEN TO USE THE TO BLOCK BY ITSELF

_ 1. If you have four addressees or less, list all of thee in a to
block. If you have more than four addressees, list all of them in
a distribution block.

2. Use o-ly ong titles in the to block.

3
aW. J. BEEMAN

By direction

CoPy to:
CMPIAWAT (MAT-O5)
COMIIAvSEASYSCOM (StA-0G)

Figure 9-6.-Multple-address letter.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL AIR STATION

CECIL FIELD, FLORIDA 32215

5216
Ser 11/352
3 Jun 87

From: Commanding Officer, Naval Air Station, Cecil Field
To: Commander in Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet
Via: (1) Comnander, Sea Based ASW Wings, Atlantic

(2) Comiander, Naval Air Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet

Subj: HOW TO PREPARE ENDORSEMENTS

Encl: (1) Orientation Schedule for Newcomers

1. Same-page endorsements may be added to a basic letter, like this one,
or to a previous endorsement. This sentence cites enclosure (1).

M. SIIUmTLEWORTH

2------------------------------------------------------------1
T
2 Ser 019/870

17 Jun 87
1
2 FIRST ENDORSEMENT
T
2 From: Commander, Sea Based ASW Wings, Atlantic

To: Commander in Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet
Via: Commander, Naval Air Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet

1
2 1. Start an endorsement on the same page as the latest comunication if

the answer to all three questions is yes:

a. Is the latest communication less than one page?

b. Will all of the endorsement fit on that page?

c. Is the endorsement sure to be signed without revisions?

2. A same-page endorsement may omit the SSIC, and basic letter's
identification as long as the entire page will be photo-copied. However,
all three elements are required if you make carbon copies. These
elements are also required on all new-page endorsements.

2
3
4 W J. WALLISCH
T
2 Copy to:

NAS Cecil Field (Code 11)

Figure 9-7.-Same-page endorsement.

Endorsement basic letter with a final reply or a request for more
information.

Use an endorsement to respond to a letter Show only the references and enclosures that
when you are a via addressee. Use either a same- you add. Assign reference letters and enclosure
page endorsement (figure 9-7) or a new-page numbers by continuing the earlier sequencc.
endorsement (figure 9-8). Always keep an en-
dorsement with the basic letter. Speedletter

Many endorsements simply forward letters to
the next addressee. There is no need for substan- Use speedletters for urgent UNCLASSIFIED
tive comment. But others may require comments matters that don't require electrical transmission.
on the basic letter or earlier endorsements. An en- The speedletter calls attention to the need for
dorsement may alter the order of remaining via priority handling. Use it when speed of delivery
addressees or add others. And it may return the is important, not just because it is easy.
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\DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
COMMANDER NAVAL AIR FORCE

UNITED STATES ATLANTIC FLEET
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 23511

2 5216
Ser N72/4201
24 Jun 87

1

2 SECOND ENDORSEMENT on NAS Cecil Field Itr 5216 Ser 11/352 of
3 Jun 87

1
2 From: Commander, Naval Air Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet

To: Commander in Chief, Atlantic Fleet
1
2 Subj: HOW TO PREPARE ENDORSEMENTS
T
2 Encl: (2) SECNAVINST 5216.5C
T
2 1. Start an endorsement on a new page if the answer to one or more of

these questions is no:

a. Is the latest communication less than one page?

b. Will all of the endorsement fit on that page?

c. Is the endorsement sure to be signed without revision?

2. Number every page; continue the sequence of numbers from the previous
communication, as explained in enclosure (2).

3. Like a same-page endorsement prepared with carbon copies, every
new-page enoorsement must--

a. Repeat the basic letter's SSIC.

b. Identify the basic letter in the endorsement-number biock.

c. Use the basic letter's subject as its own.
1
2
3
4 H. H. MILLER

By direction
1
2 Copy to:

NAS Cecil Field (Code 11)
*COMSEABASEDASWWINGLANT (Code 019)

*Prior endorser appears because second endorsement is significant.

Figure 9-S.-New-page endorsement.
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Prepare a speedletter on the special form, Choose the format that suits the subject, oc-
Naval Speedletter, OPNAV 5216/145 (figure 9-9). casion, and audience. Your choices, starting with
The form is a carbon set of six identical pages: the most informal, are:
the top three for outgoing copies, the bottom three
for internal use. Use plain paper for continuation 1. The printed memorandum form (figure
pages. Follow standard-letter practice, do not use 9-10)
via addressees. Show those who would appear as
via addressees as copy-to addressees instead. 2. The plain-paper memorandum (figure 9-11)

Memorandum 3. The letterhead memorandum (figure 9-12)

A memorandum is used to informally corre- 4. The memorandum-for (figure 9-13)
spond within an activity or between several ac-
tivities. Subordinates may use it to correspond If the subject is insignificant, no file copy is
directly with each other on routine business, required.

WNA VIIST 521 6 5C

NA VAL SPEEDLETTER

I 1Fft1EfFE*TO 12 "hONE TNUMS9E1R i.. , DATE
i416
Ser N31/397 AV 922-3511 1 Feb 87

A toU.

Coetnander. Atlantic Division ".. ....
(Code 09A31)
Naval Facilities Engineering Con. ... .
Norfolk, VA 23511 A. ....-..

5, REFERENCES ANDO EN.COSUES. IF AN- TET AND SNINATUE

Subj: HOW TO PREPARE A SPEEDLET7ER

Ref: (a) SECNAVINST 5216.5C

1. The subject, reference, and enclosure blocks follow tne Pattern of tne
standard letter as required by reference (a).

2. Margins may be less than one inch.

3. Short speedletters may be penned.

4. :f a resoonse is expected, you may include a white copy with the blue
original. The addressee may reply on the white copy and Keep the blue
one.

C. L. PALMER
By direction

6 co To

CHESNAVFACENGCOM

T FRO.

Chief o' Naval Education
and Training
Naval Air I:ation
Pensacola. FL 2508

Figure 9-9.-Naval speedletter.
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DOPARTW71Pn OF TWE kAYr
OP% A V r 216114A A A- " I&IN 0M em orandum

OATE 16 Mar 87

FROM OP-O9BR (77256)

TO OP-098

sui PRINTED MEMORANDUM FORM

Ref: (a) SECNAVINST 5216.5C

cEncd: (I) Persornel Roster

1. This printed form is the most informal memorandum. Use it among
indiviauals and offices of the same activity.

2. The memorandum form comes in three sizes.

a. OPNAV 5216/144A (8-1/2 by 11 inches).

b. OPNAV 5216/1448 (8-1/2 by 5-1/2 inches).

c. OPNAV 5216.144C (5-1/2 by 8-1/2 inches).

Exce: for the date, no sender's symbols are necessary.

4. Use names, titles, or codes in the from and to blocks.

Allow a 1-inch left margin.

6. Type reference and enclosure headings under the printed headings.
Note the headings for reference (a) and enclosure (1).

7. The writer sions his or her name without an authority line.

8. Very infurmal memoranda may be penned.

9. No file copy is necessary when the matter is insignifirant or short
lived.

Figure 9-10.-Printed memorandum form.
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2
3
4
5
6 10 Sep 87

1

2 MEMORANDUM
T
2 From: Head, Organization and Directives Branch (Code 211)

To: Head, Technical Library Branch (Code 111)
Head, Mail and Files Branch (Code 112)

Via: Head, Office Services Division (Code 110)
1
2 Subj: PLAIN-PAPER MEMORANDUM

1. The plain-papef :nemorandum may be used within your activity.

2. It is no more formal than the memorandum form, but it is more
flexible when there are multiple addressees, via addressees, or both.

3. Prepare a plain-paper memorandum on white bond.
1
2
3
4 M. ROY

Figure 9-11.-Plain-paper memorandum.
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A' DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL AIR REWORK FACILITY
ALAMEDA, CALIFORNIA 94501

1

2 5216
memo 28/87
18 May 87

I

2 MEMORANDUM
T
2 From: Head, Management Services Department

To: Operation Officer, Navy Regional Data Automation Center,
San Francisco

1
2 Subj: LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM

1. When direct liaison is authorized and the matter is routine, a
memorandum (on letterhead paper) may be sent outside your activity.

2. When used within an activity, the letterhead memoradum provides
more formality than the printed memorandum form.

1
2
3
4 C. R. DOUGLAS

Figure 9-12.-Letterhead memorandum.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

WASHINGTON, DC 20350

5216
Ser 943D/345507
11 Mar 87

2 MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATION (SURFACE WARFARE)
(OP-03)

DIRECTOR, NAVAL WARFARE (OP-095)
1

2 Subj: THE MEMORANDUM-FOR

1. The memorandum-for is the most formal memoradum. It may be used
in writing to senior officials who traditionally have used it.
Among them are the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of the Navy.

2. Because the memoradum-for lacks a from block, show the signer's
title below the typed name.

3. Multiple addressees are listed as shown above.

2
3
4 H. A. JONES

Director, Navy Space
Systems Division

Figure 9-13.-Memorandum-for.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
USS CUSHING (DO 985)

FPO SAN FRANCISCO, CA 96662

2 5216
Ser DO 985/28
January 5. 1987

2 Coover Precision, Inc.
Attn: E. Jones
6923 W. Hobson Blvd.
New York, NY 11378

1
2 Gentlemen:
T
2 When writing to a company in general but directing your letter to a

particular person or office, use an attention line between the company's
name and its address.- Type Attn: and then a name or title.

Make the salutation agree with the first line of the address. If the
first line is a company name, the salutation is Gentlemen even if the
attention line directs the letter to an individuaT. Note the inside
address and salutation in this letter.

1
2 Sincerely,T
2
3
4 G. E. JENKINS

Comeander, U.S. Navy
Executive Officer
By direction of
the Commanding Officer

1
2 Encl:

(1) Correspondence Manual (sep cover)

Figure 9-14.-Business letter.

Business Letter with message format and message drafting
procedures.

Use the business letter (figure 9-14) to corre- A message is an official communication
spond with agencies or individuals outside the transmitted by rapid means. Use it when speed
Department of the Navy. It may also be used for is of primary importance. Do not use a message
official correspondence between individuals when a letter or speed letter will get the informa-
within the Department of the Navy when the oc- tion to its destination in time for proper action.
casion calls for a personal approach. The Naval Telecommunication Procedures,

Because the business letter has no from block, Telecommunication Users Manual, NTP 3, con-
every copy that goes outside your activity must tains detailed procedures for drafting naval
be on letterhead. Use sender symbols and page messages. NTP 3 procedures are mandatory;
numbers on succeeding pages. Refer in the text follow them carefully. Local telecommunications
to any previous communications. Do not use centers often provide instructions that amplify
references. Use Sincerely for the complimentary NTP 3.
close.

Types of Messages
THE NAVAL MESSAGE

There are different message types, based on
You will have to be able to read and interpret how they are addressed: single-address, multiple-

naval messages; you may be required to draft and address, book, and general. You will most likely
prepare them. Therefore, you must be familiar prepare either single-address (one addressee) or
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multiple-address (two or more action or informa- addressee. If your command is an action ad-
tion addressees) messages. dressee, the message may require a response or

Book messages are designed for two or more an immediate action. If your command is an in-
addressees but are of such nature (e.g., commer- formation addressee, the message normally
cial bids) that the originator considers that no ad- requires no action on your part, but must be
dressee need or should be informed of any other reviewed carefully.
addressee.

General messages are used to pass informa-
tion to all commands or to types of commands Message Precedence
or activities. You are probably familiar with
general messages by their titles, e.g., ALCOM (All
Commands), ALCOMPAC (All Commands The precedence system enables the message
Pacific), NAVOP (Naval Operations). Although drafter to indicate a desired writer-to-reader
you may not prepare general messages, you will delivery time. For an addressee, precedence in-
certainly receive and interpret them. dicates the importance of the message, but has

no direct effect on response or action time.
Message Responsibilities Precedence is based on urgency. If you are prepar-

ing a message, determine its precedence on the
Your specific responsibilities concerning basis of delivery time rather than the importance

messages depend upon your involvement with of the subject matter.
each one. Normally, you are only the drafter or
addressee of the message, but you should be aware Thr e a f reced enc on
of all message responsibilities, priority, immediate, flash, and emergency co-

The message originator is the authority (coin- mand. You will deal mostly with the routine and
mand or activity) in whose name the message is priority categories; the others relate to situations

sent. The originator is responsible for the message that gravely affect the national forces and
release and drafter functions. populace.

The message releaser is an individual author- Routine is the precedence assigned to messages
ized to release a message for transmission in the that are not of sufficient urgency to require a
name of the originator. The releaser validates higher precedence. Handling and delivery time is
message content and affirms compliance with normally within 6 hours. Use this precedence for
message drafting instructions. Your commanding normal peacetime operations, programs and pro-
officer is usually the releaser, but authority may jects, and administrative and personnel matters.
be delegated. Use it for supply and equipment requisitions ex-

The drafter is the person who composes the cept when time factors dictate use of a higher
message. The drafter must have detailed knowl- precedence.
edge of NTP 3 procedures. As a drafter, you are
responsible for: Priority is reserved for messages that furnish

information essential for conducting operations
* Properly addressing the message in progress. It is the highest precedence and is nor-

mally authorized for administrative, logistical,
* Composing the message clearly and and personnel matters of a time-sensitive nature.

concisely Handling and delivery time is normally within 3

" Properly applying appropriate security hours.

classification, special handling, and
declassification markings

Message Format
" Selecting an appropriate message

procedure Prepare a naval message on the Joint Message,

* Ensuring that the message is correctly for- DD Form 173/2. Because messages are machine-
matted and error free read, format requirements and preparation pro-

cedures are very specific. You must precisely
The addressee's responsibilities depend upon follow the instructions provided in NTP 3. The

the type of addressee, i.e., action or information following paragraphs, together with the sample
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message shown in figure 9-15, provide only basic the time the message was prepared. Express all
information. Consult NTP 3 for details. DTGs in Greenwich Mean Time (Z) unless other-

Naval messages are identified by a date-time- wise directed.
group (DTG). The DTG is normally assigned by
the Telecommunications Center (TCC). You may, The address component of a message contains
however, assign a DTG to the message you the plain language address (PLA) of the message
prepare if deemed more expedient. The DTG con- originator, the action, and any information ad-
sists of six digits, a time zone suffix, and the ab- dressees. The PLA includes an activity's short title
breviated month and year of origin (e.g., 021930Z and geographic location. You will find PLAs in
JAN 87). The first pair of digits (02) denotes the the U.S. Navy Plain Language Address Directory
day of the month, and the last four (1930) indicate (PLAD), NTP 3 SUPPL-1.

JOf1NT MESSAGEFORM UNCLASSIFIED

X 1~ 1721'4 0 OC fi 1 iR R 1UU29021.4OZ

FROM CNO WASHINGTON DC

TO USS LEXINGTON

INFO: COMNAVAIRLANT NORFOLK VA

NCLASS//N05216//

UeJ: MESSAGE FORMAT

SECNAVINST 5216.18

(TEXT}

iTEXT)

(TEXT)

b
5
.4
3

e

0

0 D.STA
kCTION: CODE 11

o0... 01 . 3 .3.. 04

R. E. JONES, LT, 0Pm43, 17034, 1" FEB

j. . RAINTREE, CAPT, 0P-4, 1702"3

; UNCLASS IE

Figure 9-15.-Format for Naval Message.
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As you can see in figure 9-15, message text in the wrong envelopes. Refer to the Cor-
components consist of the classification, subject, respondence Manual for format.
reference lines, and message text. On the 3. Use more form and guide letters. Watch
classification line, indicate the message classifica- your outgoing correspondence for recur-
tion and the SSIC. For the subject line, type the ring topics. Use form letters for routine
SUBJ of the letter. Do not type REF for the ref- matters that require no personal touch.
erence line; simply letter references consecutively, Guide letters consist of a series of
one beneath the other. The message text contains paragraphs from which the writer chooses
the information you desire to communicate. the best one for a particular situation. The
Brevity is essential, but not at the cost of accuracy. speed and flexibility of word processors
Abbreviations are authorized, but use only those and computers make guide letters increas-
whose meanings are self-evident or recognizable ingly attractive.
from common use. 4. Coordinate correspondence functions ef-

Type a message using an optical character ficiently. Before you write, obtain agree-
recognition (OCR) font and a carbon ribbon. Use ment of interested parties by phone or in
only uppercase letters, arabic numerals, punctua- person. If revisions are likely, coordinate
tion, and the symbols authorized in NTP 3. during the drafting stage. Show the order
Ensure that alignment, spacing, and margins of routing on the file copy or a special coor-
conform to requirements so the OCR scanner can dination form. If many offices must coor-
read all of the characters. dinate and time is short, you can fan out

copies to all coordinators simultaneously.
Then summarize their responses on a brief-

NAVY MAILED MESSAGE ing sheet that accompanies the letter when
(NAVGRAM) it goes for signature.

The originator is responsible for working to
A Navy mailed message (NAVGRAM) is a resolve major differences, for any retyping that

message processed through the mail vice a com- myb edd n o rvdn oiso h

munications center. Designed to call attention to may be needed, and for providing copies of the

the need for priority handling, the NAVGRAM signed correspondence to coordinators who re-

will eventually replace the naval speedletter. Use quest them.

it to correspond with only Department of the 5. Normally, submit correspondence for
Navy activities on urgent SECRET and below signature in final form. Early considera-
matters. tion of a signer's preference reduces the fre-

Prepare a NAVGRAM on the Joint Message quency of changes.
form just as you would a standard naval message. 6. Make minor changes in ink. Rarely retype
Assign a letter serial number in the DTG box in correspondence already in final form
the lower right-hand corner of the message form. merely to correct typographical errors,
In light red ink, stamp "NAVGRAM" in the word omissions, or other minor mistakes.
center of the page for easy identification. Make these corrections legibly in ink, cor-

recting all copies at the same time. Two ink
changes are permitted on a page. Retype

CORRESPONDENCE MANAGEMENT to correct minor errors in only those few
cases when the importance of the subject

Preparing and handling correspondence is or the addressee justifies the expense.
time consuming and expensive. To reduce costs, 7. See that correspondence is signed and
follow the correspondence management practices mailed promptly. It should be signed
listed below as closely as possible. throughout the day rather than just at the

end of the day, so it doesn't linger
1. Write only when necessary; include your overnight.

phone number when your correspondence 8. Give prompt attention to incoming cor-
might prompt a reply or inquiry, respondence that requires action or

2. Use more window envelopes for answers. Normally, answer correspondence
unclassified correspondence. This within 15 work days or in the time set by
eliminates the cost of addressing the incoming correspondence. Congres-
envelopes and the risk of putting letters sional correspondence must be answered
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within 5 work days of receipt. When you Because you may be responsible for maintain-
foresee an excessive delay, give an an- ing your activity's files, you may also be directly
ticipated date of response. Use the printed involved in their destruction or preservation. The
postcard, Correspondence Acknowledg- Records Disposition Manual establishes records
ment, OPNAV 5216/125. retention standards, provides disposition authority

9. Limit costly photo copies of cor- for naval records, and sets forth procedures for
respondence. Pinpoint the required quan- records retirement, destruction, and transfer. Base
LILY preciskly a,,d i1,.ke two Jided .xopies a'i recois disposal decisions on the .onlt:IItn of
whenever possible. Limit information that manual. Post your records disposal guidance
copies to only those copy-to addressees to ensure that such decisions are carried out.
with a genuine need to know. Make the Preparing correspondence and following good
most of the "read, initial, and date" ap- correspondence management practice are tasks
proach to information copies within your you may perform as an advanced dental assistant.
activity. Circulate a single copy among Select the type of correspondence that mee's the
those who are to read the document. needs of the situation, and ensure that it meets

10. Avoid unnecessary file copies. Centralize both format and writing quality requirements.
files whenever possible to eliminate redun- Remember, the quality of correspondence ad-
dant ones. dressed to other commands reflects upon your

11. Reuse paper. Use salvaged paper (e.g., ob- command.
solete forms) for written or typed drafts,
computations, and rough notes.

REFERENCE LIST
SUMMARY

NAVMEDCOMINST 5210.1 series, Forms,
Nearly everything accomplished in daily Reports, and Records Management Program,

military life is guided by some type of publica- November 1984
tion or correspondence. Knowing where to find
information and being able to understand it are SECNAVINST 5210.11 series, Department of the
major factors in the successful performance of Navy Standard Subject Identification Codes,
your administrative duties. August 1982

The Navy's filing system ensures that uniform
filing procedures are followed by all naval ac- SECNAVINST 5212.5 series, Navy and Marine
tivities. SSICs form the basis of this system and Corps Records Disposition Manual, July 1985
also provide a means of identifying letters,
messages, directives, forms, and reports. Arrange SECNAVINST 5216.5 series, Department of the
your files according to the SSICs most often used Navy Correspondence Manual, August 1983
or seen by your activity. Include only incoming
and outgoing documents, and any essential sup- NTP 3, Naval Telecommunications Procedures,
porting documents. Telecommunications Users Manual
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CHAPTER 10

DENTAL REPORTS AND REPORTS CONTROL

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

1. Identify reporting responsibilities and prepara- 3. Identify the elements and preparation re-
tion requirements for the Dental Equipment quirements of the Statement and Inventory of
and Facilities Report. Precious and Special Dental Metals.

2. Identify the elements and preparation re-
quirements of the Dental Information 4. Identify reports control requirements and
Retrieval System Treatment Report. procedures.

Every dental facility is required to prepare and e A means of continuous review of existing
submit certain special and periodic reports. These dental facilities and the material within
reports inform others of specific situations or them.
events, provide required information, indicate
completion of a specific task or assignment, The NAVMED 6750/4 is assigned report sym-
and/or record data for future reference. Failure bol MED 6750-1 for identification and control
to submit reports reflects negatively upon your purposes. Cite the report symbol on all cor-
activity. Inaccurate report submissions may af- respondence referring to this report.
fect your facility's financial, personnel, or mis-
sion status. REPORTING RESPONSIBILITY OF

Your facility's specific reporting requirements NAVMED 6750/4
are outlined in chapter 23 of the Manual of the
Medical Department. Other requirements are All activities having dental equipment (except
found in directives issued by higher authority, field type equipment) must submit a NAVMED
This chapter covers only reports required of most 6750/4 as of 1 January each year. An up-to-date
dental facilities. It does not cover all reporting re- NAVMED 6750/4 is required upon completion
quirements, nor those unique to a particular facil- of major facility alterations or new construction.
ity. Reports control procedures are included to Submit a report for a newly constructed facility
help you meet your activity's reporting when it becomes operational.
requirements. Naval dental clinics (NDCs) must submit a

separate NAVMED 6750/4 for each branch den-
tal clinic, annex, and separate building having

D ACILITIES E PE T ANdental equipment. A consolidated report for the
entire region is also submitted. If your activity has

The Dental Equipment and Facilities Report, only field type equipment, you are not required
NAVMED 6750/4, is an annual report of dental to submit this report.
spaces, equipment, prosthetic data, and utilities. If your activity furnishes dental operating
It provides: facilities to a dental company, or similar unit,

make an entry to that effect in the Remarks and
* Data for developing dental logistic plans Recommendations section of the report. Prepare

and budget requests. a separate NAVMED 6750/4 for each mobile den-

* Information for initiating facility design, tl trailer, van, or bus for which your facility has
construction, or alteration proposals. operational control.
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PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION OF during this discussion. You will complete all ap-
NAVMED 6750/4 plicable items on the report, as directed in

NAVMEDCOMINST 6750.1 series.
As an advanced dental assistant, you will likely Part I, Dental Facility Spa,,cs, requires data

be actively involved in preparing the NAVMED on all rooms within your facility. Inaicate the
6750/4. Here we highlight some important aspects number of each type, the number in use, and
of its preparation. A sample report is provided whether or not they are adequate. Explain any en-
in fieures 10-1A throungh 10-1D for your reference tries indicatine inadequate spaces, and entr any

ARP-t Sybo

MED 67501
DENTAL EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES REPORT

DATE OF REPORT 1 1 January 87 1 utc 100043 I SUB-UNIT I 01

FACILITY Naval Dental Clinic, Bldg . #038, Never Sail, CA 92000
PART I - DENTAL FACILITY SPACES

NUMBER NUMBER APPROXIMATE ADEQUATE REMARKS
ON IN SIZE YES_ _O

SPACE HAND USE W X L

A . C D E

1. DENTALTREATMENT ROOM 14 13 12' x 10' X 1 Not equipped

2 2 8' x 11' X Too Small

2. EXAMINING ROOM

2 2 11' x 10' X

3. ORAL HYGIENE INSTRUCTION ROOM

I 1 10' X 10' X

4. CENTRAL STERILIZATION ROOM

1 1 12' x 16' X

5. X-RAY EXPOSURE ROOM
1 1 8' x 10' X

1 1 10' x 10' X

8. DARKROOM

1 6' x 8' X

7. PROSTHETIC LAB

1 1 8' x 10' X Too Small

8. STOREROOM/SUPPLY ROOM

1 1 18' x 18' X

9, CONFERENCE ROOM

1 1 14' x 18' X

10. ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE

1 1 8' x 8' X Too Small

11. DENTAL CONSULTATION ROOM

2 2 10' x 10' X

12. DENTAL OFFICERS OFFICE

1 1 12' x 12' X

13. DENTAL REPAIR SHOP

1 1 16' x 20' X

14. PATIENT WAITING ROOM

1 1 16' x 16' x

15. RECORDS CONTROL OFFICE

I 1 10' x 10' X

NAVME0 6750/4f(73) S/4 0105-LF-206-7520

Figure 10-IA.-Dental Equipment and Facilities Report, NAVMED 6750/4.
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16. OFFICER LOCKER (MALE)

1 1 10' x 10' x

17. OFFICER LOCKER (FEMALE)

1 1 9' x 10' X

18. ENLISTED LOCKER ROOM (MALE)

1 1 10' x 10' X Too Small

1 8' x 10' X Too Small

20. TOILET FACILITIES (MALE)

3 3 6' x 8' X

21. TOILET FA-'LITIES (FEMALE)

22. OTHER MAJOR ROOMS

Equipment Room 1 1 18' x 20' X

23. CLINIC UNIT Prosthetic

Naval Dehtal Clinic, Bldg. #038 1 1 140' x i5' I L1ab Included

PART II - DENTAL EOUIPMENT

SECTION A - DENIAL OPERATING EQUIPMENT

NUMBER NUMBER CONDITION
ITEM MANUFACTURER AND MODEL ON IN CODE

HAND USE

A N C I
. ENRTAI Adec 2006 14 13 A4(13)OPERATINGE71

UNIT Adec 2008 2 2 A4(2)
Adec 2000 2 2 IA4(2)

2. DENTAL
OPERATING Den-ta 1-ez 18 17 A4(17)E7(1)

CHAIR
Royal 14-3T (X-ray) I I A4(1)

3. DENTAL
OPERATING Pelton Crane LF+ 10 9 A4(9)E7(I)
LIGHT

Pelton Crane LFII 8 8 A4(8)

4. CENTRAL
VACUUM U.S. General Turbine 20T, 20 HP 2 2 A4(2)
SYSTEM

Dentsply MVS 1 1 A4

5. AIR
COMPRESSOR Air Techniques A12-T 2 2 A4(2)
DEHYDRATOR

Worthington Air Dryer 430 2 2 A4(2)

6. STERILIZER
(LARGE) Castle Thermatic 60 2 2 A4(2)

(Steam)

7. STERILIZER
(PORTABLE) Pelton Crane OCM 10 6 A4(6)E8(4)

NAVMEO 760/4 4743)

Figure 10-lB.-Dental Equipment and Facilities Report, NAVMED 6750/4-Continued.

other significant information in column E List major operating and prosthetic equipment
(Remarks). it space in column E is too limited, items , arried as Class 3 plant property.
continue in Part V. Part III, Prosthetic Facility Data, requires in-

Part 11, Dental Equipment, has three sections: formation on your activity's prosthetic
dental operating, prosthetic, and x-ray equipment. capabilities. If prosthetic facilities are attached,
Enter the total number of each item on hand, in- enter the highest number of cases fabricated in
cluding those in storage or installed but not in use. 1 month when fully staffed. Consider only cases
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8. LIFE
SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT Physio-Control Lifepak 6 1 1 A4

9. OTHER
MAJOR
EQUIPMENT None

_ SECTION 9 - PROSTHETIC LAB EQUIPMENT
NUMBER NUMBER CONDITION

ITEM MANUFACTURER AND MODEL ON IN CODE
HAND USE

A a C 0

1. INDUCTION
CASTING Ticonium Ticomatic 1 1 A6
MACHINE

2. VACUUM
PORCELAIN Unitek 500 1 1 A6
FURNACE

3. DUPLICATOR Ticolium eady Duplicator (Manual) 1 1 A6

1453 G1

4. BURNOUT
OVEN Jelenko Accu-Therm 250 2 2 A6(2)

5. HIGHSPEED Price 331 1 1 A4

POLISHER/
GRINDER Handler 42 2 2 A4(2)

6. DUST
COLLECTOR Coe 6431 3 3 A4(3)
(BERYLLIUM, ETC)

7. OTHER
CASTING Jelenko Thermotrol 2500 1 1 A4
MACHINES

I OCTHER
PROSTHET, None
EQUIPMENT

SECTION C - DENTAL X-RAY EQUIPMENT
DATE OF NUMBER NUMBER CONDITION

X-RAY UNIT MANUFACTURER AND MODEL RADIAT:ON ON IN CODE

SURVEY HAN,, USE

A B C 0 k

1. STATIONARY
INTRA-ORAL S. S. White Intrex 21 Nov 85 1 1 A4

May 1985

2. MOBILE
INTRA.ORAL Philips Oralix 65 21 Nov 85 1 1 A4

May 1984

3. PANORAMIC
G. E. Panelipse 18 May 84 1 1 A4April 1983

4. CEPHALOMETRIC/
ORTHOPANTOMOGRAPH

None

5. PROCESSOR5.POESRLitton P-10 iI A6

Air Techniques Perio Pro 1 A4

NAVMEO 6750/4 (7 B31

Figure 10-1C.-Dental Equipmen' and Facilities Report, NAVMED 6750/4-Continued.

that involve fixed units and removable partial and of the report. It is also used to list all projects sub-
complete dentures. If providing prosthetic service mitted to change spaces, military construction
to other facilities, list the activities who received programs, or problem areas. Give the priority and
support in the past year. List the average number status of each project. Indicate whether dental
of cases per month per activity, and submit it with diagnostic x-ray units meet federal performance
the NAVMED 6750/4. standards. Ships will provide a list of equipment

Part V, Remarks and Recommendations, pro- programmed for replacement and give the pro-
vides space to continue remarks from other areas grammed fiscal year. For entries in this part of
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PART III - PROSTHETIC FACILITY DATA
SECTION A - PROSTHETIC FACILIT f ATTACHED

1. POTENT;AL CASE CAPACITY PER MONTH 25

2. IS PROSTHETIC SERVICE PROVIDED TO OTHER FACILITIES? N_

3. IS PRESENT PROSTHETIC FACILITY ADEQUATE? NO

4. ARE TEETH PROCURED LOCALLY TO SUPPLEMENT DEPOT STOCK? YES
SECTION B - PROSTHETIC FACILITY NOT ATTACHED

1. NAME OF PROSTHETIC FACILITY USED N/A
2. DISTANCE, TIME AND MODE OF TRAVEL TO 1. ABOVE NIA
3 AVEpRE NUMBEP OF PROSTHETIC PATIENTS SEEN MONTHLY N/A
4. NUMBER OF PATIENTS AWAITING PROSTHETIC TREATMENT

PART IV - UTILITIES
1. ELECTRIC CURRENT 0 AC 0 DC I a. VOLTAGE 110/220 1 b. CYCLES 60

2. GAS a NATURAL 0 COMMERCIAL 0 BOTTLED 0 ACETYLENE
PART V - REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Part I, Line 1, 10, 18, 19

CR 180 Special Project submitted to enlarge two DTR's, admin. office, and the enlisted

male and female locker rooms. Design complete, construction funded 1-r FY87.

Part I, Line 7

C280 Special Project submitted to enlarge lab and provide ventilation/exhaust for work
spaces. Design complete, waiting for NAVMEDCOM funding action.

Part ii, Section B

Prosthetic ldoratory will receive new equipment when Special Project C280 is completed.

Section C

Litton X-ray Processor funded for OPN replacement FY87.
Dental x-ray units meet federal performance standards.

Part III, Line 3

C280 Special Project will correct deficiencies in lab size and ventilation/exhaust
system that doesn't work.

DATE TYPED NAME AND GRADE SIGNATURE

1 January 1987 L. W. DENTIST, CAPT, DC, USN / /(,, -

NAVMO 76014 (7 83* US *.nU of.fl W-.TN4Ifl1t a.,

Figure 10-D.-Dental Equipment and Facilities Report, NAVMED 6750/4-Continued.

the report, follow the format shown in figure 6750/4. If you are reporting because of comple-
10-I D. tion of major facility alterations, submit an up-

Submit the original of the NAVMED 6750/4 to to-date NAVMED 6750/4 only.
the Commander, Naval Medical Command (COM-
NAVMEDCOM). Annual reports must reach DIRS TREATMENT REPORT
COMNAVMEDCOM no later than 10 January.

A newly constructed facility shall submit blue- The Dental Information Retrieval System
prints or schematic plans with the NAVMED (DIRS) is a computer system that collects and
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processes data on treatment provided to dental the month and year; e.g, SEP86. A space will
patients. As such, it helps Dental Corps managers cause rejection of the form by the OCR scanner.
plan personnel and material requirements. Enter only your activity's name as listed in the

The DIRS Treatment Report, NAVMED DIRS Manual-not the mailing address, zip code,
6600/8, is a monthly statistical report required of or a title (e.g. Dental Service). If reporting for
all ships and stations having dental personnel. It a naval dental clinic (NDC) headquarters clinic,
is a coded report of all clinical and dental include the activity's full name; e.g., HEAD-
iaboratery procedures performed by dental care QUARTERS CLINIC SAN DIEGO CA. You
providers. The report also provides for data on may abbreviate the word headquarters (HQTRS)
the number of dental officers per treatment facil- if the full name will not fit.
ity, and for semiannual reporting of patient den-
tal classifications. MEDICAL EXPENSE AND PERFORM-

The DIRS Treatment Report is assigned report ANCE REPORTING SYSTEM (MEPRS)
symbol MED 6600-6 for identification and con- CODE.-is the combination of Uniform Chart
trol purposes. Be sure to cite the report symbol of Accounts (UCA) and Uniform Staffing
on all correspondence concerning this report. Methodology (USM). MEPRS codes are required

for all reports submitted by NAVMEDCOM,
PREPARATION OF NAVMED 6600/8 naval hospitals, and naval dental commands only.

The MEPRS codes consist of a four letter
The NAVMED 6600/8 (figure 10-2) is a three- alphabetical code (alpha-code) .A separate

part, carbonized, optical character recognition NAVMED 6600/8 must be submitted for each
(OCR) document. Because the repot t is machine- reporting center. Enter the alpha-code on forms
read, preparation instructions are very specific. submitted by each clinical location (work center).
To avoid errors and possible rejection by the OCR The MEPRS Codes are used to complete the block
machine, refer to the detailed instructions in the on the NAVMED 6600/8 labeled "UCA" Codes.
DIRS Manual, NAVMEDCOMINST 6600.1 These codes are issued to each reporting center
series. Thc following is only an outline of those by their MEPRS coordinator."
instructions. Codes with the first two letters of "CA" repre-

sent clinical procedures, while "CB" represents
General Typing Instructions type 3 laboratory procedures and "CC"

represents type 2 laboratory procedures. The third
Type each block on the NAVMED 6600/8 us- letter will always be "A". The fourth letter iden-

ing an OCR-A typewriter element. Ensure that the tifies the specific work center providing dental
typewriter pitch is set at 10 and that the form is care. For example, listed below are the MEPRS
properly aligned. All entries must fit within their codes assigned for clinical procedures performed
boxes. Entries outside the boxes (in the red by branch dental clinics of NDC, San Diego:
shading) will not be read by the OCR machine.

Use the alignment blocks to help align the WORK
form in the typewriter. Immediately after insert- CENTER MEPRS
ing it, locate the alignmeatt block to the left of CODE CODE
the UIC data block and the one to the right of Branch Clinic

Naval Station A CAAAthe page data block. Type the letter "L" directly Branch Clinic Naval
over the printed "L" in both blocks. When you Training Center [ CAAI
reach the center of the form, use the center align- Branch Clinic Marine
ment blocks to ensure that the form remains Corps Recruit Depot K CAAK
properly positioned. Again, type "L" in each Branch Clinic

blc.NAS Miramar J CAAJ
block.Branch Clinic

NAS North Island 0 CAAO
Data Block Entries

The MEPRS code CAAA is used only by
Your activity's UIC and the report period NDC headquarters clinics and naval hospitals.

must appear. Type the UIC provided in the DIRS Letters "B" through "H" may be used for report-
Manual and type the report period as month and ing work performed in NDC headquarters'
year. Enter three alpha characters for the month department specialties. The letters "I" through
and two digits for the year, with no space between "Z" must be used for echelon 5 and 6 activities.
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DENTAL INFORMATION THIS FORM MUST BE PREPARED NAVMEDCOMINST 6600 1A
RETRIEVAL SYSTEM USING AN OCR-A TYPING ELEMENT REPORT SYMBOL

TREATMENT REPORT 10 PiTCH TYPEWRITER SETTING EP SYOL
TRETMNT EPRTONLY MED (1600-6

5_6 AR8 j FHEADQUARTERS NDC SAN DIEGO CA CCA

C6A2W A TIN OF AANIVE DUTY

1 2 3 4 DENTAL OFICERS A 6 C
129C3 1 1677 4 206 24j4.081 1 -1

qTT"mN BiENEICAA CODE

_0D F -01-1 02Z F1C 0C C Z 1 C C ] E C -

0001 1 1 -1 1

0010 2 20STIEL

_ igre 1 8- STeamn eot

00443 I I I I

lu LIZ

LIZTPE AEAN RDELR

Figure 10-2.-DIRS Treatment Report.

These codes are not required if you are reporting consecutive page numbers. In the second block,
for an operational dental treatment facility (e.g., enter the total number of forms typed. This data
shipboard dental departments, FMF dental block is not scanned by the machine, so absolute
companies). alignment is not essential. Because you do not

know the total number of forms l.ntil you type
PAGE.-Report pages are indicated in two them all, you must reinsert and realign each form

page-data blocks. In the first block, enter before typing this block.
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CLASSIFICATION OF ACTIVE DUTY.- treatment performed. These codes are listed in
These blocks relate to active duty personnel whose chapters 4 and 6 of the DIRS Manual. When
dental records are maintained by your DTF. treatment is provided by a Ready Reserve dental
Report this data semianually, in March and officer, add the letter "R" after the treatment
September. Count all records and enter actual code, (e.g., 0120R). If treatment is provided by
numbers in each dental classification block. Do contract dentists, the letter suffix "C" must be
not report percentages of records per classifica- placed after the treatment code (e.g., 0120C).
tion. You may enter up to five characters in these Enter the total number of procedures for each
data blocks. Do not use any commas. treatment code in the proper beneficiary code col-

ui-n. The maximum number of digits is four per
DENTAL OFFICERS.-Enter your DTF's data block. If the total number of procedures ex-

dental officers as full-time equivalents (FTE). For ceeds four digits, repeat the treatment code on the
DIRS purposes, one FTE (or man-month) is 168 next line. Enter the remaining number of pro-
man-hours. Use two decimal places; e.g., 10.89, cedures in the appropriate beneficiary column.
09.89, 9.00. Include Ready Reserve personnel at DO NOT use the last column (far r;ght column)
your DTF who are on temporary active duty, ac- on the form for line totals, because this column
tive duty for training, or scheduled drill periods, is not read by the OCR scanner. An entry in the

final column, without a beneficiary code above
DATA BLOCKS A, B, AND C.-Leave it, will generate an error listing.

blank.
SUBMISSION OF NAVMED 6600/8

ORIGINAL, CORRECTION, RESUBMIS-
SION.-Type the letter "X" in the appropriate Submit the original of the NAVMED 6600/8 to
block. An ORIGINAL is the first submission for COMNAVMEDCOM, to reach COMNAVMED-
a reporting period. A CORRECTION is a sub- COM by the 15th day of the month following the
mission to add or delete data or to correct errors month reported on. Do not fold, clip, tape, or
detected locally or by the OCR scanner. When staple the forms. When mailing the report, use
submitting a correction, type only applicable a 9 1/2 x 12 inch envelope, stiffened with card-
changes; do not duplicate data already reported. board. Mark the envelope "PRIORITY

MAIL/DO NOT OPEN IN MAIL ROOM."
BENEFICIARY CODE.-Enter the ap- If reporting for an NDC or naval hospital, you

propriate two-digit number in the beneficiary code must also forward copies of the report to the ap-
blocks. Beneficiary codes identify the types of pa- propriate geographic NAVMEDCOM. If report-
tients who received the treatment being reported. ing for a ship, Fleet Marine Force unit, or mobile
These codes are as follows: construction battalion, forward copies to the ap-

propriate force dental officer (SURFPAC,
01 - Active duty, U.S. Navy AIRLANT, FMFLANT, etc.).
02 - Active duty, U.S. Marine Corps Retain one carbon copy of each form sub-
05 - All other active duty, U.S. Uniformed mitted until you receive the monthly summary

Services personnel reports. Compare the monthly summary reports
08 - U. S. Navy or Marine Corps recruits with your carbon copies. Destroy the carbon

(Enlisted) copies only after you have reconciled your report
09 - Dependents of active duty U.S. Uni- with the summary reports.

formed Services personnel
10 - Dependents of retired or deceased U.S.

Uniformed Services personnel STATEMENT AND INVENTORY OF
11 - Retired Uniformed Services personnel PRECIOUS AND SPECIAL
12 - All other personnel not included in the DENTAL METALS

codes 01 through II and 13
13 - Dependent children (unmarried, 17 years The Statemert and Inventory of Precious and

old or younger) Special Dental Metals, NAVMED 6630/3, is a
monthly internal report; i.e., one that is submitted

TREATMENT CODES AND TOTALS.- only to your commanding officer. It is used to
In the treatment code column, enter the four-digit report the quantity of highly valuable (precious)
clinical or laboratory services code for the and alloyed (special) metals rece;ved, used, and
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remaining on board your dental activity. Because Because I dwt equals 24 gr, the 33 gr in the total
these metals are used to fabricate dental pros- above must be converted to 1 dwt 09 gr. Your
theses, the report is prepared only by activities total, therefore, would be 96 dwt 09 gr.
with dental prosthetic capabilities. In column 6, "MISCELLANEOUS," enter

Because of the high value of precious and quantities of metals used for technique practice,
special dental metals, strict measures are employed or lost due to grinding or miscasting. Explain all
to account for them. The NAVMED 6630/3 is only entries in this column on the reverse of the form.
a small part of these measures. The Prosthodon- For column 8, subtract the combined total of
tic Work Request and Prescription, NAVMED columns 6 and 7 from column S. Convert grains
6630/1, and the Precious Metal Issue Record, to pennyweights as necessary. Convert penny-
NAVMED 6630/2, also help account for these weight to grains as shown in the following
metals. A precious and special dental metals audit example:
board reviews all receipt, issue, use, and disposi-
tion records. Board members conduct a physical 75 dwt 06 gr 74 dwt 30 gr
inventory of all precious and special metals within to
the activity and compare their records with the -4 dwt 19 gr -4 dwt 19 gr
NAVMED 6630/3 each month. Discrepancies, if
not reconciled, may result in disciplinary actions. 70 dwt 11 gr

The NAVMED 6630/3 may be only an inter-
nal report, but that does not lessen its importance. Because you cannot subtract 19 gr from 06 gr,
Always ensure that all entries are accurate and ap- convert 1 pennyweight to 24 gr. This changes 75
propriately documented. dwt 06 gr in form-not amount-to 74 dwt 30

gr. Your total, therefore, would be 70 dwt 11 gr.

PREPARATION OF NAVMED 6630/3 For column 13, enter the total of columns 9,
10, 11, and 12. Make weight conversions as

Complete all applicable items on the NAVMED necessary. When finished, your entries in column

6630/3 as directed in article 6-156 of the Manual 8 and column 13 must match.

of the Medical Department (MA MED). Entries Block 14 is completed by the precious and

may be typewritten or made by hand with black special metals custodian who then submits the
may You caeriten or mle orm hn is 1A form to the audit board. The audit board reviews

and 1o-313. The following paragraphs highlight precious and special metals records, conducts their
the MANMED requirements. If an item on the inventory, and reviews, dates, and signs thethem MANME reument s.oIfean itisse-emnth. NAVMED 6630/3. The board makes pertinentform is not mentioned, it is self-explanatory. comments on the reverse of the form and submits

it to your commanding officer for signature
Entries on the NAVMED 6630/3 approval.

At the upper left, after "ACTIVITY," enter DISPOSITION OF NAVMED 6630/3
the name of your ship, station, or dental activity
in capital letters. Then, for a shore station, give File the original of the signed NAVMED
the city in small letters and the state in capital let- 6630/3 in monthly sequence in your activity's file.
ters. If you're aboard a ship or foreign shore This file must be available for inspection at any
station, follow your activity's name with its post time until disposed of. Presently, the forms must
office address. be held on board your activity for 2 years. Refer

Enter the sum of columns 3 and 4 in column to SECNAVINST 5212.5 series for exact disposi-
5. Precious metals are measured in troy weight, tion instructions.
with one pennyweight (dwt) equaling 24 grains
(gr). Do not add quantities as if they were
numbers in the decimal system. Convert to penny- REPORTS MANAGEMENT
weights as necessary. For example:

Reports management ensures that reports pro-
60 dwt 00 gr vide information effectively and efficiently. As

+ 20 dwt 21 gr an advanced dental technician, you may be
* 15 dwt 12 gr designated as your activity's reports manager.

95 dwt 33 gr 96 dwt 09 gr Because reported information can affect your
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activity's personnel, financial, and mission status, Tickler File Contents and Use
you must take reports management functions The contents of a tickler file may vary at each
seriously. Refer to NAVMEDCOMINST 5210.1 activity. Usually, it is a card file containing 5 x
series (Forms, Reports, and Records Management 8 inch recurring report cards (figure 10-4) and in-
Program) for more information concerning dicator tabs or separators. The separators arereports management responsibilities. Your duties labeled to reflect when reports are to be submitted,
may be to: e.g., January through December; Situational. If

" Develop (or assist in the development of) you receive a new reporting requirement, simply
an Deivo eportsis inahed ment of)e . complete a recurring reports record card and file
an activity reports management directive, it by its submission date.
Your directive must include a complete To enable you to ,ubmit situational reports
tabulation of all local reporting re- without unnecessary delay, keep abreast of report-
quirements and those of higher authority. ing requirements so you are familiar with events
Prepare the tabulation using the format ing rrent so yore iv
shown in MANMED, Chapter 23. You that warrant such reports.
need not include COMNAVMEDCOM
reporting requirements since they are SUMMARY
already tabulated in MANMED. Reports are required of all dental activities.

" Establish a separate reports file (project They generally inform others of specific situations
fEtlish) ar earla reports fileCojct or events, provide required information, and/or
folder) for each local report. Conduct an rcr aafrftr s.Rprsmngmu

annual review of the reports to evaluate record data for future use. Reports managemeit

need and possible improvement, revision, and control ensures that your activity's reporting

or elimination. Normally, you will perform requirements are met.
The Dental Equipment and Facilities Report,

this function only when assigned to a large the DIRS Treatment Report, and the Statement
dental activity that requires reports from and Inventory of Precious and Special Dental
subordinate activities. Metals are recurring reports required of most den-

tal activities. The first two provide data for
* Ensure that reports required of your ac- deeoigenalgstcpasndbgtr-

tivity are submitted on time, conform to developing dental logistic plans and budget re-
reporting requirements, and contain ac- quests and determining personnel and material re-

curate information. This duty is one that quirements. The metals report is an internal report
yurereqiredte inThisd isan fulfi. that serves as an account of dental metals used
The following piagraphs define the to fabricate dental prostheses. Prepare all reports
Thquirme ng. acarefully and ensure that the information they
requirements. contain is accurate and meets reporting

requirements.

TICKLER FILE
REFERENCES

As mentioned earlier, failure to submit re-
quired reports reflects negatively upon your ac- NAVMEDCOMINST 5210.1 series, Forms,
tivity. To ensure timeliness, activities normally Reports, and Records Management Program,
establish a reports control system, e.g., tickler file. November 1984

A tickler (reminder) file is an index of recur- NAVMEDCOM INST 6600.1 series, Dental Infor-
ring reports required of your activity, and which mation Retrieval System (DIRS) Manual,
contains information concerning report identifica- September 1987
tion, preparation, and submission.

Recurring reports are of two types: periodic NAVMEDCOMINST 6750.1 series, Dental
and situational. Periodic reports are submitted at Equipment and Facilities Report, March 1984
regular intervals (weekly, monthly, quarterly, etc.) OPNAVINST 5214.7 series, Department of the
and convey essentially the same type of informa-
tion each time. The reports discussed earlier in Navy Reports Management Program,
this chapter are periodic reports. Situational February 1983
reports are prepared upon the occurrence of an Manual of the Medical Department, NAVMED
event or situation, e.g., an accident or equipment P-1 17, Chapter 6, July 1987 (through change
survey. 101)
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1. OMPOR? sIvSL 1. TITLE S. row (S 4. TICKLt* DATE

S. PEIOD Clalmig 004 ASf DATE ".6ILI" OeATS

I Onr~c *.l.SnRIer

*01C PISO 0T CONTACT 43 Y1EPSO11 110tkIlSf

-1 01str-smrO (6 .... .. 7... 

12 SPECIAL CONSENS

Figure 10-4.-Recurring report record card.
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CHAPTER 11

CLINICAL SUPERVISION AND
ADMINISTRATION

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

1. Recognize the principles of effective person- 6. Identify dental equipment preventive
nel management. maintenance program requirements.

2. Identify personnel evaluation requirements and
procedures. 7. Identify the purpose and requirements of the

3. Identify dental records management require- precious metals recovery program.
ments and procedures. 8. Identify the purpose and activities of the qual-

4. Identify dental infection control program re- ity assurance program.
quirements and procedures.

5. Identify occupational health safety program 9. Identify patient administration programs and
requirements and procedures, procedures.

INTRODUCTION PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT

As an advanced dental technician, you may Management has been defined in many ways,
be the leading petty officer in a department or but most definitions include the concept of using
clinic. As such, you will assist your department personnel and resources to attain predetermined
head or clinic director in planning, coordinating, goals. Its primary objective is the successful and
and directing personnel functions and dental pro- efficient accomplishment of an organization's
grams. Stated simply, you may serve as an assist- mission.
ant administrator or manager. As manager, you will plan, organize, direct,

and control a dental department or clinic opera-
This chapter discusses the basic management tion. These management functions are discussed

principles and is designed to help you perform in the following paragraphs.
your supervisory and management respon-
sibilities. Since you, as leader and supervisor, must
evaluate your personnel, this chapter also covers PLANNING
enlisted performance evaluations. The final sec-
tions cover the dental programs you may be asked Like most management functions, planning
to help administer, can be approached in different ways and can be

broken down into steps. Planning involves setting
Good managers come in many forms and use your objectives and outlining your courses of

a variety of management styles. Whatever your action.
personality, you can be a good manager. Learn Your activity's goals can be derived from mis-
all you can about the people and the programs sion statements, command directives, and people
you direct and coordinate. Managing can be a in higher authority or within the department or
satisfying job when you are prepared to meet its clinic. As manager, take these goals and establish
challenges. clear, specific work objectives. Relevant work

1l-1



objectives that are understood and accepted by involved. Remember, you have a responsibility
workers will lead to efficiency and cooperation. to train all personnel to perform their duties ac-
Just like the learning objectives you develop for cording to their rates. Give similar or related tasks
training, work objectives provide direction and to the same person. A proper combination of
inform personnel what is expected of them. duties speeds up the operation by eliminating
Specific objectives, such as quality and quantity wasted motion. Divide the workload as fairly as
standards and production deadlines, let people possible. Don't make the common mistake of hav-
know what to do, when to do it, and what pro- ing your most productive personnel doing all the
gress has been made. work. Uneven workload lowers morale. See that

Before planning your course of action, ask all hands share the work load.
your subordinates for their input regarding your Assign the responsibility for each job to one
work objectivcs. Mutual goal-setting by you and specific person. Larger jobs may require several
your personnel promotes good working relation- people, but assign one person the responsibility
ships and increases motivation and performance. for overall accomplishment. (But remember, you

Having all the facts and set work objectives, can't delegate the ultimate responsibility.) Match
you can now plan courses of action to achieve responsibility with authority. Give people suffi-
your objectives. First, identify the factors that cient authority and avoid interfering needlessly
confine or guide your actions such as time and so they will feel free to get the job done.
personnel available, personnel skill levels, One final note on organizing: Although your
operating schedules, command policies, and department or clinic may have a relatively sim-
funds. Then try to outline two or more possible ple chain of command, it is still important to have
cou, bs of action. This will force you to consider a well-defined organizational structure. All per-
all options rather than planning only a single sonnel should know their job assignments and the
course of action. extent of their authority. This doesn't mean they

Review your courses of action to ensure that can't help each other or be reassigned when
they are feasible. You may find it beneficial to necessary.
combine two or more courses of action. If the
plans must go to higher authority for approval, SUPERVISING
ensure that your plans are complete and properly
explained. Planning ends once the objectives and Your job is not completed when you make
courses of action are developed, work assignments. The work must be directed and

controlled to ensure that your plan is adequate
ORGANIZING and your objectives are being met. To do this, you

must supervise your personnel, overcome any
Once your objectives and courses of action are unexpected obstacles, check results, and correct

set, your next step is to distribute the work. A part discrepancies and misunderstandings when
of organizing is the matching of people to jobs necessary.
to ensure maximum performance and job satisfac- Because of your prior exposure to manuals
tion. Every job must be assigned, the "once-in- and courses that cover supervisory functions, this
awhile" jobs as well as the daily jobs. Ask yourself chapter does not provide a detailed discussion of
these five questions when assigning people to jobs: supervision.

The way you supervise depends upon your
I. WhiLh person has the capabilities and skills people, the type of work involved, the work en-

to accomplish which job? vironment, and your management style. You must
2. Is additional training necessary? ensure that your people are adequately trained and
3. Must I delegate additional authority or regularly inspected, and that you realistically

make adjustments within the department evaluate their performance.
or clinic?

4. What is each person's preference for a job
assignment? PERSONNEL EVALUATIONS

5. Are outside activities or departments in-
volved in accomplishing my objectives? As a leader and manager, you are constantly

evaluating your people on how well their work
When assigning jobs, cns;ured that your peo- assignments are performed, individually and with

pie have a thorough knowledge of all procedures others. Through evaluation you can identify the
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best worker for each job and recognize people DENTAL RECORDS MANAGEMENT
with the most potential for accepting increased
responsibility. Regular performance evaluation As discussed earlier, dental records must be
and counseling are both productive and necessary. protected and preserved. They are of continuing

The Navy's Enlisted Performance Evaluation interest to the patient and the U.S. Government
System, as outlined in NAVMILPERSCOMINST in determining eligibility for future care and in
1616.1 series, is designed to make personnel resolving claims or other medicolegal questions.
evaluations more equitable. The system provides A dental records management program ensures
guidance on evaluating personnel and preparing that these records are properly prepared, main-
evaluation reports. Although your commanding tained, handled, transferred, and retired.
officer is responsible for all evaluations, you are Should you be appointed as your DTF's den-
a supervisor and are tasked with preparing the in- tal records administrator, you must be thoroughly
itial evaluation of your junior personnel. Since familiar with the contents of the following
the following discussion of enlisted performance references:
reports is only a summary, you must consult
NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1616.1 series, before 9 NAVMEDCOMINST 6150.1 series,
preparing evaluation reports. Health Care Treatment Records. This in-

The Enlisted Performance Evaluation Report struction sets forth administrative manage-
(NAVPERS 1616/24) is a periodic record of an ment policies and procedures for dental
individual's performance in comparison to peers, records.
and his conduct, qualifications, and potential for
increased responsibility. It is a significant manage- * SECNAVINST 5211.5 series, Personal
ment tool used to: Privacy and the Rights of Individuals

Regarding Records Pertaining to
* Make personnel advancement and assign- themselves. This instruction prescribes

ment decisions policies, conditions, and procedures for

" Determine eligibility for the Good Conduct collecting, safeguarding, using, and
Medal, reenlistment, and character of ser- disseminating personal information con-
vice at disctearzr tained within the dental records.

" Select personnel for appointment to com- * SECNAVINST 5212.5 series, Department
missioned status and assignment to special of the Navy Records Disposition Manual.
duties and education programs This instruction prescribes retention and

disposition standards for dental records.
The importance of enlisted performance

evaluation reports cannot be overemphasized. 0 NAVMED P-117, Manual of the Medical
These reports require careful attention and Department, Chapters 6 and 16. This
responsible action on your part. Throughout the manual prescribes dental treatment forms
reporting period, your personnel should be and specific dental record entries.
counseled regularly on their professional growth
and development, and provide them positive feed- * NAVMEDCOMINST 6600.2 series,
back. If necessary, discuss specific weaknesses and NAVMED 6600/3, Dental Health Ques-
provide suggestions for improvement. Evaluate tionnaire. This instruction provides
your personnel uniformly; i.e., evaluate each per- guidance for the use of the revised Dental
son without bias and within the same guidelines. Health Questionnaire.
Evaluate individuals within a paygrade against the
performance of others in the same paygrade. The following paragraphs cover the custody,
Mark them in grades that most nearly reflect their chargeout control, transfer, and retirement of
performance, knowledge, ability, attitude, or ap- military and outpatient dental treatment records.
pearance. Your commanding officer, department Refer to Dental Assistant, Basic, NAVEDTRA
head, or division officer generally provides 10677.B, to review dental record preparation, con-
guidelines for report development. Stay within tents, verification, and filing procedures. Refer
these guidelines and keep in mind that the report to chapter 3 of this manual to review policies con-
is for an entire period, not just for the tew days cerning the release of infoinmation from dental
preceding the evaluation, records.
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CUSTODY OF DENTAL RECORDS Chargeout Guide

Dental treatment records and their contents A chargeout guide is simply a plastic folder
are the property of the Federal Government. They with pockets. A folder with two pockets is more
must be retained in a medical treatment facility convenient and efficient, one pocket to hold the
(MTF) or DTF. Patients must never maintain chargeout form, the other to hold loose treatment
custody of their own dental records. As a DTF forms that are received while the dental record
dental records administrator, you must ensure that is charged out.
this policy is strictly enforced. Chargeout guides are available in various col-

ors. In developing your chargeout control pro-
cedures, you may find it helpful to use a color

INTERNAL CHARGEOUT CONTROL coding system. For example, a particular color can
OF DENTAL RECORDS denote a particular day or week the record was

charged out from the file. This provides a quick
The removal of dental records from your reference to determine how long records have been

DTF's files must be controlled and carefully charged out, and facilitates followup and retrieval
accounted for. The Health Record Receipt, NAV- of the records.
MED 6150/7, provides a means for such charge-
out control. TRANSFER AND RETIREMENT OF

For effective chargeout control, ensure that MILITARY DENTAL RECORDS
the following information is recorded on the
form: Military dental records are transferred on a

permanent or temporary basis. In either case, a
e Family member prefix code and social Record of Transfer must be prepared and main-

security number (SSN) (sponsor's SSN for tained. Temporary transfers are accomplished
dependents) through chargeout control. Permanent transfers

are discussed below.
* Patient's name

Permanent Transfer
* Patient's grade ur =c, and ship or station

(home address for retired personnel; spon- The member's Personnel Officer or Person-
sor's information for dependents) nel Support Detachment (PSD) requests the

transfer of the member's dental record using the
* Name of practitioner or clinic receiving the Request for Medical/Dental Records, DD Form

record 877 (figure 11-1). When you receive a DD Form
877, take the following steps:

* Chargeout date. Ensure that completed
forms are filed in terminal-digit sequence 1. Pull the requested dental record from your
and that they are checked frequently to files and verify it. If no record is in the file,
verify timely record returns. Dental records establish a new record jacket. Insert a new
charged out from files must be returned SF 603 and make the following entry in
as soon as possible, but should not be out block 17: "Treatment Record Jacket
for more than 5 working days. Develop opened this date. No other treatment
some sort of followup procedure to recover records available at (your DTF's name and
delinquent dental records. address)." Be sure to date the entry.

2. Complete the appropriate blocks on the
One final note about chargeout control of den- DD 877. If a secondary record exists, in-

tal records. In the past, it was common far -a- sert the following statement in block 9:
tients needing treatment outside your activit) to "Member has secondary treatment record
chargeout and hand carry their dental record to which accompanies primary treatment
another DTF or MTF. This practice is not recom- record." Pull the first copy of the com-
mended and should be minimized. Whenever pleted DD 877 and file it in the primary
possible, ensure that the dental records are treatment record.
charged out in advance of appointments directly 3. If a secondary treatment record exists,
to the facility providing care. place it in an envelope. Seal and stamp
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Figure 11-.-Request for Medical/Dental Records DD 877.

the envelope "FOR OFFICIAL USE tape it over the flap of the envelope con-
ONLY - NOT TO BE RELEASED TO taining the treatment records. Forward by
PATIENT." United States Postal Service mail or

local/courier service.
4. Place both records in another envelope and

seal it. 6. File the second copy of the completed DD
877 in an alphabetic file as a record of

5. Pull and fold the original DD 877 and place transfer. Maintain the DD 877 for 1 year
it in a window envelope so the mailing ad- after the date of transfer and then destroy
dress shows through. Seal the envelope and as directed in SECNAVINST 5212.5 series.
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Retirement Temporary Transfer

DTF's do not retire primary military dental The temporary transfer of outpatient records
treatment records. Such action is accomplished is accomplished for consultation of specialty treat-
b, the Commander, Naval Military Personnel ment purposes. Record such transfers on internal
Command, the Commandant of the Marine chargeout cards in the same manner as described
Corps, or one of their field activities. As a result, for military dental records. Remember, hand
your involvement in this area is the same as carrying of dental records by patients is dis-
discussed above for permanent transfer of the couraged. Make every effort to transfer the record
dental record. directly to the requiring DTF.

If the record must be hand carried, use the
TRANSFER AND RETIREMENT OF Outpatient Record Release Request and Transfer
OUTPATIENT DENTAL RECORDS Receipt, NAVMED 6150/8, as shown in figure

11-2 to record the event. Ensure strict compliance
Outpatient dental records are those that record with the instructions on the form. Before you

dental care provided to all patients who are not release the record, seal it in an envelope and, tape
members of the uniformed services. These patients the NAVMED 6150/8 over the envelope's flap.
normally are space-available beneficiaries.
Transfers of these records are also considered
either permanent or temporary, and require a
record of transfer. In contrast to military dental
records, outpatient records may be retired by
DTFs. Because outpatients receive only space-avail-

Because of the differences in the transfer and able treatment, they often seek dental care from
retirement of outpatient records vice military civilian dentists. To prevent unnecessary x-ray ex-
records, each is discussed below. Please remember posure, dental x-rays may be released to a space-
that the following procedures apply only to out- available beneficiary for a civilian dertist's use.
patient dental records. However, they shall remain the property of the

U.S. Navy (mark radiograph mounts and/or
envelopes containing films as such).

Permanent Transfer
When you release dental radiographs, make

You may permanently transfer outpatient den- a dated entry on the current SF 603. Record the
tal records only upon the sponsor's or family requester's name and state that the radiographs
member's change of residence. When outpatient have been loaned to the requester (e.g., 12 Jul 87,
records are requested, provide the sponsors or Mrs Mary Jones requested loan of bitewing
family members one DD 877 for each record to radiographs exposed on 10 Jan 87. Bitewing
be transferred from your facility. Ensure that your loaned this date). Sign the entry and instruct the
DTF's mailing address appears in block 4 (the requester to sign also. Remember, both the re-
"To" block) of all copies of the form. Instruct quester and the provider must sign when the
them that after arrival at their new residence they radiographs are released. In addition, maintain
qhould complete and submit the DD 877 forms a log of all released radiographs indicating the
to the new DTF. The new DTF will assist them following:
in completing the form(s).

Upon receipt of a DD 877 for outpatient den- * Date of release
tal records held at your DTF, take the same ac-
tion as described under Permanent Transfer of 0 Patient's name
the Military Dental Record. Re sure to complete
block 19 (Return To:) for the DD 877. NOTE:
The procedures just described represent a depar- * Sponsor's SSN
ture from past practices. They are designed to
facilitate dental care to outpatients. At the same * Type and quantity of radiograph(s)
time, they provide maximum protection against
loss or misfiling of records. * Requester's signature
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Figure IP-2.-Outpatient Release Request and Transfer Receipt, NAYMED 6150/8.

Retirement of Outpatient Dental Records and try to verify the sponsor's duty station and
location before retiring the record.

Outpatient dental treatment records may
become eligible for retirement due to inactivity. When outpatient records are retired, they are

The record retirement tape (discussed in Dental forw'arded to:
Assistant, Basic) provides an easy means of deter-
mining records ready for retirement. Do not, National Personnel Records Center
however, retire records solely on the basis of the Military Personnel Records
retirement tape. Review each record to ensure that 9700 Page Boulevard

it has been inactive for the required period of time St. Louis, Missouri 63132
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Ensure compliance with procedures outlined in Medical History Review
the Records Disposition Manual, SECNAVINST
5212.5 series. Each patient's medical history must be re-

viewed prior to any dental examination or treat-
ment. Medical consultation may be necessary

DENTAL INFECTiON CONTROL when a history of active infection or systemic
PROGRAM disease is revealed. This requirement includes den-tal assistants who perform dental prophylaxis and

Dental personnel may be exposed to a wide expose dental radiographs. Although a patient

variety of infectious microorganisms and may have recently been seen by a dental officer,

associated diseases. Conversely, infectious agents a medical history review is still necessary.

may be transmitted from dental personnel to their
patients. The primary goal of an infection con-
trol program is to eliminate the potential for such Protective Attire and Barrier Techniques
cross-contamination.

The Dental Infection Control Manual Dental staff members must wear disposable

(NAVMEDCOMINST 6600.3 series) provides gloves whenever they might come in contact with:

comprehensive guidelines and procedures to pre-
vent the transmission of infectious agents in the
dental clinic. As a clinic supervisor, you must be
thoroughly familiar with its contents and ensure
that: 0 Any items (surfaces, irotrqnral appliances

and devices, etc.) soiled by blood, body
fluids, or secretions

* Personnel are aware of the sources and
methods of disease transmission

When treatment is completed on a patient, you

* Personnel are appropriately trained in in- must wash your hands and reglove before treating

fection control procedures and aseptic and another patient. Repeated use of a single pair of
sterilization techniques gloves is not recommended when performingdefinitive care. Such use is likely to produce

defects in the gloves, and reduce the glove's value
* Personnel follow required procedures and as an effective protective barrier.

take necessary precautions to protect
themselves and their patients Additional protective attire includes surgical

masks, protective eyewear, reusable or disposable
clinical apparel, and surface covers. Surgical

GENERAL INFECTION CONTROL masks protect your respiratory tract from aerosols

GUIDELINES and protect you from splashing or spattering of
body fluids. Protective eyewear must be worn by
both the dental staff and the patients to protect

A common set of infection control strategies the eyes from harmful debris. Reusable or
is used by all DTFs. Not all potentially infected disposable smocks must be worn at all times when
patients can be identified by physical examination treating patients or when working in areas where
or readily available laboratory tests. Therefore, contaminated materials may be present. Smocks
the guidelines below are used for the development should be changed daily, or when visibly soiled
of DTF infection control programs. with blood or aerosols. Ensure that soiled linens

are not removed from your DTF for cleaning in
NOTE: This section merely highlights general home laundries. Impervious backed paper,

guidelines. Your DTF's specific procedures are aluminum foil, or clear plastic wrap may be used
established through internal review, quality to cover surfaces that may be contaminated by
assurance/risk management, and occupational blood or saliva and are difficult to disinfect (e.g.,
health safety programs. light handles or x-ray tubeheads). While gloved,
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remove the coverings and discard them; when you scrubbing, by ultrasonic cleaning, or by using a
have changed your gloves, replace the covers be- washer sterilizer. Ensure that personnel who clean
tween patients. and decontaminate instruments wear heavy-duty

gloves to prevent hand injuries and possible con-
tamination. Autoclaving is appropriate for metal

Hand Washing and heat-stable dental instruments. Dry-heat
sterilization is appropriate when autoclaving is
contraindicated.

Hand washing is the single most important
procedure for preventing clinic-borne infections. High-level disinfection is appropriate for heat-
Dental personnel must wash their hands: sensitive instruments. It may be accomplished by

immersing the instruments in a disinfectant or an-
timicrobial chemical solution for the manufac-

* Prior to gloving turer's recommended exposure time. In addition
to their normal spectrum, such disinfectants must
be classified tuberculo-cidal (lethal to tubercle

" Between patient treatment contacts (after bacillus microorganism) by the U.S. Environmen-
gloves are removed) tal Protection Agency (EPA).

" After touching inanimate objects likely to Disinfecting Environmental Surfaces and
be contaminated Laboratory Supplies and Materials

At the end of eac7h work day, use absorbent
" Befor,- leaving the dental treatment room towels to wipe countertops and other surfaces

(DTi,). Plain soap and water is adequate possibly contaminated. Then disinfect them with
for many routine dental procedures (ex- an EPA registered chemical disinfectant.
ams, nonsurgical techniques). An an-
timicrobial surgical hand scrub is required Intraoral appliances and laboratory materials
for surgical procedures. that have been used in the mouth should be

thoroughly and carefully cleaned and disinfected
before they are:

Disposing of Used Sharp o Handled, adjusted, or delivered to a den-
Instruments and Needles tal laboratory

Used sharp items (needles, scalpel blades, etc.) o Placed in the patient's mouth when re-
must be considered a notential source of infec- turned from the dental laboratory
tion and must be handled with extraordinary care.
Place these items in puncture-resistant containers,
but handle them as little as possible to prevent Sterilizing Dental Handpieces,
cross-contamination. Ultrasonic Scalers, and Dental Units

All surgical handpieces must be properly
sterilized between uses. Ensure that other

Disinfection Sterilizi ng nonsterilizable handpieces (e.g., ultrasonic scalers,

automatic condensing units, fiberoptic light/cur-
Surgical or other instruments that normally ing wands, air/water syringes) are treated consist-

penetrate soft tissue or bone (e.g., forceps, ent with their clinical applicatiop.
scalpels, bone chisels. scalers, and surgical burs),
and instruments that may contact oral tissue must Disposing Potentially Infective Waste
be sterili/ed after use. Materials

Presteriliation cleaning can be accomplished Identifying dental clinic wastes requiring spe-
by a thorough soap and water or detergent cial precautions is largely a matter of judgment.
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The most practical approach is to identify wastes 0 Review and evaluate aseptic, isolation, and
that present sufficient risk of causing infection sanitation techniques used by the DTF
during handling and disposal.

Consider all sharp items (especially needles),
tissue, or blood as potentially infective. Ensure * Develop and present an orientation brief-
that these items are handled with special precau- ing on infection control policies, and in-
tion. (All sharp items are placed intact into punc- fectious disease hazards in the DTF
ture resistant containers before disposal.) Blood,
suctioned fluids, or other liquid wastes are care-
fully poured into drains connected to a sanitary 0 Ensure ongoing clinic staff training in in-
sewer system. Solid wastes contaminated with fection control practices
blood or body fluids from high-risk patients are
placed in sturdy, impervious bags before disposal.

* Document all committee or workshop
meetings (conclusions, recommendations,

Central Sterilization actions, and followup monitoring)

The handling of contaminated instruments Whatever your involvement in the DTF's in-
may present a serious hazard to personnel. fection control program, keep in mind its impor-
Whenever possible, post-treatment and presterili- tance. Cross-contamination in the dental clinic can
zation handling of contaminated instruments and have serious and even fatal consequences.
materials must be carried out in an area separate
from patient treatment areas. A central steriliza-
tion room (CSR) must be used if your DTF is
equipped with one. CSRs provide the following OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND
benefits: SAFETY PROGRAM

" Decreased risk of infection to dental staff
and patients The goal of an Occupational Health and

Safety Program is to provide a safe, healthful
" Efficient use of materials and personnel workplace, free from recognized hazards. A suc-

cessful program accomplishes the following:
The sterilization process in a CSR is broken

down into three phases, each with distinct pro-
cedures, as indicated in table I 1-1. o Minimizes injuries and illnesses of person-

nel (staff, patients, and visitors)

INFECTION CONTROL OVERSIGHT 0 Protects equipment, material, and facilities
PROGRAM from damage

Proper practice and monitoring of infection
control is a command-wide responsibility. Because 0 Promotes safe work habits to maximize
of the dynamics and volume of clinical activity, productivity
program management requires designated over-
sight, monitoring, and documentation.

Your DTF has appointed, in writing, an in- Your occupational health and safety respon-
fection control officer. As a clinical supervisor, sibilities are inherent in your role as a supervisor.
you will most likely assist this officer in program You are accountable for your people. Your com-
development and management. You may help: mitment to the activity's occupational health and

safety program must be absolute and true.
o Develop a means of reporting, evaluating, Because of the complexity of this program, the

and monitoring injuries and infections ac- following discussion only highlights program
quired by patients and staff elements and reviews your responsibilities as a
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Table 1-I..-CSR Sterilization P-o'ess

PRESTERILIZATION PROCESSING

1. INSTRUMENT CLEANING AND DECONTAMINATION

a. Packs broken down. Disposables placed in appropriate containers.
b. Manual scrubbing, ultrasonic cleaning, washer sterilizer processing

(depending on facilities).

2. INSTRUMENT INSPECTION AND SORTING

a. Items inspected for wear, breakage, and cleanliness.
b. Items sorted according to sets or packs, as appropriate.

3. WRAPPING AND PACKAGING

a. Critical and semicritical instruments wrapped or packaged individually
or in sets.
Exception: practical use of some semicritical items impaired by such
action.

b. Sterilization indicators placed as required.
c. Packs labeled indicating sterilizer used, cycle or load number, pack

expiration date.

TERMINAL STERILIZATION

1. STERILIZER LOADED

a. Packs loosely arranged in sterilizer chamber.
b. Initial sterilization log entries made.
c. Sterilization cycle parameters set, using manufacturer's instructions.

POST STERILIZATION PROCESSING

1. HANDLING AND STORING STERILIZED ITEMS

a. Packs allowed to cool before removal from sterilizer chamber.
b. Packs handled carefully and stored in well-ventilated area.
c. Final sterilization log entries made.
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supervisor. Normally, each DTF has an appointed SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITIES
safety officer or safety manager. Consult this in-
dividual for answers to questions concerning your With regard to occupational health and safety,
activity's occupational health and safety program. you, as the supervisor, must:
Table 11-2 lists the references recommended for
a dental activity's safety reference library. You 0 Promptly respond to all reports of hazard-
may find these references useful in the perform- ous conditions within your work area.
ance of your job and in the study for
advancement. * Promptly convey to the appropriate super-

visor any report of a hazardous condition
PROGRAM ELEMENTS outside your work area.

The following elements are required in all Oc- 0 Personally investigate the location(s) where
cupational Health and Safety Programs. hazardous conditions are alleged to exist

and prepare appropriate reports. Conduct
I. Safety Management. This area concerns the your investigations when and where all

administration of the activity's program, alleged unsafe conditions exist (e.g., after
including evaluation of program effec- dark, when surfaces are wet, or when
tiveness; implementation and application weather is hot and humid).
of directives, regulations, and standards to
activity conditions; management of funds 0 Initiate action to correct any health and
related to the program; and coordination safety deficiencies found. Use interim
with occupational health, sanitation, measures to reduce the probability and
security, and fire protection staffs on prob- severity of injury/illness pending perma-
lems having safety implications. nent correction.

2. Accident Prevention and Hazard Control.
This area concerns the inspection of activity . Notify the safety manager/officer, in
spaces, materials, and equipment to iden- writing, within 5 working days following
tify hazardous conditions, processes, and the receipt of a hazardous condition
procedures. report. In the notification, describe the

3. Safety Education, Training, and Promo- condition and provide the date it was
tion. This area deals with practices and reported and the action taken.
methods designed to instill safety con-
sciousness in all personnel, both on and off 0 Encourage your personnel to promptly
the job. report unsafe and unhealthful conditions.

4. Accident/Incident Investigation Reports/ Inform them that they have a right and
Analyses. There is an investigation obligation to do so. Assure them that they
report/analysis on any accident/incident, will not be subjected to any type of

5. The Safety Officer. This area concerns the restraint, coercion, discrimination, or
staffing of the safety officer. Full-time reprisal for their revelations.
safety managers or collateral duty safety
officers are assigned, based on activity e Continuously display within your DTF the
population (including patients and visitors), procedures and instructions pertaining to

'. Safety and Occupatio;ia Health Training. hazardous condition reports and appeals.
The primary concern in this area is the Ensure that hazard report forms are
training of safety managers, safety officers, available. Locate them in a common area,
clerical assistants, and other personnel i.e., an area available to all personnel.
associated with program administration.

7. Design, Operating Procedures, Purchasing
Procedures, and Contract Reviews. The DENTAL EQUIPMENT PREVENTIVE
concern here is the consideration of health MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
and safety in the design, development, and
engineering of facilities, equipment, An aggressive preventive maintenance (PM)
systems, processes, methods, and operating program is the single most important factor in
procedures. achieving maximum equipment performance,
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Table 11-2.-Dental Activity Safety Reference Librery

NUMBER TITLE/SUBJECT

NAVMEDCOMINST 5100.1 series Activity Safety and Occupational Health
Program

BUMEDINST 6260.19 series Mercury Control Safety Program for Dental
Facilities

NAVMEDCOMINST 6260.7 series Health Hazards of Berylluim in Dental

Prosthetics Laboratories

SECNAVINST 5100.10 series DON Safety and Occupational Health Policy

SECNAVINST 5100.15 series Department of the Navy Awards for Achievement
in Safety Ashore

OPNAVINST 5100.8 series Navy Safety and Occupational Health Programs

OPNAVINST 5100.12 series Navy Traffic Safety Program

OPNAVINST 5100.23 series Navy Occupational Safety and Health (NAVOSH)
Program Manual

OPNAVINST 5102.1 series Mishap Investigation and Reporting

OPNAVINST 5103.1 series Navy Hazardous Material Information System
(HMIS)

OPNAVINST 11320.23 series Authority and Responsibility for Fire

Protection at Navy Shore Activity's

NAVFACINST 5100.14 series NAVOSH Deficiency Abatement Program Ashore

29 C.F.R. 1910 General Industry Standards (OSHA)

29 C.F.R. 1960 Occupational Safety and Health Program for
Federal Employees

Executive Order 12196 Occupational Safety and Health Programs for
Federal Employees, dtd 26 Feb 80

NAVREGS 1973 Article 0702

NOTE: Small dental activities may not require the total library. Those
within other activities normally consult the library of that activity.
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efficiency, and usefulness. The formally efined MAINTENANCE VISITS
preventive maintenance is the systematic care, ser-
vice, and inspection for the purpose of sustaining A dental equipment repair technician (DERT)
equipment in a constantly serviceable condition conducts maintenance visits and maintenance in-
(this includes detecting potential or minor faults spections at your facility. Again, the frequency
and correcting them before they develop into a of these visits depends upon your PM schedule
breakdown). PM programs provide regular and and the factors that influence it.
systematic equipment servicing and minor repairs. Prior to conducting a maintenance visit, the
They also provide a means for early detection of DERT contacts you and establishes a date and
potential equipment malfunctions, and to allow time. Convenience is considered but avoid ex-
sufficient time to obtain replacement parts. tended postponement. The DERT reviews the ap-

Your DTF's PM program is based upon these propriate references (including manufacturer's
factors: the number of patients, the extent of den- literature), determines the need for tools, test
tal services provided, the amount and type of equipment, supplies, lubricants, and parts, and
equipment, and the availability of dental equip- prepares and organizes administrative records for
ment repair technicians. Your activity type (ship- PM entries. To assist the DERT, be sure to com-
board, shore, mobile, etc.) also impacts on your municate any equipment problems that you are
PM program. For example, shipboard dental aware of.
equipment is incorporated into the Ships' A maintenance visit will normally include:
Maintenance ?nd. Material Management (3-M)
System, so its scope is more comprehensive and * Calibration. Certain equipment items re-
detailed than a small branch clinic's program. quire calibration and adjustment to pro-

Following is a brief description of some of the vide reliable diagnostic and therapeutic
more common elements of a PM program. Con- information.
suit current local directives for further informa-
tion on your DTF's PM program requirements. * Cleaning. In areas not accessible to the
Refer to the Issue of Ships' Maintenance and user, cleaning can be of critical impor-
Material Management Manual, OPNAVINST tance, particularly if moving parts are
4790.4 series, for more information on shipboard involved.
equipment PM.

OPERATIONAL MAINTENANCE 9 Checking for Electrical Leakage. This
check is made to ensure that there is no
leakage beyond the limits of acceptable

A major cause of equipment failure is im- standards.
proper use and care. Your DTF's PM program

should address user PM, which is normally per-formd oly n te otsie o detalequpmet.* Lubrication. The DERT lbricates the
formed only on the outside of dental equipment. equipment according to manufacturer's
Operator PM consists of: instructions.

" Preoperation inspections for frayed elec-
trical cords, cracked connections, broken * Inspection for Critical Safety Hazards.
glass, lack of lubrication, deteriorated rub- Any items that present a potential hazard
ber items, and the presence of accessories to the patient, operator, or the equipment
and supplies, must be withdrawn from use. The DERT

tags these items as "Hazardous" and in-
* During operation observations for any ab- forms you that they are to be removed

normalities such as erratic meter readings, from service.
unusual noises, odors, vibrations, or ex-
cessive heat. * Operational Test. The DERT checks all

facets of equipment operation for accept-
* After operation procedures such as clean- able performance (e.g., electrical ground-

ing, checking fluid levels, compressed gas ing of equipment, adequacy of support for
pressures, and electrical switches, and physically mounted items, accuracy of tim-
properly preparing the equipment for the ing devices, and operation of safety
next use or for storage. valves).
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0 Alinor Repairs. Minor repairs include 6700/4 (figure 11-4). In some facilities the NAV-
tightening loose bolts, nuts, and screws, MED 6700/3 has been replaced by computer disks,
and adjusting doors, drawers, and latches. but the information recorded remains the same.

NAVMED 6700/3 provides information
In addition to the above, the maintenance visit essential to the management of equipment assets.

normally includes a briefing with you (the super- When properly prepared and maintained, it
visor) and equipment operators. The DERT provides:
evaluates the effectiveness of the operator
maintenance program and the operators' * Equipment identification
knowledge of the equipment. * Life expectancy

RECORDS AND REPORTS * Repair cost data

Normally, within 10 working days, the DERT • Source data for repair parts
provides the DTF with a visit report that can be
used to improve the PM program, if necessary.

Two common administrative records relating o Manufacturer's warranty data and
to the PM program are the Medical/Dental modifications
Equipment Maintenance Record, NAVMED
6700/3 (figure 11-3), and Medical/Dental Equip- * A record of PM actions and corrective
ment Maintenance Work Order, NAVMED maintenance performed

MEDICAL/DENTAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE RECORD
NAVMED 670013 IREV 7811 SIN O1U6-w- 206-7015

NSN NO,'MENCLATjIE MODEL SEA 41. 420225

6,2/.,-, -, ,7.-< y','." D T/, NTPAO.AL, WALL MOUNTED OX-L PA.0 PA 68442-10098

FSCU VAN J.AOTURES NAME AND ADORESS UNIT COST I LIFE EXPECTANCY I DATE INSTALLED

X.:PORATI/JN p 0 BOX Z10/04
7E , W ) 22 $4772,00 [ 10 YRS 3 Sep 87

ACT V 'OIPARYIk'. PM CYCLE TECHNICAL REF CONDITION CODE

Manufacturers Tech

SDA7. SI DIL.., ,.1 _; - 1 47 (Radiologv Lab) Quarterly Manuals A-4

MAINTENANCE DATA

EP T LCTPICAL SAF ETY CECK MAINTENANCE PERFORMED
DAI B 9ESSTANCE .12 LEAKAGE .A

3 .187 3 Unit new, placed in service. A-4

..__ I-...... _

NOTE SHIPS 1 Ils MlPs io, sdchpule PM, use This form for unscheduled maintenance only.

2 a ,i i . h form to NAvMEOMATSUPPCOM for each equiplent item when it is originally procureid / in repairpar prprovisionig.

Figure I I-3.--Medical/Dental Equipment Maintenance Record, NAVMED 6700/3.
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MEDICALJOENTAL MAINTENANCE WORK ORDER
0Mu of no~s ~ion tdio I rfnnion -. I- E- '1751

4 September 1987 DTCS FAY

Rfoe1o AONrrv PMI no, PA or 1inr 1 o*1 no,

Radiology Lab 8736 PA 68442-10098

Loirtion of ifaloriiint: An, DOpir. Inc. Nin of raorfin, to bo * r

Room S2-23 Intraoral X-ray

kl .fiono Monulddi no. S-1ln. o fot.npu
CENDEX CX 1000 420225

Dmifinlton at work noomnoo in yaor n.r:

Tubehead on newlY installed unit drifts.
Please correct.

FOR SHOP USE ONLY

________________________PARTS USED _____ ____

NSN or Mfir r {~t Nonmonn cn, F v

f..f'oo.. D6onoplon of -kEp.fn.I~n O
RMETIDERT Dofn. HAS4

Tot Ih flio-t0St

y""rf"'nf In ~t.0

i'.0 Nio

Mak.otoniow . In,--.-n n 0tirfmo In, ii. NAV ED 5-./
or tn. AonOWIC 00n. PM nicatO.

RECEIVED IN SH4OP OUT OF SHOP

%AVMfD EPIOdE (P.~ 1411 St"' 31O5-L?..06&7o20

Figure 11-4.-Medical/Dental Maintenance Work Order, NAVMED 6700/4.

The NAVMED 6700/3 is retained in the den- PRECIOUS METALS RECOVERY
tal repair shop responsible for maintaining the PROGRAM
equipment. When an item is transferred, this
record is forwarded with the transfer documents. The Precious Metals Recovery Program

The NAVMED 6700/4 is a tool used for (PMRP) is a salvage program, for such metals as
DFRT work cirntini It is used to develop a gold, silver, silver alloy, and platinum. The high
statistical data base on repair part cost and DERT cost of these metals demands recovery and
utilization. It is used for corrective maintenance reutilization, not only of the metals themselves,
as well as PM, and provides input for the NAy- but also of precious metal-bearing materials,
MED 6700/3. scrap, and residue.
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As an advanced dental assistant and assistant cartridge is used to recover silver from x-ray fix-
administrator, you may be assigned as the DTF's ing solutions. The cartridge attaches to the x-ray
PMRP coordinator and be required to: developer, and the solutions are flushed through

it. Silver-estimating test papers indicate when the
* Monitor precious metals recovery func- canister is full. Once full, the cartridge is removed,

tions within your DTF replaced, and turned in to the appropriate office.
Do not underestimate the importance of the

* Request PMRP supplies from the Precious PMRP, its importance is stressed throughout the
Metals Recovery Facility, Colts Neck, NJ Department of Defense and its value is proven.

You must provide proper security for recovered
* Collect and account for all excess precious precious metals, recovery canisters, and metal-

metals scrap and precious metal-bearing bearing items. Record recovery events accurately,
items and ensure retention of all documents concern-

ing precious metals turn-in. And, finally, main-
* Train personnel in recovery equipment tain close contact with your area's precious metals

operation, the techniques of recovery, and recovery representative to ensure efficient and ef-
the handling of recovered precious metals fective program coordination.

" Turn in precious metal-bearing items and
scrap to the Defense Reutilization and QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM
Marketing Office (DRMO) (formerly
DPDO) that services your DTF All DTF's, as part of their mission, must pro-

vide their patients the best possible care. This can
" Maintain an audit trail of metals recovered be judged only if the quality of care rendered is

and turned in (log books, receipts, ship- measured against achievable standards. For this
ping documents, etc.) reason, the Naval Medical Department has

establwche Quality Assurance (QA) Programs
" Prepare required PMRP reports throughout, requiring a two-phase action: (1)

evaluating the results of delivered care and (2)
PRECIOUS METALS RECOVERY making improvements for increasing the quality
IN THE DTF of future care.

An effective QA program requires a continual
At present, the most common ways to recover review and evaluation that is problem-focused

precious metals at DTF's are: (i.e., it identifies a problem and works toward cor-
recting it). DTF QA programs evaluate:

" Collecting scrap amalgam from dental
operatories * Diagnostic and treatment procedures

" Collecting bench grindings from the den- * Patient satisfaction
tal prosthetic laboratory

* Quality, content, and completeness of den-
" Recovering silver from x-ray fixing tal record entries

solutions
* Unplanned hospitalizations

" Turning in exposed or outdated x-ray films
* Quality and appropriateness of emergency

The frequency of these activities is determined treatment
by local schedulcs based on DTF workload. Scrap
amalgam is normally collected in covered stainless * Radiology and prosthetic laboratory qual-
steel containers located in the dental operatory. ity control
These containers are emptied into a larger plastic
container and appropriately packaged for ship- e Appropriate use of antibiotics and other
ment to the recovery facility. Laboratory grind- drugs
ings are placed in self-sealing plastic envelopes
and turned in per local directives. A silver recovery 9 Safety and sanitary provisions
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* Communications within staff to improve 0 Followup action on identified problems.
patient care Although the dental record is the primary

source for problem identification, there are
" Professional practice in an ethical and legal other sources. Table 11-3 indicates some

manner of these sources and the type of informa-
tion derived from them. You can easily

* Availability of dental care (including compare the items listed above to the
emergency and after hours care) source and information in the table.

Your involvement in your DTF's QA program* Continuity of care
can vary from facility to facility. The complexity
and depth of the program depend largely on your

* Diagnosis and treatment consistency DTF's size, patient load, clinical specialties, and
the makeup of your patient population. The pro-

" Infection control measures gram's success, however, depends on total staff
awareness and support. The motto for a successful

" Effectiveness of the incident reporting QA program is: "Quality Assurance is Everyone's
system Business."

Table 11-3.-Problem Identification Sources in DTF's

SOURCE INFORMATION DERIVEO

Appointment Systems i Timeliness of patient appointments; patient
access and follow-up; patient referrals

Appointment Logs

Patient Surveys Patient satisfaction; staff attitude; patients'
feeling toward quality of care; working time

Patient Complaints

I Accuracy of entries; treatment compared to
Dental Records treatment plan; care provided; continuity of) care

Peer Review Correct care given, correct diagnosis,
treatment techniques; patient instruction,
appropriateness of treatment, technical
Performance

Infection Data Complications, accidents, overdose, missed
Incident Reports i radiographic findings

Repeat radiographs, questionable equipment
X-ray Logs operative
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For detailed information on your DTF's QA DENTAL SICK CALL
program, consult current local directives and The
Guide for Quality Assurance ProgramsJbr Naval Dental sick call, is a designated time set aside
Hfospitals, Naval Medical Clinics, and Naval Den- to assess and treat patient needs. It includes not
tal Clinics, NAVMEDCOMINST 6320.7 series only emergency care but also dental examinations,
and Dental Quality Assurance/Risk Management overseas screenings, and dental consultations. In
(QA/RM) Program NAVMEDCOMINST most cases, sick call is a patient's initial contact
6320.24 series. with your DTF. Much of your facility's credibil-

One element of the QA program is the ity, public relations, and professionalism is gained
maintenance of a technical library. Most large or lost through the staff's performance at dental
DTF's have a sizable library, while other facilities sick call.
may have only a few reference materials. In either As a senior dental technician, you may be
case, you will most likely maintain the library, and directed to supervise certain areas of dental sick
you may be involved in the procurement of call. You must ensure that the technicians use
references. sound judgment and maintain high professional

standards when dealing with patients. Select per-
TECHNICAL LIBRARY sonnel who exhibit a great deal of courtesy,

respect, patience, empathy, and attention to
Access to appropriate references is basic to the detail.

practice of dental care and necessary even for the Sick call also demands a good working

leanest continuing ed-ucation program. Lists of knowledge of current directives, dental records,
recommended books, journals, and publications and organizational skills. You must impart this
have been a part of the Medical Department since knowledge to your personnel and ensure that
the age of sail. Medical and dental personnel must changes are incorporated smoothly and as soon
have a basic set of publications to which they can as possible. An orderly, functional, and systematic
refer. sick call is essential to patient satisfaction and your

A Library Committee, recommended under DTF's entire operation.
the QA program, may be established at your DTF.
Its members evaluate the library's effectiveness DEFENSE ENROLLMENT
and establish priorities in purciasing new library ELIGIBILITY REPORTING SYSTEM
materials. If your DTF is small or isolated, you (DEERS)
may not have a library committee. For this reason,
the Procurement of Professional Reference The DEERS was developed following congres-
Materials and Publications, BUMEDINST 6820.4 sional initiatives that instructed the Department
series, lists required and recommended references of Defense to devise a program for:
and gives procurement instructions. Refer to this
directive when considering the purchase of * Improving the control and distribution of
technical library materials and publications, military health care services

* Improving the ability to project and
PATIENT ADMINISTRATION allocate health care program costs

Patient administration, as discussed here, * Minimizing the fraudulent receipt of health
relates to the handling and processing of patients benefits through direct care and the
through your DTF. There are programs and Civilian Health and Medical Program of
systems to help ensure smooth patient flow and the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS)
good customer relations. Some are local, but (estimated at $20 million and $40 million,
others are used Navy-wide and even throughout respectively)
the Department of Defense. They all have the goal
to meet the patient's needs in the best possible The DEERS Program Office was established
way. under the control of the Assistant Secretaries of

This section covers dental sick call, the Defense (Health Affairs and Manpower, Reserve
Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System Affairs, and Logistics).
(DEERS), the Patient Contact Program, and the Under the program, eligible beneficiaries must
Fleet Liaison Program. be enrolled in the DEERS in order to receive
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medical and dental benefits. Dependents and 9 Sponsor is separated from active duty
retirees enroll by completing and submitting an
Application for a Uniformed Services Identifica- * Spouse is divorced from sponsor and is not
tion and Privilege Card, (DD 1172). Active duty entitled to benefits as a former spouse
members are automatically enrolled by the Navy
Finance Center. * Dependent child is married

Although you are not directly involved in the
DEERS enrollment process, you are involved in 9 Dependent becomes an active duty
verifying enrollment. In doing so, you determine member of a uniformed service (loses
whether a patient is eligible for routine dental CHAMPUS benefits only). These patients
treatment at your facility. Remember, you only will be denied routine nonemergency care
verify eligibility. Establishment of eligibility is a by your department head or chair direc-
function of the personnel officer or the person- tor. Instruct them to contact their spon-
nel support activity (PSA). sor's personnel office or the PSA to have

the DEERS data base corrected or up-
DEERS Eligibility Checks dated, as appropriate.

The DEERS and the identification (ID) card DEERS Eligibility Overrides
system are related. When an active duty member
obtains new ID cards for their dependents, the Although the DEERS and the ID card system
information from the DD 1172 is entered into the are related, there are instances in which the pa-
DEERS data base. When a patient is without an tient may possess a valid ID card but does not
ID card and does not appear in the DEERS data show up in the DEERS data base, or shows up
base, nonemergency care will be denied in a!l as ineligible. These patients may be provided den-
cases. Refer these patients to your department tal treatment in the DEERS eligibility "overrides"
head or clinic director. listed below. Remember, in each of these cases,

Perform a DEERS eligibility check on all the patient must possess a valid ID card.
nonactive duty patients presented to your DTF
for treatment. The capabilities of your DTF will 0 Emergency Care - This is a medical deci-
determine whether you may access the DEERS sion and is determined by criteria estab-
data base by telephone or through an on-line com- lished within your DTF.
puter terminal. Once the check is performed, enter
in the patient's dental record the date, eligibility * Dependents Recently Becoming Eligible
status, and whether or not the patient is enrolled for Benefits - Patients who become eligi-
in the dental insurance plan. Dependents enrolled ble for care in the previous 120 days may
in the dental insurance plan are entitled only to not show up on the DEERS data base.
treatment not covered under the plan. Patients re- Verify this by checking the ID card date
quiring nonemergency treatment who are without of issue.
a valid ID card but are in the DEERS data base
will be provided treatment only after signing a e New ID Card - Patients presenting a new
statement that (1) indicates they are eligible, (2) valid ID card issued within the past 120
that they understand that they must provide the days should not be denied care.
ID within 30 calendar days (or be billed for the
treatment rendered), and (3) gives the reason why * Sponsors Entering Active Duty Status for
they do not have a valid ID card with them. More than 30 Days - A copy of the orders

A patient may be found ineligible for treat- ordering a reservist to active duty for more
ment based or. DEERS checks for one or more than 30 days may be accepted for the first
of the following reasons: 120 days of the active duty period.

* Sponsors are not enrolled in DEERS 9 Sponsor's Duty Station is Outside the 50
States or has an APO/FPO Address -

* Dependents are not enrolled in DEERS Dependents in this situation should not be
denied care as long as the sponsor is en-

* Ineligible due to expired terminal eligibility rolled and in the DEERS and is eligible for
date treatment.
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e Survivors - When a DEERS check indi- * Maintain complete records of patient
cates that a deceased sponsor is not en- complaints
rolled, or that the survivor is listed as the
sponsor, the survivor may be treated on * Periodically assess patient satisfaction
the first visit. Refer the survivor to the ap- through analysis of complaints and patient
propriate personnel office for correction surveys
of the DEERS data base.

9 Identify high risk areas (i.e., those areas
In most situations listed above, there are where complaints frequently occur) and

specific items required for verification. Before take corrective action
alarming the patient, be sure to check all current
directives and memoranda. * Keep higher command officials apprised

DEERS is here to stay and is continually ex- as appropriate
panding to assist military treatment and services.
By assuring that only eligible beneficiaries receive Most DTFs have a fairly well-established Pa-
care, the DEERS benefits all. tient Contact Program. You are to maintain and

improve its effectiveness. Stress the importance
of the patient contact point representatives.
Establish and maintain initial and followup train-

Navy health care professionals have long ing for your personnel. Whenever possible, do not

understood the need for good communications assign personnel to contact points until they are
and rapport between patients and staff. The appropriately trained. Handle patient complaints
mospr ofte ffectthe patied t. Theat- and contact point conflicts with an open mind andmosphere of the DTF affects the patier't' percep- .

tion of the quality of care. Navy dental care is great dedl of tact and dpiomacy. Try to inifi-

superb. Too frequently, however, contact points mize the potential for contact point conflicts. En-

are not adequately trained in interpersonal rela- sure that the appearance of your personnel is

tions. Many complaints would not occur if staff professional and that the cleanliness and comfort

personnel presented a courteous, positive, and of the DTF are maintained. Communicate with

knowledgeable attitude that reflects genuine con- your patients through clear, readable signs and

cern for the patient's welfare. handouts. Mark support areas such as restrooms,

The Patient Contact Program was instituted telephones, information, and appointment areas.

to help alleviate these misperceptions. It is de- Ensure that patients are informed of unexpected

signed to enhance communication channels and delays, changes in policies or procedures, etc.

provide a forum to receive and resolve patient And, finally, develop an understanding in your
complaints and problems quickly and efficiently. personnel of the patient's position. Eliminate

stereotypic attitudes and ensure that patients are

treated as they ,vould like to be treated.
Command Patient Contact Representative

FLEET LIAISON PROGRAM
As a senior dental technician, you may be

assigned as the DTF's patient contact represent- The Fleet Liaison Program, supports the
ative. As such you will: Operating Forces. Experience during past

hostilities and extended deployments has shown
" Serve as a liaison between the patients and a considerable loss of man-hours due to emer-

the dental staff gency dental care. Such a record has led to the
development of operational dental readiness

" Be responsible for the DTF's Patient Con- standards. At present, minimum dental standards
tact Program for unit readiness are 80 percent; i.e., 80 percent

of a unit's personnel should he in dental classifica-
* Assist and direct other patient contact tions 1 and 2.

point representatives in serving the patient The goal of your DTF's Fleet Liaison Program
is to attain and maintain the dental readiness

* Receive and investigate patient complaints standards for all supported units. Most programs
and ensure patient satisfaction whenever do so through a recall system that: (1) helps iden-
possible tify treatment needs, (2) emphasizes preventive
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measures to counter dental disease, and (3) in- REFERENCE LIST
itiates corrective dental treatment as required.

Large DTFs may have a fleet liaison depart- BUMEDINST 6700.36 series, Medical and Den-
ment. Smaller DTFs will, at the very least, have tal Equipment Repair Manual, June 1982
a fleet liaison officer. You may be assigned to
assist in fleet liaison functions by: BUMEDINST 6820.4 series, Professional

Reference Materials and Publications; Pro-
" Acting as a point of contact with units of curement of, December 1978

the Operating Forces
NAVMEDCOMINST 5100.1 series, Activity

" Coordinating the recall of and dental treat- Safety and Occupational Health Program,
ment services for serviced units February 1986

* Monitoring the dental operational NAVMEDCOMINST 6600.3 series, Dental Infec-
readiness of serviced units tion Control Manual, December 1986

* Assisting in the preparation of required NAVMEDCOMINST 6150.1 series, Health Care
reports to your commanding officer and Treatment Records (NA VMED 6150/10-19),
those of the fleet and shore activities ser- February 1987
viced by your DTF

NAVMEDCOMINST 6320.7 series, Quality
* Maintaining, when available, an accurate Assurance Program for Naval Hospitals,

computer data base of the command's den- Naval Medical Clinics, and Naval Dental
tal health status and treatment needs Clinics, September 1984

Your DTF's Fleet Liaison Program has a NAVMEDCOMINST 6320.24 series, Dental
definite impact on the overall readiness of Navy Quality Assurance/Risk Management
and Marine Corps personnel. Do not take your (QA/RM) Program, November 1987
duties lightly, no matter how small your piogram
may seem. NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1616.1 series, Navy

Enlisted Performance Evaluation System, May
1983

SUMMARY
OPNAVINST 1750.2 series, Defense Enrollment

The successful accomplishment of your activi- Eligibility Reporting System, July 1982
ty's mission depends largely on how personnel and
other resources are used. As a leading petty of- SECNAVINST 6600.2 series, Operational Den-
ficer, you manage people and administer various tal Readiness Standards, May 1984
programs within your DTF. Learn the basic prin-
ciples of management, and learn all you can about Dental Equipment Repair Technician, NAVED-
the people and programs you will direct and coor- TRA 10680
dinate. Be flexible in your efforts, but ensure that
the command's goals are achieved and that the Navy Customer Service Manual, NAVEDTRA
mission is brought to a successful conclusion. 10119-B
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CHAPTER 12

PERSONNEL RECORDS AND ACCOUNTING

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

1. Identify the contents of personnel service 2. Identify personnel manning documents and
records. recognize their contents.

As a senior dental technician, you will often social security number, and branch of service are
perform personnel liaison and support duties. located on the tab of the folder. The actual ser-
Whether in a dental clinic administrative office vice record is kept on the right side of the folder,
or shipboard dental department, you will assist which is reserved for all official forms (pages 1
personnel on military career matters. Their ser- through 15). The left side is used for official and
vice records are official histories of their careers. unofficial papers concerning the individual.
Although you will not normally prepare and Following is a description of the enlisted service
maintain service records, you should oe aware of record pages and their contents.
their contents to help you perform your person-
nel support and manpower management duties.

This chapter covers officer and enlisted ser- Right Side
vice records and personnel accounting documents.
Such docum"nts include the Enlisted Distribution Pages 1 through 15 are located on the right
Verification Report (EDVR), the Officer Distribu- side o1 tme service record. They generally have
tion Control Report (ODCR), the Manpower printed page numbers and are filed sequence, with
Authorization, and the Manpower Change Re- page 1 on the bottom. The Serviceman's Group
quest. For additional information on these sub- Life Insurance Election, VA Form 29-8286, and
jects, refer to the Vaval Military Personnel the Dependency Status Action, NAVCOMPT
Manual (MILPERSMAN), the Navy Pay and Form 3072, are exceptions. They are beneath page
Personnel Procedures Manual (PAYPERSMAN), 2. NOTE: There are no pages 8 and 12.
and official Navy directives. PAGE 1, The Enlistment/Reenlistment

Document-Armed Forces of the United States,
DD Form 4, is prepared upon initial entrance into

PERSONNEL SERVICE RECORD the service or for reentrance following separation
in excess of 24 hours. Page 1 is the basic docu-

Each person in the Navy has a service record. ment which establishes a legal relationship be-
Established the daN a member enters the Navy, tween the government and the enlisted member.
it reflects the career history and is extremely im- It also specifies the exact terms of the agreement
portant. It is an essential part of the Navy's per- betwee.n the member and the U.S. Government.
sonnel accounting and reporting system. It is also Also considered PAGE 1, Immediate Reenlist-
a ready reference file of documents used for pro- ment Contract, NAVPERS 1070/601, establishes
per personnel assignment and administration, a legal relationship between the govein:ent and

the enlisted member who reenlists on board an
ENI, ,I El) SI RV'ICE RECORD activity within 24 hours of discharge.

PAGE IA, Agreement to Extend Enlistment,
lhe -nlisted %scrvice Record, NAVPERS NAVPERS 1070/621, is a legal agreement be-

1070.'6(gi, is a folder ontaining official and unof- tween the government and an enlisted member to
fi,:ial pcrmucl documents. The member's name, extend the current enlistment for a specific period.
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PAGE IB, Assignment to and Extension of PAGF 2, the Dependency Application/Record
Active Duty, NAVPERS 1070/622, provides a of Emergency Data, NAVPERS 1070/602, is a
record of an inactive duty member's assignment two-part, multipurpose form used for both officer
to activ duty. For members in the Naval Reserve, and enlisted members. Part I (figure 12-1A) serves
Fleet Reserve, or retired members currently on ac- as an application for dependency allowances. Part
tive duty, it also includes an agreement to extend I1 (figure 12-1B) provides an immediate, accessi-
their tour of active duty. ble, up-to-date record of emereencv data for

SOUR MOATCT AA MICATION RECORD Of M[ORGENCI BAIA

73 3 USS YOSEMITE {AD-19} X1 T'
SUSAN ANN JOHNSON SMITH 53FEBOS 'IFE

NORFOLK, VA hi7SJUN18 1 us

123 MAIN ST, NORFOLK, VA 012314 YES

.TEVEN NN SMITH JR. ?MAR k SON

NA. A . -.,,-'AA A CAN . i..

..... . . ,[,1 A.

ji1Aj

4 I I - A I 
n

AMEI ARTHUR SMITH, DECEASED Ni

LNI MAY JOE SMITH

r-OXFL' VA 01234 -- > PHILADELPHIA, PA

him 1K~~I2-1 l Iagv 2. Pa~rt 1, 1)evrivdenc% %pplicatiiin Record of [mer4tncl% Dl)3a. \ A% I'-RS 1070 602 'Front).
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WflMO INC APfttALIOIONIM CMO OP EMERGENCY DATA

N!. 0 . top S ORT'r'N 51 A .

33333 USS YOSEMIIE {AD-19} X
INAME Of SPOOSE FDR'E ,, REN, ,C OF G 50 LA PIAI 'SM4

SUSAN ANN JOHNSON SMITH 53FE805 WIFE
8 PLACE OF MARRIAGE .'t &SIATEORC

3
ONTr CA 'A MARRIED 7 c lhlENG HC A nPtr

NORFOLK, VA ?JUN18 uS
1ADDAESS OE SP JSF 'I? LAP

123 MAIN ST, NORFOLK, VA 01234 YES
IL NAME OF CRI . OR DIPENDNT 1A DAE ,-, 9RT- P[ATIONNSHIP

STEVEN NMN SMITH JR. 76MAR26 SON
.6 ADARS- %CL 1DE NAME oE C.,T 0:AN ;F <- FR THAN CLAIMANT . DfP

YES
8 NAME OF -tDOR DEPENOENT . GME oL R.O g7 A 'GA P

3: ADDRESS ILNC LroE NAME OF 2,,SD0.AN .3 OT.ER T,AN CLAlMRAT :2 L[P

?I NAME 03 C-0 OR CEFENSENT iA DA'E - ABIrH A CS, P

26 NACRESS 'NCL jE NAME OT CLSTOD1'R F CT,,tW 'HAN ,IAIMAN') D3I

2H NRME 1L GC1, D 0 O EPENGE N' L" II pt- 3:IO R' -ONSH!P

j: AODRES" 'Nt ODE NAME L 1 30 LNC 1 11 0 ER THAN C2 AIMN'

JAMES ARTtuN SMITH, DECEASED
ER ADDRESS GEE RAF SEE EPfCITtA NSG'AUCIIONS REFORE COMAIENO R-L',CP1 DEE

36 NAME &,.' MOTERP

LYNDA MAY JONES SMITH
AOREGS OE MC' 'TEA .EE SPECA. LNSEP CC ('NT REERE CLLMP. EYINGA Rt , 8 ',FF

123 MAIN ST, NORFOLK, VA 01234 YES
34AR PO REIS'SL 1 40 PRIOR MARTAGEf OIGOLREDO AT A: DA'L C'R 'C' uA A NAFARRID 0- -"E

X T N A ANNTMEN' X ,, I. 73DEC28 PHILADELPHIA, PA
EL RAs SPOUSE PAEdOR HA 

l
f A,A MAREIAGE > OlRD IVF By R DAHF F' p3,3 ' 3 CR0 'I

MAHA 3D- TE D X NC CER'" ANNO;LMENT DIL'(PCE

LORI ANN MILLER 2610 M001E AVE, CHARLESTON. LIV

SIJSA'F AIE SMT7H 123 MAIIN ST, NORFOLK, VA 01234 WIFE 60

SISA4 TN% SMITH 123 MAIN ST, NOPFOLA, VA 0123
4  

1

[_'¢ NDr M CM IT T 123 MA!IN ST, 1)PQ ,V 1234 MOTHER;0

PRIL FF P.S!PANHE.D) BOX 500, L:%4Wr.,D, N4J 0P221 . 444322

SMIITH, TEVEN NMN 129"6-89-205S

Figure 12-1B.-Part 2, Part I!, Dependency Application/Record of Emergency Data, NAVPERS 1070/602 (Fronl).

casualty reporting and notification of next of kin. to receive unpaid pay and allowances; persons to
Accuracy on this form is critical, because it is used receive pay allotment if a member is missing or
to verify eligibility for dependents' benefits. unable to transnait funds. commercial insurance
Figured 12-1A and 12-1B display only the fronts companies to be notified in case of emergency;
of these forms. NSLI, SGLI., and VGLI in force.

Page 2 is an official document used by the Page 2 is prepared or updated when a change
Navy to determine persons to be notified in case occurs in the name or address of a document or
of emergency or death; persons to receive death next of kin (other than dependent); name or ad-
gratuity when no spouse or child exists; persons dress of a beneficiary, allottee, or insurer; spouse's
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citizenship; religion; location of wills or other member are also on page 3. The original is re-
valuable documents; and an remarks on the tained in the service record.
reverse side of the form. PAGE 4, Navy Occupation/Training and

PAGE 3, Enlisted Classification Record, Awards History, NAVPERS 1070/604, contains
NAVPERS 1070/603, contains pertinent informa- a chronological record of the member's advance-
tion on a member's aptitude test scores, civilian ment, training and education, and awards received
education and training, and personal interests. (figures 12-2A, 12-2B, and 12-2C).
Any remarks or recommendations that may have PAGE 5, History of Assignments, NAVPERS
significance on classifying and assigning the 1070/605, provides a record of ships and stations

NAVY OCCUPATION TRAINING AND AINAROS HISTORY 36
NA'ERS T04 ,RE fV "1 65 oSO-I.P 0o*

NA 3~ A> _-V U1. ERCCR2I ')TGS, I RGH

*5:CH3 DT-030 0000 LBH

3 REA GRADQINA.YSER.CESC OO.SATTE[ EDCLASS 4 A S F P ANDE

Detehnician, Basic, Class, "A"
School, NS AT, NAVSTA, San Diego, CA

DT-0000 12 wks 26SEP83

16DEC83 SAT

. .. APRIS, LT, JSN, PERS OFF i

4 YFV",NGj 2IJlRSR3 COMPLETERO5 EOUCAT1ONRI

__ II> L JLE ...

.1MP NAVEDTPA
10054-El 31JAN84 t.H i
M/R NAVEDTRA
P03 :3044 03JAN85 LH

5entol A,st. Basic
,AVEDTI07, 1677-Al 03JAN85 LH

:3ental ,est. Adv.
'iS,,.DT A 1067P 2 3N B H NV5 HI_

m/P P( 2 "

*PVE0Tm i305 1530C5 LH

7-,l ;'*. -000-00-0000 '1SN

Iigure 12-2A.-Page 4, Navy Occupation/Training and Awards Histon, NAVPi'.RS 1070 604 (page 1).
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S N 0EERSVoE 0E4e

A.A NCTVIT EOA NT TER -ANCE TrS 6 ADVANCEMENT REDUCTION OR CANGE IN RATING

D C T C DATE ED RATE ADVANCED TIME IN

)EV(o OPLR.E TNITN REDUCED EFFECTIVE RATE C U IT
OR DHANGE D FERO.

DT3 03JAN85 LH P03 M/L I OIJAN85 LIH S4, OiJUL63 01JUL83 LH

DT2 O3FEE1 LH P02 M/L 10JAN85 LH SA DA 09SEP83 01JUL83 LH

PA ON 16FEB84 O1FER84 LH

ON DT3 16JUL85 01JUL85 LH

___DT3 OT2 16AUG86 OIJUL86 LH

9 RECORD OF OFF DUTY FDUCATION AND VOC TECH TRAINING

DATE 1 1 A-E U , 'TLE o T DATE NU E. AND TITLE s -ol

Y E, U E COURSE 1)P TIST IT COMPLETED OF COURSE OR TEST SCOL GRADE lNIT

HM3&
31AUG84 NAV8TRA 106 9-B 3.9 LH

HM I&C
l2JUL85 NAVEDTRA 10670-B 3.8 LH

Introduction Chapman10MAI86 Psycho ogy College B LH

10 GOOD CONDUCT AWARDS TI DECORATIONS UNIT AND MARKSMANSiP AWARDS

TR " DUE TATNET "( AARD ACTIVITY DATE OF AWARD OTR

NDC, NAVSTARavy Achievement San Diego, CA 130CT85 LH

12 CAMPAIGN SERVICE AND OTHER AWARDS

-NAEI '., FEINIT AWARD ENGAIEETTS: O0T NIT

13 OTHER TRAINING COURSESIINSTRUCTIONS COMPLETED

TIRE 1, S E ll A .) TA .RCTIVN D.AIATIVT. LOCATION NIT

)8SEP83 Recruit Training 10 wks RTC, NTC, Orlando, FL LH
1_'o Preventive Dentristry I wk NOC, NAVSTA, San Diego, CA LH

Figure 12-2B.-Page 4, Navy Occupation/Training and Awards History, NAVPERS 1070/604 (page2).

where a member has been assigned. This page is hours, and lost time due to confinement by civil
used to record enlistments, extension(s) of enlist- authorities or sick misconduct. Nonjudicial
ments, discharges, and sea and shore duty corn- punishment (NJP) for these offenses is recorded
mencement dates. Whenever the service record is on this form when punishment does not affect the
verified, a notation to that effect is made on page member's pay. Unauthorized absences of 24 hours
5. or less are recorded on page 13, Administrative

PAGE 6, Record of UnauthorizK A osence, Remarks.
NAVPERS 1070/606, provides a recoid of all PAGE 7, Court Memorandum, NAVPERS
periods of unauthorized absence in excess of 24 1070/607, is used to record court-martial and NJP
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NAVY O"CUPA CION/TRAINING ANO AWARDS HISTORY -ofI
NAVINIS 170 10 IMSV 11411 SIN 01t0LF410,411

14 PE RSONNIEL DUALIFICATION STANDARDS COMPLETEO

CA'E COMPLETEO POT -LETCH STATION TITLE POMATCH STATION NO "OFFICEORS INITIALS

17MAR87 PQS Qualified BMH

JONES, JOHN LEWIS 00-0000 USN

..4 S 0o*'IIT'STI PInTI~I£ O01k. 1904 'T S-ON8N454 0

12-2C.-Page 4, Navy Occupation/Training and Awards History, NAVPERS 1070/604 (page 3).

actions that affect pay. It is used for both regular member's changes in rate, proficiency pay, and
and reserve enlisted members on active duty. citizenship. NOTE: As of I July 1987, prepara-

PAGE 9, Enlisted Performance Record, tion and submission of the NAVPERS 1070/610
NAVPERS 1070/609, is used to record in OCR document was discontinued; although no
chronological order, the evaluation of perfor- longer required, retain previously completed
mance of duty. Entries should be made following forms in the individual's record.
MIH PERSMAN 5030360 and NAVMILPERS- PAGE 11, Record of Naval Reserve Service,
COMINST 1616.1 series. NAVPERS 1070/611, provides a complete

PAGE 10, Record of Personnel Actions, chronological record of retirement points earned
NAVPERS 1070/610, provides a record of a Vbv Naval Reserve enlisted personnel.
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PAGE 13, Administrative Remarks, reason of expiration of enlistment or expiration
NAVPERS 1070/613, provides a chronological of obligated service. It is prepared for enlisted
record of significant miscellaneous entries not pro- members on inactive duty only. The discharge of
vided for elsewhere. It is also used to clarify en- an enlisted member for any other reason is re-
tries on other pages of the service record. An corded on the Administrative Remarks, page 13.
example of page 13 is shown in figure 12-3. PAGE 15, Certificate of Release or Discharge

PAGE 14, Record of Discharge from the U.S. from Active Duty, DD From 214, is prepared
Naval Reserve, NAVPERS 1070/615 (INAC- when a member is separated or discharged from
TIVE), is prepared upon honorable discharge by active duty. This includes active duty for training

ADMINISTRATIVE REMARKS
NAVPERS 1070/613 IREV. 10811
S/N OW6LF.010481 

H
SHIP OR STATION

USS YOSEMITE (AD-19)

16 Jul 87: Selectee for advancement to DT2 from participation in Cycle 99 of
Navy-wide examination held in March 1987 and frocked to that rate
per BUPERSINST 1430.16 series.

N. A . JOHNOS. LT. CSN, Personnel Officer
By direction of CO

.........................................................................................

16 Jul 87: I understand frocking is an administrative authorization to wear the
uniform and insignia of a higher pay grade without pay entitlements
or allowances of that grade. I further understand frocking is
effected at my option, and any cost for additional uniforms or
insignia will be defrayed by me and no retroactive pay, allowances,
or reimbursements are authorized. I volunteer to be frocked to the
rate of DT2.

Michael J. DOWNS

N. A. JOHNSON, LT, USN

Personnel Officer

29 Ih1 07: COMMANIJ IN( OFFI CER' [S NON- IUDCIC IAL PCUNI SHLMEN'F

DATE OF OFFENSE: 26 July 1987

NAURE OF OFFENSE: Violation of I'CM1 Article 86, UA
FM 05 July 1987 to 26 July 1987,
21 days UA, over liherty.

DATE OF CAPTAIN'S 'lAST: 29 July 1987

NON-11IIIAl. PIONISIIMENT AWARDED: Forfeiture of $150.00 p;av per month
for two months, 30 days extra duty

N. A. IOHNSON, I.T, USN, Personnel ifficer
Iv d i rt ion f CO

N MSSAANCHM ANO CLASS

,3 [

Figure 12-3.-Page 13, Administrative Remarks, NAVPERS 1070/613 (REV. 10-81).
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of 90 days or more. The DD Form 214 provides e Special letters of commendation
a brief, clear-cut record of a period or term of
active duty service with the Armed Forces. It pro- e Record of Practical Factors (PARS)
vides the military a readily available source of in-
formation for determining enlistment eligibility. When a member reenlists, a Career Perfor-
And it provides the service member a brief record mance Data Separator, NAVPERS 1070/617, is
of his or her active duty service, and it provides inserted on the left side of the service record. The
to government agencies an authoritative source following forms are filed beneath the separator:
of information to administer Federal and State
laws. NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1900.1 series e Certified copy of Enlisted Performance
provides complete instructions on the issuance of Record, NAVPERS 1070/609, from prior
the DD 214. enlistment

Left Side * Reproduced copy of History of
Assignments, NAVPERS 1070/605, from

The left side of the enlisted service record con- prior enlistment
tains official and unofficial papers concerning the
member, which are required for record or safe- * All performance evaluations and commen-
keeping purposes. They may include any of the dations from both prior and current
following: enlistments.

* Originals or copies of Standard Transfer All other official and unofficial documents are
Orders (STO), with copies of the en- filed above the separator in chronological order,
dorsements and travel claims with the latest date on top.

* Discharge certificates OFFICER SERVICE RECORD

" Statement of Service The NAVPERS 1070/66 is the file folder for
the officer service record. The officer's name,

" Naval Correspondence Course completion SSN, and branch of service are located on the tab
letters of the folder, just as on the enlisted folder.

The officer service record contains reouired
" Reports of examinations (other than official correspondence, and documents that

medical) reflect the chronological history of the officer's
entire career. Although officers do not maintain

* Service school certificates and diplomas their own records, they are ultimately responsi-
ble for ensuring that required information is

" Reports of Separation from Military placed and retained in their records at all times.
Service Following is a description of the documents

contained in the officer service record. Not all ser-
• Statement of Personal History, DD Form vice records will contain every document listed.

389
Right Side

* Documents pertaining to completion of
security investigations The right side of the officer's service r-cord

is reserved for documents that affect the u e and
* Security clearances assignment of the officer concerned. The pages

included on the right side, from top to bottom,
" Birth certificates are the following:

" Marriage licenses * Officer Qualification Questionnaire,
NAVPERS 1210/5, outdines the officer's

* Court decrees or court orders civilian and military experience. It also in-
cludes foreign language ability and educa-

" Correspondence pertaining to citizenship tional achievements.
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* Officer Biography Sheet, NAVPERS * Statement of Personal History, DD 398,
5720/1, provides a brief biography of the or superseding Personnel Security Ques-
officer's career: a chronological outline of tionnaire (BI, SBI), DD Form 398, as ap-
all Armed Forces service, including enlisted propriate. This questionnaire is used for
service and reserve activity; Presidential background investigations and special
and Navy Unit Citations; promotions with background investigations.
effective dates of rank; and authorizations
of release for publicity purposes. All of- 0 Permanent letters of designation or revoca-
ficers, Regular and Naval Reserve, on ac- tion of special qualifications, such as sub-
tive duty are encouraged to complete the marine qualification, surface warfare,
NAVPERS 5720/1. This sheet should be Naval Flight Officer, and qualification for
submitted periodically. Once submitted, Command at Sea.
the biography becomes the property of the
Navy Department. Release of biographies * Any other official correspondence affect-
to other than DOD authorized users re- ing the use and assignment of an officer.
quires written cc.bnt of the officer
concerned.

Left Side

* Training School Record, NAVPERS 318, The left side of the officer service record is
maintained for officers commissioned reserved for official correspondence and
prior to March 1965, provides a list of documents of a permanent historical nature. Most
schools the officer attended, tests taken, of these documents relate to the officer's present
and scores achieved. tour of active duty. Documents on the left side

that have no permanent effect on the officer's
" Annual Qualifications Questionnaire- career or assignment are given to the officer upon

Inactive Duty Reserve Officers, transfer.
NAVPERS 1210/2, is used for promotion Documents on the left side, listed from top
and disposition boards, mobilization to bottom, include:
assignment, and in the processing of per-
sonnel data for planning purposes. It is 0 Documents pertaining to personnel securi-
essential that the questionnaire be complete ty investigations and certificates: Record
and accurate. The NAVPERS 1210/2 is Identifier for Personnel/Reliability Pro-
distributed annually by 1 October to Naval gram, NAVPERS 5510/1, if appropriate;
Reserve Officers on inactive duty, ex- Personnel/Reliability Program Screening
cluding retired. and Evaluation Record, NAVPERS

5510/3 Certificate of Personnel Security

e Officer Preference and Personal Informa- Clearance, OPNAV Form 5521/429, or
tion Card, NAVPERS 1301/1, summarizes superseding Certificate of Personnelthe officer's duties, advanced training, Security Investigation, Clearance, and
flight training, and marital status. It also Access, OPNAV Form 5520/20, as ap-
provides a list of the officer's duty propriate; file copy of any pending Na-
preference for the next assignment y tional Agency Check Requests, DD Form

1584; or superseding Personnel Security

Questionnaire (National Agency Check),
* Officer Data Card, NAVPERS 1301/51, DD Form 398-2, as appropriate; or request

is supplied by Naval Military Personnel for Personnel Security Investigation, DD
Command (NAVMILPERSCOM). It con- Form 1879 (upon receipt of requested in-
tains the officer's educational background, vestigation remove file copy and destroy)
promotion history, past duty assignments,
and significant dates (birth date, pay en- * Leave Authorization (Officer and
try base date, active duty base date, etc.). Enlisted), NAVCOMPT 3065. This form
This card is .,orwarded by NAV- is used for granting regular leave and
MILPERSCOM, in duplicate, for verifica- reporting data required for entries in pay
tion by the officer concerned, records.
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* Copy of Officer Appointment Acceptance * Insurance Applications provides a record
and Oath of Office, NAVCRUIT 1000/20 of the status of an officer's insurance
(initial entry into service), coverage (waiver actions, beneficiary

changes, etc.)

" Copy of Acceptance and Oath of Office,

NAVPERS 1000/22, provides a record of e Copy of Navy Retired/Retainer Pay Data
sworn oath taken by the officer upon ac- form, NAVCOMPT 2272
ceptance of current grade.

* Current photograph
* Copy of Statement of Service, NAVPERS

1070/26, prepared by NAVMILPERS- e Officer's report of Home of Record and
COM for each officer. It indicates the pay Place From Which Ordered to Tour of Ac-
entry base date (PEBD) and, when ap- tive Duty, NAVPERS 1070/74.
propriate, the professional service date
(PSD). The PSD is used in computing * Copy of Certificate of Release or
special pay for officers in the Medical and Discharge from Active Duty, DD Form
Dental Corps 214, is issued upon discharge from the

Navy.
" Signed copy of Dependency Applica-

tion/Record of Emergency Data, NAV- e Miscellaneous documents pertaining to
PERS 1070/602 (same as the Page 2 of courses and schools completed, medals,
enlisted service record). awards, commendations, equator cross-

ings, around the world cruises, etc., in-
" Copies of official correspondence cluding Administrative Remarks,

originated at present command, and en- NAVPERS 1070/613.
dorsements or copies of replies.

e Temporary designation letters at present
" Orders, with endorsements relating to the command (Command Security Manager,

officer's tour at present command. Top Secret Control Officer, Naval
Courier, etc.).

* Record of Code of Conduct training.

" Application for Armed Forces ID Card,
NAVPERS 5512/1. PERSONNEL MANNING DOCUMENTS

* Application for Uniformed Services Iden- Your CO is responsible for ensuring that your
tification and Privilege card, DD Form command's mission is accomplished successfully.
1172 (Dependent ID Card). As a senior dental technician, you may be required

to supply the CO with information concerning
" Geneva Convention ID Card, DD Form personnel manning levels. To do this, you must

1934 (if appropriate). This application is ensure that the number of personnel assigned
used only for Medical Corps, Medical Ser- equals the amount of work required to accomplish
vice Corps, Nurse Corps, Dental Corps, the command's mission. You must also ensure
and Chaplain officers. These ID cards are that the personnel assigned are qualified to the
only issued when assigned onboard a ship job.
or outside the United States. Three major documents will help you achieve

this task:
* Request for a Certificate of Eligibility, DD

Form 802, provides a record of the of- * Enlisted Distribution Verification Report
ficer's request for a Federal Housing Ad- (EDVR)
ministration (FHA) loan.

* Officer Distribution Control Report
" Certificate of Termination, DD Form 803, (ODCR)

provides a record of the officer's ter-nina-
tion of an FHA loan. 0 Manpower Authorization (MPA)
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ENLISTED DISTRIBUTION by month in which they are ordered to
VERIFICATION REPORT (EDVR) report.

The EDVR is a monthly statement of your ac- SECTION 2, PROSPECTIVE LOSSES.-
tivity's personnel account. It lists all enlisted per- Personnel are listed in these categories:
sonnel assigned to your activity and provides:

1. Expired Prospective Losses-Estimated
* A summary of your activity's present and Date of Loss (EDL) is prior to current

future manning status month. Members should have already
detached from your activity. Listed by

" A statement of account for verification by month they should have detached.
your activity 2. Current Prospective Losses-Members

under orders to transfer from your activity
* A permanent historical record at NAV- during the current month.

MILPERSCOM of your activity's enlisted 3. Future Prospective Losses-Members
personnel account under orders to transfer from the activity

within the next 10 months, listed by month
* A common rcference point in any discus- in which they are to detach.

sion of manning status between your ac- 4. Expired Active Obligated Service
tivity and detailing/manning control (EAOS)-Members who should have
activities already extended, reenlisted, separated, or

transferred for separation, listed by month
The EDVR must be verified monthly (upon in which their EAOS expires.

receipt of the report). Verify all data listed in the 5. Current EAOS-Members who must ex-
"Verify Remarks" column of the report. Review tend, reenlist, separate, or transfer for
the EDVR for new personnel and those deleted separation during the current month.
from the report. Verify changes to personnel data 6. Future EAOS-Members who must ex-
with your supporting personnel office. Submit tend, reenlist, separate, or transfer for
corrections to the EDVR as specified in NAV- separation within the next 10 months, listed
MILPERSCOMINST 1080.1 series, by month that F .OS will expire.

7. EAOS (with extension) less than Projected
Organization of the EDVR Rotation Date kPRD)-Member whose

EAOS is within 10 months, and the EAOS
The EDVR is organized into 11 sections and is less than the PRD.

is distributed monthly by the Enlisted Personnel 8. Expired PRD-Members with a PRD prior
Management Center (EPMAC). Sections I to the current month who have not yet been
through 3 contain data that requires special at- ordered to detach.
tention or action by your activity. They identify 9. Current PRD-Members with a PRD in
future personnel events, the current month who have not yet been

Following is a brief description of each EDVR ordered to detach.
section: 10. Future PRD-Members who are projected

losses to the activity within the next 10
SECTION 1, PROSPECTIVE GAINS.- months, listed by the month of PRD.

Personnel are listed in these categories:
SECTION 3, PERSONNEL ON BOARD

1. Expired Prospective Gains-Members FOR TEMPORARY DUTY, IN A DESERTER
whose Estimated Date of Arrival (EDA) is STATUS AND PERSONNEL ADMINISTRA-
prior to the current month. Members TIVELY DROPPED FROM NAVY STRENGTH
should have already reported. Listed by ACCOUNTS.-This section lists members not
month in which they should report. appearing in sections 1 or 2, includes members

2. Current Prospective Gains-Members due on board the activity for temporary duty,
to report on board your command during members remaining on the activity account in a
the current month. deserter status, or those who have been ad-

3. Future Prospective Gains-Members due ministratively dropped from Navy strength
to report on board in future months. Listed accounts.
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Many activities use this list for career counsel- SECTION 10, OFF/ENL DIARY MESSAGE
ing purposes. Section 3 also lists alphabetically SUMMARY (EPMAC Report 0980).-This
all members in your activity's personnel account, report is included with the EDVR each month for
regardless of the status. This list is provided for every Unit Identification Code (UIC) in an active
internal use and should be used to verify the status. It is a record of changes affecting your ac-
EDVR each month. tivity, reported by your supporting Personnel

Support Detachment. Changes received after the
SECTION 4, TOTAL PERSONNEL ON monthly cut off date will appear on the next

BOARD IN DISTRIBUTION COMMUNITY summary.
SEQUENCE.-This section lists all enlisted per-
sonnel in the activity's personnel account except SECTION 11, DUTY PREFERENCE
those in a deserter status and personnel who have LISTING.-This section reflects the encoded duty
been administratively drcpped fiom Navy preferences submitted by your activity's person-
strength accounts. Personnel are listed by their nel within the past 2 or 3 months. It is strictly used
Navy Enlisted Classification (NEC) and also to verify that the preferences shown are those sub-
alphabetically by rating and paygrade. mitt,.d by the members.

As well as Section 3, use Section 4 to verify
the EDVR each month. To help in the verifica- OFFICER DISTRIBUTION CONTROL
tion process, you should post pen and ink changes REPORT
as you become aware of them. Line through ob-
solete data, and write in new data directly above The ODCR is prepared monthly by the Coin-
it. Then, when you receive the new EDVR, en- mander, Naval Military Personnel Command
sure that the changes have been incorporated. (COMNAVMILPERSCOM), for each activity

with officer billet authorizations. It provides your
SECTION 5, PERSONNEL STATUS SUM- activity with a routine system to verify informa-

MARY.-This section is a numeric summary of tion contained in the NAVMILPERSCOM officer
your activity's personnel account. It shows billets personnel data bank, and provides COMNAV-
authorized (BA), the Navy Manning Plan (NMP), MILPERSCOM with information needed to
and a summary of members on board and Pro- determine and evaluate officer billet requirements
jected on Board (POB). Stated simply, section 5 of each activity. The ODCR reflects the following:

shows your activity's personnel strength, month
by month, for the next 7 months. * Activity identification data and relateditems

SECTION 6, NAVY ENLISTED CLASSIFI- • Billets authorized and related items
CATION (NEC) SUMMARY.-This section is
a summary of Billets Authorized (BA) by NEC * Individual officer personnel data
of members on board or expected to be on board.

Change to activity name, billets authorized,
RECTSION 7,NMBILER S XXXAED or Manpower Requirements Plan (MARP) codes.

REVISION NUMBER XXXXX DATED Verify the ODCR upon receipt and ensure that
YR/MO/IA.-This section summarizes CNO changes and corrections are completed as de-
billet authorizations for your activity. It allows scribed in NAVMIIPERSCOMINST 1301.2
you to relate your activity's manpower authoriza- series. Error codes may be printed on the report
tion to actual personnel on board. to help locate incorrect information. They do not,

however, cover all possible errors, so verify the
SECTION 8, NEC BILLET/PERSONNEL ODCR carefully.

INVENTORY.-This section lists NEC by rating
for which your activity has billets authorized. It
reflects personnel totals from the current month MANPOWER AUTHORIZATIONS
through 7 months in the future.

The CNO allocates military personnel to each
SECTION 9, NEC MANAGEMENT SEC- activity by publishing the Manpower Authoriza-

TION.-This section provides a list of personnel tion (MPA), OPNAV Form 1000/2. The MPA
qualified in more than two NECs. lists the number and types of billets authorized
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for your command. For officers, it provides billet You can further identify each billet by placing a
title descriptions, Navy Officer Billet Classifica- piece of clear plastic over the chart and, use a
tion Codes (NOBCs), and grades. For enlisted per- grease pencil to enter the name of the individual
sonnel it provides rates (rating and paygrade), filling each billet. This chart is useful in obtaining
with NECs added when needed to identify billet information for personnel reports and for local
requirements. personnel management.

The MPA is an integral part of the Navy Man-
power and Personnel Management Information
System (MAPMIS) and is used for the following: SUMMARY

* By the Chief of Naval Personnel and the The service record is the official history of an
applicable enlisted personnel distribution individual's naval career, and matters pertaining
office to show your activity's manpower to it require your utmost attention and knowledge.
needs. It also provides required personnel As a senior dental assistant you are not responsi-
distribution and Naval Reserve recall ble for maintaining personnel service records. But
requirements. you must know the contents to perform your per-

sonnel liaison and support duties.
* It is the single official statement of With the proper use of personnel accounting

organizational manning and billets reports such as the EDVR, ODCR, and the MPA,
authorized. These are the billets approved you can keep track of your activity's manning
by the CNO for current and possible future levels. These documents allow your command to
operating condition. function effectively and efficiently. And, you will

be aware of all personnel changes and be able to
Manning documents are issued for guidance. plan accordingly.

Commanding officers are responsible for ensur-ing that their MPAs reflect the minimum quanti-
ty and quality (including skills, paygrades, and REFERENCES
special qualification) of billets needed to support
the command's mission, tasks, and functions. Naval Military Personnel Manual, Articles
Review your activity's MPA periodically to help 5030160, and 5030200 through 5030445
identify any areas where you can save manpower
or reduce skill levels without adversely affecting OPNAVINST 1000.16 series, Manual of Navy
command mission. Changes to the MPA are re- Total Force Manpower, August 1986
quested by your commanding officer as prescribed
in OPNAVINST 1000.16 series. The Manpower NAVMILPERSCOMINST !180.1 series, Format
Authorization Change Request, OPNAV Form and Procedures for Validation of Enlisted
1000/4A, is normally used for this purpose. Distribution and Verification Report (ED VR),

April 1986
Using Information from the Manpower
Authorization NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1301.2 series, Officer

Distribution Control Report, NAVPERS
When used in conjunction with your activi- 1301/5 (REV. 10-80); format and procedures

ty's organization manual, the MPA provides in- for validation of, May 1981
formation about each military position. It also
provides the number and types of persons NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1616.1 series, The
available to fill each position. Navy Enlisted Performance System Manual,

A useful personnel management tool can be May 1983
developed by transferring billet information from
the MPA to an organization chart of your activi- NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1900.1 series, Cer-
ty. Include the number of personnel by paygrade, tificate of Release or Discharge from Active
Navy Officer Billet Codes (NOBCs), and NECs. Duty, DD Form 214, September 1986
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CHAPTER 13

DENTAL SUPPLY

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

I. Identify elements of the Federal Supply 4. Identify forms related to receiving, issuing, and
Catalog System. transferring dental supplies.

2. Identify material computing requirements. 5. Identify inventory control procedures.

6. Identify supply items reouiring special storage,
3. Identify methods for procuring dental supplies. security, and safety ,,- .dures.

The supplies maintained at your dental treat- FEDERAL CATALOG SYSTEM
ment facility will determine the ultimate effec-
tiveness of its mission. As an advanced dental The Federal Catalog System lists all supply
assistant, you may be assigned to a supply depart- items carried in the Federal Supply Sstem. The
ment at a large DTF, or you may even maintain catalog system names, describes, classifies, and
your own dental supply department at a smaller numbers all items carried under centralized inven-
DTF. This chapter gives an overview of the Navy'sSupply System and how it relates to a dental sup- tory control by the Department of Defense and

ply emn hthe civil agencies of the Federal Government. Itply department. is also used by the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) countries. Only one iden-
tification number is used for a supply item. Each
supply item is listed by National Stock Number

MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION (NSN).

There are over 4 million supply items in the The Federal Catalog System is administered
Department of Defense Supplv System. The Navy by the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), under

Supply System alone stocks over 1 million items. the general direction of the Assistant Secretary of

Each item must be cataloged, procured, and ac- Defense (Installations and Logistics).
counted for. This would be an impossible task if
we relied entirely on the names and descriptions National Stock Numbers
of the items.

A 13-digit National Stock Number (NSN) is
A material identification system provides a used in the management of all supply ordering,

means of identifying a specific item, with out the receiving, issuing, etc., and in supply publications
need for name or item description. An example where the item is referenced. The first four digits
would be the identification numbers for items in are the Federal Supply Classification (FSC)
a mail order catalog. number; the last nine digits are the National Item

kdentification Number (NliN).
The Federal Catalog System was developed by The first two digits of the NIIN are the Na-

the Federal Government as its means for material tional Codification Bureau (NCB) code, which
identification. identifies the country that assigned the NSN.
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These codes are listed in Chapter 2 of NAVSUP * Unit price of each item of issue
P-485. The remaining seven digits of the NIN are
used to identify all NSN items contained in the * Packaging information
Federal Supply Classification System.

9 Weight and cubage data (provided for
FSC FSC NCB logistical planning purposes)

GROUP CLASS CODE

The MDL will assist you in identifying sup-
plies currently stocked in the system, those that

53 1 30 - 00 -123-4567- have been deleted, and necessary cost data.

MEDICAL CATALOG.-The medical
FSC catalog, developed by the FSC system, lists only

the medical and dental supplies and equipment
NIIN maintained in the FSC system. You must become

familiar with this catalog, because its descriptions,

Federal Supply Classification System illustrations, and management and reference data
will help you to identify and select items used to

When you work in a supply department, you support the medical and dental communities.
will become familiar with many different supply Published and distributed on microfiche, the
sources, but the Federal Supply Classification catalog has three volumes:
(FSC) System is the most common source used
throughout the Navy. * Volume I - Introduction

The FSC system classifies all supply items us-
ed by the Federal Government. There is only one, FSCM Index - Federal Supply Codes
four-digit FSC class for each supply item. The first of Manufacturers
two digits indicate the group or major division NSN Index - NSNs in numerical
within a group; the last two digits identify the FSC sequence
class within the group. There are 76 assigned Colloquial Index (Glossary)
groups (e.g., 65 is the group number for medical, Approved Item Name Index

dental, and veterinary equipment and supplies). Illustrative/Identificaiion Data
These groups are listed in the Afloat Supply Pro- Requisition/Storage/Management
cedures Manual, NAVSUP P-485. Data

0 Volume II - Components of sets, kits, and
IDENTIFICATION LIST (IL).-An IL is outfits

published on microfiche by the Defense Logistics
Service Center (DLSC). It provides information * Volume III - Master Cross Reference List
relating to acquisition advice codes, units of issue, (MCRL)
NSNs, index numbers, and a brief description of
each item listed. It also contains illustrations of Part I - reference number to NSN
selected items. (manufacturer's part number

to NSN)
MANAGEMENT DATA LIST (MDL).-The Part 2 - NSN to reference number

MDL lists all supplies carried in the Federal (NSN to manufacturer's part
Catalog System. It is published in microfiche form number)
and provides: Part 3 - FSCM to reference

" Action codes (identify actions not The microfiche identifies the volume. Its
previously published) heading (readable without magnification) gives the

catalog title, volume number, "as of" date, first
" Acquisition Advice codes (indicate the data entry on each fiche, publication effective

method of procurement) date, and the sequential fiche number.
Medical catalogs are provided through an

" NSN automatic distribution list. If your dental facility
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sustain operations at a facility during the months of usage and the number of dental officers
interval between requisition or between the at the facility during that period. The monthly
receipt of successive shipments of supplies, usage rate of an item indicates the quantity of the
This measurement should be based upon item needed to support one dental officer for one
the length of the replenishment cycle. For month. For example, a dental facility issued 144
example, if requisitions are submitted once units of an item during a 12 month period. The
every 2 months, the operating level of facility has an average of four dental officers at-
supply would be the quantity of the item tached during that period. The monthly usage rate
that is consumed every 2 months. This level would be three units, computed as follows:
will vary with different items.

Total issues
" Safety Level. This measurement indicates of an item

the quantity of an item to be maintained during past
12 months !_______

over and above the operating level. This x = USAGE RATE
level ensures that operations will continue 12 Average number

of officers
if replenishment supplies are received late, assigned during
or if there is an unpredictably heavy de- past 12 months
mand for supplies. This measurement
simply provides a margin of safety. OR:

" Stockcege Objective. This m urement in- 144 1 144
dicates the maximum quantity of an item - - - =3 Units12 4 48
required to support operations at a facility.
This is the sum of the operating level and
the safety level. For example, if the To determine future supply requirements, you
operating level of an item is 80 units and must consider anticipated changes in the number
the safety level is 20 units, you should of dental officers attached to your facility.
maintain 100 units of that item at all times
to meet the stockage objective. Authorized Dental Allowance Lists

" Requisitioning Objective. This measure- Authorized Dental Allowance Lists (ADALs)
ment indicates the maximum quantity of list equipment, supnlies, and consumables to be
an item that should be kept on hand and maintained for both Afloat Units and Fleet
on order to support the operations of a Marine Force (FMF) Units. When attached to
facility. This is the sum of the operating either of these units, you will be required to main-
level, safety level, and the quantity of an tain all items lisLed on the appiicable ADAL.
item that will be consumed during the ADALs are developed, maintained, and
period between submission of the requisi- distributed by the Naval Medical Material Sup-
tion and the arrival of the shipment. port Command (NAVMEDMATSUPPCOM).

Changes are published in the Navy Medical and
COMPUTING REQUIREMENTS Dental Material Bulletin. ADALs are scheduled

for republication at least every 2 years, or when
To determine the levels of supply you must significant changes occur.

maintain, you may be required to compute and
record usage data for medical and dental AFLOAT UNIT ADALs.-These ADALs list
materials. Up-to-date stock record cards (dis- equipment, supplies, and the minimum quantity
cussed later) will help you to determine material of consumables required to be maintained on
usage rates. You will need this usagc data whcn board at all times. The ship's type/class and dcntal
you prepare requisitions that require justification mission determine the items contained on the
based on past performance. ADAL.

Usage Rates FLEET MARINE FORCE (FMF) ADALs.-
FMF ADALs provide a list of medical/dental

Average monthly usage rates are based on the equipment and supplies needed to perform
quantities of stock items issued during the 12 the health care mission throughout the Marine
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Amphibious Force (MAF). An FMF ADAL is 2. Excess, Defense Reutilization Marketing
designed to support a specific number of patients. Office (DRMO)/Disposal (formerly
The MAF authorized allowance list is determined DPDO). These items have been surveyed
by using the worst case scenario of 20,000 at other commands and turned in for
casualties in a 60-day period, disposal. They may range from brand new

FMF health care requirements are influenced to unusable. These items are normally free
by the following: of charge.

*3. Federal Prison Industries (Unicor/FPI).
" Fluctuations in combat intensity and the These items are manufactured by inmates

associated casualty rates of federal prisons and sold to all govern-
* Evacuation policies/capabilities ment agencies.

*4. Institute for the Blind/Handicapped. These

" Health care support available items, manufactured by individuals who
are blind or handicapped, are sold to all

Because of this, revised ADALs are designed to government agencies.
improve initial and subsequent arrival of supplies 5. Standard Stock. General Services Ad-
and equipment into combat zone. ministration (GSA), Defense Logistics

FMF units requisition all dental material from Agency (DLA), and Military Inventory
the Medical Logistics Company. These materials Control Points (ICPs) provide the Navy
may be line items for replacement, or complete Supply System with a variety of supplies
allowances for initial outfitting. (e.g., GSA provides administrative sup-

FMF ADALs are packaged and stored in plies, DLA provides medical and dental
modules. These modules form an ADAL into a supplies). This is the Navy's most common
functional unit designed to establish a specific source of supply.
health care capability or to treat a predetermined 6. Federal Supply Schedules (VA, GSA con-
number of patients. tracts). Although these items are contracted

for the government, they are non-NSN.
7. Open Market. A purchase order is re-

PROCUREMENT quired. This source is ustd only when items
are not available through government

Working in a supply department, you may be sources.
required to prepare procurement documents. Pro-
curement is the act of obtaining supplies or ser- SUPPLY DOCUMENTS
vices. To order supplies you must first compute
the required quantities as explained above. As an advanced dental assistant, you may be

Supplies are ordered from many different required to identify and prepare documents used
sources. This section provides information on when requisitioning supplies and services from the
those sources and on the procurement documents sources listed above. The preparation and use of
used. It also explains the regulations you must these documents is explained below.
follow when ordering supplies.

MILSTRIP Requis'ioi,
FEDERAL ACQUISITION
REGULATIONS (FARs) The Military Standard Requisitioning and

Issue Procedures (MILSTRIP) provides a com-
FARs are the primary regulations used by all mon language for supplying materials to the Ar-

Federal Executive Agencies in -he procurement my, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and General
of supplies and services. It provides coordination, Services Administration (GSA). They also provide
simplicity, and uniformity in the fcderal acquisi- requisition documents that can be processed both
tion process. -ht FAR lists required sources of manually and electronically. These documents
supply by priority as described belcw:

1. Agency Inventories: e.g., items listed in the Many products available from Federal Prison Industries
Navy Medical and Dental Material Bulletin and the Institute for the Blind/Handicapped have NSNs.
and items in excess at your command. This allows direct ordering throah the Navy Supply
Thcse items are free oi ciidage. sysiew.
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Figure 13-2.-DOD Single Line Item Requisition System Document (Manual) (DD Form 1348).

contain all the information necessary to order, followup, status). Examples of codes you may use
issue, ship, and account for the requested are:
material.

MILSTRIP requisitions are used to requisi- AOl, for overseas shipment of items with
don standard stock items. They are prepared on NSN or NATO stock numbers
the DD Form 1348 or on a standard naval AOA, for domestic (CONUS) shipment of
message. Additional information on MILSTRIP items with NSN or NATO stock
requisitioning can be found in the numbers
MILSTRIP/MILSTRAP Manual, NAVSUP
P-437, or the MILSTRIP/MILSTRAP Desk Routing Identifier (cc 4-6) - This is a three-
Guide, NAVSUJP P-409. position code used to identify the supply source

DOD Single Line Jtem Requisition System (where the requisition is being sent). Examples:
Document (Manual), DD Form 1348, is used to
manually order standard stock items. As shown NBZ - Naval Supply Center (NSC)
in figure 13-2, it contains data blocks A, B, and Jacksonville
C, and card columns (cc) 1 through 69. The NDZ - NSC San Diego
following block-by-block descriptions explain how
this document is prepared: Media and Status Code (cc 7) - This code in-

Bloc A SENDTO: - ntertheservce ode dicates the type of status required, the activity to

BToc I -SN -TO:-) -- --h -evc cod

rreceive the status, and the means of transmission.
and UIC, name and location where the Ere-p

tion is going. Eape

Block B (REQUISITION IS FROM:) - Enter T - 100 percent supply and shipment status
the service code, UIC, name and address of the to requisitioner in cc 30-35
requisitioner.

Stock Number (cc 8-22) - This is the 13-digitBlock C - Requisitioner either leaves this block N o So Nmer s n of item bing

iion ~ ~ ~~ aioa stnadtockies Te repeardo Numbr NTO sock theitmbeing

blank or enters the noun name of the requisitioned ordered.

item.Quantity (cc 25-29) - This is a five-digit
Document Identifier (1-3) - This is a three- number for the quantity being ordered. Example:

position code that indicates the psrpl and oue
o thc doilent (e.g., equisitioy, referral, 00001 through 99999
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Document Number (cc 30-43) - This code has cc 31-35 - UIC of the requisitioner
four basic elements: cc 36-39 - Julian date. Figures 13-3A and

Requisitioner's s code. Ex- 13-3B show the Julian calendarcc 30 - R uiiinrsservice cd.E-for a regular caleiidar year and

amples of Navy codes include: a a rear
a leap year

R - Pacific Fleet Operating Units cc 40-43 - The locally assigned serial
V - Atlantic Fleet Operating Units number, never duplicated on
N - Ashore Activities the same day

I

JULIAN DATE CALENDAR
(PERPETUAL)

Feb Ma r Apr Mc', June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Doy

I 001 032 060 091 121 152 182 213 244 274 305 335 1
2 0 2 t 033061 092 1'53 183 214 245 275 306 336 2

3 003 034 062 093 123 154 184 215 246 276 7307 337 3

4 i 004 035 063 094 124 155 185 216 247 277 308 338 4

5 005 0361 064 095 125 156 186 217 248 278 309 339 5

6 006 037 065 096 126 157 187 218 249 279 310 340 6

7 007 038 i 066 097 127 158 188 219 250 280 311 341 7

8 008 039 067 098 128 159 189 220 251 281 312 342 8

9 009 040 068 099 129 160 190 221 252 282 313 343 9

10 010 0.41 069 100 130 161 191 222 253 283 314 344 10

11 Oil 042 070 101 131 162 192 223 254 284 315 345 11

12 012 0431071 102 132 163 193 224 255 285 316 346 12

13 013 044_ 072 103 ' 133 164 194 225 256 286 317 347 13

14 014 045 073 104 1 134 165 195 226 257 287 318 348 14
15 015 0461 074 105 135 166 196 227 258 288 319 349 15

16 016 0471 075 106 136 167 197 228 259 289: 320 350 16
17 ',017 I0481 076 107 137 168 198 229 260 290 321 351 17

18 018 049 077 108 138 I 169 199 230 261 291 322 352 18

19 019 050 078 109 139 170 200 231 262 292 323 353 19

20 020 079 110 140 171 201 232 263 293 324 .354 20

21 021 052 080 111 141 172 202 233 264 294 325 355 21

22 22  053 081 112 142 173 203 234 265 295 326 356 22

23 023 054 082 113 143 174 204 235 266 296 327 357 23

024 055 083 114 144 175 205 236 267 297 328 358 24

2 025 056 084 115 145 176 206 237 268 298 329 359 25
26 026 057 085 116 146 177 207 238 269 299 330 360 26

27 i 058 086 117 147 178 208 239 270 300 331 361 27

28 028 059 087 118 148 179 209 240 271 301 332 362 28

29 029 088 119 149 180 2101 241 272 302 -333 363 29

30: 030 089 120 150 181 211 242 273 303 334 364 30

3 1 9 5 1 21 2 32 304 __ 
365  31IINAVSANOA FORM 1176.1 (1.65) FOR LEAP YEAR USE REVERSE SIDE STOCK NO. olee-so3.-s6o

Figure I A1A -Julian Date Calendar (Perpetual), NAVSANDA 1176-1, front.
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JULIAN DATE CALENDAR
FOR LEAP YEARS ONLY

Day - JanT 1 Feb Mar Apr May I June JulyTAug Sep Oct Nov Dec Day

06 132 061 092 122 153 183 214 1245 275 306 3361 1

2 009 M 3 062 093 123 154 184 215 246 276 307 337 2

31003 034 063 094 124 155 1 85 i l 2 47 2 W~O 338 3

4 004 035 064 095 125 156 186 i217 248 278 309 339 4
005 036 065 096 126 157 187 218 249 279F310 340 5

6 006 037 066 097 127 158 188 2i9 250 280 311 31 6

7 1 007 038 067 098 128 159 189 220 251 281 312 342 7

8 008 039 068 099 129 160 190 221 252 282 313 343 8

9 009 040 069 100 1301 161 191 222 253 283 314 344 9

10 010~ 041 070 101 131 162 192 223 254 284 315 345 10

11 011 042 071 102 132 163 193 224 255 285 3i6 346 11

12 012 043 072 103 133 164 194 225 256 286 317 347 12

13 013 044 073 104 134 165 195 226 257 287 318 348 13

14_ 014 045 074 105 135 166 196 227 258 288 319 349 14

15 015 046 075 106 136 167 197 228 259 289 320 350 15

16 016 047 076 107 137 168 198 229 260 290 321 351 16

17 017 048 077 108 138 169 199 230 261 291 322 352 17

18 018 1049 078 109 139 17 200 I231 262 292 323 353 18

19 [019 00950 079 110 140 171 201 232 263 293 324 354 19

20 020 051 080 111 141 172 202 233 264 294 325 355 20

21 021 052 081 112 142 173 203 234 265 295 326 356 21

22 022 053 082 113 143 174 204 235 266 296 327 357 22

23 023 054 083 114 144 175 205 236 267 297 328 358 23

24 024 655 084 115 145 176 206 237 268 298 329 359 24

25 025 056 085 116 146 177 207 238 269 299 330 360 25

26 026 057 086 117 147 178 208 239 270 300 331 361 26

27 027 058 087 118 148 179 209 240 271 301 332 362 27

28 028 059 088 119 149 180 210 241 272 302 333 363 28

29 029 060 089 120 150 181 211 242 273 303 334 364 29

30 030 090 121 151 182 212 243 274 304 335 365 30

31 031 091 152 213 244 305 366 31

HAVSANDA FORM 1176-1 (1-65) (USE IN 1968, 1972, 1976, etc.) STOCK NO. O1OD-S03-5260

Figure 13-3B.-Julian Date Calendar (For Leap Years Only), NAVSANDA 1176-1, reverse.
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Urgency of need Designators
Unable to Impaired
Perform Operational
Mission Capability Routine

Force/ Activity

Designators A B C

1 4 11
Combat

Positioned for

Combat 12

III Positioned to
Deploy/ Comba 6

IV Other Activity & Selected 9 14

Reserve Forces

v All 8 10 15
Other

Figure 13-4.-Urgency of Need Designator.

Demand Code (cc 44) - The demand code is 55-56 must indicate the Cognizance Symbol. The
entered by the requisitioner. Enter "R" for items cognizance symbol, one number and one letter
with a recurring demand and "N" for items with (e.g., 9L is used for medical/dental supplies), is
a nonrecurring demand (one-time use). used to provide supply management data. The

number indicates the stores account whereSupplementary Address (cc 45-50) - This code material is maintained in the supply system.
may be used by the requisitioner to identify Project Code (cc 57-59) - This is a mandatory

another activity that is to receive the status or bill- e rjfor Navy activities. This s a sup-

ing. Enter that activity's service code in cc 45 and entry for Navy activities. This code helps a sup-

its UIC in cc 46-50. plier determine the appropriate method of hand-
ling and marking a shipment.

Signal Code (cc 51) - The signal code is man- Priority (cc 60-61) - The priority designator is
datory. It serves a dual purpose: it identifies the determined by the assigned Force/Activity
activity to receive the material and the activity to Designator (F/'AD) and the appropriate Urgency
receive the billing, of Need Designator (UND) as ,hown in figure

Fund Code (cc 52-53) - Fund codes are used 13-4.

to properly bill an activity for the material Required Delivery Date (cc 62-64) - The Re-
received. This code is assigned by theAuthorized quired Delivery Date (RDD) is the date therecivntis Acovis. amaterial must be delivered to the requisitioner.Accounting Activity. Advice Code (cc 65-66) - A requisition nor-

Distribution Code (cc 54-56) - Distribution mally requires no advice code entry. It is used only
codes serve a dual purpose on Navy requisitions: to indicate special conditions, circumstances, or
cc 54 may indicate a monitoring activity, and cc restrictions that apply to items ordered.
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SECURIT-Y CLASSIFICATION
JOINT MESSAGEFORM I

PAGE GTGRELEASER TIME PRCOFE CLAS I SPECAT L.1 C 0810MS .. [.I

OAlE TIME MOT *C ,F

OF

8000 ( MESSAGE HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS

FROM: USS JOHN PAUL JONES DD-932

TO: NSC NORFOLK VA

UNCLAS E F T 0

MILSTRIP REQN

1. AOA/NNM/O/6520001234567/EA/OO006/V52192/9277/O001/R/YOO171/A3E/

BLNK/9L/RP5/15/BLNK/2J.

(The NTP 3 contains detailed procedures for
b completing the remainder of this Naval Message)
S

3
2

0
DI ST R

DATE YPE NAM TITLE OF FICE SYM OL N PHONE PCA NSRCIN

SIG1NAET10 11S"11 N 11

sG. .fSECURITY CLASSIFICATION GATE T1I GROGP

D FOR-, 173/2 (OCR) PREVIOUS EGTION IS OBSOLETE A u S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 19 - 133 226 E 2193 32
.AA I SIN 0102 LV 000 1 ?35

Figure 13-5.-Naval Message, MILSTRIP Requisition.

Message Requisition separately numbered paragraph is required. Data
blocks are separated by a virgule (/) and contain

In certain urgent situations you may have to either the applicable code or the abbreviation
prepare a message requisition, because use of "BLNK" for data blocks that are NOT applicable
manual requisitions will not guarantee the delivery to the requested item. The virgule simply separates
of material by a required time. the coded entries and makes the message easier

to read. Figure 13-5 shows a message requisition;
A message requisition will contain no more figure 13-6 identifies the data blocks represented

than seven single line items. For each item, a in the message.
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DOCb.,r:NT IDENTIFIER
ROUTING IDENTIFIER

MEDIA & STATUS CODE
NSN

UNIT OF ISSUE
QUANTITY

ERVICE/UNIT IDENTIFICATION CODE
REQUISITION DATE

KER FREQUISITION SERIAL
] | [DEMAND

11 | 1 r-SUPPLEMENTARY ADDRESS

I I I . i I F-SIGNAL

A0A/NNM//6520O01234567/EA/100@6/V521929277/001/R/YO0171i/A

3E/BLNK9LURP5I15/BLNK/2J

tAVCE CODE NOTE: ANY DATA ELEMENTS NOT
SL-REQUIRED DELIVERY DATE APPLICABLE TO THE REQUISITION
PRIORITY WILL BE IDENTIFIED AS "BLNK"

PROJECT CODE
-DISTRIBUTION CODE

FUND CODE

Figure 13-6.-Breakdown of MILSTRIP requisition data.

IFL DATE 12 'IEF_ NCI j 4 ROL, § LOCATIO9N L6  
a, NON:.M 7 ISSUE DATE P EUN NQ

715E I El E]-I_1 71 55-0001

8 NOUIN NW OR HE' 3, 9 R II IIN OTN 1 I

LLJ C 0131AMI DOS TED
__ _ 8_ B CONTROL NUMBER I' l lIP CO'.AL SUPPT E

13 UIC 14 wc 115 TsNE P

yEs URG MAR OPTAR LOG

28 '9. Ao Jl,, e ll . . 2' ,5 2b

S.. ' ." MCC ' OUANTITY UNIT PRICE ''SD

- I 52' 1234 5 6 P-G 'A.0..6 1.... ..

'9 REMAHKS 3. APPROIVED By

Used for necessary exception data that miqht r..cEvEo8.

be required to process the requisition.
- 4 1: 1 333 *0 . T 1 4 4 IJ I I I. Ita I

AP1 NDZ T V! 521,91217,155 0'; R V 058 A 91, RP5 15 ! jI

TOCUMENT NUMBER ADDRESS I

SING~iLINT [[M 0014blMPTON' REGIs ION DoCIMENY. MANUAIl
NTVSUP F)HM 17W 1 7 PT, REV 121 ) S'N qTInR I ,F 750

Figure 13-7.-Single Line Item Consumption Requisition Document (Manual) (NAVSUP 1250-1).

Single Line Item Consumption/Requisition Publications and Forms Center. Figure 13-7 is an
Document (Manual), NAVSUP example of the NAVSUP Form 1250-1.
Form 1250-1

Order for Supplies or Services/Request for
NAVSUP Form 1250-1 is a seven-part Quotations, DD Form 1155

multipurpose form made of carbonized paper (re- DD Form 1155 is used for non-NSN items as
quires no interleaved carbons). It is a manual
MILSTRIP requisition document used by
nonautomated ships to procure material or ser- Delivery Orders are used against government
vices from a tender, stock points, or the Navy sources of supply (e.g., VA, GSA contracts,
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Federal Prison Industries, and Institutes for the Non-NSN Requisition (4491),
Blind: Handicapped). NAVSUP Form 1250-2

Purchase Orders (PO) are used for open
marktt purchases. A PO is issued to a commercial NAVSUP Form 1250-2 (figure 13-9) is a seven-
contractor/vendor who has no government con- part, multipurpose form used as a requisi-
tract. Refer to figure 13-8. tion/consumption reporting document by

\'717P- 31,Nh,.)2.-'7-F-lJ201 87AR lo Xb6022-7075-0001 C-9b

87 APR 17 X s...

KIN'; ,;: l-;rF BL.'i) 1 -20 DAYS
S.VA' NAH, ;..\ 314)5

SAT[': (.,Ik DEPT 30')
,  

841-4522 , . ,
SEE BLOCK '6

Nr~h2.2 747~4 - ~.NOU244
NAVAI. Il-N I.-. L[N IC".
1L Df . I N1AAl. S-TA 1I l CVALO[ L, 2:\ 't?, .21. UsT,147 - - Ij ",,-.,,-

_J ... .... .. .. . ..- .,...... ... .... L I ' .......... .................. 1"-

Ix
o... ..... 

...~

.A I ..1 , ~l i Oh *)tsSU24 0 )02 1q 21) 000000 P7075000100 S 109.03

S. 10'2 7TK PT .

I2)1 :.'25t- 1('2, )Lm ,nsd Bur, s 5 PG 18.18 90.90
-2,. 22 .025 -- ,' I, it, ,nwn d Bir , W 1 PG 18.18 18.18

1 ~PLUS RANS

'2 101 .. 1

LI K
I -

F>

DD. 1155

Figure 13-8.--Order for Supplies or Service/Request for Quotations (M)) Form 1155).
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nonautomated ships to procure non-NSN material for which no other procurement docu-
materials. ment is specified. This form is also used to requisi-

tion repair or rental of labor-saving devices (e.g.,
Requisition and Invoice/Shipping typewriters, word processors), repair of other
Document, DD Form 1149 equipage items, dry cleaning/laundry services.

When the DD Form 1149 is used, it will be limited
DD Form 1149 (figure 13-10) is used to pro- to a single page and must be prepared by

cure only material excluded from MILSTRIP and typewriter or ball-point pen.

NON-NSN REQUISITION (4491)

* 1 Nb 0* 1N03 NO , 0443 0 o o DO IF 33f NDAT03CE N "0" 1n I O

I ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ' 
0.0.0. 

03433T 
P33 POSTED3>3t

_IFF g C)

NO A.O N(JOB CONTROL NUMBER u0 .320O u333

= 3 
1*sw I N

,033.7 N OUTI G NAVY ITEM CO NTROL NUM BER F~AW ... BE.

(NICN) OR PNICN ZOON NIT TUSflfLI o,3 otw. sc

A' - 1 ORu

.. (003 ON (0 ODE DA NE
0 - Q(t.0 1NN

|NTfAtON DATA

sw _A T ADDRE$ ANDOU POINT Of CONTACT IO NAM

is ;Avu RERso__

11 .- *UIRCTOR3N5ICA3020313033.3933CA003

it 33.033 'It . N3

* G 3.43 303 333 430 .33 300 (38(03303 ORD0R.3

22 fi$- f OF(4320 I0T33 NIQ3 30310(03419333 3.*M11353 0DATA3FROM 6IS3.NG UNIT MANS M00EL BEG.

RN.... FIN2N AI3NIPRIO2N.4ON(34N33

Figure 13-9.-Non-USN Requisition (4491) (NA VSUP Form 1250-2).
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BLANKET PURCHASE AGREEMENT writing, by the regional contracting office and the
(BPA) commanding officer.

Transactions when an impres: fund may by
The BPA method of purchase i.a. ., ;,,pified used include emergency requisitions from local

procedure for establishing charge accounts with sources or payment for cash on delivery (COD).
qualified sources of supply to cover anticipated
small purchases of similar items. BPAs eliminate
the need for individual purchase orders and pro- RECEIPT AND ISSUE CONTROL
vide a method for telephone purchase. Calls are Once supplies have been ordered and received,
made only by authorized personnel. Normally, it is important to monitor the receipt and issue
sumeone other than the caller receives, inspects, of storeroom supplies. The system used is deter-
or accepts delivery. You must obtain a receipt for mined by clinic size and number of dental officers
the material received. and technicians assigned. When there are more

IMPREST FUNDS than three dental officers, a supply issue record
system must be used in order to establish usage

An imprest fund provides a simple economical rates and levels of supply.

way to purchase materials. It is a cash fund used This section discusses receipt and issue pro-

to make small payments at the time of a transac- cedures that use stock record cards and inventory

tion, much like a petty cash fund in a civilian control procedures.

business. Reimbursements of these funds are DOD SINGLE LINE ITEM
made on a revolving basis. RELEASE! RECEIPT DOCUMENT,

The imprest fund cash is kept by a person DD Form 1348-1
known as the imprest fund cashier. The maximum
amount allowed per transaction is $500. Naval ac- The DD Form 1348-1 is a receipt document
tivities with purchasing authority are authorized prepared by the activity shipping the material
to establish an imprest fund upon approval, in (figure 13-11). It contains the same information

O AIN *. I- ;"II " I. T N _ _ IA A U l !D".! I I I

A01 .ND2 PG00 1 N6602 7155 39354 B2S 9L RP5 15 0 385N NDZ T6 52 0 1234567 P ¢0IN62 t15@ l t

A N0244 NSC SANI DIEGO, CA ,EN66022 NDC SAN DIEGO, CA D F. 0 003M85

Tb._us MoAToNN TUT -At---- N* C t
r ' t .; 1 ' 1 G'NA.[- E U(V F.[,G.T CASSIFILA1lON NO.INCTiVli. . . .

1557 Bur, AHP, Tungsten Carbide
sT it'Eo 61 AND DOTE TYNE 04 COTLTANERS TOTAL WEIGHT R4 ECEIVED by AND 0*TE IN1f"CITD 11 ANO (Alt

I u

-PAKC AND --- ----------------- - Is I ___________
I FACETS 5' AND .a N o' -f Ft C ANT$ OAL CURI V I WAREHTOUSED SY AND DATE AEOL LCTO

[ j:eas cc DO T
P llSr DES!lNA rON A0IES (AlT 1TITPTD

7 . . . GO

) !S.M'.FlI.' %*.,T4ST 1O A S ADI D 01% C T ( IGNAtUIt AND DATE 1 aK t[Vts OcUANT NUMSEI

''L.0-'' 1 . eT~t', f CT O 1ST USIA DOD SINCG lIME ITEM ELEAsE RECEET DOCUMENT

Figure 13-11.-DOD Single Line Item Release/Receipt Document (DD Form 1348-1).
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11 X-0-123-4%7 I Ry 3.85 DENFAL USE 01-123140120
TG , N T,0)AL STOC ' (SMICI DESCQPTION j//I I'.J PRICE I AF( /A'A F- LOC AT1OT, LL I L I

CC V~ O RQ iT C? - 2d'S3AL' G _ AILQ1IA I/C 19E. 11 I QB~ I E .1/Vji - Rjo'I c'I m, - I- i TCSLC FTAO *pa DE.- T
J- DT. SERIA NO IJANTtTI DATE A SE ,'WCC REC:E Tsl "S t S ON tAL OATE L sR CC RECEIPTS Is.UfES ON HEAo

7W5 BF 39
T[ 7009-0129 3 36

7040 0001 7083-0004 7 1 29

L] iii- i _ 6 35

01 NATIoNAC STOCK NO SNAr DESC~RPTION 0U/I UNOI PRICE APC/AEL NO =COATS. I SE9LI 16520-00-123-4567 " o 385 .1-123 402

Figure 13-12.-Stock Record Card, Afloat (NAVSUP Form 1114m).

as that on the DD Form 1348. It provides The two stock record cards most commonly
documentation for both release of material by the used for recording usage data are the NAVSUP
supply source and receipt by the requisitioner. Forms 11 14m and 766.

The appropriate NDC supply department is
responsible for receiving supplies for all dental
facilities in a geographical region. Supply person- Stock Record Card Afloat,
nel inspect the supplies to verify receipt and to NAVSUP Form 1114m
determine the condition of the materials. The
materials are then either picked up by or delivered Figure 13-12 shows a completed NAVSUP
to the ordering dental facility, where files are up- Form 11 14m. Transactions entered on this form
dated. This includes removing the requisition from are explained below:
the Outstanding Requisition File, recording
receipt on the invoice and requisition, and posting * 7005 BF - This entry indicates that on the
the receipt to the stock record cards. 5th day of 1987 a balance of 39 packages

of the item was brought forward from a
previous stock record card.

STOCK RECORD CARDS
* 7009-0129 - This entry indicates that 3

To establish usage rates, there must be a units were issued on the 9th day of 1987.
system to provide: This issue was accomplished on document

serial number 0129, reducing the balance
* A record of the material on order on hand to 36 units.

* A record of materials received, and e 7048-0001-12 - This entry indicates that on
the 48th day of 987 requisition serial 0001

* A record of materials issued was prepared, requesting 12 units of the
item.

Use of stock record cards is the manual pro-
cess for recording receipt and issue of supplies. 0 7083-0004 - This entry indicates that 7
Many activities use computer systems to record units were issued on the 83rd day of 1987.
this information. Even though your supply This issue was accomplished on document
department uses a computer system, you should serial 0004 and reduced the balance on
use stock record cards as a backup. hand to 29 units.
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* 7085/7048-0001-6 - This entry indicates except for outstanding requisition information.
that on the 85th day of 1987, 6 units of Partial receipts are recorded on a copy of the re-
the item requested on document serial quisition filed in the Outstanding Requisition File.
7048-0001 were received. This increased The Stock Status and Replenishment Card,
the balance on hand, so the number 12 in NAVSUP Form 767, is placed above the NAV-
the outstanding requisition column was SUP Form 766, as shown in figure 13-13B, so that
removed and the number 6 was entered to you can see which items have been ordered, and
indicate the quantity still outstanding on the anticipated receipt date. The left side of this
the requisition. If all 12 units had been card is used for status data; the right side serves
received, the entire entry in the outstand- as a record for procurement and indicates time
ing requisition column would have been of expected receipts.
removed to indicate that all items on the The Stock Record Card Insert, NAVSUP
requisition had been received. Form 768, is used with the NAVSUP Form 766

Stock Record Card, NAVSUP Form 766 to provide information identifying the stock item.
The insert is placed at the bottom of the NAV-

The NAVSUP Form 766 is used by field supp- SUP Form 766, as shown in figure 13-13C.
ly points (including ship stores). For general use The NAVSUP Forms 766, 767, and 768 are
at a dental facility, it is NOT necessary to use the filed in visible record files (pocket style) in sequen-
"Reportable Demand" column on the card. Issues tial order by stock number.
and receipts are recorded in the same column. To INVENTORY CONTROL
distinguish one entry from the other, receipts are
entered in red ink and issues are entered in blue To ensure accurate dental supply records, you
or blue-black ink. must conduct a physical inventory of supplies and

Figure 13-13A shows a completed NAVSUP equipment at least quarterly. The objective of this
Form 766. Items and entries described are the inventory is to verify that balances shown on stock
same as those for the NAVSUP Form 11 14m, record cards agree with the amount physically on

srocK No 6520-00-123-4567 L CARD No. 2

0" SIrM, -OPWMJ RACK ox SSW!/'n OS "KCM 1 01IM - ICI SfM - ACK AM a I R LtiAs/N o T

1987 Sk FWDOWN CAM NO_ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

05 BAL F'WD FROM CAR0IN1 39 ____

009 7 09-PI29 3 36 -_ ______

_L3783-f0 4 _ __ 7 29 _ ____-___

_18 __4-H_ _ ___-_6 -t~_ 35 ______ __

092 _7 0 LOSSBY I V.- 2132 ____ ____ ________

092 INV. BAL. 1 32-- _

STOCK W ORID CARD -- NAVSUP FORM 766 (RE'V 12-621 $IN 0l 08-Mr-I82-000I GPO 1963 610 426

t -- L --

Figure 13-13A.-Stock Record Card (NAVSUP Form 766).
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STOCK STATUS DATA STATUS I OI EXPECTED ECIP T S
*.. ... . ~ o,'. -: i ..... W"" "'do 9 RR -. C 0 * wi R c. .. rT NAG. v cE

L98 7 R "4 .IIII'I O

7048-0001I

STOCK STATUS AND REPLENISHMENT CARD (112)
NAVSUP F- 75 R- (640) S/N 01o8 -LF-52-DI02

Figure 13-13B.-Stock and Status Replenishment Card (NAVSUP Form 767).

8.. cX , 3. 8 5 ].oA Dental I1,, II, '". lol %'
,

PACKAGING 12 pens per BX ISUIsTTITs

DESCRPIONE Retractable, ball point Pens , black

08.t COM s7T"C ASE NwwENOSNASI EAHUSTEND ;0 WMLIIT IENOEREDI EXCES S IE -nT I pIT P111CE QtL

9L 6520-00-123-4567 Retractable, ball point pens, black

TABULATING MACIIINE USERS PLFIASE NOTE-Print cognizance letter, stock numbcr, and nommndatu re in soY]Unce indicaotd.

STOCK RECORD CARD INSERT .... A- - , • - ... -A, . --o..o o

Figure 13-13C.-Stock Record Card Insert (NAVSUP 768).

hand. When the inventory is completed, a dated MAINTENANCE
entry is made on the stock record card in red ink.
See NAVSUP P-485 for further information on An effective, smoothly running supply depart-
physical inventories. ment must have a storeroom that is neat, clean,

and organized. One method of organizing a
STOREROOM MAINTENANCE, storeroom is to store all items in stock number

SECURITY, AND SAFETY order. This method not only allows you to easily
locate a supply item, but it simplifies your physical

Proper maintenance and security of a inventories. Stocking supplies when they are
storeroom allows you to control supplies and to received also helps maintain a neat, organized
know exactly where each item is located. storeroom.
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SECURITY PROCEDURES entire dental facility. As an advanced dental assis-

In any supply department, certain security tant working in a supply department, you must

measures must be followed to prevent loss of become familiar with all aspects of supply pro-

material through pilferage. All supply storerooms curement, issuance, receipt, inspection, storage,

must be kept locked when unattended, and only inventory control, safety, and security.
It is important for the advanced dental assis-authorized personnel should be allowed in thec tant to remember that the Navy Supply System

storage area. Personnel in charge of these spaces services many customers and is constantly

are responsible for ensuring appropriate security, undergoing updates and changes. Thus, it is very

Items such as controlled drugs and grain impoing that and changes. The it vry

alcohol require special security and inventory pro- important that you keep track of the most cur-

cedures. These procedures are outlined in Chapter rent information provided for all supply

21 of the Manual of the Medical Department procedures.

(MANMED). Local instructions give information
on internal security procedures for specific items
(e.g., hypodermic needles, syringes, linen, REFERENCES
precious metals).

SAFETY PROCEDURES BUMED Instruction 6700.13 series, Authorized
Medical/Dental Allowance Lists for U.S.

Dangerous materials include all types of com- Naval Vessels, Fleet Marine Force and other
pressed gases, flammable liquids, and any other elements of the Operating Forces;
item that could be considered a fire hazard. These Maintenance and Distribution of, August 1975
items must be stowed in an approved flammables
locker. This locker is usually located outside a Manual of the Medical Department, NAVMED
building in a well-ventilated area, away from Pan 17l (throughica 101), NAVMED
direct sunlight. Proper storage of dangerous P-117, (through change 101), July 1987
materials is especially critical aboard ships.

All compressed gas cylinders (e.g., oxygen, AFLOAT Supply Procedures, NAVSUP P-485,
nitrogen, and nitrous oxide) must be secured by December 1985 (through change 3 to revision
chains, clamps, or straps in an upright position. 1)
Special precautions should be taken to prevent
cylinders from being dropped or forcefully struck MILSTRIP/MILSTRAP Manual, NAVSUP
against hard surfaces. Do not drag or slide P-437, April 1986
cylinders. Be sure all cylinders have valve protec-
tion caps securely attached.

NOTE: The released energy from a snapped- Navy Supply Acquisition Regulation Supplement
off valve could cause a cylinder to behave like a (SUPARS), NAVSUP P-560, November 1985
missile.

Supply Ashore, NAVSUP P-1, Vol. II

SUMMARY Marine Corps Order 6700.2 series, Medical and

An efficient dental supply department can Dental (Class VIII) Material for Support of
determine the effectiveness of operation of an the Fleet Marine Force, February 1982
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CHAPTER 14

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

1. Identify the different classes of plant 3. Identify inventory procedures for plant
property. property.

4. Identify survey procedures for government
2. Identify plant/minor property by dollar value, property.

INTRODUCTION e Class 2 includes buildings, structures, and
utilities. Buildings and structures may be

As an advanced dental assistant, you may be either owned by the Navy or granted for
responsible for managing plant and minor pro- use by the Navy either partially or totally.
perty items. This includes tagging the items, con- Utilities include steam systems, water
ducting inventories and surveys. By properly supply systems, natural or manufactured
managing the plant and minor property under gas systems, and compressed air systems.
your control, you can determine when it should
be replaced.This chapter covers the different classes of e Class 3 is equipment other than industrialplant property, monetary value of both plant and plant equipment. It includes all Navy-
minor property, inventory control, an sre owned personal property of a capitalprocedures, nature with an estimated or actual initialacquisition cost of $5,000 or more. To be

classified as Class 3 plant property, an
equipment item must meet the following

PLANT PROPERTY criteria:

Plant property includes both real property
(land, buildings, and improvements) of a capital 1. It must have an expected normal
nature owned by the Navy or for which the Navy useful life of 2 years or more.
is accountable, and personal property of a capital 2. It must be used in conjunction with
nature owned by the Navy (e.g., dental or x-ray the activity's assigned mission.
units). It does not include equipment designated 3. It must not be altered beyond its
as minor property, discussed later in this chapter. designated capabilities.

4. It must not be consumed in perfor-
mance or work.

PLANT PROPERTY CLASSES 5. It must not be in an inventory ac-
count of the supply system.

For management, financial, and technical con- 6. It must not, by nature of its installa-
trol purposes, plant property items are divided in- tion or usage, form an integral part
to four classes: of a Class 2 property item.

* Class 1 is land, either owned by the Navy,
or used by the Navy but owned by a state 0 Class 4 is industrial plant equipment-with
or some other federal agency. an acquisition cost of $5,000 or more.
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PLANT PROPERTY ACCOUNTING * Block 3 - ID/Government Tag Number.
Enter the complete plant property iden-

Accounting procedures for plant property pro- tification number assigned to the item.
vide controls essential for compliance with
statutory and Department of Defense require- 0 Block 4 - Commodity Code. Enter the
ments concerning government property. They pro- appropriate 4-digit FSC code (e.g., 6525,
vide a Navy-wide system of collecting, compiling, x-ray equipment).
recording, and reporting plant property informa-
tion. The system ensures that factual information 0 Block 5 - Stock Number. Enter the na-
on capital property is available for management tional stock number when known.
and technical purposes.

Statutory regulations require that records on * Block 6 -Acquisition Cost. Enter the ac-
fixed property, installations, and major equip- quisition cost in whole dollars. The
ment items be maintained on a quantitative and acquisition cost includes standard attach-
financial basis. Additionally, the Department of ments procured and delivered with the
Defense has issued instructions to report items basic unit.
meeting certain capital dollar criteria. Under these
guidelines, the policy of the Department of the * Block 7 - Type Code. Enter "4" to in-
Navy establishes that all items of a capital nature dicate Class 3 plant property.
must be recorded and reported in the Plant Pro-
perty Account. The term "plant property ac-
count" refers to the records of Navy-owned plant d Block 8 - YR of MFG. Enter the last twoproprtymainaind bythefiscl oficeof ourdigits of the year in which the item was
property maintained by the fiscal office of your manufactured. ("Not available" will NOTcommand. Most plant property equipment that be used.) If the year is estimated, insert
will be recorded and reported at any DTF will be "E" immediately preceding the entry.
Class 3 plant property.

Recording and Reporting Class 3 Plant * Block 9 - Power Code. Enter the 2-digit

Property operating power code. This represents the
type of electrical power required to operate

All Class 3 items must be reported for inclu- the item being reported. These codes are

sion in the Capital Asset Account of the Navy. listed in NA VCOMPT Manual, Volume

DOD Property Record, DD Form 1342, figure III, Chapter 6.

14-1, is the only form used for this purpose. A
separate DD Form 1342 is prepared for each * Block 10 - Status Code. Enter the ap-
equipment item. These forms are prepared by propriate status code (e.g., IA identifies
dependent activities when property is acquired and Class 3 and Class 4 plant property in ac-
submitted promptly to the fiscal officer of the ac- tive use located at a naval shore activity).
countable activity (e.g., Branch Dental Clinic, Additional status codes are listed in NA V-
North Island, CA, submits completed 1342s to the COMPT Manual, Volume III, Chapter 6.
fiscal officer at Naval Dental Clinic, San Diego,
CA). * Block II - SVC (service code). Enter " "

Computer generation of DD Form 1342 is to designate Navy."
authorized provided that all data elements are in-
cluded in the same order as on the form. Toreport 0 Block 12- Command Code. Enter
the acquisition of a Class 3 plant property, com- "N00018," the Department of Defense
plete the DD Form 1342 using the block-by-block Activity Accounting Code (DODAAC) for
descriptions below: Naval Medical Command. The "N"

represents Navy, and 00018 is the UIC for* Block I - Active, Initial, Idle, Change. In- Naval Medical Command.

sert an "X" in the "Active" and "Initial"

blocks to show an item being reported in- Block 13 - Admin Office Code. Enter the
to the inventory. DODAAC of the fiscal office that has

* Block 2 - Julian Date. Enter the Julian plant property accountability for the ac-
date that the form is prepared. tivity in possession of the item.
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I [] -', 2 lr. .i.u I: 3 r D ot FJG O Fmm Appovsd

DOD PROPERTY RECORD r-] , f cIAc.E 7142 68409-001005 o No 202R0209

SECTION I - INVENTORY RECORD
4 CON4.ODCO DE tNSS4~ UMIR ACOUIS7IOF 7 TYPE Ye0 OF 9 POWII 10 SfAT4 If SVC 112 COMM&ND ;3 ADOF KZ

I + I..... +Ticonium, Inc. 20750 3001-Dl 377
AvUL, 68 - 87-M-0 473

MACHINE CASTING TICONIUM
FSC 6520, 29INLGX30INWX68INH

Two shelf, stainless steel cooling rack attached to oven
16INWX24INHX8IND

COFITIIKf ON4 WIS E C 1 YE M1 HID

7ELECTRICAL CHA rAT"RISTICS

CILIANT ITY I6FST .45 P0656 CYCLE C DC SPEED TIME 040 FRAME NUMI

1115 1 60 X

IS PRESENT LOCATITON M DIRC O4 IC.

Naval Dental Clinic No Street Address

Area Dental Laboratory, Headquarters 2 OO

San Francisco, CA 94130-5030 68409 (2742 775)
SECTION II - INSPECTION RECORD

YES NO YES To

NA.,

+AVAILABL F. .+ 1,,l0'*4 T 4oRANSFISR? C__ 4 O AS .1 O A" , 4t US

31 ARE 6 LIF- 'N
G  

'SV .T'iONS AVAILABL 06 TRANSFE' 46 O.
5

41000 l 44N1 U R S AS4 USIA

30 -5SI"EM IAST 5S40 ON * FINISHING QPERATIONI III 45T'0 COST 10F45ICK CR6540G

39 W',1 AC MSTSINTS OR CALBRATION CORRECT DIiCIENCIIS' TM,, --it 04 , , NI'TRwlT, 4

4 ,I.., , 1 - ,, . -,, 04 -i 52 CONDITION COA

4' ,S ,,4 ,N OA61 CONDITION I II S3 OI ATING TEST CO.

SECTION It? - REMARKS
54

JON: 4CDAPW

Requisition #: N68409-6288-0004

64"60I COW4IMAO ONI EVRRER 1R 0 YRS NO

SECTION IV DISPOSITION RECORD

5 S JQf 00.51044 AND*7 ADOIESS. '74(100474 ZIP COOL)1 56 TYPE OF ISPOSTIOF 560 DATF (OF 54540541408 AND

SECTION V - VALIDATION RECORD

C. So STEVENS, Supply Officer
DO I "A 711 1342 s/n o020WIo+ U,0 EDITK)N F I AU0 77 MAY BE USED PAGE I OF I MM

Figure 14-1.-DOD Property Record (DD Form 1342).
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* Block 14 - Name of Manufacturer. Enter * Block 25 - Contract Numbei. Enter the
the name of the manufacturer (e.g., contract or purchase order number under
ADEC, Ticonium, Pelton Crane). If the which the Class 3 item was procured.
manufacturer cannot be determined, enter
"unknown." e Block 26- Description and Capacity.

Enter a complete description of any item

* Block 15 - Manufacturer's Code. Enter with an initial acquisition cost of $5,000

the 5-digit manufacturer's code listed in the or more, including the noun name, major

Defense Logistics Agency Handbook group, class, subclass, type, subtype, size

(DLAH) 4215 series. group, and specific size. This description
is determined by a physical inspection of
the item by qualified personnel. If addi-

* Block 16 - Manufacturer's Model tional space is required, use block 54 or
Number. Enter the manufacturer's model, attach a continuation sheet. If you use a
style, or catalog number of the equipment continuation sheet, also include the follow-
being reported. Always use the model ing: date, noun name, commodity code,
number if available. When the manufac- model code, manufacturer's code, and
turer does not assign a model, style, or identification number.
catalog number, enter the word "none."

* Block 27 - Electrical Characteristics. Enter

" Block 17 - Manufacturer's Serial Number. the quantity of each type and electrical
Enter the serial number assigned by the characteristics of all motors. List main

manufacturer of the item. If the item has motors first.
no serial number, enter the word "none." * Block 28 - Present Location. Enter the

name and location (street address, city,
" Blocks 18, 19, 20 - Dimensional Data. and state) of the activity in possession of

Enter the length, width, and height of the the item. If there is no street address, in-
item. All measurements shall be to the next sert "no street address."
foot, including the skid (pallet). Dimen-
sions on boxed items are to the next foot 0 Block 28a - DIEPC Control Number.
only. Since all dimensions are entered by Enter the UIC followed by, in parentheses,
foot, the use of symbols or abbreviations the 7-digit number of the activity in posses-
to designate feet are not required. sion (block 28). Obtain this 7-digit number

from the Catalog of Naval Shore Ac-
* Block 21 - Weight. When the weight of the tivities. If no activity number is assigned,

item is not known, enter the estimated enter the UIC of the possessing activity.
weight. For items over 500 pounds, round Enter sufficient zeros to the left of the UIC

off to the next 100 pounds; for items under to make up a 7-digit number, e.g.,
500 pounds, round off to the nearest 10 0039354.
pounds. Weight includes accessories and * Blocks 30 through 51 - Leave blank.
attachments.

* Block 52 - Condition Code. Enter the ap-
* Block 22 - Certificate of Nonavailability plicable condition code for the item being

Number. Because this is restricted to new reported. Condition codes are listed in
procurement of Class 4 items only, it does NAVCOMPT Manual, Volume III,
not apply to Class 3 items. Chapter 6.

* Block 23 - ASOD Number. When ap- * Block 53 - Operating Test Code. Leave

plicable, enter the Assistant Secretary of blank.

the Navy (shipping and logistics) approved 0 Block 54 - Remarks (e.g., purchase action).
plant equipment package number. Enter the job order number, requisition

number, and/or purchase order number
* Block 24 - ARD. Leave blank under which equipment was purchased.
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" Blocks 55, 56, and 56a. Leave blank All identification tags must contain:

" Block 57 - Validation. Enter the name and * A suitable indication of Navy ownership,
title of the individual responsible for fur- such as "USN Property" or "USMC Pro-
nishing the technical information for the perty," or just the abbreviation "USN"
DD Form 1342. or "USMC."

Any additional information, including list of e An I l-digit identification number made up
required codes used when preparing this form, of two elements-the UIC of the activity
may be obtained from NA VCOMPT Manual, where the equipment is first placed in use
Volume 111, Chapter 6. and a 6-digit identification suffix. For

example:
Correction of Class 3 DOD Property
Records 39354- 123456

To correct a previously submitted DOD Pro- 5-digit UIC
perty Record, prepare a new DD Form 1342 or
draw a red line through incorrect data. 6-digit identification

These corrections are made by the holder of
the item, or the holder of a previously submitted Figure 14-2 shows a typical plant property tag.
1342. The maximum number of ink changes Tags can be fabricated from metal, fiber, or
allowed will be 10 per record. A new property plastic. When it is impracticable to use a tag, the
record card shall be prepared if more than 10 item can be marked with indelible ink, acid or
changes are made. Corrections are necessary for electrical etch, steel die, a decal, or any other legi-
the following: ble, permanent, conspicuous, and tamper-proof

method.
* Change in physical description of the item Although the fiscal officer assigns the

(e.g., addition of an accessory or auxiliary numbers, always check to ensure that a suffix
part, like a cuspidor to a dental unit) number is not assigned to more than one item.

" Change in cost data due to addition or INVENTORY OF PLANT PROPERTY
deletion of accessory or auxiliary
equipment Every activity regardless of its size or nature,

must have a physical inventory system to account
* Correction of the UIC for all plant property. It must provide detailed

instructions for the following:
" Correction to manufacturer's name, ad-

dress, model number, or serial number 1. Purpose of the inventory
2. Responsibilities of each individual assigned

Specific instruction on property record to take the physical inventory
changes are listed in the NA VCOMPT Manual, 3. Specific list of inventory areas, with target
Volume III, Chapter 6. dates for completion

PLANT PROPERTY
IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS

Each item of Class 3 and Class 4 plant pro- U.S. NAVY PROPERTY
perty must be tagged with its assigned plant pro-
perty identification number. This number is 39354-000062
assigned by the fiscal officer of the accountable RANT ACCOUNT
activity, and is the number entered in block 3 of
the DD Form 1342. With the exception of those
activities where an alpha designation is part of the
UIC, the use of letters in the identification number
is prohibited. Figure 14-2.-Plant Property Identification Tag.
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4. Plan for indoctrination of personnel who 0 Prepare a property management document
will conduct the inventory to include:

5. Techniques for sighting, tagging, describ-
ing, recording, and reporting plant proper- 1. Identification number (assigned
ty items locally)

6. Instructions for preparing an inventory 2. Noun name of the item
progress report for local management 3. Model number and serial number

4. Quantity or item count
The Department of the Navy has set these 5. Location

policies for conducting physical inventories and 6. Acquisition date
reconciling property records of Class 3 plant 7. Acquisition cost
property: 8. Date of last inventory

9. Source document number
" They are required at least once every 3 10. Manufacturer of item

years. * The minor property custodian should af-

* They must be conducted and completed fix the minor property with a tag, plate,
within time periods set forth in a schedule or other device. This tag will contain a uni-

(e.g., the inventory year for Naval Medical que control number that will identify each

Command is 1985; the inventory must be minor property item.

completed between I July 1985 and 31 0 Conduct an annual physical inventory.
March 1986).

Figure 14-3 is an example of the Report of
* The fiscal office must be notified when the Minor Property, NAVCOMPT Form 274. This

inventory is completed. form is completed at the command's discretion,
but it is not to be prepared more frequently than

* The records of the holding activity must once every 6 months.
be reconciled with those of the fiscal of-
fice. Differences must be corrected after
the inventory is completed. SURVEY OF GOVERNMENT

PROPERTY

A property survey is a procedure for determin-
MINOR PROPERTY ing the cause of gains, losses, or damage to Navy

property. The survey process is documented and
Minor property is defined as personal pruperty certified on a Report of Survey, DD Form 200

acquired for immediate use and having a value (figures 14-4A and 14-4B). It may also establish
of $300 to less than $5,000. Because minor pro- personal responsibility.
perty is classified as pilferable (e.g., furniture, of- Previous DOD forms, Government Property
fice equipment, hand and portable power tools), Lost or Damaged (GLPD), DD Form 2090, and
each activity that maintains minor property items Report of Survey, DD Form 200 dated Dec 1972
shall establish internal controls to safeguard all are obsolete and will no longer be used.
minor property assets. Preparation of this document may vary slight-

ly depending on the nature of the survey. Specific

INTERNAL CONTROLS instructions are outlined in NA VSUP Manual
P-485.

When a discrepancy is due to paperwork orAl] activities owning minor property items will bookkeeping error, you need not prepare a DD
establish internal controls to accommodate the bokeigerr o edntpeaeaDnesfthat interactrolstons omo the Form 200. Simply make the proper accounting ad-
needs of that activity. Suggestions for these con- justments on the custody or stock record cards.
trois are discussed below.

* Designate a minor property custodian who
is responsible for all minor property. This
will normally be someone working in the Although the fiscal officer is responsible for
supply department. the management of plant and minor property, the
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REPORT OF SURVEY
PRIVACY ACT sTATEMENT ox~yE RELPT X one)

Perso"Ijrnfoe.nation from the individuais~i 5f
2  

.phb h recA.o 94 .Cd, ~ X aRPR FSRE
AUTHORITY 16 u S C 136, 10 U S C 1071. DoD intructson I M00 0
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE 'o officaly report the facts and cirumances suprtn r0I ii) dssessmeP5nt of peuilT..o G

11
R ROSSO T O E

chargesTo-rrTosdamage, or destruction of OoD-contfolea orDe~lrt OS)ETYD

ROUTINE USES To nitlaTe r estganos of lossesganrs of DoO-conr,.Ieo Oloberty and record Thle fInc 2 SURVEY NUMBER
and act,07srta~en 0015
iISCLOSURE IS VOLUNTARY Refusal to exan The o(,,'lances -'der which 'he po~efl va o AE OSGANOCOEE
danmaged.o, de-sroyed 'ay be consdered -th ithrP factors in determIl-g f an ndnvduai -.. be ned 3 AT YMOSS 871210CVRE
pecumnar It able _________8_7_12___

4 NATIONAL STOCK NO 5 JEMI DESCRIPTION 6 QUANTT' 1 7 Nt;T COS' B TO 'AL Cos,
HANOPIECE, TITAN I EA 390.00 390.0

Serial #6400
Minor Prop 4M051761
Mfg; STAR DENTAL

9 C RCUVS-ACES ,NORR WkCr PROPERTY NAS (X one) OS GAINED DAMACED E ETOEAra adtoa aeas necessary) [
CAUSE: LOSS BY INVENTORY

The item listeu above was unaccounted for during the inventory held 10- DEC 87.
Records indicate item was suomitted to ND C Supply after Repair was unalhie to
service the item. Date ofl transfer was 18 OCT 86.

Cf, AC-ONS *A.EN '0 CORRECT C RC ,MSTANCES REPORTED N BLOCK 9 AND PREVENT FUTURE OCCUJRRENCES (Attach additional pages is

Recommnended Handpiece Custodian to initiat,2 a log to closely maintain issue/receipt
of items.

ND:vIDJA. COM P ET Nr BLOCKS 9 AND 10

a O~rGAZAltONA. ADDRESS (Unit Designation. b TYPED NAME (Last, First, Mcdfe initial) -%AUOVR.NMSER
9ffn-e Symbol Base State, Ztp Code) FIELDS, ROGER L. DTC, USN 958- 2222

aE d NATURE 3ESOEBOX 147, NAVSTA
SOIE GC , CA 92136-1-147 .- 7223N8

3 ArcDI4'aqE rlDa,CEP _______________

b Da A ? A'A( COVI"S Un.? es,;ratfon 1( TYPED NAME (East, Frst Mivrdle n't'al) d A J-'OO% NUMBIRER
')Frf-S,n'bo; Base Str. 1,0 Codel FRENCH, MIKE P. DTCS, USN 95 8-2

S:N PEI DAT 
t

ON GjE D

DO Formi 200, OCT 84 aPol,aso 00orrm 20o 8) MAY 41 Form 98 'AN 83
SIN o I, Ill.1 1 FIVi 1) I- RS 2)0 SFP 1 ant U.) or-' 691 SEP IT 7 l , ,' or

Figure 14-4A-Report of Survey MD)1 Form 200).
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-4 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATION OF SURVEY OFFICER

a ENDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS (Aftfch di'rtona/ pages isnecesa$y)

RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL OF SURVEY

b DOLLAR AMOUNT OF O. GAIN c RECOMMENDED PECUNIARY CHARGE d LOSS/,.AIN TO GOVERNMENT

$390.00 0 $390.00

15 SURVEY OFFICER
a ORGANIZATrONAL ADDRESS (Ur1rt Des1natlo, b TYPED NAMEjLjsEr5t,.MddJ Initial) c A TOVON NUMBER

Offce Symbol Base Stare, zIp Coe) J. S. JONES, LCDR, MSC, USN 958-2222
NDC d DATE REPORT SUBMITTED TO APPOINTING OFFICIAL e DATE APPOINTED

BOX 147, NAVSTA 03 JAN 88
SDIEGO, CA 92136-5147 1•ATU / g DATE SIGNED

24 JAN 88

16 INDIVIDUAL CHARGED , L/ {
a HAVE EXAMINED THE PiNDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF lb I AM AWARE OF MY RIGHT TO )1)LEGAL ADVICE AND(2)

THE SURVEY OFFICER AND (Xone) APPEAL IF PECUNIARY CHARGES ARE ASSESSED ENLISTED
(I)SUBMIT THE ATTACHED STATEMENTOF OBJECTION PERSONNEL HAVE THE RIGHT TO REQUEST REMISSION OF

1(2) DO NOT INTEND TO MAKE SUCH A STATEMENT INDEBTEDNESS

TYPED NAME (LasT frt Middle Initil) d SIGNATURE e DATE SIGNED f AUTOVON NUMBER

7 A:OOINTrNG OFFICIAL

a RECOMMENDATION (Xomej I COMMENTS

X I')APPROVE

(2) DISAPPROVE

C ORGANIZATIONAL ADDRESS (UnTOesgnat,on. d TYPED NAME (Last, First, Midrdle InitIal)) e AUTOVON NUMBER
Office Sybl Base, Stare ip Code) J. M. TOTTER, CDR, MSC, USN 958-2233
NDC I SGNATURE g DATE SIGNED

BOX 147, NAVSTAI\
SDIEGO, CA 92136-5147 25 JAN 88

18 APPROVING OFFICIAL

a ACTION (Xone) b COMMENTS

X (I) APPPOVED

(2.D'ISAPPPOvED

c OPGANIZATONAL ADDRESS (Unit Oeignation, d TYPED NAME (Last, FItt Middle Initial)) e AUTOVON NUMBER
Ofice Sy-bol Base. State ZIP Code) G. R. RIVER, CAPT. DC. USN 958-2233

I SIGNATURE 9 DATE SIGNED

BOX 147, NAVSTA X: / ,J8
'SDIEG0, CA 92136-5147 ,k / ! .y'._ 26 JAN 88

DO Form 200 Reverse, OCT 84

Figure 144B.-Report of Survey (DD Form 200) Reverse.
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advanced dental assistant may be required to assist REFERENCES
in the management process.

Plant and minor property encompasses the Navy Comptroller Manual, Volume 111, July 1986
major equipment required to operate a dental (th roh an 343)
facility. It is therefore important that you keep (through change 343)
good accounting records and closely observe the
conditions of all plant and minor property. This
will help you plan for property replacement and Afloat Supply Procedures (NAVSUP P-485),

avoid any down time in administrative work or December 1985 (through change 3 to revision
patient care. 1)

Property management procedures may vary at
each activity, but all DTFs must follow the
guidelines provided in the NA VCOMPT Manual, NAVSUP NOTICE 4440, Reporting and
Volume III, Chapter 6, and NAVMEDCOM and Accounting for Gained or Lost Government
local instructions. Property, December 1985
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CHAPTER 15

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter you will be able to:

1. Identify terms commoniy used in financial 4. Identify budget calls for a dental activity.
management.

5. Recognize the value and procedures for invest-
2. Identify how funds are appropriated and the ment equipment budg, :ng.

appropriation categories.

6. Identify OPTAR recordkeeping and account-
3. Identify budget preparation procedures. ing procedures.

INTRODUCTION called fiscal quarters. An apportionment regulates
the rate at which those funds may be spent

Whether working in the financial management throughout the year.
department at a large dental treatment facility
(DTF) or maintaining a small operating budget
at a branch facility or dental department aboard APPROPRIATION. -The setting aside of a
ship, the advanced dental assistant must have a specific amount of funds to be used for a desig-
working knowledge of financial management. nated purpose. These funds (appropriations) are

divided into budget activities and further
The Department of the Navy allocates funds divided into subactivities, programs, projects, and

that enable each dental activity to accomplish its elements of expense. The Department of the Navy
mission. Before you can take part in financial appropriations are classified into three types:
management at the dental activity level, you must
understand where the funds originate and how Annual or I-Year Appropriations - These
they are distributed. But before you can under- funds are available for incurring obliga-
stand this process, you need to know the terms tions only during the Fiscal Yeai specified
used in financial management. The most common in the Appropriation Act. Example:
terms are explained in the following section. Operation and Maintenance, Navy

(O&MN) - These appropriations provide
funds to finance the cost of day-to-day

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT TERMS operations and maintenance of the Navy.
The funds pay for salaries and fringe
benefits of civilians, contracts for

ALLOCATION.-An assignment of funds to maintenance of equipment and facilities,
a specific purpose or account, fuels, supplies, and repair parts. For most

activities, the appropriations provide funds
in support of the operating budget, which

APPORTIONMENT.-A determination of is the master financial planning and con-
the amount of obligations that may be incurred trol document for accomplishing the com-
during a specific period. Annual appropriations mand's mission. If these funds are not
of funds are distributed over 3-month periods obligated in that year, they automatically
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revert back to the grantor of the funds at which is different from the calendar year. The
the end of that fiscal year. Federal Government's fiscal year begins on 1

October of one year and ends on 30 September
of the following year. It is named for the calen-

0 Multiple Year Appropriations - These dar year in which it ends. For example, the fiscal
funds are available for incurring obliga- year 1987 (FY87) began on 1 October 1986 and
tions for a definite period in excess of one ended on 30 September 1987. This accounting
fiscal year. The Navy and Marine Corps period is called FY87 because the accounting
may receive multiple-year appropriations period ended in 1987.
for construction projects that will take over
I year to complete. Example: Other Pro-
curement, Navy (OPN) - OPN funds are Fiscal Quarters.-The fiscal year is divided
commonly used within medical/dental ac- into Fiscal Quarters. For example, the fiscal
tivities for purchasing investment equip- quarters of FY87 were:
ment (equipment having a value of $5,000
or more) that is not assigned a National First Quarter: 1 October 19'r to 31 December 1986
Stock Number (NSN). Second Quarter: I Jan, 4 iy 1987 to 31 March 1987

Third Quarter: I April 1987 to 30 June 1987
Fourth Q,.fter: 1 July 1987 to 30 September 1987

* Continuing or No-Year Appropriations -
These funds are available to suprort
projects that have an indefinite completion OBLIGATION.-The amount of funds set
date (e.g., shipbuilding, p,:b1ic works con- aside for an order placed, contract awarded, or
struction, and research and development), other legally binding transaction requiring an ex-
These appropriations are available until penditure of a specified amount of funds.
they arc used up or until the Navy ac-
cormplishes the purpose for which they
were intended. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES MEMORANDUM

(POM).-A memorandum in prescribed format
submitted by the Secretary of the Navy to the

APPROPRIATION ACT.-A congressional Secretary of Defense. The POM recommends the
law that authorizes the spending of Treasury total resource requirements, within the parameters
money. of the Secretary of Defense's fiscal guidance, for

the operation of the Department of the Navy.

BUDGET.-An overall financial plan of

action.

APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS

COMMITMENT.-A firm administrative
reservation of funds. Entering into a commitment Congress provides funds through annual
is usually the first step in the process of spending legislation known as the Appropriation Act. The
available ftnds. process whereby funds flow from Congress to

your DTF (figure 15-1) is the subject of the follow-
ing discussion.

EXPENDITURE.-Disbursement of avail-
able funds. Expenditures are evidenced by
vouchers, claims, or other documents approved FLOW OF FUNDS
by competent authority.

Congress sends the DOD Appropriations Bill
FISCAL YEAR (FY).-The period between to the President for signature. When signed, the

the annual balancing of financial accounts and bill becomes the Appropriations Act. The Office
the next annual balancing period. The Federal of Management and Budget (OMB) then appor-
Government uses this annual accounting period, tions the funds to the Department of the Navy.
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of the three ways in the table shown below, or
SCONGRES at any other rate as determined by OMB:

Appropriates To

[OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT & BUDGETI APPROPRIATIONS IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARSApportions Thru

tSECRETARY OF DEFENSE 1  Apportionment

--------------
To Example Example Example

I II III

AR NAVY & LA&ARMY FORCE MARINE OTHER First
CORPS E Q,. r,2- 250 FFNE 200

.... ... [AGENCIES2

Allocates To Second

T Responsible Quarter 250 400 200
Issues Fund Allocations Third

MAJOR CLAIMANTS(NAVAL MEDICAL COMMAND) Quarter 250 400 200

Passes Financial Authority
ISSUE: Fourth
.lOperating Budgets Quarter 250 100 400

2.Operating Targets
COMMANDERS 3. Allotments / 1,000 1,000 1,000

& Suballotments
COMMANDING 4.Reimbursable Orders

OFFICERS 5.Expense Limitations
6.Technical Operating

9 Budgets Obligating Appropriated Funds

Figure 15-1.-Flow of Funds. Regardless of command level, obligations of
appropriated funds may not be made prior to
receipt of proper authorization. For example, the

Under the authority of the Secretary of the Navy, fiscal officer for a naval dental clinic cannot
the Comptroller of the Navy (NAVCOMPT) sub- automatically obligate funds on 1 October for a
divides or allocates funds to major claimants new dental unit unless authorization to spend the
(NAVMEDCOM). NAVMEDCOM then sub- funds has been received. Also, obligations may
divides these allocations to GEOCOMS, who pass not exceed authorized amounts.
financial authority to commanders and command-
ing officers, who then issue operating budgets and
operating targets. This makes funds available for NOTE: At times, Congressional Appropria-
commitment, operation, and expenditure at your tions may not be enacted by the beginning of the
activity level. This process requires that expen- fiscal year. If this happens, a continuing resolu-
ditures be spent in an orderly manner throughout tion for the interim period will normally be ap-
the year to avoid the need for additional congres- proved. This authorizes obligations but limits
sional appropriations, them to the prior year's rate until the appropria-

tion is enacted.
The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921

authorizes the President to establish reserve funds
to effect saving or to provide for contingencies.
It is under this authority that the President, BUDGETING
through the OMB, often withholds funds
appropriated by Congress. As a result of this ap-
portionment process, the OM&N annual ap- You are now familiar with how Congress ap-
propriations are divided into four quarterly limits, propriates funds down to your activity level. But
not necessarily in equal amounts. It is important how does Congress determine the funds required
to remember that quarterly division of funds is by your activity to accomplish its mission? This
as legally binding as the total limit of the ap- is done a year in advance, through development
propriation itself. For example, a one million of a budget (financial plan) for a fiscal year. Your
dollar appropriation may be apportioned in one activity budget goes to your financial management
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office, where it is combined with budgets of other Health Week or unscheduled deployments
branch clinics to form one budget that eventually of ships and units
becomes part of the NAVMEDCOM budget. The
NAVMEDCOM budget becomes part of the
DON budget, which becomes part of the DOD * Changes in staff personnel; e.g., an in-
budget, which ultimately becomes part of the crease in the number of dental officers will
President's budget. The President's budget is then require additional equipment and supplies
presented to Congress for review, modification,
and approval.

9 Substantial increase in utility usage or a
rise in utility rates (a drastic change in cost

BUDGET CALLS can result at a foreign duty station due to
exchange Late valuiiib Of foreign

A naval dental clinic (NDC) headquarters for- currency)
mulates budgets and allocates appropriations for
the branch clinics. The commanding officer issues
a yearly budget call for cost center managers at 9 Building repairs
the branch clinics to develop their operating
budget estimates. These estimates must be as ac-
curate as possible and supporting data and * Other special projects that will require ad-
justification for the requested funds must be in- ditional funds
cluded. In the budget call, the commanding
officer:

OPERATING BUDGET
" Outlines program objectives and workload

projections The operating budget is constructed basically

in four steps:
* Communicates instructions and budget

policy decisions based on recommenda-
tions received through command channels 1. Translating the planned workload for each
(e.g., branch heads, department heads, cost center into budget/accounting
LCPO.) classifications (e.g., civilian and military

labor hours, material requirements, and

" Provides information on specific budget services to be performed by others).

procedures 2. Applying realistic dollar values to each
budget/accounting classification within the

" Provides schedules and actions required by guidelines established by the command and

the cost centers the Navy Comptroller (NAVCOMPT).

3. Preparing a total dollar estimate for each
" Provides approved flow of budget data cost center. This total will provide each cost

from the point of origin to the review levels center with a planned operating budget for
internal use.

4. Preparing the final budget for submission
OPERATING BUDGET ESTIMATE to higher authority.

When preparing the operating budget eCimate
for your activity, you must anticipate the BUDGETING FOR INVESTMENT
following: EQUIPMENT

* Scheduled and unscheduled workload for Shore activities under the management con-
the period covered; e.g., Children's Dental trol of the Commander, Naval Medical Command
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(COMNAVMEDCOM), prepare their investment reprioritize items requested and, if absolutely
equipment budgets and submit them through the essential, to add new items over and above un-
chain of command to COMNAVMEDCOM. In- funded items carried over. For further instructions
vestment equipment is equipment that has a unit consult the current NAVMEDCOM directives for
value of $5,000 or more. This equipment will re- investment equipment.
quire NAVMEDCOM approval prior to pur-
chase, and when received at your command, it is
tagged and recorded as plant property. Investment
equipment is purchased either through O&MN
funds or OPN funds. If the item requested has
a National Stock Number (NSN), O&MN funds This section covers accounting procedures for
are used for procurement; if the item does not fleet funding. Ships and commands under a type
have an NSN, OPN funds are uced. commander's control are authorized to cite his

operating budget accounting data for materials
Annually, in the month specified by and services. These funds are referred to as an

NAVMEDCOM, a budget-year budget covering OPTAR. It is SECNAV policy that the account-
the next 2 years is forwarded to NAVMEDCOM. ing effort performed by Navy Operating Forces
Negative reports are required. Each activity's re- be kept to the absolute minimum and that the
quirements are incorporated into NAVMED- responsibility for formal accounting be placed
COM's total requirements. These requirements ashore. To understand your duties in afloat, it is
are used by NAVMEDCOM to prepare the POM. first necessary to understand how the fleet com-
The budget year input is the first opportunity an mander, type commander, and commanding of-
activity has to identify total investment require- ficers of ships administer and account for funds,
ments. No growth in this budget will be author- supplies, and equipage. Under current procedures
ized, except for unfunded items carried over from OPTAR accounting includes only supplies and
the prior year. The opportunity to update your equipage funds.
requirements will not occur until 18 months
following the date of the original input. The
budget-year includes: Fleet and Type Commanders

9 Replacement items. All items in the invest- Funds are allocated under the appropriation
ment equipment inventory that will reach O&MN to each fleet commander for procurement
the end of their useful life expectancy by of supplies and equipment. Fleet commanders are
the end of the fiscal year in which the responsible for the administration and accounting
budget is to be executed. A life expediency of all funds allocated to them. Fleet commanders
guide for medical/dental equipment is pro- issue expenselimitation operating budgets to type
vided in BUMEDINST 4235.5 series, commanders. These budgets include funds to pro-

cure supplies and equipment for all ships under
their command. Type commanders issue

9 New items. Items that are required as a responsibility-center operating budgets to cover
rcsuit of increased or new mission re- operating costs of ships, units, and staff under
quirements or significant changes in their responsibility.
technology that render existing items
obsolete.

Commanding Officers

Annually, in the month specified by
NAVMEDCOM, an apportionment-year budget Commanding officers are responsible for
update is forwarded to NAVMEDCOM. This the proper and effective use of OPTAR funds.
apportionment-year budget is an update of the Statutes require that each transaction affecting the
budget-year budget, allowing for a roll-over of balance of an operating budget be recorded in
unfunded current year items. These are items that official records. It is the responsibility of the
were budgeted for but are unfunded in the cur- ship's finance officer to maintain shipboard re-
rent year budget. It also allows you to delete or cords that accurately show the value of chargeable
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requisitions incurred against funds and to report is charged, the available fund balance is reduced.
them to the Fleet Accounting Office (FAO). If a decrease in cost is realized, the department's

supply of outstanding requisitions increases. The
OPTAR ACCOUNTING OPTAR Log is like your personal checkbook;

both start with a specific amount of money. Each
As mentioned above, the ship's finance officer check or chargeable requisition decreases your

must maintain the official shipboard OPTAR ac- available funds. When you put money into your
counting records. Usually, each department main- account or receive an increase in the OPTAR, the
tains an unofficial record for their own use and balance increases. The starting amount of money
for planning purposes. As the department's OP- in the OPTAR is a grant from the commanding
TAR recordkeeper. you will maintain the Requisi- officer. Departments are usually notified of grants
tion/OPTAR Log, NAVCOMPT Form ?155, by memorandum. You must record the amount
figure 15-2. In doing so, you assume responsibility and date of the grant on the Requisition/OPTAR
for the proper use and accounting of funds. You Log. The memorandum is filed in the departmen-
will post all transactions to the department's OP- tal files in the 7000 series.
TAR accounting records. These records will be
reviewed from time to time for completeness and
accuracy.

SUMMARY
Requisition/OPTAR Log

As in any organization, you need money to
The Requisition/OPTAR Log, NAVCOMPT function or accomplish a mission. Picture finan-

Form 2155, is the principal shipboard financial cial management as a pie to be divided up so
control document. The individual maintaining it everyone gets their required share or piece. In
is known as the OPTAR Recordkeeper. Most of order for your command to receive its fair share,
the columns in the OPTAR Log are self- it is important to account for funds by accurate
explanatory. However, the following general rules recordkeeping and to plan ahead. It would be im-
shall be observed: possible for the advanced dental assistant to deter-

mine how much money is required to accomplish
" All entries in the OPTAR Log should be the mission and come up with an accurate

in ink and legible. operating budget alone. Therefore, you must get
input and assistance from all sources, i.e., den-

" The ship's name and hull number, along tal officers, and junior dental assistants.
with the department's name, should be Financial management is a complex subject
written in the space provided in the upper and this chapter covers only the basics. For fur-
right-hand corner of each page of the OP- ther information, consult the various manuals and
TAR Log. publications listed in the references at the end of

the chapter.
* Each page of the log should be numbered

in sequence.

* The fiscal year should be entered on each REFERENCES
page of the log.

Navy Comptroller Manual, Volume 2, September
The operating target amounts established by 1986 (through change 321)

your commanding officer must be entered in the
Requisition/OPTAR Log. Each chargeable trans- Navy Comptroller Manual, Volume 7, February
action will reduce the available funds by the value 1986 (through change 54)
of the chargeable transactions. Not all transac-
tions are chargeable to the OPTAR. Requisitions NAVMED 5020, Resource Management Hand-
citing nonchargeable fund codes are recorded in book, November 1985 (through change 4)
the log to maintain requisition number control,
although they will not have an effect on the OP- NAVSO P-3582, Financial Management Guide-
TAR balance. Likewise, cost adjustments will af- book for Commanding Officers, November
fect the OPTAR balance. If an increase in cost 1985
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INDEX

A Administrative essentials-Continued

official publications-Continued
Administrative essentials, 9-3to o 94 Joint Federal Travel Regulations, 9-3

correspondence management, 9-23 to 9-24 Manual for Courts-Martial, 9-3
naval correspondence, 9-10 to 9-23 Manual of Advancement, 9-2

naval message, 9-20 to 9-23 Manual of the Judge Advocate
message format, 9-21 to 9-23 General, 9-3
message precedence, 9-21 Gnrl -
message recence, 9-21 Manual of the Medical Department,
message responsibilities, 9-21 9-2
types of messages, 9-20 to 9-21 Naval Military Personnel Manual,

naval writing standards, 9-10 to 9-11 9-2
active writing, 9-11 Navy Pay and Personnel Procedures
compact writing, 9-11 Manual, 9-2
natural writing, 9-11 Navy Register, 9-5
organized writing, 9-11 Navy Travel Instructions, 9-3

Navy mailed message (NAVGRAM), Records Disposition Manual, 9-4
9-23 Security Regulations, 9-3

types of correspondence, 9-11 to 9-20 Standard Navy Distribution List, 9-4
business letter, 9-20 Standard Organization and Regula-
endorsement, 9-14 tions of the U.S. Navy, 9-1 to 9-2
joint letter, 9-12 Standard Subject Identification
memorandum, 9-16 Codes, 9-3 to 9-4
multiple-address letter, 9-12 Uniform Regulations, 9-2 to 9-3
speedletter, 9-14 to 9-16 U.S. Navy Regulations, 9-1
standard letter, 9-11 to 9-12 records disposal, 9-8 to 9-10

Navy filing system, 9-5 to 9-8 records disposal program, 9-9 to
file equipment, 9-5 to 9-6 9-10

file folders, 9-6 establishing and applying a
regular file cabinets, 9-5 records disposal program, 9-10
security file cabinets, 9-5 to 9-6 records disposal terminology, 9-8 to

filing procedures, 9-6 to 9-8 9-9
classifying, 9-7 Advancement, 1-3 to 1-6
coding, 9-8 Advancement handbooks, 1-5
cross-reference filing, 9-8 Alcohol torch, 6-4

Standard Subject Codes, 9-6 Alginate hydrocolloid impression, 6-1
numerical subject groups, 9-6 Alveolar osteitis, 5-2

official publications, 9-1 to 9-5 Aleonareais 5-2
Awards Manual, 9-3 Analyzing readiness and background, 8-5
Consolidated Subject Index, 9-5 Anteroposterior, townes view, 7-7 to 7-9
Correspondence Manual, 9-4 Appropriation of funds, 15-2 to 15-3
Directives Issuance System, 9-4 Artifical teeth, 6-3
Enlisted Transfer Manual, 9-2 Awards Manual, 9-3
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B Clinical supervision and administration-
Continued

Bacteriologic culturing, 5-10 to 5-11 dental records management, 11-3 to 11-8
Bases and cavity liner, 4-3 to 4-14 custody of dental records, 11-4
Bench lathe, 6-5 to 6-8 internal charqeout control of dental

adapters, 6-6 to 6-7 records, 11-4
chucks, 6-7 to 6-8 chargeout guide, 11-4

Bibliography for advancement study, 1-4 transfer and retirement of military
to 1-5 dental records, 11-4 to 11-6

Bite guard fabrication, 6-16 to 6-18 permanent transfer, 11-4 to 11-5
(BPA), Blanket Purchase Agreement, 13-15 retirement, 11-6
Budget calls, 15-4 transfer and retirement of outpatient
Budgeting, 15-3 to 15-7 dental records, 11-6 to 11-8
Budgeting for investment equipment, 15-4 permanent transfer, 11-6

to 15-5 release of dental radiographs,
Bunsen burner, 6-4 11-6

retirement of outpatient dental
records, 11-7 to 11-8

temporary transfer, 11-6
C introduction, 11-1

Occupational Health and Safety Program,
Cast materials, 6-2 11-10 to 11-12
Cast trimmer, 6-3 to 6-4 program elements, 11-12
Chisel sharpening, periodontal, 5-14 to supervisory responsibilities, 11-12

5-15 patient administration, 11-19 to 11-22
Clinical supervision and administration, 11-1 Defense Enrollment Eligibility

to 11-22 Reporting System (DEERS),
dental equipment preventive maintenance 11-19 to 11-21

program, 11-12 to 11-16 DEERS eligibility checks, 11-20
maintenance visits, 11-14 to 11-15 DEERS eligibility overrides,
operational maintenance, 11-14 11-20 to 11-21
records and reports, 11-15 to 11-16 dental sick call, 11-19

dental infection control program, 11-8 to Fleet Liaison Program, 11-21 to
11-10 11-22

general infection control guidelines, Patient Contact Program, 11-21
11-8 to 11-10 command patient contact repre-

central sterilization, 11-10 sentative, 11-21
disinfecting environmental sur- personnel evaluations, 11-2 to 11-3

faces and laboratory supplies Precious Metals Recovery Program, 11-16
and materials, 11-9 to 11-17

disinfection/sterilizing, 11-9 precious metals recovery in the DTF,
disposing of used sharp instru- 11-17

ments and needles, 11-9 principles of management, 11-1 to 11-2
disposing potentially infective organizing, 11-2

waste materials, 11-9 to 11-10 planning, 11-1 to 11-2
hand washing, 11-9 supervising, 11-2
medical history review, 11-8 Quality Assurance Program, 11-17 to
protective attire and barrier 11-19

techniques, 11-8 to 11-9 technical library, 11-19
sterilizing dental handpieces, Computing requirements, 13-4 to 13-5

ultrasonic scalers, and dental Consent by nonmilitary patients, 3-1 to 3-2
units, 11-9 Consolidated Subject Index, 9-5

infection control oversight program, Correspondence management, 9-23 to 9-24
11-10 Correspondence Manual, 9-4
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Correspondence, types of, 9-11 to 9-20 Dental reports and reports control-
business letter, 9-20 Continued
endorsement, 9-14 statement and inventory precious and

joint letter, 9-12 special dental metals, 10-8 to 10-9
disposition of NAVMED

memorandum, 9-16 6630/3, 10-9
multiple-address letter, 9-12 preparation of NAVMED 6630/3,
speedletter, 9-14 to 9-16 10-9
standard letter, 9-11 to 9-12 entries on the NAVMED

Cross-reference filing, 9-8 6630/3, 10-9
Crowns, temporary, 6-15 to 6-16 Dental sick call, 11-19

Dental supply, 13-1 to 13-19
Curette sharpening, periodontal, 5-14 level of supply, 13-3 to 13-5
Custom trays, 6-13 to 6-15 computing requirements, 13-4 to 13-5

custom tray with spacer, 6-14 to 6-15 supply level terminology, 13-3 to
13-4

material identification, 13-1 to 13-3
Federal Catalog System, 13-1 to 13-3

D Federal Supply Classification
System, 13-2 to 13-3

Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting National Stock Numbers, 13-1 to
System (DEERS), 11-19 to 11-21 13-2

Dental equipment preventive maintenance (LICN) Local Item Control Number,
program, 11-12 to 11-16 13-3

Dental infection control program, 11-8 to (NICN), Navy Item Control Number,

11-10 13-3

Dental records management, 11-3 to 11-8 procurement, 13-5 to 13-15
(BPA), Blanket purchase agreement,

custody of dental records, 11-4 13-15
internal chargeout control of dental (FARs) Federal Acquisition Regula-

records, 11-4 tions, 13-5
transfer and retirement of military dental imprest funds, 13-15

records, 11-4 to 11-6 Supply documents, 13-5 to 13-14
transfer and retirement of outpatient message requisition, 13-10 to

dental records, 11-6 to 11-8 13-11
Dental reports and reports control, 10-1 to MILSTRIP requisition, 13-5 to

10-13 13-9
Dental Equipment and Facilities Report, non-NSN requisition (4491),

10-1 NAVSUP Form 1250-2, 13-12
reporting responsibility of NAVMED to 13-13

6750/4, 10-1 order for supplies or services/re-
DIRS treatment report, 10-5 to 10-8 quest for quotations, DD

preparation of NAVMED 6600/8, Form 1155, 13-11 to 13-12
10-6 to 10-8 requisition and invoice/shipping

data block entries, 10-6 to 10-8 documents, DD Form 1149,
general typing instructions, 10-6 13-13 to 13-14
genral typin instruct , 6 0/, single line item consumption/re-

submission of NAVMED 6600/8, quisition document (manual),
10-8 NAVSUP Form 1250-1, 13-11

preparation and submission of NAVMED receipt and issue control, 13-15
6750/4, 10-2 to 10-5 to 13-10

reports management, 10-9 to 10-12 DOD single line item release/receipt
tickler file, 10-12 document, DD Form 1348-1, 13-15

tickler file contents and use, inventory control, 13-17 to 13-18
10-12 stock record cards, 13-16 to 13-17
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Dental supply-Continued E
receipt and issue control-Continued

stock record cards-Continued Emergency equipment and materials, 5-8 to
stock record card, NAVSUP 5-10

Form 766, 13-17 use and storage of oxygen, 5-8 to 5-10
stock record card afloat, NAV- Endodontics, 5-10 to 5-12

SUP Form 1114m, 13-16 to bacteriologic culturing, 5-10 to 5-11
13-17 root canal irrigation, 5-11

storeroom maintenance, security, and temporary seal placement, 5-11 to 5-12
safety, 13-18 temporary seal removal, 5-10

maintenance, 13-18 Enlisted Distribution Verification Report
safety procedures, 13-19 (EDVR), 12-11 to 12-12
security procedures, 13-19 Enlisted Service Record, 12-1 to 12-8

Dental technician rating, 1-1 to 1-7 Enlisted Transfer Manual, 9-2
advancement, 1-3 to 1-6 Entries in health care records, 3-8

advancement opportunities for petty Expressed conscent, 3-1 to 3-2
officers, 1-6 Extraoral radiography, 7-1 to 7-14

commissioned officer, 1-6 extraoral film equipment, 7-1 to 7-5
advancement requirements, 1-5 to 1-6 extraoral film, 7-2 to 7-5
increased responsibilities, 1-3 film cassettes, 7-3 to 7-4
leadership and supervision, 1-3 to film storage, 7-3

1-4 labeling the film cassette, 7-4
preparing for advancement, 1-4 to loading and unloading the film

1-5 cassette, 7-4 to 7-5
advancement handbook, 1-5 extraoral film exposure, 7-5 to 7-13
Bibliography for Advancement lateral oblique view, 7-12

Study, 1-4 to 1-5 lateral skoll view, 7-10 to 7-11
Manual of Navy Enlisted Man- posteroanterior view, 7-6 to 7-7

power and Personnel Classifi- submentovertex view, 7-11
cations and Occupational temporomandibular joint view, 7-12
Standards, 1-4 to 7-13

personnel advancement require- townes view (anteroposterior), 7-7 to
ments, 1-5 7-9

dental technician (OT) rating, 1-1 to waters view (occipitomental), 7-9 to
1-2 7-10

assignments and duties, 1-2 zygomatic view, 7-12
Navy enlisted classification codes, 1-2 extraoral film processing, 7-13 to 7-14

to 1-3
NEC groupings, 1-2 to 1-3

entry series, 1-2 F
rating series, 1-2 to 1-3

nonresident career courses, 1-1 Family Advocacy Program, 3-7 to 3-8
Dental waxes, 6-2 (FARs), Federal Acquisition Regulations,
Denture base repairs, 6-18 to 6-22 13-5

denture tooth repair, 6-21 to 6-22 Federal Catalog System, 13-1 to 13-3
Diagnostic cast, 6-10 to 6-13 Filing system, 9-5 to 9-8
Diagnostic impression, 6-8 to 6-10 file equipment, 9-5 to 9-6
Directives Issuance System, 9-4 filing procedures, 9-6 to 9-8
DIRS treatment report, 10-5 to 10-8 Standard Subject Codes, 9-6
Lisinfecting environmental surfaces and Film equipment, extraoral, 7-1 to 7-5

laboratory supplies and materials, 11-9 film cassettes, 7-3 to 7-4
Disposing of used sharp instruments and film storage, 7-3

needles, 11-9 labeling the film cassette, 7-4
DOD single line item release/Receipt docu- loading and unloading the film cassette,

ment, DD Form 1348-1, 13-15 to 13-16 7-4 to 7-5
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Film exposure, extraoral, 7-5 to 7-13 Instrument sharpening, 5-12 to 5-16
Financial management, 15-1 to 15-7 periodontal chisel sharpening, 5-14 to

appropriation of funds, 15-2 to 15-3 5-15
flow of funds, 15-2 to 15-3 periodontal curette sharpening, 5-14

obligating appropriated funds, periodontal knife sharpening, 5-13 to
15-3 5-14

budgeting. 15-3 to 15-7 scaler sharpening, 5-15 to 5-16
budget calls, 15-4 sharpening devices, 5-13
budgeting fox investment equipment, Internal chargeout control of dental records,

15-4 to 15-5 11-4
operating budget, 15-4 Internal controls, 14-7
operating budget estimate, 15-4 Inventory control, 13-17 to 13-18
operating target (OPTAR), 15-5 to Inventory of plant property, 14-5 to 14-7

15-7
commanding officer, 15-5 to

15-7 J
fleet and type commanders, 15-5

OPTAR accounting, 15-7 Joint Federal Travel Regulations, 9-3
requisition/OPTAR log, 15-7

financial management terms, 15-1 to
15-2 K

Financial management terms, 15-1 to 15-2
Fleet Liaison Program, 11-21 to 11-22 Knife sharpening, periodontal, 5-13 o 5-14
Flow of funds, 15-2 to 15-3
Freedom of Information Act, 3-6

L

G Laboratory handpiece and engine, 6-8

Lateral oblique view, 7-12

Geographic Naval Medical Commands, 2-2 to Legal and clinical guidelines, 3-7 to 3-8
2-9 Legal aspects of patient care, 3-1 to 3-9

consent by nonmilitary patients, 3-1 to
3-2

1 expressed consent, 3-1 to 3-2
implied consent, 3-1

Implied consent, 3-1 who may consent, 3-2
Impression material, 6-1 to 6-2 Family Advocacy Program, 3-7 to 3-8

alginate hydrocolloid, 6-1 legal and clinical guidelines, 3-7 to
polysulfide rubber, 6-1 to 6-2 3-8

Imprest funds, 13-15 preventive program, 3-7
Incident reports, 3-2 to 3-6 reporting FAP incidents, 3-8
Infection control oversight program, 11-10 incident reports, 3-2 to 3-6
Inservice training, 8-1 to 8-2 methods of reporting, 3-4 to 3-6

training officer duties, 8-1 to 8-2 reporting requirements, 3-2 to 3-4
Instructional materials, developing, 8-9 to line of duty and misconduct, 3-8 to

8-13 3-9
Instructional planning and development, 8-2 entries in health care records, 3-8

to 8-13 refusal of treatment, 3-8 to 3-9
analyzing readiness and background, 8-5 release of medical information, 3-6 to
developing instructional materials, 8-9 to 3-7

8-13 Freedom of Information Act, 3-6
developing learning objectives, 8-4 to 8-5 Privacy Act of 1974, 3-6 to 3-7
measuring leatning, 8-7 disclosure accounting, 3-7
selecting teaching strategies, 8-6 Privacy Act Statement, 3-6
task analysis, 8-2 to 8-4 release of information, 3-7
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Levels of supply, 13-3 to 13-5 Naval Medical Department, the-Cn-tinued
(LICN), Local Item Control Number, 13-3 Naval Medical Command-Continued
Line of duty and misconduct, 3-8 to 3-9 Medical Department Environmental

and Preventive Medicine Units, 2-9
Medical Department Research Activi-

M ties, 2-9
medical department training acti-

Maintenance, 13-18 vities, 2-8 to 2-9
Manpower Authorizations, 12-12 to 12-13 Naval Health Sciences Education
Manual for Courts-Martial, 9-3 and Training Command, 2-8
Manual of Advancement, 9-2 to 2-9
Manual of the Judge Advocate General, 9-3 Navy Pay and Personnel Procedures Manual,
Manual of the Medical Department, 9-2 9-2
Material identification, 13-1 to 13-3 Navy Register, 9-5
Materials, prosthodontics, 6-1 to 6-3 Navy Travel Instructions, 9-3
Matrices, 4-4 to 4-6 NICN (Navy Item Control Number), 13-3
Medical Department Environmental and Pre- Nonresident Career Course, 1-1

ventive Medicine Units, 2-9
Medical Department Research Activities, 2-9 O
Medical Department Support to the Fleet

Marine Force (FMF), 2-9 to 2-11 Occipitomental, waters view, 7-9 to 7-10
Medical department training activitites, 2-8 Occupational Health and Safety Program,

to 2-9 11-10 to 11-12
Methods of reporting, 3-4 to 3-6 Officer Distribution Control Report, 12-12
Minor property, 14-7 Officer service record, 12-8 to 12-10
Mission staffing of the Medical Department, Official publications, 9-1 to 9-5

2-1 to 2-2 Operating budget, 15-4
Operating budgeting estimate, 15-4
Operating target (OPTAR), 15-5 to 15-7

N Operative and preventive dentistry, 4-! to
4-10

Naval correspondence, 9-10 to 9-23 operative dentistry, 4-1 to 4-8
naval message, 9-20 to 9-23 bases and cavity liner, 4-3 to 4-4
naval writing standards, 9-10 to 9-11 applying calcium hydroxide and
Navy mailed message (NAVGRAM), 9-23 zinc oxide-eugenol cements,
types of correspondence, 9-11 to 9-20 4-4

Naval Medical Command, 2-2 to 2-9 applying cavity varnish, 4-4
Naval Military Personnel Manual, 9-2 applying zinc phosphate
Navy Enlisted Classification Codes, 1-2 to cements, 4-4

1-3 applying zinc phosphate cement,
Navy Medical Department, the, 2-1 to 2-11 4-4

Medical Department Support to the Fleet matrices, 4-4 to 4-6
Marine Force (FMF), 2-9 to 2-11 placing aposterior matrix, 4-5

FMF medical support, 2-9 to 2-11 placing and removing an an-
mission and staffing of the Medical terior matrix, 4-6

Department, 2-1 to 2-2 removing posterior matrix, 4-6
Naval Medical Command, 2-2 to 2-9 restoration polishing, 4-7 to 4-8

Geographic Naval Medical Corn- polishing amalgam restorations,
mands, 2-2 to 2-9 4-7 to 4-8

area dental laboratories, 2-8 rubber dam, 4-1 to 4-3
branch dental clinics, 2-7 to 2-8 preparing the rubber dam, 4-2
branch dental recruit clinics, 2-8 removing the rubber dam, 4-3
Naval Dental Clinics, 2-5 to 2-7 rubber dam placement proce-
Naval hospitals, 2-4 to 2-5 dures, 4-2 to 4-3
Naval Medical Clinics, 2-5 temporary restorations, 4-6 to 4-7
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Operative and preventive dentistry-Con- P
tinued

preventive dentistry, 4-8 to 4-10 Patient administration, 11-19 to 11-22
oral health care presentations, Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting

4-9 System (DEERS), 11-19 to 11-21
patients with jaw fractures and dental sick call, 11-19

hospitalized patients, 4-9 to Fleet Liaison Program, 11-21 to 11-22
4-10 Patient Contact Program, 11-21

pregnant patients, 4-10 Periodontics, 5-12 to 5-16

preventive dentistry program, 4-8 to instrument sharpening, 5-12 to 5-16

4-9 periodontal dressing removal, 5-12

special preventive care, 4-9 to Personnel evaluations, 11-2 to 11-3
4-10 Personnel manning documents, 12-10 to 12-12
440 Personnel Records and accounting, 12-1 to

Operative dentistry, 4-1 to 4-8 12-13
OPTAR accounting, 15-7 Manpower Authorizaitons, 12-12 to 12-13
Oral health care presentations, 4-9 using information from the Man-
Oral presentation techniques of, 8-14 power Authorization, 12-13
Oral surgery, endodontics, and periodontics, personnel manning documents, 12-10 to

5-1 to 5-16 12-13
endodontics, 5-10 to 5-12 (EDVR), Enlisted Distribution

bacteriologic culturing, 5-10 to Verification Report, 12-11 to 12-12
5-11 organization of the EDVR,

root canal irrigation, 5-11 12-11
temporary seal placement, 5-11 to Officer Distribution Control Report,

5-12 12-12
temporary seal removal, 5-10 personnel service record, 12-1 to

oral surgery, 5-I to 5-10 12-10
emergency equipment and materials, Enlisted Service Record, 12-1 to

5-8 to 5-10 12-8
use and storage of oxygen, 5-8 to left side, 12-8

5-10 right side, 12-1 to 12-8
maintaining and preparing the sur- Officer Service Record, 12-8 to

gical air drill, 5-3 to 5-8 12-10
cleaning the surgical air drill, left side, 12-9 to 12-10

5-7 to 5-8 right side, 12-8 to 12-9
preparation of the surgical air Personnel service record, 12-1 to 12-10

drill, 5-5 to 5-7 Plant property, 14-1 to 14-7
sterilization of the surgical air Plant property accounting, 14-2 to 14-5

drill, 5-8 Plant property classes, 14-1
postoperative treatment, 5-1 to 5-2 Plant property identification numbers,

alveolar osteitis, 5-2 14-5
suture removal, 5-2 to 5-3 Posteroanterior view, 7-6 to 7-7
tissue specimens, 5-1 Postoperative treatment, 5-1 to 5-2

periodontics, 5-12 to 5-16 alveolar osteitis, 5-2
instrument sharpening, 5-12 to 5-16 Precious Metals Recovery Program, 11-16 to

periodontal chisel sharpening, 11-7
5-14 to 5-15 Preventive dentistry, 4-8 to 4-10

periodontal curette sharpening, Preventive dentistry program, 4-8 to 4-9
5-14 Privacy Act of 1974, 3-6 to 3-7

periodontal knife sharpening, Processing, extraoral film, 7-13 to 7-14
5-13 to 5-14 Procurement, 13-5 to 13-15

scaler sharpening, 5-15 to 5-16 Property management, 14-1 to 14-10
sharpening devices, 5-13 minor property, 14-7

periodontal dressing removal, 5-12 internal controls, 14-7
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Property management-Continued R
plant property, 14-1 to 14-7

inventory of plant property, 14-5 to Radiography, extraoral, 7-1 to 7-14
14-7 Receipt and Issue Control, 13-15 to 13-18

plant property accounting, 14-2 to Records disposal, 9-8 to 9-10
14-5 Records Disposition Manual, 9-4

correction of class DOD prop- Refusal of treatment, 3-8 to 3-9
erty records, 14-5 Release of medical information, 3-6 to 3-7

recording and reporting class 3 Reporting FAR incidents, 3-8
plant property, 14-2 to 14-5 Reporting requirements, 3-2 to 3-4

plant property classes, 14-1 Reports management, 10-9 to 10-12
plant property identification Restoration polishing, 4-7 to 4-8

numbers, 14-5 Root canal irrigation, 5-11
survey of government property, 14-7 to Rubber dam, 4-1 to 4-3

14-10
Prosthodontics, 6-1 to 6-23

bite guard fabrication, 6-16 to 6-18
custom trays, 6-13 to 6-15 S

custom tray with spacer, 6-14 to
6-15 Safety procedures, 13-19

denture repair, 6-18 Seal removal and placement, temporary, 5-10
denture base repairs, 6-19 to 6-22 to 5-12

denture tooth repair, 6-21 to Security procedures, 13-19
6-22 Security Regulations, 9-3

diagnostic cast, 6-10 to 6-13 Separating media, 6-2 to 6-3
diagnostic impression, 6-8 to 6-10 Sharpening, instrument, 5-12 to 5-16
equipment, 6-3 to 6-8 Skull view, lateral, 7-10 to 7-11

alcohol torch, 6-4 Special preventive care, 4-9 to 4-10
bench lathe, 6-5 to 6-8 Standard Navy Distribution List, 9-4

adapters, 6-6 to 6-7 Standard Organization and Regulations of the
chucks, 6-7 to 6-8 U.S. Navy, 9-1 to 9-2

bunsen burner, 6-4 Standard Subject Identification Codes, 9-3 to
cast trimmer, 6-3 to 6-4 9-4
laboratory handpiece and engine, Statement and inventory of precious and

6-8 special dental metals, 10-8 to 10-9
pneumatic curing unit, 6-4 to 6-5 Sterilizing dental handpieces, ultrasonic
vacuum adapter, 6-5 scalers, and dental units, 11-9
vibrator, 6-3 Stock record cards, 13-16 to 13-17

materials, 6-1 to 6-3 Storeroom maintenance, security, and safety,
artifical teeth, 6-3 13-18 to 13-19
cast materiaLs, 6-2 Strategies, selecting teaching, 8-6
dental waxes, 6-2 Submentovertex view, 7-11
denture resins, 6-2 Supply Documents, 13-5 to 13-15
impression material, 6-1 to 6-2 Supply level terminology, 13-3 to 13-4

alginate hydrocolloid, 6-1 Surgical air drill, maintaining and preparing,
polysulfide rubber, 6-1 to 6-2 5-3 to 5-8

separating media, 6-2 to 6-3 cleaning the surgical air drill, 5-7 to
temporary crowns, 6-15 to 6-16 5-8

preparation of the surgical air drill,
5-5 to 5-7

sterilization of the surgical air drill,
Q 5-8

Survey of government property, 14-7 to 14-10
Quality Assurance Program, 11-17 to 11-19 Suture removal, 5-2 to 5-3
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T Training-Continued
instructional planning and development-

Task analysis, 8-2 to 8-4 Continued
Temporary crowns, 6-15 to 6-16 task analysis, 8-2 to 8-4
Temporary restorations, 4-6 to 4-7 classifying task data, 8-3 to 8-4
Temporary seal placement and removal, 5-10 collecting task data, 8-3

to 5-12 techinques of oral presentation, 8-14
Temporomandibular joint view, 7-12 to 7-13 Transfer and retirement of military dental
Tickler file, 10-12 records, 11-4 to 11-6
Tissue specimens, 5-1 Transfer and retirement of outipati:nt dental
Townes view (anteroposterior), 7-7 to 7-9 records, 11-6 to 11-8
Training, 8-1 to 8-15

inservice training, 8-1 to 8-2
training officer duties, 8-1 to 8-2 U

instructional planning and development, Uniform Regulations, 9-2 to 9-3
8-2 to 8-13 U. S. Navy Regulations, 9-1

analyzing readiness and background,
8-5

developing instructional materials, V
8-9 to 8-13 Vacuum adapter, 6-5

student handouts, 8-11 to 8-12 Vibrator, 6-3
the lesson topic guide, 8-9 to

8-11
training aids, 8-12 to 8-13 W

developing learning objectives, 8-4 to
8-5 Waters view (occipitomental), 7-9 to 7-10

enabling objectives, 8-5 Waxes, dental, 6-2
terminal objectives, 8-4 to 8-5 Writing standards, 9-10 to 9-11

measuring learning, 8-7
developing a test, 8-7 to 8-9 Z

selecting teaching strategies, 8-6
teaching methods, 8-6 to 8-7 Zygomatic view, 7-12
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